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INTRODUCTION
When in January, 1977, the Vocational Special Needi

Program at Texas A&M University co- nsored _a conference
'on vocational education for the- hair POW, 50 participants
were er-orcted. Two hunched attended th evaluations such
as, "This is the finest Workshop I have a ended in many years,"
project staff at Terms A&M were encouraged to present a
second statewide conference in 1978. The second and third
conferences sponsored by the Vocational Spedal Needs Pro-
gram at Texas A&M were equals Well reteived, with keynote
speakers such -as Frank Bowe. of the American Coalition for
Citizens with Disabilities and Baud Keith of the Office of Civil
Rights. Teachers; counselors, and administrators, representative
of the many pe vocational and special educators in the state of
Texas; also . ke at these conferences, sharing their experi-
ences, insigh ,, and advice. .

This vol me brings yoU the proceedings from the fourth
statewide co erence on the needs of special students in
vocational ed than. Once again lceyno .1cers have come
from across the nited States tod-dress the educators of Texas,
including such novators as Marc Gold and Marc Hull. And
once again, the conference rests the Majority of its claim to

uality on the , lidos of the educators of Texas themselves.
Speakers we chosen to address the needs of anticipated

ParifdpantS: tors, counselors, and teachers in the
secondary and post-secondary levels of vocational education.
Topics were chose to address the wide variety of concerns and

-

iv

Questions raised by the vocational education of handicapped
students: from funding to employment, teaching techniques to
recent litiffritkm. We Mist that these pages will bring solutions IA_
these concerns and answers to these questions. .

We want to give a special acknowledgment to those
50.11)16113 whose presentation, whether because of faulty equip-
ment or excessive background noise on tapes, have not been
included in this Proceedings: These speakers include Nan
Crowell who gave a nuts and bolti approach to teaching the
learning disabled 'student Don Hancock who spoke on the
timely topic, "The Role of the Vocational- Counselor in the
Vocational Assessment Process"; Elise Millikin who discussed
employability techniques; Bill Grirsy who shared-the resources
Ord services available front the Post-Secondary Division at the
Texas Education Agency, Althea Choates who gave an excel:
lent presentation on developing and coordinating interagency
support Melinda McKee who presented "Up the Mainstream
Without A Paddle: Educational Support Services for Deaf and
Other Disabled Students"; Ron Trull who spoke on- the role of
the texas Rehabilitation Commission; and Frank ThOmpson
who gave an employer's perspective on the vocational training
of handicapped students. It is with deep regret that we must
omit these presentations.

We have arranged the other presentations under topkal
headings, for your EaSier use. AddresieS of all presenters have
been Included at the back of the Prociedings. .
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CONFERENCE WELCOME
ELEANOR MIKULIN, DONALD L CLARK

k.,-

TorWelcome not only participants to, the conference but also readWe to this
Proceedings; ws invited representativoefrom the Texas Education Agency and from
the Collage of Education at Texas A&M University. Eleanor Mullin is cooidinator
ftr'Special needs with t141 Division _oi Occupational Education and Technology at
TEA; Donald L Clark le Asociate Dean of Research with the College of
at Texas AIM. "

4 . .

Mullin: As I look over the audience; there are a group of
, people I ret..esnize from special- education days.. Today I will

share with those of you who do not know; I have joined the
Vocational Division workinAl for special needs students; we are
still working for the same group and will be working together.

It is a pleasure to welcome you to the Fourth Annual
_Vocational Special Needs Conference. I bring you greetings

from the Department of Occupational Education and Technolo-
gy of Texas Education Agency in Austin. Mr. Caster, ou
Assodate Commissioner, will be with us -tonight and
tomorrow for his prealintation, Those of you who have n
him will bepleased to do so when he does arrive. MIS
has been jointly developed by people from special edu lion;
vocational education,- and vocational rebablitaitio* The Steer-
ing committee included people from the local disMct, room the
State mplus, college and university personnel. I see all of

u represented here today. We hope that the conference will
the needs of all of these groups.

I am sure all of you have heard that there hatiq been
changes taking place at Texas Education Agency. I would like to
mention that I think the changes are positive and that in thi
future I think the group we work with, the vocational sPecial
needs group, will benefitftom any of the changes taking place.
Again,. welcome front TEA.

Clark: On behalf of the Colle of Education and the
administration of Texas A&M University; I; too; want to extend
a- Word of titektime to you as You visit your land wint
university. We trust that this conference will be; in the tr62 spirit
of our land grant tradition, a service to you, the constituents of
our state. 1

Let us look albs title on the front of our program. As we
think of the word building, or in tad any word that ends in
"ing," we are talldng about doing something the word is
action cittented. "Building Toward More Effective Vocational
Training for Spedaltleeds Students'. does not say that we are
building training program& It says we are building toward;
which means there is something already there. If we are going

to be "more effective;" there must be something already going
on, otherwise we would just say we are building programs. So
we know thathere is something going on out there. The very
fadthat yiou are here -is because you are associated with what is
already there.

But is what is out there the best? Can we make it more
effective? I think that is what the program staff had in mind as
they put. the tide together building a more effective training
program.. As we think through that, and as we meet together
through the next two and a half days; we must think ati6ut What
We want_to take home frdm this conference to assist us in our
task of bdlding a program to- meet the needs of the young
people in our local communities

f h is excellent to come together as a peer group; to get all
charged up at a conknence such as this; to pet the ackertaliti
flowing; thinking we are going to go home and do something.
Then we get hove, and we- face all the things that have
accumulated on oar desks while we were gone. All of a sudden
the material we gained from the conference slips in the

..---background a little. Hislt really accomplished anything? As you
Start this conference (rather than as you end it), I would like to
challenge you. As you hear the presenters, participate in
the small sessions, as you interact with your in stela!
sessions, try to identify at least one thing that you in fact are
going to take home and put the ing form on in an action
oriented manner.

Mayhe some of you have heard- me use MIS analogy
previously; but I think it bears repeating even if you have At this
conference, we are _going to present you with some information.
You will gather an information base while you are here In some
of your sessions, or asyou ride home and talk about it Withsour
peers; and internalize that information; it starts _to' become
knowledge. But it is only after you apply that, use that,
internalize that information, does that information ripen into
wisdom. I hope that a great deal of wisdom emanates from this
conference.

8 Clark, .1



FEATURE1) SPEAKER
MARC GOLD*

S

Natiomdlyzeozgnized for developing the_"Try Another War training technolo
gy. Marc Gold promise: -to- bring -piractic-1.1- -methUtfrit meeting -the. learning
problems of handicapped :students In vocational pringams. :Because_ of this
researdier, edikator, and scientist-inisidreds of- othersTrise institutionalised. unpro-
ductive citizens have become self-iufficient employees: In his vocational 'raining
emu, he is especially noted for achieving industrial -level standards and above.

The concept of special needs is a bit confessing: If there are
people who have special needs then there must be people who
do not However, I have not met them yet In- a vocational
school one time as I was Walking -rough shop I saw a_youn_g
man whom I would Imagine was yibelect normal: I did not get
dose enough to see If he- was = moderately, severely, or
profoundly normal; but he was probably labeled normal This.
young_ man was standing at a grinder with a drill bit in-hit hand.
The teacher_ was off to one side doing some things that the
teacher needed- to so this guy was standing there alone He
was leaning up against a grinderwith the drill bit; putting it into a;
chuck, tightening it dOwn, and trying it out with aiichill press. It
would smoke and turn purple; and then he would -ring it back
and try it again. At one point, e hit the tight angle and went
over and started to cut, which- a real exciting thing for him,
but I found that-he ad not any idea why.

As I stood there, I said to myself; "I-fere is a yOung man
with some special needs r-He has a vent *alai need right-now
to efficiently and effectively learn how to sharpen a drill bp._ If
somebody would -alike two minutes of quality training time, he
would know conceptually What it is to have a sharpdrill.,,Hejust '
needs a- very thripde ktion in angles and much else. Then
he -would have not only a conceptual base, but the actual
technical skill to be able -to do it, to te able to test it, and .',
replicate it" I was convinced that here certainly was a student
With special needs.

When we talk about -people with special needs, we are
.

Using one of the current buzz woids. We used to have other
buzz words: In the Los Angeles city system you had initials: You
had ."R;" !t': "S," far rapid; normal and ilow learner. The
inittals did not fool anybody; everybody knew what they meant
I could spend the rest of this time just 'going through' our
vocabulary: But a vocabulary -does mean things happen very
much -Oki-int than When we did not have so big a vocabulary.

If we arewhig to talk about tpedtil ti hen there are at -..
least two things that we need to discuss: First how do you
dIttinguith-those who have them flOM those who do not? Or a
more basic question; can you distinguish? And _secondly; is it
potdble for us, instead of thinking about people with spec
.needr_to think in terms of goals that need to. be accomplished
and differences .between how people get to those goals and
how people accomplish those goals? We are going, to cover
these two issues:

Let's start by taking the issue of special needs_ If we were
going to talk about the alternative to "special;" we could
probably use the word "norirrahr Who is normal? What i& it? ,'
What does it mean? Itmeans that you are in-iiiStead-of out. That
is all that normal means Normal means that you are in- society
instead of out Of it, in fobs instead of-out of them. For those of=
you who wish to _bp_ members of families; it means that you are
in families instead of out of %tares. That is what normal means

2, GoTd

But normal meaossomething else too._Norrnal means that
you are what evetybOdy,is used to How does that make you
feel? That is really what you are, what everybodyis used to.
You do not bring any negative attention to yourself. They say
the_way you get to be_ normals to have six of these and three
and four of those until you add up to everyone eke.

That does not seem to make any sense at_ all when you
look at each. of us. Each of us is a little afferent The way we get
WO normal is, really a balance: It Is not _adding up a bunch of
stuff; but _balancing a bunch of AU. We bidance the things
about us -that are lovely and the things about us that are lousy.
We haa both- knitly and lousy, every tingle one- of us does.
There are things about us' that have-to beAolerated, and -things

-that are _deeply appridated. Each of us as our own collection
of both and our collection is- unique: No two people have the
same collection or the same balance.

The terms that we use to describe those things in the Tr%
Another Way system are "competence" and "deviance."
When we' use the word deviance, we use it to mean anything
that brings negative attention. It is an operational definition; nof
a moral one. If something makes somebody Uncomfortable,
thetAliat something is deviant

hidden , what makes people ijncomketable changes all
the time Thorne is not a thing that you can name that is
uniVentally uncomfortable. What if_ I said "Is murder. deviant
beh'a ?`-'1)Tot In war. Out on the front line, if theperson nod
to

N *
; pt firing at the enemy; you might shoot him in_the

head ow deviant it might be not to doingthat How
i hg? Is _fantasizing deviant? ou might_go_ to

Qarties iv, c'- ft IS not deViant People in a _psyc Jilt& institution
might you and say, "What is the matter with her?_ She
has `e one place to be. I have three or four plates and can
c Shealways seems to be right here. There's somIthIng
strsi4 = about here'

things that attention cRange all_the time;
but th are a lot of thi thatfor a lot of the time-and foi
of us. discomfort , the -speech _therapist walk into a
d store, and the woman behind_ the geritithe counter
says, "C I help -y-you?" This muses discomfod even
though you work with attiCtilation problekit all day long. You
day to yourself; "I hope my face Is showing that I am_ more
interested in what' she said rather than in the way the Said it"

Suppose yOu are walking down the street Asa teacher of
physically handicapped people; you have been around Wheel
chairs so longyolii-toes are fiat But here comes a person in a
wheelchair: You _a& a pro. You say to yotustili; "j_ could geup
these and open the door, but what if this is one of those people
who says, 'Thank you but I.can do it myielf?'" So you know A

what you do? You windoW shop next door."How come? To
avoid the whole question. So deviance is-the thing that brings
negative attentlop.

)
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When I use the word "competence;" I use it to mean
something that people have, but that not everyone has,
something that is wanted and needed by someone else. The
balance between competence and deviance, I describe as the
"Competence Deviance Hypothesis." The CoMpetence De-
viance Hypothesis says the more competence an individual has,
the more deviance will be tolerated in that person by others. Let

1
us say that we have zero right here, where no one has decided
whether a -person is a good guy or a bad guy. On this side of
zero is competence, on this other side is deviance. You and I
have a little arrow inside our heads. It is one of the most active
things we have going.MI the time that arrow is adjusting based
on input. Remember Richard Nixon? What_ did we do with him?
If we consider competence; there is not enough space on the
scale to describe all of that man's tompetenee. JUSt read the
books phenorrienally competent man. But there is not
enough room over on the other side either. For years,_ where
was his arrow? Way on the plus side. He was President of the
United States! And then one day the American people said,
"Mr. Nixon, there just is not enough foreign diplomacy
competence to outweigh_ all that dorfestic deviance. Get out"
The arrow

.
swung down below zero.

What happened then? We got a president who was right at
zero. Hanothing over here, nothing over there, he was right in
the middle. Now did I say something bad about Gerald Ford or
something bad, about Richard Nixon? That is the interesting
thing Listing the good and the bad really does not matter until
you add them both up. That determines where the arrow lands.
You can have a Nixon who can have tons and tons and a Ford
who has ounces and ounces and that still does not tell you
where the arrow will be..

Flow-about spouses? A, bunch of you are spouses. There
are. things about you as a spouse that stink. Just ask your
spouse. But there are things about you as a spouse that are
reallyitOvely, You can check those out- There are some of
you ere who used to be-spouses, andyou are not anymore.
The competence deviance hypothesis says that, for one or both
parties at some time, those things that had to be tolerated began
to outweigh. those things that were valued and the arrow went

- below zero. Do you ever hear somebody say, "How can she
live with him?" Next time you hear that say, "What is it about
him- that -we do not know that is so fantastic that she lives with
him?' t It has got to be there. She is living VAth him, so that arrow
is a 'plus:

It is the same with people labeled speciahneeds, handi-
capped, retarded, cerebral palsied, blind, deaf; etc.. They are
in the same situation we are in All they need to make it are
more pluses than minuses. What is the difference? The
difference is that yen and I do not have as many minuses given
to us: We do not hive the big set of liabilities that keeps tugging

r on that arrow Those people do, and that is theonly difference.
When we look at deviance a little more closely; we find that
there are three kinds of deviance, three things that bring
negative attention. The labels that we give them are not really

nt her I will use the labels, but it is Abe concept -that
are poTtant The first kind of deviance is what I call Ottblic
elected deviance. Those are things that bring negative attention
that a person can choosy to have or not have Part of the
process of growing up is deciding what not to do any more_ You
remember when you were a kid and your mother said, "Don't
eat your soup with a fork:7 Or; "Whatever you did the last time
you went to town, don't I got three phone calls." You learn as
you grow older thatothere are certain things that you think are all
right, but every time you do those things,_people get on your
case. So you decide not to do them any more. Public elected
deviance means you can choose.

The second kind of deviance trpritiatZP_Ideviance. Privater

Gold; 3

deViance is wonderful. People do things that they think are okay
to do, but God forbid anyone else should know! I used to give
examples; I do not do that anymore. I would say,: "For
instance" and then 18 heads in the audience would go down _or
you could see the red Coming. If you want to get a feeling for
what I am talking about; you can take_my self-administered test
of private deviance. Say to yourself, '-'What are things that I do,
and I really do not think anything is wrong with them; but I hope)
no one ever knows that I do them." If you cannot think of any,
by the way, you are. leading ayery dull existence.

There are some interesting things about private, deviance.
First of- all, it is free. It does not affect your arrow. Nobody
knows about it. You do not have to pay for it, you do not have
to have an account of assets to balance against it, unless. it
comes out of the closet; out in the open.. And we have all seen
that happen.

Here is a beautiful example of the competence deviance
hypothesis; somebody in town does something and iris Tot
cool. You hear people say, "He did what?" Then one of-two -
things will happen. People will say, "Well, then, he i out I am
not going to shop in his_store. My children cannot play with his: I
will not vote for him." That means the arrow went below zero,
tight? The other option is that people will say; "He did? Oh; that
is terrible, but you know something? He does this and he did
that and did that-2. You weigh the options and sometinnes_you
end up saying, ''That is really disappointing; but he is still OK by
me:" We balance all that stuff.

When do people with special needs get a chance at private
anything; much less private deviance? With mostof the people
that are called "special needs," especially people with signifi-
cant handicapping conditions; we are so interested in giving
them the gckicrlife that we program them 24 hours a day and
take from them one of the absolutely basic components bf a
dignified existence privacy. How' uch do you need? There
are people who need hours a day. If soave of you do not get at
least several hours a day (absolutely free and dear of anybody
except you); you just do not feel good. Then there are pepple,
like me, for instance, who do not need that much; maybe a, half
hour; an hour a day; something like that gut what little I need, I

'need really badly. If !do not get that smallchunk of time; I itch:
Yet most of the people we are talking_ about at this conference .

rarely have a chance for anything that can really be called
privacy. Some of you do'notget the chance either. It is just not
easy to turn around to your spouse and say; "Honey; I really
love you but get out of herd. I do not Want to be a half at this
moment; I want to be a whole. As long as you are here_, the best
I can do is a half and I just need more right now." Wouldn't it be .

nice if we could do that without them thinking it is a reflecti9n
on them?

Now we come to the third kind of deviance, and that is the
one; that separates "them" kohl "us." Public non-elected
deviances are the things that bring negative attention, discom-
fort, but which people cannot elect to have or not have That
woman behind the perfume counter cannot wake-up in the
rworning and say; "I think talk nicely today:7 The person in

:a wheelchair cannot say, "I think I will walk today." There is no
v- choice_

Who ale those people? You _come to a conference like this
and you see somebody-sitting in the front row of the conference
and he is not looking at the speaker but at somebody who is
moving her fingers around. You see people come in and they
are moving with a cane and dark glasses. It is deviant and they
cannot elect it. Yet it goes beyond that.

I want to dig d6wn into this because') think there is some
insight there into what our jobs are and what it is we are trying .

to accomplish.- When we, take a look- at things that bring
negative attention; public non:elected deViance; there are three
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sutkategctrieS there, too. The first one is appeararice. Think of
the time yob _have spent

The
people with special needs;

around i. pedple with very mild handicapping conditions:
Amongst that group; the number of them who have sjgnificant
physical characteristics is not really high: But for others of you;
especially those of you who have worked with moderately and
severely handicapped people (if you-would get our middle _class :
jargon out of the way for a couple of minutes), you-Would have
;to say that a lot otittem are really ugly. Ugly. There are a lot of
ugly people with special- needs. Every one of us-has some-ugly.
'You think my nose looks big now; you should see it without the
mustache! ,Yet what do we -do With these other folks?'When I
first got in this business; back in_ 1960,.I did some traveling.
around; and t thOught-tO myself, "My religious educators lied to
me "-There really are_11 commandmentsd they only told me ,
10 of them. The -11th commandment is: Thou shalt give all
Down's Syndrome people the same haircrit." No matter where
twent, the barber had beat me there, the same guy, and guess
.what haircut he picked? Vgly, Ugly! It somebody has little tiny
ears and a flat, fat back of the head, ofcciurse you are going to
give that _somebody _a butch haircut. Then you can:make Sine
everybody knows. Why would you do that? Now peOple with
`Down's Syndrome have gotten a decent hairstyle,, for the nieh
a mustache,or goatee, or both; for the Women a little make-up;
and glasses with a shaded top across the-top--orthe glasses. I
could say to you,. "There are _five mongoloids_ in here "__and
everybody would look and look and you would not find them
because the four or five ways 'you know to recognize them are
not there anymore.

Yet when those- people 41k- in the door, their arrow is !
sitting on the floor before you even find out if they are nice, if
they are stinky; if they can talk; if *s can work. You justlookat
them and you say; "Whoa, there the arrow goes:" Who has the
special needs? Ps: If we did nothing more than give them the
same courtesies that we give ourselves, that arrow would come

-up a bunch: Let me give you a nice exercise. Look down at
whatycu are Wearitig.'Islow ask youtself, "How many did I try
on before 1 bought, this one?" NOw_when you go back to Vont
programs , piek a person with t`peeial_neects7and see what that
person is wearing and 'then ask, "HOW many -Were- tried on
before they bought that one?" You know that answer: One: All
we have to do is give. them a little- -coiitte.Sy, We give them
convenience, we give them training; but we give-them no
dignity.

The second kind of public non-elected deviance is any
behavior that bringS negative- attention because of its presence.
These are all of those things that people. do that make other
people uncomfortable. Some people hit other people; they cry
a lot: they- are running around; they slap themselves;
they rock baek and forth; they iriterrupl other people's conver-
sations: Sometimes you_ will See a list entitled: .!'Inappropriate,,-.
Behaviors.-" Or:You will see: "We wish to eliminate inappn?-
priatebehaviors." ;

. ._ By the way; the next time You have a student with
inapprop4ie behaviors, be really careful not to assume_ that
student cannot learn._ Jf he cannot learn, how did he get those
befi-aviors? They had to come from somewhere. He was not

- born-with them. He learned them, and if he is able to leant
those, he AS able to -learn a whole bunch of behaviors that
people like having around.

'L So ,we have this second category Of thin0. that bring
negative attention that the person -just_cannot decide to do or
not to do. You' cannot. Say to yourself, If you really did not
warato dolt youireally_would not do it, right?" Well; they ale
.exactly the same way. Yet;we sit there thinking,' 'The stinking .,
little kid is ruining My day. Why- doesn't he _stop this?" He does
not stop it fOrrthe same reason that you', and I do not You have,

to work _through those behaviors; train. them out, and build
other behaviors. ;

Now we come to the third lategory of public non-elected
deviance: It is the big one: It is all of those behaviors that bring
negative attention, because of their absence. Why doesn't she .
go_ to the bathroom in the .right place? Why doesn't he use
nubile transportation in a city where everybody is expected_to?
Why don't they eat with a _knife and a _fork? Why don't they
dress themselves, brush their teeth; comb their _hair, wash their
hands? Why don't they sit-In my mainstreamed classroom and
learn like everybody else? The other two are more conspicuous;
but they are not the categories that carry the real weight. When
somebody says to you; "We are placing three _special needs
students in your class," it is not the ina_ppropirlate behaViors that
'get you_(because there are not that many of those), and it is_not
that they lOcik funhy,lt is that you are silting there saying, "Why
don't_ these students dO this and that?" or; "How corner'
somebody is asking me to get ffiem to do all these things that

ey do not do? I have _already got a full load and now they are
ving me another fall load."

If you look at ithe curricula foi people with handl-capping. _

conditions, you will find thas about 190% of it is devoted to
teaching those_ things_that ifa person doei not know, it brings
negative attention. These are called zero order _tasks or _be7
haviors. If th%person dOeS khow them so what? YOU combed
your hair tOday;_but did anybody congratulate,,you? You igot
dressed today, -Tomorrow, cone to work- naked and then
watch!_ All of these, things are necessary to avoid_ the negative
consequences Of not doing theni. Why do we call them zero?
Because; _first of _all; you get nothing for doing them and
secondly, ybu do them to get nothing. You do them so that you
do not get negative feedback

Do you remember when you started brushing your teeth?
What was the initial motivation for your teeth?

. Probably fear. For some people with special needs it Is different.
You have heard teachers say, "Come on -and brUSti your teeth
and I will give you a piece_ of candy :7 You started out by fear
but a little later-on sorriebOdYSaid you could not be in a car pool
anymore; so god started brushing your teeth again to avoid the , .

negative _consequences. For some of us, brushing our teeth
actually took on positive consequences: t do not think there is a
person alive who enjoyed the first tooth brushing: But some of .

us really want-to brush our teeth now especially after eggs.: It
feels good now, but that Ll'hdt how it started._For aNtot of us;
bathingnow has nice feelings-to it; we_enjoy it. For otherS, it isa

zero order task. Every one of us Is different:

Where are we with these special needs folks now? I-Started
out with ai big arrow and It is down. They do not have a lot
going for them and I said that there were three things that seem
to Make that arrow go down: If we could magically get ridof all
1f stuff about appearance that brings negative attention; the
arZU.Wcitild come up. Then, I said a lot of them have behaviors
that bother the heck out.of people. Lefs say we could get rid of
all of those. We cannot, but let's say that we could. Up comes
the arrow. Then let's_ say that we could list all of theibehaviort
you need so people do not think you are weird because-you do
not have .them. We leam.how to brush our teeth,_get dressed,
wash dotlim-, move around the community. Let's say we could
teach all Of those,'-Which wenever.-Will, but et's say that we
could._ Where would that arrow end tip if We could do all of
Mat? Zero. That is the beSt we could do. Why? What is missing?..
Competence. _Where is it? Something that someone has; that

-
not-everyone has, that is wanted and needed by someone else.
Until you havethak zero is the best you 'will ever come up wititt

-That JS a problem because it you ar&at zero; anytime here is
even a little rhinus; where are.you? At minus. Which Means. that
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there better be _pluses because there will always be minuses;
and that we better start teaching pluses.

Let me give you a concrete example of the competence
deviance theory. Actually; there are two parts to this story. The
first part is the simple version. There is a man in amork activity
center (or sheltered workshop) for severely handicapped peo-
ple. The work activity center has reached the point where they
feel they are successful. They have a man- who did not know
how to work and was not very well adjusted and_they have
mock him very well adjusted at doing nothing. They have '

brought hini to_zero. He doesnot have the retardate shuffle. He
does not give the girb funny looki At lunch time, he does not
bother other people; he does not slobber all over. He uses the
public transportation system, gets up at the right time. They
thi,Zie are ready to put him on a job,"

at kinds of jobs do they put handicapped people on?
Zero jobs. So they get him a job in a factory doing the sweeping.
He comes_ in every morning; gets the broom; and he does a
pod job: He is there for two weeks. He goes up the aisle, goes
down the aisle; andsweeps.

After two weeks; a couple of people over on aisle ten go up
to the foreman, talk to him and then the foreman goes to the
personnel man and says; "We have a problem. You know that
guy. you hired to sweep? Well, he is a nice guy and I am really
proud abOut the way the workers have been behaving. They
have been really nice; But a couple of them came up to me and
reallyjeel down. They said every time he comes by their benth,
he picks his nose and WtpeS it on their bench. They are just
really down about it and I thought you ought to know,"

The personnel man thinks zibilitit it and fires him. He says
"We cannot have a morale problem. We have a staff of
production workers. We would really like to keep the young
man; but we just cannot do it."

Now that is not what he is really saying. He really means
that anybody can push a' broom. And if nobody puShes the
broom, the accounts receivables do_ not go down and he has no
loss. That means zero. It is a iero job. If people start sneezing
because

and
gets too dusty, you run down to manpower, 'pick up a

gUY, and he comes out to swe for you.
The second versionpf theory starts out six monthsearfier

in the same factory. There is an in that factory who is 64 and
a h If years old (Retirement ge was-65 when L came up with
th ) He has been in the fa w for 25 years and he operates a
M bine in the factory; 'a maChine.that would take a minimum'
of thirty days to train som6neto run. NOw if the machine does
not run, thefactory does not go.--This man that has been on the
machine for 25. years and loves the factory, says to the foreman
one day, "You guys are putting me out to pasture in six months.
Who is going to run my machine?"

"Don't worry, Harry, we will take care of it,"
"I know, but I realty want to have enough time to train

someone."

"Don't worryr Hany; we'..)e got time."
Oneevening Hany is at home and his clau_ghter and son-

in-law are over for dinner. The son-in-law happens tabe the
placement coOrdinalor at the work activity center. Harry is
lamenting and the son-in-law says; "Hey; Pop; may I ask you a
question? Wotild it do anything to your self-concept if I

suggested replacing you with a severely me. .

Harry sayi; ''"Soni, I am 64 and alialf years .1c1 If yoU think
you can do something to my. self-concept, try me. T, at do you
haye,iin.rnind?" -

, So for the next 'six months, every night :ill e men walk
into thaffactortjarid _work on that machine. ix months go

-.40ne noontiine 'everybody gathers around and the little_ man in

Gold; 5

the grey suit that you never see comes out of -the office and
says; We are gathered here today to honor Harry," He says;
"Come over here, Harty. I want to give this to you as a token of
our esteem:"

somebody says; "Hey; what about theAntl-_ then
. machine?"

\

Harry says, "Don't worry about it, I took care of every-
thing; Meet Fred." -

They loOk over and here is this-guy who does not look too
cool.

"This is Fred. Fred knows the machine. Fred, go ahead."
Fred goes over and sits down _at the machine and -the

. machine comes alive. It sounds like Harry is sitting there. What
a relief. The marlin the grey suit goes back into his office and
shuts his door for another 65 years. The other workersgo back
to work: Harry goes off to look at his watch. And the placement
counselor does what they all do: they go sneak and hide and
watch.

:Two weeks go_ by, A couple of people_ over on aisle ten go
to the foreman. The fOreman goes to thd personnel man. The
personnel man calls in the custodian and says; "Mr_. Custodian;
I am really sorry to bother you With this, but I have a new -

assignment for you: You know the machine over on aisle ten?
From now on, twice a week I want you to.go over there and
clean off_ th_e bench by it. I also want you to put a screen Up
around that machine so that people cannot find -put how it is
that A person is capable of operating it with one hand.."_

Flow many of-NO-it knout) of real People, meaningful,
dignified; lovely, people;' who :lost their job for doing :nothing
morethan Sticking a finger in their nose? The. jobs' that we put.
them_ on were zero, .so anytime even_ one minus showed u0, it
was too much. Now do you see. the competence deviance.
hypothesis? Now do you see those two different stories? As long
as .we keep placing people with special needs rorft vocational
opportunities that are zero; dead end, bottom level, 'non-
remunerative,Aion-Status; mickey"mouse;_ garbage jobs; _we will
never get anywhere and that describes about 95% of the jobs
that we give those people: n _ _ _ _

, -There are now -41 people' with severe and profound -,

handicapping conditions working in the city, of ts_Philadelphia.
They have been on 'thdse' jobs for approXimately two years;
they earn between $4 and_$12.an hour. "Til_ey have full medical
acid all other fringe. benefits. They are all members of labor
unions. Most of them are making a whole bunch more than
most of you. Nobody cares if they look a little funny-or talk a
litdy fUnny Or Walk a little .funnybecause they get thejbb done.
They stay: Did you knoW that there are electronics companie.sin
this state that have bench assembly operation pith SO% .-
tuntoyer? DoyOu have any idea what it costs to h thatievel

... of turnover? By the wa_y-f.an eleCtronics assembly operation is
'not a mundzinetasic It Ira repetitive task. It is noirnUndane.),If
they'have ten jobs, they have to-refill eighrof them' all' the-tin-ie.

You people are 'trainers; yoU-have been around.. How dp ,

you- out training? You amortize it over the of the
'employee. if_y_ou spend $2000 toprain the nerscp;_arid_hestays ,
WithNou-fOr 20._years, that-is:cheap. Ifyou s_pend $2000 to train
someone and they stay there for two months; _that is expensive!
But that is What is happening ijd you know what we have done,
for the electronics.' industry. in Texas? We have giVen ;them

..workers that they can train'for $3000,. $4000 or $5000; but we
have given them workers Who stay-.wocers who have alevet of
quality they have never seen before, a level of commitment
they have never seen, And do you knoUr What they are cloIng?
They are puffing a million doltars worth Of their resources into'-
getting more of them. Not because of .504; liut becauie,the9 are
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t bad and they-are-now fihditig that they can _get
in those jobs.who are better than they have ever had

fore. It is worth whateVer it costs.
Let us tae--ohe Other-166k at these people; Italked about,

theperson sitting in the front row who is watching sigx_ilanguNe
and fihger spelling,--about the person in the wheelchair; !about'
the woman:at the peiftime counter; about the:person with the
cane. 1,thirik when -many of us tith across those people irt'our
lives; a three-by-five" card popsup in-our, heads that-says, -"I am
looldtig et ah intact!' system with one or more_ malfunctioning
subsystems." For some of you; _the card SaYS,-"She is just like
Me but her anus dip not work He is justlike me but his eyes'do

-not work. They are just like me but..."-- ._
.....,_ That is a.nice card. When we have-People coming into Our

vocational special needs programs that are labeled retarded,
cerebral-PaLsied; blind; -retaided autistic, we_ see that card. But
when we walk into an institution:andsee people_ in cribs who
are Adults; and -see; 0-abtila,litotalAi -..,tribitig walls, a different
card pops up: That card says; "I am l ' ng at a malftinctionihg
systemi not an inelet system -With _one_ di' more malfunctioning
subsystems; but a matfunctioningsystem." For-some of us, the
card says; "She is not like me. They are not like me:" . __

. Now that-is-a -different card. It 15 a terrible card: Yet; itft;would-not be terrible if you guys had no I sold such atilt of
goodSall yotir -life. We live hi a society th as taught -usivery
well: . "If you have an intact systeni with one or -more malfurit-
tioning-subtSteitiS, fix it. If you have a -Malfunctioning system'
junk it and get another one." We have learned that lesson to a
fault ,

-Take the automobile as an example:: Take three of them.
Automobile #1. You drive in afrifght,Lptill in the driveway, go in
the house, go to bed;: come out-in the morning; turn the key;
nothing. So you call the station attendant and he checks it
over: He sots the battery is dead-and. your alternator needs
replacing.. There is- no- problem with that car. That car,will not
move one inch and yet. you are standing there perceiving it_ as
an absolutely intact system with two malfunctioning subsys-
tems; so there is no problem. What db' you_ do? Fix it

i _ Car #2. You see these -around-Tekas:You see them a lot
irrNorth Catblitia: The car sitiouton the front lawn; and "sit!' is
the: correct- word. It has no-wheels, no windows, _no hood, no
-Carburetor it just sits: Now imagiee_the.wner saying to:you; "It
has a brand. new set of braket.,"' Why do you laugh? Because
you have learned so well that it is foolishness to talk about- an
intact subsystem-in-a malfunctioning system unless you happen
to be the junk man: . .

Car_#3: This is the borderline car. Many of you came here
in a torderlitie car. It works. It needsia tune up: The front end
needs aligning. It needs a set of tires. It really needs to-have the
engine rebuilt. And the 8-track is broken: That car has a major
problem' The other two kindi haVe no problerhs whatsoever.
What it the problem with the third onel Deciding what it is: that
is the problem. That deciiiek bylhe way, is never based on
reason. There is no computer program that tells you what to-do;
all you_ have got is guts- to go- on. You finally say to-yourself,
"Junk it" Once you make that emotional decision,_the reSt-is

easy, YoujustiNit. have had it for five yeara_lt_would just be
putting good money after bad. Certainly; if -__I fik one thihg,
somethingelse -wW go. I owe myself a new car:" Or you make
the other gut decision! "I am kee_pingit I love-that car. We have

through lots ofthings togethei: If I spend $1000 on m9 car
and somebody else goes_out and bilVi a car for $1000, we will

, see who has the better mr." Then your friends say to you, "You
are putting a set of radials on what ?"

It is, the same-thing with people with- special needs. The
problem is deciding what they are: .Which card is going to pop

up? And you know that yoti cannot do it intellectually- I could
OW you a new mantra and say; "Now we are all going to
_repeat 'They are all intact - systems with one or more malfunc-
'ffiehirig subsystems!" I could do that; and it would not do
anything to you: Do-you -know what does something to you?
When you see these people do_something that you never,-never
thought they could-do-before. You say to youtself; "If they can..
do that, what else might they be able to do?" ThatiS Wheii the
card starts:to break away and not until then: When you:see a
person with profound .mental 'retardation earning a-hi:di-0, it
throws:: your whole system off because you are saying to
yourself; "Wait a minute; If that person is actually earning $5.50
ariihour,, why the heck ann feeding her at night? Why am I
putting clothes on her? Hbw come shetsPayih-qat much taxes
as I om paying and yet somebody is picking up the tab for her?
Something does not fit.", And it is not until that happens that we

can break things down.
Let us go off in a little different direction now. -I would like

to make the concepts_ of competence_a_little more concrete.
Where does vocational education- start? At adoleterice? I see
programs called pre-vocational. The only thing:that-I see that
distinguishes pre-vocational-from whatever else they took Is that
the students are - older. I tried to figure out what vocational tasks
are. But I concluded -that- there LS no such thing as:a strictly

e vocational task: There are- things _that_ people do When they
work, but there-are none-tififiese that they CU, not do -at other
times. Of showing up on time; following directions,ifelloWitig
sequence, InteraCting with ether people; staying in one place at
one time; being able to pet-form sophisticated: techhital Opera- y

not one is done anymore in a place called work than is
donein a place called home. We must start with The babies!

-- Learning to operate around hot stuff is an important
vocational task. -How did you leatii-licki. AO- be around htitstuff?
We found out that If you set _a toaster on a "light" setting that,
when the toast popped upi- if yoti your fingers right abc(41 on
the toaster it would be hot enough to make you jerk. It would
hurt,: but there would be no tissue damage- at all: So -if a
handicapped student'S fingers go down- there and touch it, -he is
goingto learn:like-you and I did, "Get the heck out of there the
hurry!" tinder controlled conditions that lesson will not do
damage.1Thatiis training. N

While we are at it, why_ don't we teach --thiS person
something -that means kiniething?:_Often; the special needs
people just -sit there and somebody feeds the children and
sometiodydresseS them and somebody does this anddoes that
What a drag. Then.we say; "Oh; We love-Them and they are so
nice and so lovely." Do you know why you hear that so much?
There is nothing else to say. How can we respect there? And
Whose fault is it?

Probably none of you waited until you were forty to leain
how to gar4e._ Are yoU familiar with Gesell? Most of you have
read Geseil's Developmental Schedules.- Where doeS-it Say- that,
developmentally, gargling comes in for the retarded at age 40?
How many sofe_throats do we-owe retardedpersoriS because
we- -waited until they were 40 to teach them to gargle?
Incidentally; you Should see the content task analysis for
gargling!

It is nice to teach somebody to make a white-sauce, to run
a lathe; but we also have to -teach them about life, about what
you and I do in ordef to :make it These skills are important
Teaching them howto take care of themselves- down there and
up there and around there should be a part of it, to--6:-Frahkly,
whether- itis wecial needs or not, we should be teaching that
kind of stuff- and yet Ave avoid it like the plague. Settle places .

now -have sex education. We have accepted that e three R's
are not enough. I do not care what you call it, it it part of life
that We are missing in the schools:
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Special needs people need to, and can, learn saleable
vocational s . One group of people who were never allowed
in a sheltered workshop are no0, doing electronics work Most
of the IQ's are below about 35 or so, so they are not kind of
people you would likely get in a typical vocational needs
curriculum. They are people who would be in- the programs
labeled severe and profoundly handicapped: The work they are
doing is for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration_
There is a two-minute film in a press release that NASA put out
a- couple -of- years ago saying that the qualityLof their work
exceeds the; quality' of NASA's own :workers; They sub -
contracted high-qtialiV electronics operations. Do you feel a lot
of benevolence, kir them? NO, Benevolence= is a badly paved;
one-way Street Whenyou hear pity, you think that is a bad
word. When you hear benevolence, you= think that is nice. You
do not want anybody to feel benevolent toward you, do you?
You cannot _give respect; and_ dignity and benevolence _at the
same time. Yet you cannot feel benevolence for somebody who
is sitting therebdoing something that you do not knowhow to
do. The special needs people assemble tracking modules for
NASA. It Is a 550-step operation; and they have never had one
product reilltted for failing to meet quality control.

You will be getting people like herniplegics in your classes.
Do you know_ that word: hemiplegit? Some people think that
means one side of the body does not work That is not what it
,means. It means that one side of the body works differently than
the other side.__We are not neurologists and we are not
neurosurgeons. lkle are-teachers. -We say to ourselves, "If one
hand can hook around a wheelchair;,theriit can hook around a
thousand different things with a thouSand different hooks.. We

--are going to teach the hemiplegic student to hook all over the
place." And do you know how we are going to do it? We are
not giving him M&M's and saying; "Come on now," and
putting happy faces on his forehead. We are saying something
like, "How would you like to _run the projector?" We could-have
written a task analysis so that he could do It with one hand: No
way. We wrote a set of motions and operations that required
the use of both hands. The teacher said to him; "I am willing to
teach it to you but you will have to use hOth hands."

You _know the bill of goods he has ben sold. He said
"Then I can't"

' The teacher said; "Oh;: I will show you how."
Andiiow he is using both hands. He V not hurting; there is

no pain. There is no magic either. the hand can :do things. It is
all in the mind of the people who set up the expectancies. If a
young man has polio and he has no muscle tone in his arm at all
we_ have come up_ with a task analysis for the use of one hand.
But if he does not have polio, if he has cerebral palsy, and if that
hand moves and does things, then our job is to find lots and lots
of things for it to do.

There are lots 9f things that special needs people can learn.
One woman with profound mental retardation learned seven
machines. All of them were commercial kitchen machines and
the, ones that were picked just happened to be the seven
commercial machines used in the best_ restaurant in town._After
she learned all of those skills, the coordinator went to the owner
of the restaurant and said; "I have someone who can operate
every machine in your kitchen perfectly. Are you interested in
hiring her or not?" The answer was yes-, She now has a full-time
)ob. She cannot talk, she has very little language; but she is a
perfect employee. I think it =would be nice to have some
employees who could not talk!

You know you are supposed to raise your voice eight steps
when 'you talk to three year olds and you are supposed to work'
With them with plastic only. Do you want t6 see a three-year-old
fly? Treat him like an. adult whether he is normal or special
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needs or _what seer. We taught three-year-ald multi-
handicapped children to assertible a flashlight Now, of course,
we have to give all sons of reinforcers for doing this, do we not?
Wrong. You teach people things that they want toleam, that
they are impressed with, that they think are status`tasks,- and
they will learn all day long. They will love it. The teachers do;
too. While these people were still three years old, =they were
learning and enjoying it, and the people around them were
saying, "If my three year old, mcderately- retarded _son is-

assembling flashlights, what might I expect over the next _18
years?" They thought it was much better thari-"Well he is able
to sit there nicely while they gethis coat off and it takes about 40
minutes to get all the coats off so we can get them ready for
juice, and it takes about 15 minutes forjuice, and we don't want
to be late because-if we get them late for juice, then they might
miss their nap and we dorftwant them_ tird when they oet on
the-bus to go home." An elderly couple living in rural south
Georgia said they were not driving anymore at night because
they had a-flat once, could not fix it, and sat there all night. Their
retarded_son lives with them, so we took their car and taught
him to change the tire. Now, instead of having their retarded
son in the back, they have this life:or-death, valuable insurance
policy in the Back seat They travel around at night now
because they know if they have a flat tire, it-is OK; he knows
how to fix it: That gives him sornething in the fam0 that he has
never had before. He has earned his parents' respect.

There is a concept in the Try Another Way system that I
think may _have some usefulness to you folks here. The concept
is power. Power is part of the philosophical value structure in
the Try Another Way approach. We use the -term "power" to
mean what the trainer -must have in order for the learner to
acquire the task. We say that the difference between people is
not what they are capable of knowing, but what it takes on the
part of the trainer in order to get them to know. So if we have
two individuals, one of them labeled normal andone of them
labeled severely retarded, -and we want _both of therri to -be
electronic bench assemblers; we take it as a given fact that both
of these people -are thoroughly- capable of being competent,
proficient; electronic assemblers. The difference between the .
two of them-is the amount of power that will be required by the
trainer to get them there. For the person labeled normal, we
assume that it probably Will,not take very much power on the
part of the trainer to bring that person to proficiency. For the
person labeled severely retarded, it will 'probably take a great
deal of power on'the part of the trainer to bring thattierson to
proficiency, to the same level the person labeled normal
achieved.

Where does power cdTre from? Power comes from
expectancies. If you do not think somebody is going to do
something, you can be sure, they will not. It also comes from
instructional technology. There are thousands and thousands of
tricks that can be included in a trainer's bag. The _technological
part of our system is an organizational- structure for organizin_g
all the decisions a trainer -has to make and for selecting what
technique the trainer should use.

Power comes from resources- What kind of resources does
it take to get power. It depends. We know from experience that
if you want to teach a person labeled normal to drive an
autornobile, the resource you need is individualized instruction,
one-to-one instruction. At that particular moment; they are
special needs.

What about when you want to teach a person with a mild
handicapping condition, let us say a slightly retarded person, to
make a white sauce? How much power do you _need? Do you
know how much power I thinkyou would beed?Probably ifshe
was at a stove with three other students that were labeled
normal learning to make a white sauce and if somebody had
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sPent just a Attie time with_ the teacher am:1_14st a little lime with
thqse three students, I will bet they would have all the power
th4_,netcled_not only to learn the white sauce but to make Cure
she learned it, trio.'

Do you know what happens instead? In additionto your
her students, younay.get three students in your class who are

special needs students. One of the mittakeswehave made with
you is we have done a really lousy. marketing job; just terrible.
You were already busy all the time. -Whatever_your load' was, it
was a fullIchad because whatever, you get used to is a full load.
When, somebOdy comes in and adds more on top of it, that is
called more.than full And that is no good. Nobody wants to be ,

more-than full. You hear about -these teachers who only have 8
students in their class or 10 or 11 or 12. You have 34 students
and now you have some of their students -In your class.

We need to approach this by recognizing that this concept
of power is -hot power -in -the political sense, but power in the
sense that I anthstrig it here Thequeshons are simple: What do
I want to teach? Who do I want to teach it to? How much power
am I going to need? How do 1 create_the circu%stance where 1
have --gbt enough power? That it a fairly sinIple, sequence -of
questions and it can lead you to some very exciting things. For
instance, every no matter how easy that person finds
It to learn or how difficult that person finds it to leamilwhether
thepersbri is a gifted student, a normal student; a student wi
mildly handicapping conditions or with significant -.1ecial needs

every single stunt needs some individualized instruction:
Every one of them needs some small -group-homogeneous
instruction. Every' one of ,them needs some small group
heterogeneous instruction and -eVerY one of them needs some
large group heterogeneous instruction: Try using one -to -one
'instruction to teach somehOdy-to get alongln a big group. It is
not -easy:- We have one -to -one instruction to teach normal
people bow to drive, and_yet, for things like calisthenics we can
have 150 or 260 of them together. You do not need much
power-for modeling.

What we need is some marketing. _People in the area of
special_ needs should find some really genuine reason to _be
there. Not-all of you have. Not everybody thinks they ought to
be working with students.with special needs. And that -lust
fine. But the fact of the matter is,- most-people find some very;
very nick personal satitfaction when- they can see something
positive Happen. And when they cannot _see positive things ,
happen,- how can we stand there and say, "You will really like
It"? No teacher likes to stand around watching students fail.__

There are- -some really nice reasons for working with
students with special needs when_you_have_the conditions to sio
it-arid those-conditions are available. You think you need more
monew more resources; more teachers? I do not think you do. I
think what we have 104 is to be more clever, more creative,
and use the resources we have. For instance, use your other
students. People outside of home economics_ think -that home
economics is cooking and sewing and this and that. Yet a lot-of
the training and the philosophical underpinnings of home
economics is an understanding Ofthe- family structure and an
understanding of life existence and community existence. The
home economics teachers that -1 know find a great deal of
personal satisfaction in being able_ to_ teach _their students the
joys and the satitfactiont and the feelings of competence that
come from helping somebody else. lam not saying that as some
sort of altirittic, wonderful, lovely thing. It simply feels good._

If -yeiti are going to have special needs students in your
classes (and you can forget about the "if" because you are
going to) it might as well work out well Well means satisfying: It
means that whatever energies I haye to put:out, I get enough
back that I do not mind putting the energies out: The way to do
that is to take your resources, your other students, your

-ciliticrilunt, and say toyourselves, "How do I do this in a way
that my jobls_no harder and I can walk away at the end of the
day saying, 'My students are learning more now that these
special needs people are here than they did before'?"

Remember, I talked about the drill bit when_lgot t'tarted. 1
see a lot of _shop courses being run so that teaching drill bit
sharpening takes three days. The method is basiCally exposure.
You give the students all the necessary equipment and hope
that eventually the drill bit gets sh . You end up with very,
veryve short drill bit The e altemativ is to design a powerful
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training strategy that*ows your students with normalcy to
learn how to sharpen a drill bit accurately; consistently, and
reliably in a matter of five or six minutes of training.. You should
see what these students do with training. When somebody
actually takes the time toplan lessons and think lessons out and
deliver really powerful strategies of instruction, you can take a
shop with- 15 or 20 students, and with Individualized instruction
and powerful training strategies, you could probably get much
higher performance in about 10%, 15% or 20% of the time: I
really believe that.. Again; that is not a cripcism because you
have never needed to do that. You have always taught what
you needed to in the time you, had, which is fine. HoWever, you
could be teaching in a way that those students would not only
learn everything they are learning now,_ but would -also learn
how to teach it to people who have some trouble learning. You
would have time to teach a whole bunch of other things with the
same resources that you have now: ,

lain going to'add one more point. The one other point that
I would like to make is about the "what" thatyou teach. Since
the word vocational is being attached to this conference, I

would like to suggest specifically for the students with vocational
special needs that you go further than you have gone in
assessing the needs of your community for workers. I know that
you already do that. Wheel do not think we have done yell,
much, because I do not think you have really needed to up until
now, is to ask yourself; "In this community, where are thejobs
that have good salaries, good working conditions; good fringe
benefits; but where it is very hard to find employees that Stay?"
The electronics corporation in Chicago is such a place. They
pay good money, they have gOOd frines, they have good
working conditions: But even though there is a 13% unemploy-
ment rate in Cllicago,:there is a 4430% turnover on those jobs in
thevlectronics industry: People just 'do not want to be there.
No my thatthe company does their recruiting with people
whose Value structures just do not fit there. Employees will work
until they_g_et some money, then they want to leave; that hurts
the electronics industry. You should be -able to go into your
community, whether it is a small community_ , agrarian commu-
nity; rural community, industrial community, and say to your-_
self, "Where are some jobs that if my students with vocational
special_ needs really knew how to do those jobs excellently, they
would have a beautiful start in the world of work?" Then train
for them. I think that area is not being tapped now that the field
of vocational education is starling to take special needs students
seriously.

ou got the legal mandate a number of years ago; yoU
ignored it for a long time; then did not quite riore it; but just
found a way to- bootleg what you really wanted to do and call it
training. Now, I- get the imprestIon that In the field of vocational
education there are a_ lot of people who are starting to say,
"'Let's do tomething. Let's really ti to accomplish something
and see if we can get something done." Now that is happening;
one of the places that has to be addressed far, far, more directly
than it has been, Is finding those jobs. I would suggest that you
do hot accept anything less than really: decent jobs: The
temptation is to take the poor jobs. Going back to the
competence deviance hypothesis, those are zero-order jobs.



They are not going toist; they are not got to be good
working conditiork A lot of filmes you hear abo t peo_ple-Mng.
fired from Or leaving jobs. ILyou went out and w the working
conditions they were working under, you would y to yourself,
"I cannot believe they stayed as long as they di The strategy
that we use when we are involved in placemen is for our staff
members to work on the jobs until`the supervi rs tell us they
are perfect workers, until they say, "Your q is everything
that we want, and you are doing everything way we want
you to do it" At that point; our employees the begin to write
the task analysis and begin to design the job sta ons and the job
training for workers we are going tobring int6 ose jobs. Until
that point, how could we know what we were ning for? How
could we decide if we really wanted these ple who are
important to us to even be there?

That strategy is really interesting. A frien of mine does
placement in Chicago. A person may say; "I ne d a commercial
dishwasher and I pay $4 an hour and I have a health package
and I wotild love to hive one of yodr employ es."

Scishe-says "Fine, 1-will start working to arrow and then
when I am performing exactly the way you wa me to perform
I will bring in the worker and train the worker i to the job and I
will fade out"

If she finds it so hot there that she passes
t let her eat on the job even though it is a kit

ere for eight hours, etc., she says, "Thanks,
do not want anybody working in this job. It

, dignity of the people I represent."
We have not done enough of that in this

said, "Hirethe handicapped." Nobody wan
because they are handicapped. And as an em
want any handicapped people working for me.
tent people working for me and What I have to
competence means, this, this, and this. If the
walk, then comOtence is not zt job that- requir
the job is operating a machine and this person w
can operate that machine as well as anybody I h
the place, what dOes it matter that he cannot
not handicapped' workers; those are competent
do all the things. I want them to do. So th
suggestion that I would like to make: look very,
job placement and find really decent jobs for
work and effort will be worth it.

I am going to stop here as far as monologue. Now I would
like to know what you want to talk about.

Audience: What interest and aptitude instru ent do you
use to assess students?

Gold: None. We do not believe that`tho things are
worthwhile for people with mild mental retardation _ =r neg4ble
language skills. Not only that, we have seen them a ministered
and the tests say, "Would you like to b8 a lawyer _o would you
like to be a sanitary engineer?" -How do these pe ple know?
Can we know what a lawyer does jUst because w watched
"Perry Mason"? The idea that we can ,sit and ask people a
bunch of questions and somehow they will understand, we just
do not accept. Not only that, what is wrong with teaching a
person how to do 'a job, teaching him' how to do it well, and
then lettin_g him say to you, "I am really glad I know how to do
this but I do not like it," and gang to a next one and a next one
and a next one? That is the way you and _I did it yet,_ somehow,
we think of that as failure for them. We also are skeptical of
those other tests, like manual dexterity_ tests. In fact, we have
done some interesting research on that and, without going into
it all, we find that the only form of assessment that makes any
sense at all is criterion referenced assessment.

ut, or they do
hen and she is
ut no thanks. I

beneath the

eld. We have
to be hired

toyer, I do not
I want compe-
find out is that
person cannot
walking, But if
o cannot walk
ve ever had in
k? Those are
orkers if they

t is the other
ery closely at
pie. All your

With our form of criterion referenced assessment you say
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to' yourselves at teachers,__ "What_ do I want the student to
know ?'' Then you say, "What am lgoing to clo to see that the
student knOwsr The point where you say the student knows is
the end of that assessment. If you have kept records of what
you have done, you can pass on to the next teacher a statement
that says, "The student knows this and this and this, and this-is
how I taught him.:' That is assessment. 71-here are certainly
exceptions if you are talking about academic skills or certain
kinds of things for which there are prerequisitet. For example, if
you want to teach somebody to tell time, it makes sense to first
find out if they can count from one To twelve and recognize their
nurnerats, because a clock is a lousy place to teach it. That kin
of assessment is also criterion referenced assessment "I wa
the person to be able to tell time; in order to do that; they must
be able. to recognize thEir numerals. I will now enter into a
program to either find oic if they do or see that they do." Even
that is criterion referenced-assessment, but_you do not ask if
they know something un ess_you are prepared to teach them.
That kind of assessment we find extremely valuable. ,

I have never seen an IEP written about a Student I have
only seen them written about the teacher. The IEP rats; says,
"Here is how tired I. am.v_ It says, "Here is hock much I know
abbut how many students I have and how manyhours there are
in a day and how difficult'my students are to teach. Here is what
I know about the context the student is in." I can prove to you
that we never write thvm about the students. What if I said to
you, "We are ta'king all your other students away and now you
only have one student. Not only that, his mother and father are
taking off work kr the year and are- devoting themselves 24
hours a 'day to anything you want them to do. They have said
you can move into the house if you want to, they will move into
the school; whatever you want. You have one year and you
only have the one student. Now go bacidand rewrite your IER"
Come on. You would go back and-say, "Are you serious?We
are going to do this, and_this and tr'Irickittidn't you? You
would be stuck if you did. I am sure t at that is vfhat_you would
do. What you are really saying_ is; "The student_has_ not
changed, but the context has, so- I never wrote Me IEP about
the student in the firSt place. I wrote it about me." Once you
understand that, then you are not laying the problem on the
student. The fact that it only says, "I am going to get three or
four things done this year" is a defense mechanism. You are
saying, "Look what I am up against." But it is not the student's
capabilities that you are writing about.

'I . Audience: There are conventional assessment devices,
aren't there?

Gold: What he is really saying is, "Give them a Singer-
Graflex, give them a Towers, or a JEVS or thislone or that
one." That is what they want to hear. I believe OK. (5u
profession -said, "Evaluate and assess, until you have used up
all_ your money so then.you do not have to do anything abdu
it" It LS true..We spend much, mmuch more money trying to find ,
out who someone is than we do trying to cto something about i
Not only that, when evaluation is your 'focus of attentio ,

training is not likely to occur. When training is yoUr focus of
attention, evaluation must occur; so train, do not test:

Wheq you train a person to use all the equipment in the
front office or you train the person to operate machinery in the
kitchen or to operate grounds equipMent, all of that training
should be accompanied by data. You should have a data sheet
with the task analysis. It sounds like a lot of work, but once you
get into it and start doing it;_ the rewards are more, and the work
ends up being easier, not harder. Your assessment then is,
"Here is all the information that shows how this person learned
this task" Theassessment can say, "This person knows how to
do this, here is.how we taught him, and here Is how many hours
and minutes it took." If you feel that the rules require you to do

:
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a Wechsler, a Bennett Flandtool, or_ Bruininks-Oseretsky_ cii
Wechsler Adult Intellegent Soak or whatever, theh do what you
must, but take thatinforrnationand make sure that nobody sees
it except the_ people who,ask for it, because it does not mean
artything, I am serious. I could. spend the neir`t three hours
explainiog to you just how c,omrinced I am that it does not mean
arlythingi

_
I _have submitted_ reports yf a division of vocational

rehabilitation in a state in which they wanted intelligenCe tests;
motor dexterity tests, 'other specific tests. We= taught several
complex industrial tasks to _a_ person. who had very severe
cerebtal palsy. At the front of the report were pairs of polaroid
photographs, one showing the task ViE,If with the products
assembled; and the other one thoWirigthe*tk:in in the middle

assembly. ,The person was fontorted_:and looked strange.
When they opened the report, it laid, "Rbbert So-and-So has
learned the Arbly tasks shown on the cover of this report."
Then, i very ig lettert (we took a whole page) it said, !lie
teamed n X number of minutes_ on each of the tasks and -his
producti n_was_X number of units per hour with X error rate;
the e- Tate is zero." The next three or four pages= of the

/report, hich 'were single spaced, included a: very detailed
description of the methods used to teach him. Somewhere -on
Page gliee or four (of the 12 or 13 page report); in the rnidAe of
a_patagraph; in small letters not in capital letters, and not using
abbreViatior,it said what his full scale intelligence quotient
was. There was no way you could havejutt glanced across that
pale and found the I.Q. Every piece of data4hey wanted duos in
the report; but there was only one way to get it. They had to
read the entire report: They had to read eVerything before we
would give them even one test score, before we would even tell
them that on a standard test_like_ the Purdue Pegboard, he-
scored below the one percentile. By the time they got: to that
piece of information; we had already described that he was
producing at 98% of the industrial norm on _the complex
industrial task Incidentally; he did score beloW the one
Pertehtile_on the Purdue Pegboard.

We did not violate any laWs. We gave them exactly what
they wanted; but we did it our way. We did it sir a way in which
they had to confront all the person's competence in order to
find the conventional items that always show thesSttideritt to
be deviant. So there are a couple of different answers for that
situatiowlt is a real issue, a real problem, but I do not think it is
unsolvable. _

Audience: =When people come to monitor, they want to
look at a lest or see a test's" results. Can you make a suggestion
on a test?

Gold: Why don't you use the Purdue Pegboard? That it
motor dexterity_. Or you could give theiti the _ Minnesota
Multiphasic Inventory With twenty severely retarded people,
we administered the Purdue Pegboard. Twenty out of twenty
produced below the one percentile. It was no surprise; they all
do. Then we randomly selected half of them and gave It to them
three more times. Nothing happened; we had the same results.
For the other ten, we taught _ the Purdue Pegbdard; not
quantitatively, but qualitatively. We designed a set of motions
for dOirip the Purdue Pegboarciand then taught the ten_ people
those- motions. We did not- ell them to go fast, just taught them
reliable, accurate motions until they did twenty -five of them in a
row; not just getting- the pin in but following the motions:

Thep we gave them the Purdue Pegboard again. We gave
it to them a number_ of times, until the difference between_one
test and the previous test was less than 5% difference. What
does that mean? We Violated the standardization of the Purdue
Pegboard; didn't we? Howevez; those of. you Who are in
psychometry know that there are four kinds of validity to a test.
One of them is called content; one is predictive, one it

construct:_ and the fourth is concurrent validity. Construct
validity says that the test is_testins_ what it is supposed- to test
The cohttilictqbehind the Purdue Pegboard -is the ability for ai
person to use their hands. The Purdue Pegboard Is based on
the assumption that the person will _spontaneously aeneratei
strategy. This is assumed because it is for normal workers:Aet

=thirty Minutes of training, did we teach motor dexterity? Do
you teach dexterity? SO we did not violate the construct of the I
Purdue Pegboard. All we did was adhere to the construct by 1.i

getting all of the cognitive Sttiffout of the way. We taught a
Strategy which everybody else is assumed to have. So we do
not think we violated it

Guess what happened when we were done?_The'figures
are really interesting. When the ten people who went through
that training were through with _it their:meart±Orformance was
50% of the standard. It is weird because it was not 49 or 51; it
was_50. Do you know what 50 it? It it the same as ours, exactly i
on the money, 50 pecentile. Do you .know_wha*the range was?
All of them were_ below the :1 percentile. When we were
finished, the lowest performance was at_the 20 percentile, the
highest two performance§ Were at the 99 percentile. Not one
person in a hundred would have matched the performance of
two of those people on that test. What that says to us;_and it
s-ays it just as lodtl and dear as can be; is that when you Net the
part out of= the Way that nobody thought about when they
developed the test; the people's hands are no different than
anybody else's. But there are not any tests to show that; so we
just took one of the tests that everybody rellet on, and showed it'
with that-YOU might want to do the same; you can do it with
any of them. _ _ _ =

Audience: Most-vocational shops teach 'generalized train-
ing: Most of what you have been- talking about is specific
training. What do you suggest we do in terms of setting up

, vocational shops with special needs_ students?
Gel& I -really think that the best possible approach_ to

generalized training is specific training.: When_you are teaching
aiiicittibtiVet there are some conceptual issues involved; but at
some 'point _that training -dealt with installing a_ set of points,
doing a brake job. The components of generalized programs

%almost invariably are themselves t&Cific. My own bias is that if
they are not, they should be: It is not those concepts and
general issues filter dOWntO measurable, demonstrable skills
that the general program can even be described as existing.
With those genet-allied prr.4.arrit, yak can sit back and say;
"What are the overall goals of this program??_ But the way Ao
aChieVe thOte overall, goals is to say, "OK; what. are:the 150
specific - tasks that students are going to know when we are
done? What pieces of knowledge 'are they going to hold?"
When you approach _It that way, and see_ that a generalized
program consists of bodies of specific information; then the
difference is really a kit less.

Audience: What about transfer of training?
Gold: If you go throug_h_ our research,yoti Will find that

almost every one of our experiments uses a transfer_ of training
paradigm. We 01 very significant transfer effects. People with
Special'needs are-capable of transfer, and I can say that with a
great deal of Confidence. Transfers are hard to define and to
measure as to what it is being transferred and how_you knork it

Now let me answer it in a different way. It is not necessarily
true that if you spend a lot of time teaching someone to take
apart a Carter AFB carburetor and put it back together; that he
it going to be able to take apart an SU carburetor. He will
transfer the ability to remove -and insert screws, that is common;
he will be able to transfer maybe60,_ 70, or 80 %, but there will
be some aspect of that carburetor that he is going to have to
either be taught or learn on his own.
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will be able to install at least the gaskets for other carburetors
even though the student has never seen those gaskets before.
Do the same thing for bowl adjustment etc.; etc. There are
going to be some peculiarities for instance, thaot big
accelerator pump on SU carburetors; American carburetors do
not have those. You can have all the ekperience in the world on
American carburetors, but when you start fooling around with ,
one of those, the car will not ruri. That will not transfer. Still, you
can expect a lot of transfer if you teach as if you are saying, "I
want to teach him a way so that he not only does this correctly,
but understands."

Handicapped Coordinator for the Johnson Space Center In Houston; Mc Pride
works with over 250 handicapped employees. As. such, she has close ties with the
school districts in Honston,_ Galveston, and the surrounding areas, as well as with
BETA. In this session Ms. Price, who because of a congenital defect IS *hurter in
Stature and has no arms,\shares her experiences.

Good morning: It is_indeed a pleasure to be here.-I do not
kik:kV if you understand how important it is to handicapped
persons that you non-handicapped_ eople understand that we
are the ones who are normal. Actually, there was an invasion of
our planetand you people came and took over. We decided we
were going to let you do it for a little while to see hbik you Were
going to make out. But you have been messing up for too long
so now it is time for us to tell you how it heedt to be done.

I am going to ask you to do me a favor. I want you to close
your eyes and _think of the person next to you. Think of how
that person looki: Do you renrember what that person has on?
Was the persorvwearing glasses? Is her hair blond? Is he thin? Is
his hair real? Is she thials he bulging out at the belt? Is one foot
Irger than the other? Is one hand kinget thab the Other? Is one
eye smaller?

Now open your eyes. Think of yourselves: You are going
shopping and you want a pair of shoes. You wear a size seven
but when you try it.on you find that one shoe fits, but the other
hurts your foot. Think ,of your hands. Look at your hands. Are
all your fingers just alike? Think of your teeth. Are they really
yours? Think of your glasses. Think of standing at the mirror at
six o'clock in the morning. Now is one side of your body shorter
than the other? Are both arms the same length? If they are not
the same len'Oi, you are actually more handicapped than I am.
My arms are the samilflength and _I do not have_any hands to
look at and-c-om_pare! qo you understand what I am trying- to
get you to see? We are so hung up on what we visually see that
we do not take time to look bri the inside.

Someone-once asked me, "Shirley, if you could eh-66Se a
handicapping condition, which would you,choose?"

And I thought; and I thought and I said, "I would like to be
seven feet tall and blind."

"Why?"

"Seven feet tall because they can reach anything, and
blind because they can look inside another persOn. They are
not concerned with what you look like on the -outside."

I was looking at "Good Morning, America" the other
morning and heard the question, "What do'we do about these -
young people who are aliens in our country and need to be
educated?"

The city councilman's response was, "Do we spend just
one more tax dollar to educate them now; or do we spend
$15,000 later to institutionallie their' for the crimes that they
committed because they were not educated and could not get
jobs in our country ?"

. That was a very good answer. My question to-you_ is,
"What do you do about handicapped people? Will you leave
them out of the classroom and not mainstream them into
Vocational prograyys and then pay thousands of dollars to
instiNtiondze them ,in the next six or seven years so they can
stay Oit of your way?"

ander,: do you know what is happening in America? Do
you know that this year alone I have interviewed over 25
people who were older than 3Q years old, handicapped, with no
education whatsoever? I call it no education when 'they leave
school at the seventh grade Why did they leave? One girl said
she wanted to be In the pep squad and the schooLwould not
allow her because she was in special education: One young
man said be wanted to ilun on the track team and the school
would not allow him because he was in special edikation. One
man said, "All I wanted to do was to learn to become a
mechanic." He quit school because they would not allow him
Into the vocational, program.

Then there are those who are In vocational programs'who
have no business being there. Think of a student who has been
in the regular classroom for eight or nine years. All of a sudden
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that student realizes- that they are going to test students to find
out where they are academically; The students say, "Hey, if we
fail the test we get to go over there in the vocational department
and learn how tp build .a house. Man, that ain't nothing. I'm
gonna fail that teSt. I'M tired of this classroom a ay:"

Do you know how many_ students fall teStS just they can
wt into the vocational department? Do you Itn why that is
true? Because no one is y nnptate of the

vocational department, The students think it is a cop -out Did
you know that ? Student§ think it it a way out of the classroom
and they think; "I can get by because I do not really have todo
much of anything in there." But I know that 15 not true: I have
Wrorked_with many_students from vocational departments out at
the NASA Space Center. I think those of you who work with the
Houston Independent School District and the Gafveiton nide=
pendent Sch661 District know that there is no way that any
student who is in the vocational department can get 1:i With
thinking that the vocational department is a cop-out Students
must work. That is why I think vocational programs are fantastic
for handicapped persons who need them. _

My first counselor and I hadan enormous fight that lasted
for four years because he said, "Shirley, you have no hands so
we want to send you to a vocational school!"

I told him, _"No!" There I was; third in my graduating class;
and, he wanted to send me to -rotational sth001; asked him
why I could not go..to college: _

"Wed," he said "you don't know how to do this and y_ou
don't know-how to-do that, but yoUdti know how to type with
your toes so we want to send you-to secretarial school."

Wed, thank you but no thanks.
You are the one who can help us get pasttheseattitudes_if

you would, Yesterday was Mobility Day_ out here at Texas
A&M. How many of you tried out a wheelchair? I haVe a little
nephew who is three years old and he likes to mock me. So he
puts his pencil in his toes but he figures that it not enough, so he
takes his hands and doubles them back under his shirt so that
only his elbows are sticking out Now he it me. I want to
challenge you to be me one day; or even just 15 minutes. I want
you to dtink coffee, I want you to do your work,_1 want you to
walk around campus and attend the rest of the seminars without
using your hands. The elevator controls in this building should
be. a lesson to you: I can call for them on the outside, but I
cannot push them on the inside. In the other building I cannot
mil for them on the outside; but I can once I am inside: This it
private and public illcrlitiihatiOn.

There is a lot 1 can tell you. We have art awful lot of
problems. This dress I am wearing, for instance. Did you know
that I had to alter this dress three times? Yet the lady at the store
did not want to sell it to me. I told her my Money was as good as
hers. When I shop I see people looking at me like they wanted
to say to their companions, 1Yon't 166k, please don't look, but
do you see that woman over there?"

Children have a much better attitude. "Momma, look at
that lady with no arms."

I was shopping one day with my crazy family. My ststersaidil
to me, "Hey, these little kids are following us. Are you ready ? "'

And I said "Sure." I knew what was coming. She stepped
b-ehind me and when the children said_ "Hey lady; you know
that lady with no arms?" she said, "Yes, I kii6W her, but you see
those little things on her arms? At 12:00 you push those things
and her hands come out."

The children kept following us around till day long until at
4 12:00 they said, "Push them; lady, quick push them. We want

to see!",
Another time I was thbpping and I sat down on a little

stand_to write a check. A little_boy came up and said, "Hey, can
I try, that?" I did not know what he _was going todo but ! gave
him a piece ofpaper and_a pen and he proceeded to take off his
shoes to try to write with his feet Well; he was_not bothering me
at all; but before the boy could get- hit sock off, his mother
yanked him up by the arm; hard; and .way over her head. I
know that hurt him and he started to cry and she started.
tlapping him,- and finally the salesclerk turned to me and said,
"Ma'am; you'll have to write your check in the back room."

I said; "Guett what? You're going to have to hang all these
clothes back up again:" The lady with the son didn't buy a tiring
and it was all tight for her to Stay. But even with $175 worth of
clothes I was baying; Iliad to leave, It was their loss.

Once- my entire family went to a restaurant. Can you
imagine 18 people ordering food? When weikere finally served
and everybody was eating, f pushed my chair back_and began
to eat with my feet. The waiter came up and said, "Ma'am, l'm
kitty but you cannot use your feet" _

I said, "Oh? You got a pair of hands I can borrow?"
Then the manager came and said; "Ma'am; I'm sorry but

you can't use your feet."
My_family looked at him and thert looked at each other: No

one said a word. Then my father got up and walked out he
knew what was going_to happen. Still without a sound, we took
all the food and piled it right in the-middle_ of the table; and then
walked out without paying a cent. We did it and we would do it
again. No apologies.

When I was in school _there was no special education
ff2n. I graduated from high school in_ 1962. 1 attended
with other students. I was the only student on that

campus that had an obvious physical handicap_ My sister;
though; had her_ heart on the wrong side, and there was a
young man who had leukemia: But who was the only one not
covered by school insurance? Right me. I do not know if you
are aware of the problems that we have with no insurance. We
are considered a high risk. Please, we need your help for that to
stop.

. I wish this-was a workshop for handicapped students. Do
you know why? YOU know_ by law this is something you have to
do and youare almost forced to accept it The first law that was
ever patSed_regaidirig handicapped people was in 1801;_a
look how far we have come,_Not really vem far becatise I stffr
have to push extra hard on the doors. I still have to reach too
high to hang_ my _clothes in closets. 1 still have to ask for
assistance. A 'lot of handicapped students still have to force;
push; and pull to get into vocational departments. The mechan-
ics teacher for example; is concerned because this young girl
wants to learn_how to weld and_shViblind in one ey !and he is
afraid that if she goes to the weing-clasS Something fight

up and hit the other eye. -He is concerned about her eyes, u s
he concerned aboutthe students who have two good eyes; who
could lose both of thein? Have you ever thought about that?

Do you think you will have problems with handicapped
students_ In vocational programs? Remember that "F" student
who did not have a handicap? And that clown who was
constantly clowning in class; throwing gum, pulling pig tails,
doing no homework, causing a lot of problems? Now are_these
handicapped students Orarelhese handicapped students? I say
the handicap is in the mind of the beholder: They tell me beauty
is. I think I am one of the most fantastically beautiful women In
the whole wide world. If you do not feel like you are one of the
most fantastic people, then' you have got a problem.

There are so many things I could tell you. I can tell you it
was hard holding down job; My first job was typing for 27 men
_alk,of them with Ph.D.s and all constantly writing books and
edit6rials and articles: Have you ever tried to read the writing of
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a scieVist? And they say doctors write poorly!

Then I moved from there to the personnel decertment
cialworking as an Employee EYevelopment Spe where I

became responsible for over 65_ student& in th vocational
education 'departinent Preieritly I have 32 handfos stu-
dents working in: the CETA program and these students are
working in the printing room, the mail room, and in our office
supply room where they deliver supplies. They are repairing
chairs, and working in our telecommunications area with our
computers: These are young people who quit school and we
are taking time to train them. We have over 250 handicapped
employees on-site and they do not even like you to talk about
their dicabilities or their non-abilities.

I hate the word handicap and I hate the word disability. So
I just_ say _I am: And I am because I am, and because I am
therefore I can. If you think like that for your students that
you are because you are here and you can if you want to
then your programs will be suCceSsfirl.

I think vocational schobls need to be aware of what the
employment Market is really like and not have a program just
because that4s the good thing to do or because the equipment
looks so teni_pting. I think you need to know where the
employment a&as 4k and I think this is where you need to
direct students. There is_forriethingelse that needs to be done
with handicapprol students and that is personal counsolltira
Their parents need it too. .

N.r .

Audiencer What do you think about 'mainstreaming
today?, HOW does it affect the person who goes into the
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program? And how does it work 'versus the separate classroom
of just handicapped students?_

Price: Handicapped students some years ago were in the
regular classroom if they were just _physically handicapped.
Only those students who had a mental problem were supposed
to be separated. It finally got to where we were getting so much
Money from grants in ,the school system for handicapped
students that we started putting students who were physically
handicapped into special_ education departments and these
students did not need to be there. I think mainstreaming is a
fantastic_thing: It worked iniracleS for me: I_ ould not be where I
am today and I would not be able to stand here and talk to you
like I am and I would not be able to tell you my personal
experience, if I had been_put into a separate classroom. I think
we should begin mainstreaming earlier and earlier.

I think it is hard on those studenit who have-been in special
education for the past six_ or seven years and now are iteing
mainstreamed. Those 'are the ones who are haVing a hard time.
But let me tell you this. Students respond to the way teachers
respond. If before I come rinto your claSsroom, you say,
"Students; we have got this handicapped lady comin6 in and I
want you to not look so obvious, because she is going to be one
of our students," then you have already set the trend and the
attitude for those students. If those students had the opportunity
to accept or reject handicapped students themselves, It *Quid
be better. That is for them, to do because that is where
acceptance will. come. -

Any other questions? I do believe my time is up; thank you
for your attention:

SE TION 50C-A COMMITMENT TO
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY FOR
HANDICAPPED PE6PLE
RALPH ROUSE

1.1111k,

Ralph Rouse provides an overview of HEW'. Section 5%, regulitions, Including
what is required of post-secondary educational institutions to assure they provide
equal educational opportunities to qualified handicapped applicants, students,_and
employees. The presentation also includes i brief description of thl.funstion of the
Regional 504 Technical Assistance Staff,, for which Rouse is Director. Kr. Rouse, a
native of Arkansap, has 9ackground in rehabilitation services and counseling.

I think it would be appropriate to give you an idea of what
our unit. IS all about. Nine months ago, we forrned a unit in
HEW whose primary responsibility is to try to provide recipients
of HEW federal funds with technical assistance In helping them
understand their obligations under Section 504 of the Rehabili-
tation Act. The purpose of our office is to be a non-threatening
entity available on the request of colleges or universities to talk
about their compliance problems, and then to help solve these
problems by giving them ideas on how to best come into
compliance in the various areas required in regulations. We are

a separate unit from the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) in HEW,.
The OCR has the, responsibility for investigating complaints,
doing the compliance reviews, making sure that institutions that
receive federal funds are making efforts to comply, and in that
way enforcing the 504' regulations. Our office is just the other
side of the coin. We try to provide them with assistance in a '
non-threatening way. If you wash your dirty laundry in front of
us, you do not have to worry about a compliance review or
complaint.

For those of you who are not completely familiar with
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c.citi-OK 504 or the Rehabilitation Act, Section 504 is a law that
passed 111_1973; best known as the Civil Rights Act for

cabled People.' It requires colleges and universities; public
school systems; social services,' and other agencies_that receive
funds from HEW to come into compliance with the regulations
and requirernents which provide equal opportunity for access to
programs and jadis within these institutions; All recipients of
federal funds are now required to comply with Section 504, but
HEW is the leading federal agency,.and it was the_ first agency to
publish regulations. There are 29 other agencies in various
stages of publishing Section 504 regulations. As those regular
tions are published, they Will impact from city' to county
government right on through the various recipients of federal
funds.

I_ am going to concentrate primarily on HEW regulations.
The fiiit three subparts of the regulation that I will overview
apply directly to a.condaly as well as post-secondary. The final
Part Will be relate(' *o post7secondary, but the essence of It
(although it is not b..4.red specifically tsecondary schools) will
alSO be compliance requirements for secondary schools:

I would like NJ give you a historical overview of how
Section 504 came about; what the thinkin_gbehind it was, and
Why there WAS a need for it. The initial attempt to protect the
civil rights of handicapped persons was made by a gentlemen
by the name of Charles Vannick a Representative from_Ohio,
and others; through the inclusion:of princip*of Section as
a set of amendments_to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act o 1964.
On DeCember 9, 1971, Representative Van-nick introd ced
bill that was designed to provide equal - trnent to
capped persons in all programs receiving federal assistants. In
inttviucing his bill, Congressman Vannick remarked that the ,;

treatment ;and regard for handicapped citizens is one of
America's shameful oversights, "Today the handicapped are
generally a hidden population. Only the most daring and brave
will risk the dangers and suffer the humiliationsithey encounter
When tti try to lead normal and productive lives: The time has
come when we can no longer tolerate the invisibility of the
handicapped in America."

On January 29; 1972 Senators Humphrey and Percy
introdileed a bill that was identical to the bill introduced in the
House by Congressman Vannick. The Congress:decided not to
amend the Civil Rights Act to include this proposal: Instead
Congress included in the Rehabilitation Act of 1972 language
Which carried the intent of: he original bill. The. Rehabilitatiop
Act of 1972 was enacted by Congress, but President NIxo
chose tAitto thislegislation for reasons unrelated, to Section
504. The Bill was again enacted by Congress, again vetoed later
in 1973. Congress then drafted and passed the present act, -
which was a comprOmise With the adminiSiration, scaling down
authortions_for rehabilitation_ agencies. President Nixon sigp-_.
edthiS September 29, 1973. Passage of Section 504was
both a beginning and an end to a long and difficult struggle. It
was an end of a struggle to get legislation enacted and it was a
beginning of a struggle_to get ft implemented.

The purpose .of Section 504 was to provide an equal
opportunity to qualified handicapped persons. But why was
Section 504 needed? In the past, all too often there had been
no way for handicapped persons to reach ,their goals. Handi
capped pt!rsons need 'equal opportunities and that is what
Section 504 is allabout: It is a bridge designed to insure equal
opportunitteS to all qualified handicapped persons. That has not
always been the case in our history, Discrimination has affected
all ClaSSeSOf handicapped persons In every aspect of their lives;
including schools; jobs; transportation, housing, recreation,and
delivery of health, welfare, and social services, Until Section
504, most legislation restricted involOntent of handicapped
persons. In some states, handicapped persons could not get
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drivers licenses or fishing licenses. They were often no allowed
to marry. As recently as the.1950's; sterilization of epileptics was
required by law in a number of states. Handicapped people did
not have the tight to vote or to hold public office. Many
restrictiens occurred in transportation. BlindpeioriS sitting next
to persons of the opposite sex was restricted. Finally; there was
even legislation that prohibited persons_ considered to be
unsightly to be seen on public_ ways or thoroughfares. That was
the breadth of discrimination in: our country-before this law.

Passage of Section 504 was just a-beginning; the legislation
is only 34 words long. jmpleiriehtation was needed to establish
Congressional intent,__and to implement legislation; of course,
requires legislation, HEW and 29 tithe& agencies were required
to draft regulationt: On April 28, President Ford issued
Executive Order 1:1914, which directed the Secretary of HEW
to coordinate the efforts of all agencies. HEW is responsible for
cpordinaiing the efforts of other federal agencies in drafting their
regulations; approving them, and making sure that their regula
tions more or less cothply with HEW'rregulations so there is no
variance among regulations:affecting recipients of federal fiincl.S.

But let's- focus- onHEW's regulations. The process of
developing regulations; as you know; is difficult and often slow;
In the case of the 504 regulations, all of the implementations
had to be considered; as well as the cost of the proposed
regiilations._The process had to involve representation of all
interested parties; the agency had to analyze all comments from
the field regarding the proposed regulations; and finally; the
needs and wishes of a large number of interest groups-had -to be
considered. We cannot forget that Section 504 was _passed by
Congress with no debate and no legiSlative directive. Therefore,
HEW'S' job was extremely difficult _ As _I said _ earlier; the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 was passed and signed into law on
September 26, 1973.., Four _years later; on April 28; 1977;
Secretary Califan° of_ HEW signed the first regulations to
become_effective Jjcine8; 1977. That is the effective date of
HEW 'S 504 regtilatiok But even the regulations were only a
beginning: It now requires_ atience and creativity on the part of
consumers, advocates, educators, deliverers of services; and
those in charge and responsible for implementing the law. Most
irppOdarit, it requires commitment from all for 504 to become
the guarantee of civil rights for qualified handicapped persons
that Congress intended.

k is Important for you to understand that Section-504 is a
civil law,itather than a program initiative. Qualified
handicapped persons must be offered an equal opportunity to
participate in a_program if that prdgram is going to-be allowed to
operate with federal funds. Insufficient_ funds is a sufficient
excuse for not complying with Section 504. Section 504
mandates nondiscrimination; not affirmative action. That is
another important point. It is_a non-discrimination law; it is not
an affirmative action law. Therefore you do not haVe such
requirements as goals time-tables; and reports that are tied to
affimiative action laws. For example, you do not have to say
you are going to serve or_employ X number of handicapped
persons during the year. All you have to do IS ensure that your
programs are such that if handicapped applicants care to attend;
they can do so without any biscriminatifin being involved.

In some circumstances, special efforts are necessary to
insure that equally effective opportunities are made available far
disabled people, because Identical treatment can be discriminat,
ory. Let me give you an example. For a mobility- Impaired
person, a person In a wheelchair like myself; if you have a
vocational school in which the facilities:make it necessary togo
up a flight of stairs, there is no accessible entrance to that
vocational school. Some 41.0 allege that you were offering me
an equal oppotunity se everyone who attended that
program had to go u. use steps to attend those programs.
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That might sound ridiculous; but th ds of arguments have
been raised before. To proVide an equal opportunity to a
handicapped person, you have to'make 'Are that that opp-Ortti-
riity is an equally, effective opportunity. Effectiveness is very
critical to this regulation. In order to make that program effective
to me; you would have _to eliminate tho&e barriers', those Iteps,
that are in-front of me. The way you do that is to build a ramp or
some other means to make sure that a perton in A chair would
have access to your %CAHN. Of course, you have other
considerations; restrooms and so forth; but we will get into that
as we go through the regulations.

Regulations are a detailed set of rides issued by a
government agency_ or department indicating how a lalk, is to be
interpreted and outlining procedures for enfoicing -that law. In
other words, they translate. Congressionalintent into a detailed
set of rules _and procedures- to assist with compliance, The
purpose of HEW 504 regulations is to establith rules to prevent
discrimination and procedural requirements to make sure that
rules will follow. The be:Sic problem the regulations address is
that disabled persons are frequently not afforded 'equal oppor-
tuniN-to ,garticipate inprograms. Of course, that is the essence
of discrimination: _To 'end discrimination; Sect:1(3[1_504 requires
that all programs be to dlsabledpersons. We are talking
about all operating program& _Section fr04 is specifically written
to -cfperi all programs to disabled persons.

Let's tab a look at the structure of HEW's regulation. The
HEW regulation has seven subparts; Subpart klays opt the
general provitions in the regUlations. Subpart B deals with
employment practices. Subpart C defines program accessibility. -.
Subpart D lays. ut the requirements for pre-school, elementary,
and secondary educators. Subpart E sets the requirements for
post-secondary educator& Subpart F. _establishes requirements
for health, welfare, and social service providers, and Subpart G
lays out the enforcement procedures which the _OCR utilizes
when enforcing the law. Subparts A, B, C, and G'apPlY to all
recipient& Subparts D, an F apply' to certain _types of ,;
recipients, D for elementary and secondary, E for post-
secondary,_ and _ F for _health; welfare; and _social. service
agencies. The subparts that are applicable to all recipients do
not address_ the specific program characteristics. _The subparts
that are applicable to specific types of recipients do-address the
program characteristics in that particular institution'

Let's look at the Subparts A, B,-C, and E In some detail. I
am not going to cover all the sub - sections, but J_will try-'to cover'
the most important points in A; B, C, and E. Remember that
there are pan_y other important requirements in the regulations
and you 09i:rid read them carefully whenever you are looking
at your compliance resptintibilities.

Subpart A is the general provisions in the regulation. This
subpart does three things:_ it defines key terms, it identifies
discriminatory policies,: and it establishes proceduraprequire-
merits. Those-three things are primarily what it does. It is the
base of the regulation: You have to understand it to know What
the others are talking about

Lees begin with some key definitions in the regulation that
are very Important for understanding -the working of the
regulation: First-, of all; :"recipient" You will read __this word
throughout the- regulations. It may refer to a college or a
university; a vocational school; or a secondary school. Practi-
cally speaking, If any federal money, property, or manpower is
involved, you have recipients for services under Section 504. If
you can tie federal money to that program, you have a
recipient Exceptions to that rule are contracts of procurement;
if you make pencils for the govemment, then you are-not
covered by-504.You are by 503, but not 504. Also, contracts of
insurance and guarantee are not covered: For your purposes; as
educational institutions you are the recipient
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The definition of "facility" ita very broad definition. Most

folks think of a facility as being the actual building, but in the
regulation that :is not entirely so. It is the building, but' other
structures, walks, parking lots, and equipment are included in
the definition of facility.

The definition of a "handicapped person" really has three
parts: The first part is a pe&n with a physical or mental
impairment that substantially limits a major life activiN, such as
working; walking; and so forth: Some of thecategories Covered
under this- first definition are deafness, blindness, mobility
impairments; _ developmental disabilities; mental retardation;

cerebralPOISY, mental illness. The Attomey General of
the U.S: gave a ruling to_ HEW when they were writing theie
regrilatiqns. that drug addicts and alcoholics must . alio be
included if they are/being discriminated againstl

The second part of the definition has to-do with a person
who has a record of such an impairment whether in fact they
are impaired or . ,t Let's say we are talking about a young

aperson in sec ry school setting, who has been classified as
mentally retared:incorrectly: Suppose they have evaluated
that person, clat§ified him as mentally retarded, but' he it not
really- mentally retarded; If discrimihation occurs_ as a result of
that clattification, that person is covered under the regulation.
Another example is a person who applies for a job and has a
history of a heart condition. He may .recover from that heart
condition, but still have that history on his record. If he is
discriminated against because of that record, he is covered
under this regulation.

The third pait_ of the definition is the persOn who is
regarded as being disabled. At the three parts are described,
they become progressively more difficult to _prove. It is' a lot
easier to prove that you are ira WheelChair than that you are
regarded as being in a wheelchair. Some of the people covered
under this particular aspect of the regulation are peroos with
disfiguring scars who are not disabled but who are actually

.dtscriminated agtinst because they are considered unsightly:
The regulation prohibits discrimination againSt quallied

handicapped_ people, and qualified is a key word:Just because
you are handicapped does not mean that you are qualified to
participate in the program or that you. are qualified lo be an
employee. It is very important for you to understand that not
everybody is covered that is disabled, only qualified handi-
capped people are covered. This is an opportunity to' apply
common sense to the regulation because of the definition of
who is qualified. For example, in the area of employment, a
qualified handicapped person is a person who can perform the
essential functions of the job with a reasonable accOmmodation:
This screens out people who are just abtolutely unqualified.
Employers mustiay out very specific functions for that job in the
job description. The burden is on that employer to prove that a
person does not qualify; it Is not uporl the-Individual to prove
that he Is qualified.

An effort was made in the, general provisions Subpart A of
the regulations to say what kinds of actions are 'discriminatory:
There are several ways to discriminate, Remember that the
regulation is concerned with acts and policies that have the
effect of discrimination. It makes no difference whether you
Intend to discriminate or not;:if the ultimate effect is discrimina-
tory, you are out of compliance with the regulation. Many
policies have a discriminatory effect, but few policies are
represented as discriminatory policies. Denying handicapped
persons either directly or indirectly the opportunity to partici-
pate in a program,is prohibited. Gross denial for access to a
program Is prohibited; providing an opportunity that is not
equal is prohibited; providing a disabled perison a benefit that is
not effective is prohibited; providing unnecessarily different or

0
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separate SerViceS is prohibited; and finally,-aiding other organi-
zations that discriminate _is prohibited. Note that:the regulations
4s) that you cannot deal with someone _else Who discriminatds.

i = To move toward corripliance and to assist in stopping
dikrimination,: several procedural _requirements are set up in
Subpart A of the regulations. These are the nuts and bolts that
you have to attarritiliSh. The first requirement is an assurance
form to be filed with HEW: HEW Assurance Form _641. is like a
contract; it reminds you_ that there are obligations that go along
with the federal financial assistance. i

The second requirement; and probably the single most
important iftoCedural requirement in the regulations; is the self-
evaluation.`Recipients are required to conduct a self-eyaluaticin
Of "all: their polities,' practices, and procedures._ This was
supposed to have been accomplished by June 3,_1978; if any of
your institutions have not done at, you should be concernedth,

because it is past doe. The goal is irnPle in this_process. It is to
identify and correct problems, to i entify discriMmaticin and to
eliminate it._ The key_ in the self,ev uation process, the-first cif it
kind in the history of civil rights law, is a requirement ib actually
involve the protected parties in the solution of the discrimination
practice. The HEW regulatlortrequires that when you do a self
evaluation; you consult_ with disabled persons or with organiza-
tions that represent or understand their needs. You do_not do
the self-eValiratiorOrs- an entity unto yourself; you involve
disabled people:in that-process.

If you have 15 or more employees; whether they arepart:
time or full -time, there are three other procedural requirements
to follow. Designation_of a responsible employee, better known

ir as a 504 coordinator; for your institution isfirst. The goal; again;
is simple. It is to identisorneone who will be held accountable
kir making sure_ the compliance efforts are made. The next
requirement is adoPtion_ofa grievance procedure. This require-
ment provides persons who feel that they have been wronged a
structured way of seeking redress. You have to establish a
grievance procedure which- incorporates due_ procesS proce-
diiieS; time frames, and an independent body to hear corn,
plaints_ and try to resolve them. In terms of the grievance
procedure process, two types of individuals do not have to be
afforded a grievance procedure.: One:is: an _applicant for
orriployment if a person applies for employment and is hot
selected; you_do not have to_provide a grievance procedure for
that person (though it_ would be good if you did). You do_ for
employees. Also, applicants for admission to post-secondary
educational institutions; including vocational schools, colleges;
and ,uniVerSitieS, -do- not have to have a grievance procedure,
provided to them: _However; stridents do; the ones that are
already admitted. Those are the only two exceptions' to a
grievance procedure. All children eligible by age for entrance
Mb- a secondary school that are qualified handicapped Indi-
viduals must have a grievance procedure available to them. Of
Course, I am sure you are also familiar with the Public Law 94-
142 requirements which are meshed with this and are eSeritial-
ly.the same.

The 'third reqUirernent, if you have 15 or more employees,
is a notice requirement. It is the requirement to notify the public
that the recipienticioes not= diktiminate. This serves several
purposes: it lets the disabled person knowthatjobS and services
may be available, it establishes the policy for WI

held accountable, and it ensures that_speci fforts _will be
VItI persons-canan

Made to notify individuals who typically have trouble with
written or audio material.ff you have brochures or publications,

against disabled people. You_ also need to °iffy through

atikirid of information that you provide to the applicantsfor
admission to your institution -or employment, :.
Must include statements regarding your non discrimination

posting on bulletin boards these kinds of things and also notify

individuals that you have a grievance procedure available -to
them. Remember that the general provisionsdo three things:
they define key terms, they state in general terms what actions
are prohibited, and they establish procedures to follow in order
to comply.

erhaps no-other Stride part of the regulation is so
im rtant as SubPart B Employment. The unemplOyrriOit
rate among_ di&abled person is vesi high, possibly as much as
60,. One of the major reasons for this extraordinary fact is that
employers discriminate in their employment praCtices: Section
504 prohibits discrimination in employment practices and
requires that employers make reasonable accommodations in
order to successfully employ disabled persons. So the question
you want to ask is, 'What is a qualified handicapped person for
the purposes of employment?"

A qualified handicapped person is a person who can ,
perform the essential functions of the job with a reasonable
accommodation. There are two key jerrns in that: essential
functions of the job and reasonable a_ccommodation. 'Essential
functions are those that constitute the basic functions of the job:
This is where very carefully-written job descriptions become so
important becauSe- the employer IS responsible for proving that
a disabled person is not qualified when applFing. If you haVe a
particular job for WhiCh a=diSabled person applies who has the
necessary educational requirements; it is very important that
you have the essential requirements and fUnctions of the job
laid out in a job description. Therk you may ask that perm,
`C.Ariyou lift 50 pounds? Can you do what is required in order
to be successful in this job?" If that person cannot performthose

' essential functions with a reasonable accommodation; then he
or she is no more qualified than any other person. What this
regulation tries to do is establish some fairness to disabled
people. It does not make you hire people who are unqualified.

What is a reasonable accommodation? It is difficult to
define because you have to look at the individual person in
order to determine what kind of an accommodation may be
needed for that person to successfully perform the essential
functions of a particular job. Those tasks that are incidental or
non- essential; nobody, neither the disabled person or the non4
disabled person; has to perform in order to be eligible far that
job. The essential functions are the keys. Reasonable 'accom,
modation provides assistance to compensate for non=Critical
lirnitation such as making facilities accessible.- If I apply for a
teaching job and I need a ramp,to get into the inStitrition in s,
order to teach; a reasonable aabittmodation would be for you
to provide that ramp so I can., get in. __Another reasons le
accommodation would be to modify a restroom facility so I can

--Arse it fsince we folks VI chairs do that too). Some of the other
reasonable accommodations are such things as job restructur-
ing; modifying work'schedules, acOrriting or modifying equip
merit odevices; providing readers for blind people or interpre-

_
ters for deaf people;_and other tiMilar actions. If you as an
employer can prove that providing that accommodation would ,

create an undue hardship on you, in other words; that it would
be '""(3 expensive you would go broke if you provided.- the
required accommodation for that person to be successfully,c
employed; and if you can document that and be prepared to
prove it, then that iSustifitation for not employing the person.
Keep in mind it has to be documented and it has to be defined
very narrowly. You cannot just say it is going to be a hardship so
you will not employ that person. AM, if disabled persons can
perform that job without reasonable accommodation . after

,:finding out it is going to put an undue hardship on you, or if
they can provide that accommodation themselves, then you still
have to Consider them for eMployitient.

What kinds of things are prohibited under the employment
section of the regulation? A long list includes such things as
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hiring,Tromotion, transfer, rate of pay, job assignment; leave,,
fringe benefits; training; and so on; It is a rather comprehensive
'list. The basic requitement is-that you cannot-treat non-disabled
personi one way and' disabled persons another if that different
treatment results in reduced opportUnity. Tests- and employ-
rrient criteria must measure abilities that are job related. If you
have an employment application test, .lit has to measure things
that are related. If it does not, it cannot be used. It may be
possible for an applicant to perform the job either Witii, or
without a reasonable:accommodation but it maybe impoisible
for. -that person to complete the test because the test is the
barrier, as opposed to the job.

An employer must make a honafide offer of employment '
before inquiries can be made about a dry-abting-Condition. You
cannot asR a person on the employment application or in the
employnient interview if they are disabled. But you can ask
them if they can perform the essential functiSiis of that job as
laid out in Your job description: Yoa could not say to me, "Are
you in a wheelchair?" But you-could ask, if4the job required
lifting 50 pounds; "Can you lift 50 pounds?" If triy answer was
no, I would not be meeting one of the essential fiinctions of that
job.

Audience: What would happen if you had two applicants;
one disabled and one non-disabled, with equal qualifications?
Does the employer have a prerogative in making a choice?

Rouse: Yes; as I said earlier; Section 504 is not an
affirmative action program, so it would not require hiring a
person who was equal or a little worse than the non-disabled
person to meet affirmative action goals. It does say, however,
that you have to sive that person an equal opportunity. If you
have two people whose qualifications we identical, then it
would be your right as an administrator to select the person that
you felt would best function within your institution: If you made
that decision becauseiyour institution was inaccessible, then_you
would have automatically discriminated against that porson
because you .were considering something other than that
person's- ability taperforrn. the essential functions of the job.,

Audience: -What about- work history and work experi-
ence? The disabled in many cases have a decisive disadvantage

---------in-lhis point. Is that addressed?
Rouse: Not in the Section 504 regulation per se. There is

Only a moral obligation that is not part of the regulation for
people to consider that this person might have had much more
experience if ey had not been disabled and had` iibt been
denied acc to various services.

Audience: Would the employer be in violation of the
regulation if he were to say to the disabled person, "I cannot
hire you because I am going to hire somebody with more work
experience"? 4

Rouse: It would depend on the circumstances-of the
situation. It could be. a violation if that person were denied an
opportunity because of past diktimination. But if that person
was simply fresh out of college and had less experience than a
person who had five years of work experience, then, no, it
would not be. , .

Subpart C Of the regulation is what is termed the central.
requirement in the regulation, accessibility. This is perhaps the
least understood part of the regulation. What does Subpart C
require? It requires that 4 programS, not just all facilities, be
accessible to and usable by disabled persons. How is this done?
Logically; the discussion of how to do this has_to deal with two
types of facilities: existing fadilities and new-facilities:We have to
deal with facilities because we are _talking_ about accessibility of
programs that go on in those facilities. Remember that broad
definition of .facility includes outlying areas as well as the
structure itself.
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'First of all deal with new faCilities. To build a .new
liuilding to conform to a desigrhstandard like the American
NatiOnal Standard Institute-, 'V.ihich pro-Vides specifications. for
making:_buildings and _facilities accessible to and usable by
physically handicapped_ persons costs very little if anything
extra. Studies show that; at the most; it costs one half of one
percent more if you start horn the ground and construct an
accessible:facilityits opposed to-an inaccessible facility. Because
of that, the regulation requires that all new building,(and a new
building is defined as a building where the ground breaking
occurred after tune: 3; 1977, the effective date of HEW's
regulation) be built to conform .with the ANSlistandard or one
that provides .an equivalent level of access. The goal for this
requirement is to make an increasing number of facilities
accessible and avoid expensive alterations later. Naturally; any
program that is housed in a new building.should be accessible,
Another reqUirement comes into play if= you have a building.
built with .federal construction funds. The Architecture and
Transportation_ Barriers Compliance_ Board; a federal .agency;',
was established' under Section 502 of the -RehabilitatiOri Act and
has respbnsibility for investigating and issuing compliance
orders for bUildings sUbject to the Architectural Barriers Act of
1968. Buildings covered by the act include those constructedby
and -for- the federal _government, as well as. some buildings
constructed after August.12; 1968; which Were financed in part
or whole by a construction grant or loan from the federal
government._ You may have such a building in your facilitie. If
the building is subject to the Architectural Barriers Act, it should
be built to conforrn with the design standards of those specified
in the legislation authorizing that grant or loan. Most of the
standards in that area are similar to the ANSI standatd, so the
ANSI standard would be your guide. The agency_providing the

-funds or tile= Architectural and Transportation Barriers 'Com-
pliance Board can require that you correct any deviations from
the required -design standards. If there are -any deviations from
the standardsin these- buildings: you may be in violation of the
Architectural garners Act of 1968. You Should consider correct-
ing.

-
these differences as part of .your plan to achieve overall

program.accessibility.

The most confusing part of the regulation; the one that is
the biggest problem to people, is existing facilities. In those
already in existence before June 3, 1977, altering to make them
conform with an ANSI standard would be both fiscally and
physically difficult, and it is not required by the regulation. Yet
the regulation demands access to the programs thatigo,on in
those facilities and in those buildings: §o what can you do? You
are required to make your prograrns atcessible; but you.hre not
required to;make all of your facilities accessible. Programs can
be moved from an inaccessible building or facility to an
accesSible facility; prioD-ams can be made accessible by rede-
signingequiprinent; and programs can be made accessible by
making physical changes, actually doing some construction
work. In a)aosi-secondary setting; or in an elementary setting;

.you would have to insure that all required courses, not every
unit of that required course, but all required courses and a
reasonable number of elective courses fat least one unit of each
or more if necessary, depending on the number of disabled
people in the institution) are accessible to disabled people. If
you have all of your biology classes on the second floor, and all
your.rnath classes ors the first floor; you might con§ider shifting-
them around's° you have a few classes on the second and
a 'few biology classes on the first. Disabled people then would
have access at a level that Is acceptable. Alio,- if that first-floor is
not aceessible; It_ might be wise to modify it because making it
accessible would be much less expensive than putting in an
elevator._ The guiding principle to existing facilities is thlst
structural changes need not be made when other methdds are
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TeChhical_ASsistance Office, has been established for this '-
purpose so Whenever youneect assistance with this, call us aid
we will be glad to help you.

Recently there li*e been .:voctionaLeducation program .

guidelines issued. On Vtarcti 21, 1979, the Department Of HEW
published rules and regulations in the Federal. Register. entitled
Nocational Edueation' Program Guidelines for Eliminating
Discrimination and Denial of Servile, on the, Basis-of Race,
Color, NatiOnal Origin, an8L_Handicap, -It requires any
state agency'that receives and distributes funds to a vocational Y

institution, whether it be secondary; or post:Secory)ary; to do
Certain thingS The thirig: that Will impact In. you the most is that
they will hecOnductiNverio-clic Corripliante reviews of selected
subrecipients:.A subrecipient in institution such as k se co cl:
ary, vocational education instikition or pi:At-secondary institu-.
tion. They will be investigalni. the: supreciPient to sieterniine
whether it practices unlawful diScrirtiindtion in anyaspect of its
program,13pcin finding unlawhil discrimination, it will nOtifythat.
subrecipieut of the steps it' must take 'to attain voluntary .
coinpliance Methods Of adminiStration have been issued Which
Will require that the state agencies must provide an agency-level
desk audit review of at least'20% of all.subrecipients each year.
That. Means that at bast 20% of your group will be reviewed in
the torning.year: Each subrecipient, whether a secondary or
post- secondary vocational school; will be the, sub)ect f an
agency level review every five years except where er-Stibretip-
pieht is already th't subject of legal proceedings by the Office of
Civil Rights becaUSe of-discrimination: You see how important it
is to make that your institutionimake some genuine efforts
to comply2 y-511 may not be there yet, but youCertainly ought to el

be working on it. I hope that my presentation explains the basics 't

of the 504 regulations. If you have queitions or concerns,
contact me at my apency in Dallas.

effective. If structural_changesare made:the design stapdard for.
those#., changes shciiild'-be AN51 or a 'standard which clearly;
permits equivalent access: , ':' . .

.

If structural changes . are necessary in existing facilities,
another procedural requirement comes into play. This is
probably the second most important procedural requirement in
the regulation. It.rectiiireS that a transition plan be developed.
with the assistance of. disabled persons or with organizations .
that represent disabled persons and theilinterests. This transi7
tion _plan idenfifies the "PilissIcal obstades lo the -red_pient's
facilities; deScribes in &tail the methods tobe_followed to make
those ficifitieS accessible; specifies a schedule fat 'aChieVing a hill
program accessibility; and finally; indicates the person responsi7
ble for seeing that that is accomplished.. Here again, It is most ..,
irtiportant t-i, nvolve knowledgeable diiabled persons in this
procesS_ cause disabled PeOrile-haVe.Sperit their hires trying to
figure it how to get into facilities in lhe least exRensive '; ,.

manner. They'can tell you alcit-of little ways to cut corners and
save moneyfin Making facilities acc-essible. . .

: One Of the _moSt effective ways to 'accomplish your k
responsibilities under Section 504 is to form a504 COmpliance
Committee composed of staff in key pOsitions with knowled4e

,and experience-id 'the -areas to be examined during_ fhe Self, ._
evaluation_ process. Such' people are those responsibleforAill,
physical plant, for pe nel, for finance, for the instituticinal '
programs; and for gen I administration of the programs. The .
committee thOirld Ind de a representative mil( of disabled
persons; and by representative mix I -mean_ people_ who are
deaf, people who are blind, people who are mobility impaired;
People who understand the neesIS of people Who are mentally
retarded..Put these people on a 504 Compliance Committee so
the committee can systematically_ addreSS the ptdCedthal te-
qpirements In the regulation. Our office; the regional 504,
OFFICE OF CIVIL. R1WITS GUIDELINES
FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCTION
BILL EDDY.

The 'recent OCR Guidelines will have far-reaching effect for handicapped
students In vocational programs. Mr. Eddy presents the implications of these
guidelines for vocational education and wore specifically for local administrators.
He covers counseling practices, admission Unto rbgular vocational programs,
provision of supplemental aids and services, and work-study and apprenticeship
programs.

I am gding to talk aboUt major issues affecting persons who
are handicapped in vocational education and give you some of
the issues that will be looked at by your state department of
vocational education. I am presently conducting compliance
reviews in vocational education that will be sent to the state
directors of vocational education and to anyone' else who
applies for them.

In 1973, NAACP; the National Organization of. Women,
and other groups sued the Secretary of HEW because of the
denial of access on the basis of race, sex, and national origin.

Later, handicapped groups joined in. The_judge issued the
order_in 1977 which basically said that the Office of CiVil Rights
(OCR) had to start forcing the civil rights provisions in
vocational education and that vocational education had-to start
monitoring its own program: That caused the issuance of
'guidelines. The guidelines are to be used with Section 504; or
with Title -1)L -They do_not stand alone. Who do-these guidelineS
apply to?_ They -_rm4y to local SchOOl districts, community
colleges; secondani; _post-secondary, programs, and private
institutions that proVide vocational education tinder contract to

ti-i)
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_ fubredpient Ins-chocks it. also. applies to junior high schools,
:* middle schools and industrial arts programs:

We, are finding _that in industrial programs Ceriziin-
handitapPe'd youngsters are being provided with abSduteV- no

, . services of support One of my colleagues had forty stirclentsin
his bUilding_ trades class, including .disadvantaged students,
couple_ of _students from _Cambodia, and handicapped young,

:stets-.-Yet he had no otitside help, no,supibet- With that-kind-of
ciassliejusticotrId not:do his job.tfernetwithhisdireCtOr and

tilt hts at-ls..1.1n half and got hiin:Sortige sUPpOrt by...Calling the
.slateedueatiOn agency. It was.thatligick. It took_usabout two
Weeks tei get the Monestarrangernent worked out Those of us

;;Soho Are in, special- 4ducatiorr or vocational education have to
fight 'lop that ProfessiOn. We are-under fire right mow..

OCR Guidelines are_ divided -into different; sectioni.
&COM I is art introduction, Secton. II deals with the states'
resPO_hsibility.-.1*n .not ;going to go over SeCtion be.

--cOVerltig,_SeCtion' II beoauSe the. vOcatiOritil 'eduaation directors
at' the..-state levet will becoming,up. jlooking.,_at your prOgrains.

',84Ction Illdeals with': matt zed how muney is Used. to
rovide or denyacertss fo Programs. TheprOblem with finding

.r.poney flows is that the fortiM3W.,iti some cases do not telate to.
amain grotips..nie Di,sitrict Of "Columbia, for example', could.
-write .an aPplicatipn; the applicationeould beireteiVed and the

60). b0. Spent-. But for this. to happen the akilication has got
inClude protected groups. °pet...Word* handicapped,:

vPre. 'minorities, wornenand limited English'speaking atiift
-1, students)..Theapplication should as a general &imp&

nenl' klie,.proVititm of SerVices... for the handicapped... Handl-
cappecFyourigsters _PlaCedin separate Prograim*must be only
those" Youngters" that . cannon be maintained in the. regular
.program with support.

IV deals With access to:- vocational education
- PrOOTartis. 1 am not goihg to-read the guidelines to yoil.,Insteadf

1 am_ going to, cover some of the issues. First, how do you
'-ilyze civil- rights issues?' Second, how do.. you conduct
omPliance revieWs?'I have seen some as short as ten .Pages,

some as long as 75. Third, how do you collect andanalyze civil
rights issues? Forirth; how do You make determination of civil
rights violations? Fifth, how do you_fomulate possible remedies
from subrecipients? The state tell us-how they are _going
to work with_sobrecipients to correc deficiences in what they
have found: Sixth, how do you-.implernerAgnforeement action?
That is when _ they go- out_ in _ the district 'ant find _all_ the
handicapped -tioungSters in the bads programs.. Seventh, how
do you go to target subrecipients?

The states have been giveri-the responsibility to do a lot of
the things that they should have_been doing since 1964;_°The
civil rightsProVisions have always been there, kilt we have
IleVer'_enforced therm. The Section on .access to vocational
education programs addresSes the'aspects of-the recipients'
policies. .and practices that bar or suppress applications for
admission to a vocational program. Kccess is effectively:denied
to certain groups on the basis of race, sex, natiOnaforigiri,_Or
handicap when students do not hear that services are being.
provided. In a statement of notification to the _' public, in

- newsletters or publications, 'you:must tell the public you can
provide help. One of the reasons handicapped people do not
apply to the special education te4chers is because 'they think'
nothing is going-to happen. SO you' have got to tell people that
they are going to get.some help. Access rit,ay also be effectively
denied by course prerequiSitesthat are not universally mailable
to certain_ groups:

Whai are some of the majorissues when it comes to access";
'or admission? First of all, I am going ta talk about site selections. .

Site selections may' not be accessible to the handicapped*
people:. Changes in physical plant is another Issue in access.

Eddy; ;19

You cannot renovate a fa tlity to perpetuate discrimination.
That means if you develop a new wing, you have to change it in
such' a 'manner' that it provides access to handicapped people
and tines ,not tritair;lain segregated programs. Handicapped "."

studentshavie be,,e ut upstairs in the.atliE or back by the veht
blower or down in the boiler vonn. In one prOgram, the
student; hacidd...t ..o_MUkrough a window on a ladder to get into
the buildi

Audience: I havelgo' t a homer;iaking department For ten
years theYliaVe rieve.r pulin a boy's _room' Is that a violation?

1E44: 1f:they are.*viding .Sornethinffor women, they
shOuld provide it' for: min.. In the, fm way, if ,TheY have.
changing rooiris for' in a- shop clas-, theylhould have:, ,

something arnOarable for women. ..

Audience: Is it legitimate to be carrying a.StUderit up and
doii.tti stairs? *-

Eddy: According, to pOlicy, 'carrying students is., not al-
lowedlat was. a temporary thing that you could do for so'
many. ys; bit in that period ollime. you had -t9 start making
changes , 7 , . F

. PQM ainters; annexe* or branChes are common problems
for diiadvahtaged programs and, for' handicapped programs,'
Thes*te Whether a btanch-or-annex is at)ended.exchwivelY

race, r nationality. lilt is a comparable'prograrm- can you
oripredominan0 by handicapped students or stuiientsiof one

Sex; o
justify that annex through eclUcatioriali concerns? In other
Word*, you may have a Special program for the - severe and-

.. profoundly retarded, or a special program for mobility impaired
, youngsters that 'May beeducationally justifiable; but you muit .*"

look at tfielea.st'restrictive environment proViiion by 94-142 ,

and 504' by WhiCh vocationar education is bound. If is an
edilcational decision. If it is not the least restrictive environment,

. those- Students ..should' be located within the school, a place
which cloei not: draw attention to itself. .In The attic, or the
basement, or out in the barn, or off in the field in a d'uonset but
definitely diaws attention n,to itself. You alsOeed comparable
facilities. When you have a quonset but that is not air -
conditioned versus the other classes in a nice setting, those are
not comparable facilities.

Equal access for handicapped students also deals with
. architectUral and equipment barriers ,that deny access to

Vocational education programs. We are not only talking about
equipment and architectural banters, we are talking_ abOut
supplementary- aids and services; curriculum accommodations,
and those kinds of things. If there are not support services being
provided to those youngsters; that can be a basis for denial:

The Guidelines have five basic provisions. If necessary,
you must (1) modify instructional equipment, (2) modify of
adapt the manner in which courses are offered; (3) house the
program in facilities that are readily 'accesSible to mobility
impaired student; or offer, them facilities that will make them
readily accessible, (4) ,provide aukiliary aids that effectively
make lectures and necessary materials available to handicapped
students, and (5) provide related aids and services that assure
students an appropriate education. What does all- this mean?
.That in your IEP process you must identify the services for those
youngsters. Is there a curriculum accommodation? Are they
using curriculum to help provide access?

Another issue 'IS whether the lack of related aids and
services effectively denies access to handicapped students. rot
example, in some piograms they write an application for funds
for a vocational school. The application for funds targets a
popu lation, but only support services in this program.
They do not, provide services in the regular program or they
provide them only in.a limited nuMber of programs. In other
words; you need to look at how aids and services are prOvided
across all the programs and actiVitieS.

9P
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Academic-prerequisites for a particular program of instruc-
ton harie efFeCtlirely-denied access to -orb-grams for handi-
capped persons. Students are often denied access to those pre-
reqrffilte courses on the basis of sex, race, national otigin, or
handicap; and that presents another problem. You will -find
patterns of placement that are weird. There is nothing based on
interest it is based on, things that cannot really be juitified.
That is one of the tough.areas. The thing we look for is patterns.

You need comparable facilities, tocx You may satisfy one
requirement by providing changing rooms for females, but still
not have the program accessible to handicapped females. In
one instance; the district had spent a lot of money on
bathrpomsior females but handicapped- students could not get
into them. They had three girls who would have use thern, but
they could not:

As part of the beginning of the sohoof,year;_ the recipient
must advise students, parents, employers, and the general,
public through general circuladon media, and other medium of
the provisions of non - discrimination. They will= be looking; at
the state level; for neWspapers; articles; books and reviews. If
you are dealing with handicapped Issues you have a provision ',,

- for notificatiOn that is very strong. If you have a handicapped '
Strident who does not speak English and whose parents do not
speak English; you have to provide information to that parent in
the native language. You cannot fulfill the notification require-
ment for somebody who does not speak the language.

The next' section we are going to deal -With concerns, -;
admission to vocational programs and admission quotas. Pot
handicapped youngsters it is based on the IEP. If the IEP'
includes something; your have got to do it. If you have 100
applications for 20 slots, all persons must bear that burden
el4ually; In other words; you spread the applications out to
make =sure that all persons have an equal chance at it.
Proportionally they have to equal out as best they can. ,
Guidance counselors" will have to make some hard decisions;

Whatever system: you, develop cannot have an adverse
effect on protected groups: You can throw darts at the moon,
britAidti cannot rip off minority students; handicapped or
women. I do not care how you do it, but you cannot do them in. -

Now how would I deal with that if I was running a program?
There is something called dollars 'and something called an
annual plan and ff.l do a proper annual plan, Lwould do a needs
assessment based on who is coming in. if will talk to the
vocational education director. I will_talk to the special education'
director:to find out how' many students Willbe coming in.

As long as the annual plans are written wi&out reflecting
the needs of -the group you are going to have a problem. If You
need more dollart,you have the capability to getthem; within,
limitations. But the actual money problem that we haire found is
in the a_pplication_process. Training fedenied protected groups:
That is the major problem in thewhole funding issue. It is not in
the formulas. The formulas have no relationship; in some cases;
to what is going on. The application process, guidelines on how
to degign .systemt, is where theproblem is:

flow does the criteria of admissions have an adverse effect
4. on handl-cis-00d -Perking? DoeS theAdirritticin criteria= out

grades, disciPftriarYinfraCtions;.tests; recdinmendatiorg;course-
work prereq_uleitia Wang have the effect of disproportion-
ately excluding protected group students? If so, the
recipient dein-birth-Me Whether such criteria have ben validted
as essential for participation? What dcieS all that mean? _The
Main thing is that you establish criteria. You have got to validate

. that criteria if it is having an adverse effect if you are
establishing criteria, reading levels, grade point before you
implement it

Audience:,' If you have handicapped itirderitt who are

getting ready to go into a work program where they are going to
be out on a job; you want them to haver4 certain level of
competence in social Skint 'before you put them on the job
market Is that valid criteria?

Eddy: Of course it' is._
Audi:elite: It it equal to have that kind of criteria?

_guidance. With h and supplementary cervices
Eddy:_ Johnny is an -em really impaired student who

needs a little
you -pre doing your best but you cannot figure him out so you
call him in. You try everything you can but supplewentan7 aids
and services are not working in the regular program. In that
Case, a separate program is pet-miss-able, if you have given it
your best_ show and you have gone through the IEP _process.
But that should only be for those students who cannot make it
in a regular program with support

Audience: In other words if it. _n§ only one or two
times, that is okay, but if you are e ng a lot of Skd-6MS
because of this criteria then you have a problem.

Eddy: Exactly. For example, we find that Minority stridents
are _treated differently in discipline cases., In other words, on the ;
basis of race 'alone, there is a difference in penalty; such -as
suspension versus ,staying after school for a while.

To justi& ACaderdic requirements for-handicapped stu-
dents, a recipient must demonstrate that a handic.apped student
cannot benefit from participation in the program ofinstruction
until the prerequisites have been Mastered., In the case of

j program having_ no -vocational benefits unless a license is
earned; the handicapped- student cannot be licensed unless the
academic prerequisites -have been mastered. 'Benefit from '
participation can be defined from this:purpose as the ability to
learn a vocational skill, "craft, or trade that will improve the
students prospects for -employment or for employment at a
hfghet level of pay or prestige than he or she would have
enjoyed without participation in theprogram. Par(Cipation does
not mean the ability to complete all course requirements..

When a student is going through this program and leaves
but finds that more training is needed the law provides access
back into the program to get what is _needed The problem right .

now is that once students get locked into a tracked program of
vocational development; they cannot get out of it. It is almost
impossible. But a student should have options to programs.
When you treat individuals as a class of people; we have
problems with that_

I Would like to look At the counseling practices that channel
students into programs. Counseling programs, that help identify
supplementary services, whether they are active in preventive
measurek_ the materials used, or recruitment activities. The&
needs 40: be equal opportunity in the vocational instructional
setting as well. What_ ou need to look for is whether you used
the supplementary aids and services to provide access. When
secondary level handicapped students are placed in programs
for the handicapped; would the use of supplementary aids and
services in the regular program have permitted them Jo be
mainstreamed? Chances are it would-have:- If you do not supply
supplementary aids and services in the regular program, then
you: are forced to go to a separate program. Do handicapped
students participate with non handicapped students in the
program services; clubs; and _so on? We haddne case where
itirdenti could not ttip with the yearbook, could not be in the
class play, could not be in sports; they were excluded from most
regular

Are_ separate _facilities and programs comparable to those
proVided for non-handicapped students? Are special education
students Jlimited to work study/work experience progiams
Versus regular vocational programs? That is a violation:

When we look at vocational. evaluition; 'it is the effect of
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the evaluation more than anything else that we look at If the
effect is_ a work study program I am going toquestion, it tight
away. If_WrIs are coming out only in tracgtional programs, we
will get them on Tide DC if students are being restricted to only
kx.Yeipaking occupations or the handicapped students are in
very stereotypical programs; that: is going to be questionable.
Are evaluative materiels- administered by trained personnel that
know something about vocational education? I have seen
vocational evaluators who know absolutely nothing about
vocational education._ I start looking at how they look at data;
how they look at students. In some places they have to change
the system so that vocational evaluation provides access instead
of denying access or screening students out So we look at the
effect a system has.

Audience: I have heard that unions' are now requiring a
transcript from stridents and if a student has been enrolled in a

education. program. would be denied entrance into
that particular, union: Thek do not state this; but it seems to be
happening: '

Eddy: Whether it it stated ornot, if the union does not take
-

people regardless of gender; national origin; race; or handicap;
the school has to sever its relationship. All the people With the
unions that I have worked with on the President's Committee
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on Employtnentare very vocal about working with the handi-
capped, but when you get down to the grass roots leyel, you will
not find many workers from the protected groups.

Audience: W)lat good would severance do? It would pot
hurt The union, iCiYould just hurt the "normal" students that
could have gained access to the union.

Eddy: _hen the union is denied access to your vocational
schools that deprives them of something they really do need. I
would suggest calling in the Civil Rights Commission. The Civil
Rights Commission will deal with the union. They come in and
the doors that were closed to women, handicapped, and others,
all of a sudden come open.

I support vocational education in a lot of ways. Any student
leaving school who has had some skills training first does= better
in the job market First, you go for work experience, then for job

. placement. But if you go from the classroom to a job, the
students are not ready for -his. They do not have the skills and
are not socially ready. The benefit of a S66c1 work study
program in_which a student learns modeling and social sills is
alto clear. The/major thin] about work study programs that I
want to cover is that you do not want to iimit,students to these
Programs. You want to leave options open, to be sure that
programs are accessible.

FUNDING ISSUES IN VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED
BILL EDDY
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Bill- Eddy, instructor at- George Washington University's vocational special
education program; has frequent contact with:the nation's- lawmakers and_ policy
developers including such individuals at the Office of Civil Rights. In this
aessipn; Mr-Eddy reviews funding issues in light of the civil rights guaranteed -to
handicapped students, Including issues such as the application process, restrictive
vs: non-restrictive Programming; and ways to evaluate services to the handicapped.

; I am;wiing to ve a vew brief outline of the Office of Civil
Rights Guidelines h 1973, the Secretary of HEW was sued by
the Isiafional Organization -of Women and other groups because
of denial of access to vocational education. With the 'order, the

- was required to issue the OCR Guideline and start
enforcing Title VI, Title IX, and Section 504 in vocational '
prams.

These guidelines may be the first, but they are definitely
not the last There is a letter of Understanding between the
Bureau of Education for the- Handicapped and the other
primary operative components in HEW that they; too; must
start looking at the effect of their program on protected groups.
Vocational education was one .of the first in education to be
required to do this.

The Section We will talk_about_this morning is Section III.
Who do these Wiidelihes apply to? The OCR GUidelines are_ to
lmused by the State Director of Vocational Education and local
districts, including community colleges and post-secondary °

vocational adult programs. It also- applies to _high school
programs, junior high and middle school programs. I include
middle. school programs because, if_you look a? _paftems of
programming, indusrial arts and homemaking programs are
critical for -handicapped persons. If handicapped persons are
not exposed to exploration activities or pl.evocational activities
at this level, it will have an adverse effect later when they are in-
a vocational program.

When you read the OCR Guidelines, you will find a theory
of discrimination that will show you how to review policies and
procedures. The first term is this: unlawful discrimination. In
carrying out yot.ur civil rights responsibilities, you will have to
make a judgmatif about unlawful IL ination. When evaluat-
ins the state policies and pctices, 11 as those of the 16cal
education agency; two primary theo of discrimination will
require interpretadon. Understanding these interpretations will
assist you in making decisions. The first is called disparate
treatment, and is somejimes called intentional dikrimination,
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different treatment, or unequal treatment An example would
be giving female applicants aeertain kind of test before they can
get a jot!, or requiring handicapped students to go through a
vocational evaluation system; while not requiring non -
handicapped students tci do so. This is especially trite when this
vocational evaluation system has the effect of denying access.

The second term or theory is disproportionate impact;
sometimes labeled adverse effect; adverse impact; or disparate
impact This is when all persons are treated the same, but the
rule of procedure applies a greater impact to one group than
another: The policy might appear neutral, but nevertheless
produces discriminatory outcomes. For example; if in recruiting
you only recruit in non:minority areas, you are discriminating;

Because Section Ill dealt with money, it is critical to come
up with some basic understanding .of it. The OCR Guidelines
deal with federal funds, state funds; and local funds: How can a
federal law apply to local tax dollars? This is_a constitutional
issue. Constitutionally, any person has a right to local tax
dollars; state tax dollars; and federal tax dcillart, and you should
not deny that right because that person is handicapped or
cannot speak English. Some districts in the patt have not spent
16cal tax dollars on services for protected groups. Instead, they
have relied only on state and federal filtidt. The basic mainte-
nance of effort for a vocational program should be paid for by
everyone. The dollar flow should he the same for a handi-
capped student as it is for any other student If you rely On
federal or state funds to provide &Mit maintenance of a
program for handicapped students; while you use local tax
dollars for other students, then you are discriminating.

We are going to look' t this flow of dollars froth the state
level to the local level. When you are talking about flow of
dollars for the handicapped, there are some general problems
thatyou will run across. First of all, the state of Texas designed a
formula; similatto other formulas used throughout the tountry.
The batic elements are found in Section 01 of the Guidelines.
The federal dollar formula used by the states includes a
reimbursement scale, based on relative concentration of loW:
income families. Those districts with high concentrations of
poverty must have high priority.

Some states, use a formula based on current enrollment
data. That is how Texas works. The problem with that is your
current enrollment need not reflect the type of groups. If the
state releases money on average daily attendance, this attend-
ance may include no handicapped persons. Also; in releasing
funds to ,a program like that, the enrollment might reflect the
protected groups, but these groups may be placed in restrictive
environments; women who are in traditional programs, limited
Enslith speaking students trained for_ low-paying occupational
areas handicapped students placed in programs called voca-
tional, which are in fact non-skilled training Enrollment data is
critical. When a state releates information to localtlistricts; states
have to see whether the vocational school actually reflects the
protected groups within the community. If the vocational school
does not reflect these groups in the community, there is a
problem.

When HEW finds that a health program does not reflect a

community's, protected groups; HEW will withhold funds. For
vocational education, the state director of vocational education
does not withhold funds when this happens. But Within a
ninety-day period, these vocational programs must start reme-
dies to correct this situation so that the local education agency
does, in fact, begin including enough protected groups within
the program. If the Local Education Agency refutet to go along
with providing support services for these groups, then OCR
hears about It and goes for enforcement If LEAs cannot come
up with remedies, they need to tell us about it

What are _some problems at the state level? The major
problem we are finding is that the formula some states use does

not hit protected groups, because when the state uses some-
thing like full-time enrollment, it is based on current enrollment
It does not reflect the protected groups within the community. If
I cannot find money going out to provide services for LESA
students in an area where.there is a high concentration of non:
English speaking people, then I have found an area of
automatic concern.

The method of administration can be very C1101610. The

states have an obligation to look at civil rights enrollment data of
LEAs. How are these surveys used? They will be used by the
state director of vocational education to conduct compliance
reviews for regional offices in Texas or from the state level. You
will have 20% review every year, 5% on-site; depending on
what is found from the survey. State agencies have to conduct
reviews so theyiviill be using it. OCR will be using it as well, to
find out the enrollment data for conducting_ our own reviews.

The Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education will be using
it to try to plan what has to happen in certain areas.

The method is .where the system starts to fall apart;

especially with the application process. Even though the
formula might look okay in other words, districts with high
populations of protected groups are actually getting money
the_ districts might not be spendingthe money as it was intended
to be spent. The application process also gives us trouble
because the applicafion itself restricts students to certain kinds of

programs. For example; one LEA submitted an application f6r a
vocational development Trograrn for the handicapped, which
was a non-skilled program. The application process itself,'

therefore, restricts.
The state uses Subpart III funds to -train LEAs In writing

applications, so if states start training LEAs to start writing
applicationt so_ s to restrict in other words only fund work-
study programs for handicapped students, or other segregated

programs then again the system falls apart. So the applica=

ton training process is also important
__ Most application guidelines never address the problem of

LESA handicapped students: Handicapped students do

not speak EngliTh must-be proVided support services. Section
104.313 of the Vocational Education Act has m- oneYaVailable
for MESA students. Subpart 11, Section 110-A; addresses
handicapped students and can provide funds.

The application process it not working because the training
Oregrithi is restrictive_ and_the programs identified are:typically
non - skilled training,Therefore, the program is non-comparable;
and there is no monitoring. The design is weak and_the process
and review does not exist Once a state releases money to
LEAs, the states are not really monitoring the fithd§: We have
found a significant number of cases where LEAs get the money
for one thing and then spend it on something else.

Audience: We are mandated to spend a certain amount
of our funds on special education; and I do not see any problem
with that But let's say I have three special education students in
auto mechanics and the only way I can allocate any of my
special education funds is to do something above and beyond
What I do for my regular students:

Eddy: That is exactly what the law requires. .

Audience: Well; let's say that these students do not
require anything above regular services. I do not have any VEH
programs on my campus. Where do I put this special education
money?

Eddy: First you have to go back to the 1EP. The IEP should
specify support services which have to he provided for those
students: Who buys those support services? There is nothing
that says fun& frOm 94-142 or state special education funds
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cannot help provide support services; so support services can
be paid for by Veda! education-kinds or by your funds. Some
states use the money _to _have a paraprofessional in the class
working with the students. You can also use the money for
teachers in the feeder programs providing_ remedial math;
English, and vocational concepts. The best thing is to build an
interdepartmental agreement to provide support services.

Audience: Our funds invocational education come from
the fed end government and are mandated to be . spent on
equipment, travel, and that sort of thing

Eddy: The understanding is thii: The baiic maintenance of
effort for the handicapped youngster must the-same dollar
front as for the non-handiaipped youngster. .Now if the
programs are designed to be separate; the flow can be federal;
State, or local.

Audience: Yes, but most of the time wheh we put
handicapped youngsters in a regular program; they do not need
any special services, so we cannot use any special education
money for them on equipment or travel for the people in that
Program.

Eddy: That money. can be used for supplementary
services; paraprofessionals

Audience: To pay their salaries?
Eddy: Now we are getting into a touchy issue. Thy

was never intended to buy people; it was intended 10 buy
support: services. But you cannot buy an instructor for the
program who will teach _everybody; that is not allowed:
Michigan, Florida, and California all use the money to proVide
aides; however:

Audience: The only thing we are allowed to use these
funds for are travel and equipment

Eddy: Why? The money. was not designed to buy- only
equipment It was designed to supply any necessary support
services. If people start spending the little bit there is on
everything but-support services; we will be in trouble. We could
use those support dollars to support the vocational teacher, but
we end, up_ buying a vocational evaluation system and all this
other stuff that never has any effect on the teacher. If nothing
goes to the vocational program- tself; that is very questionable.

Audience: It- is my understanding that you can hire
someone _as a special ,tutor or instructor for your exceptional
students, but you must document that the tutor is serving_those
students. You cannot use that aide for the rest of the students:

_Audience: I have six industrial programs on the line: auto
mechanics, building trades, metal trades, thiS kind of thing.
.Within each of these programs; we kou probably have a_special
needs student -Would it be possible to hire an aide and divide
the time among these students? In Texas_at _this time; we have
received our allocations and,must turn in Justifications for those
allocations. I hate to turn any money back; I want to use it for
our students; yet I do not want to retire early either! Would this
be a correct justification?

Eddy: We do not care whether you use the money or not
as long as it is used to help the students.

Audience: I have met with our special education director,
and it seems they are gelling us hung up on excess costs. She
said that in special education everything above a pad of paper,
a pencil, and an eraser is excess costs. Now in vocational
education, the only time we can spend that money is on excess
costs. If I had a VEH program, I could spend it sight now.

Eddy, No! No; to the special education director; and no, to
the VEH pro rams. VEH programs are not excess costs. They
are a program option. The basic maintenance for xI vocational
program has got to be the same. It does not matter what
program the student is in; the basic maintenance has to be from
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the same source. Get a copy °Mr. Richard Carlson's memo of
March, 1978, on excess costs. You need that information. He is
the director of Trades and Industries. This memorandum
explains excess costs clearly.

We need to hit some issuesssues here. First, regardless of
how the state allocates funds, e concerns of these protected
groups must be an integral component of the eligible recipient
application. In other words, when the local education agency
submits an application, the concerns of handicapped students
have to be included as an integral.component Some LEAS
have developed a priority system, where the handicapped are
Priority #94. You know: if you get around to it, maybe you will
do something. So we are saying that protected groups must be
an integral component of the general application.

The second basic issue is this: Insure 'that necessary
supplementary aids and services, auxiliary aids and services;
and = physical accommodations are also an integral part of a.
general application. This is a condition for funding. If we get an
application that concerns, handicapped students, the state has a
90-day period to try to remedy any oversights. We do not want
to cut off the money, so we allow this 90-day period.

In addition to being an integral part of the application,
these services must be allocated and utilized. For some strange

. reason, even when the money is allocated, LEAs do not use the
money or do not use it for what they said they would. The state
has to set up monitering systems to insure that these things are
done. LEAs will be accountable Just to show that the money is
spent for what it is supposed to be spent for.

The next basic issue is to insure that the application for a
separate vocational program with support services is made only
for those handicapped students who do not benefit in the
regular program with support services, and only when due
process is implemented and carried out. In other wordS,_you are
going to have to show the IEP and due process procedures so
that handicapped people in a separate program are not being
treated like a class of students. You cannot give class treatment

Next, provide for program services and activities compar-
able to those provided by the recipients for nonprotected
groups. In other words, compare the services to the majority
population. You do not compare handicapped services and
minority services; you compare protected groups with non-
protected groups.

Insure that application for state and federal funds do not
have the effect of limiting participation of handicapped persons
in programs, services, and activities, in vocational education.
The application guidelines ,can have the effect of denial, as
when you have only this idnd of program for the handicapped.
The application should provide access to any program the
student can benefit from with support For a handicapped
Student, we have to tztke. those 6rogram elementt the Student
can benefit from, tie them to a job placement and modify the
program to keep the student, in it Even if students cannot
,complete all course requiren4nts, they can benefit from the
training so they can be placed in a job.

Next, insure that the 10% set-aside funds for support
services for the handicapped and other protected groups are
adequate and utilized properly.

Also, insure that the protected groups are not limited by the
application and use of a two-track system, with separate nori-
comparable and/or non-skilled programs. For example, some
handicapped students get their training on the job, down at
Charlie's Hamburgers, while non-handicapped students get
their training at the vocational school, move into a work-
experience program for advanced training beyond the pro-
gram's limitations d thengo for Jobplacc ent just are
not comparable. Ciarlie may tell the student ow to do things,
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or he may not He has only twenty minutes a day to really
spend with the student what is to stop him from taking that
time as a break? When the program is over, Charlie will
probably hire the student who got the training back at the
vocational school.

Next, insure that the funding formula does not provide
lower per capita payment for protetted group programs. In
other words, the basic maintenance of effort should be equal,
regardless. In some states, if it were not for the little bit of federal
dollars that come to an LEA, -there would be nothing for
handicapped students. This is changing slowly. When a handi-
capped student is dependenton state and federal dollars for a
program, it Will have an adverse effect. The LEA might not even
write for those dollars! If they do write for the money, they use It
for restricted programs. So we look at the effect of the
application process, how it is written, and Where the students
were laced. We want the students spread out like other
students; rather than grouped together.

Audience: At our school, we have a disadvantaged
progrm called General Construction Trades and a regular
program called Building Trades. I am sure the students in
Building Trades are going to learribetter and finer skilli than the
students in General Construction Trades. But we do not want to
discriminate against disadvantaged students we want to help
them as much as we can.

Eddy: In the counseling program, you have to lay out the

program options for students: If someone chooses to go into
food services and I proVide awareness pictures and a recruiting
team that recruits handicapped students and other protected
groups; .okay. But if the program options you present the
student limits the student; then that is not okay.

The final issue is to insure that LEA's and carnitiiiiii4/
colleges receive_ funding adequate- for meeting the needs of
protected groups located in the communities they serve. Why?
Because the application itself may not reflect the community.
For example, if the community college is located in an Hitpahit
area but does not enroll Hispanics, it is not meeting their needs.
People always say that vocational education is an elective ,
program._ Well, it is and it isn't. If the community college and
high school tell the junior high school, through recruitment in
Spanish, that__ they want these students, then the students will
come: For minority groups and women, the law says you
cannot discriminate at admission; for LEA students and handl:
capped students; you have to provide the instruction itself in
such a manner that the students can benefit from what yciii
have to offer.

Audience: What if we do not need these state or federal

funds to serve handicapped students?
Eddy: if you can do without the money, fine. We do not

care' where your money comes from. What we look at is the
effect your program has on handicapped StudentS, and thete
are the basic funding issues we look into:

THE LITIGATION PROCESS IN TEXAS.,
ROBERT HOWELL

Formerly a hearing officer and currently on the staff in the Office of General
Counsel at Tekais Education Agency; Mr; Howell is well qualified to speak on this
topic; In his presentation he reviews the legal questions that have been raised in
Texas concerning the education of the handicapped and how these questions are
resolved; What he has to say is valuable both to administrators and to teachers, who
can play a major role in avoiding the necessity for legal intervention.

A tat of the problems that I am going to talk about are
problems that lawyers have because they are working_ with
educational issues. You have to understand that when all this
started; we did not know anything more about this than you
know about practicing law

Lawyers are viewed with quite a bit of_ suspicion and
distrust When an attorney comes into a hearing process to
oariducta spedateducation hearinginvOlVirig theplacement of

a handicapped child, generally nobody is glad to see him
when he comes from the Texas Education Agency:

The firstffilrig the attorneys and the hearing officers.have to do
is divert all these fears and all this distrust Then they can get the

fie!
Many problems have been caused because school ad:

ministrators resent a rule change that came into effect with 94-
142. It used to be that_ when a parent got up$el with the
placement of a child, the flit step was to ask for a hearing with
the total board of trustees: Then; if the Ideal lkiard of trustees

did not overrule the special education people, then and only
then could it be appealed at the State Commission of Educa-
tion. Now whenever negotiations break down between the
parents and the special education folks, the appeal goes directly
to the Commissioner oaducation. The school administrators
and special education people_ feel like this has removed the
Opportunity for them to resolve the case at the local level since
they art denied the hearing before the local board of trustees.

But as long as channels of communication are open; you
still have an opportunity to resolve problems and sit dOWn and
Mediate with the parents. When the communications finally
break down and the frustrations reach the limit Where parents
do not-feel they can trust anybody, that is when parents file suit
I have found that when it comes to the hearing process how well
you are able to resolve it is ciltectiy_in proportion to how mad
and inflexible the parents are. The Scho-ol personnel are
generally fairly flexible by the time they get there.

; When the new regulations which said we are going to do



away with the trustee hearing were _first passed, the hearing
officers that are out in the field began hearing cases on a
contract huts. They are not employees of the agency, that is
prohibited. They are paid on an hourly basis. We thought with-
the new ruling our case load would Increase. Instead, the case
bad dropped by abbut 75%. Before this change, the special
education people knew that the parents had to go thrugh the
frustrating step with the hoard of trustees before an otherother
action could be started. They knew the serious negotiations
would not even get started until the parents asked for a hearing.
When we took the board step away from the special education
people, they realized they would not have that buffer. So they
started negotiating in earnest and the result was that more cases
were resolved and less got filed. Ultimately, instead of increas-
ing the amount of appeals, this ruling drastically decreased
them. In fact the hearings practically dried up.

When you speak of litigation you are essentially referring to
the issues of evaluation and placement. The independent
heating officer is not an Education Agency employee and is

. therefore impartial. The only things the hearing .officers are
interested in are the Issues.

There is a problem having lawyers deal in educational
problems. It all started when lawyers in Washington decided
they were going to write an education bill. P.L. 94=142, the
federal regulation's and the state policy handbook on handi-
capped students are both nightmares. They are like reading a
French dictionary backwanA. It took me about two months just
to figure out what they were generally about And when lawyers
and educators get together, there is a parent in the middle. The
parent speaks English, lawyers talk legaleze, educators speak
educationeze and noliody understands anybody else. So we
are trying to learn together. You are going to have to pick up on
the legal end of it a little bit to know how to protett_yourselves.
The lawyers, on the other hand, have to try to learn the
education end of it, or as much of it as they can. And we are
both going lo have to communicate with the poor parent who
still speaks English!

Iyancto talk specifically about the hearing process.and the
actual confts,. that we are _getting into. This LS where all the real
issues are determined. The single most glaring problem in_the
hearing process is in the competency of the legal council. The
school lawyers and the lawyers coming to the hearings to
represent the parents do not have any idea what they are doing.
There is enough in 94-142 to keep a lawyer busy for six months
just learning what it is all about. Law is getting very very
specializ* nowadays. Courts are always changing things and
surprising people. So keep in mind that your school lawyer does
not necessarily know everything about what is going on.

I have never seen a professional job done in a handi-
capped case_ There have only been two instances where they
knew enough about what they were talking about to just get in
there and function. To date, I have never seen an attorney for a
parent that could get in there and hold hiS own in a special
education hearing. Usually'what happens is that a parent will go
to the lawyer that wrote their Will or handed their traffic ticket
and say, "My handicapped child is havihg problems at school
and they have put him in vocational education. He should not
be there and I want to file an appeal. Can you represent me ?"

The school is not in any better shape than the parents are. I
have' seen attorneys do such a bad job for school districts In
representing these cases of hhndicapped children and 94-142
that I havfput It on the 'record that the school attorney was
apparently unprepared for 'the case, just to protect the appeal.
This is devastating because ap entire record is compiled at the
hearing level. If there is an appeal to a high facility, it goes on
the record. I have actually seen attorneys come into the hearing
room and not know what the issues were. I have had the school
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attomeyfa5 me what I mean by an evaluation. This is the big
pro in incompetency of the counsel.

In a h aring, there are two competing interests. First, you
have expe tzitions of a parent, which in post cases are
unrealistic. In the majotity of cases when an appeal is filed it is
because parents are being somewhat unrealistic, if not totally
absurd about the demandi they are making. A lot of parents are
not_ even able to accept that their child is handicapped; so are
really hoping for a miracle. It is an emotional problem. They
hope if they complain enough the school district will keep trying
things until it finally hits upon a teacher or a system that works.

Second, have the administration with its cash box with
only so much moneys to go around. Those are the two
competing interests.

We understand that the educators are in the middle
between the administration with their tight hold on the purse

nd the parents with their unrealistic expectations. Not
only at, educators have to be a shield or a buffer between the
two. When a parent comes in complaining that his child needs
speech therapy or her child needs something else, the educators
cannot say, "Well, I realize that, but the problem is with the
school board. They will not give us the money to provide more
setvIces.' Nor will educators get much mistance from adminis-
tration. The best bets for educators are communication between
the parents and the school systern; and ultimately, the hearings
process.

Another problem is that of _placement. There may be a
situation where students are inappropriately placed. The voca-
tional education people are not necessarily apart of the A.R.D.
process even if the student is going to be placed in vocational'
education. Ultimately, it gets down to a power struggle in the
A.R.D. committee as to whethir the vocational 'education
people have the right to overrule the special education people
who want to put the students in vocational education. It is a very
difficult situation when the vocational education people feel that
a student should not be in vocational education. If ys:iu feel the
placement is not appropriate, the thing to do is try to work
through the parent And some way to let them know that you
do not feel that this-is an appropriate placement so they can

*initiate a hearing. They can get to the Commissioner of
Education and that-will solve your problem.

Another unique little thing that I have found in these
vocational education situations is on the other end of Me
SOctrtint where a student who is not in vocational education -
really ought to be there. Special education folks sometimes get
possestive. I have seen situations where vocational education
people have said, "Hey, we need this student in vocational
education. He needs to be in vocatkmal education."

. And the special education folks are saying, "No, he's ours
and you can have him when I finish teaching him how to write
like Thomas Jefferson." This situation can also go to a heating.

Let's assume for the sake of argument that you have gotten
to the point where parents are so unhappy with you that they
decide they are going to file for a hearing. Generally this only
happens when communications completely break down
when everyone has finally quit talking. That is the torst possible
Situation. I have had to physically_restrain parents in a hearing to
keep them from going over the table after the special education
people. The only way you can settle it is_ to restore the
communication channel between the parents and the educators
involved in the dispute.

One of the best tools, usually overlooked, is a preheating
conference. Request that all parties be pulled together for a
preheating 'conference. Most school lawyers do not even know
they can do this. If your attorney does not set one up at his own
Initiative, deniand one. Do whatever you have to, because it is
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probably your best tool In the, whole hearing process; It gives
you an opportunity to sit down In a neutral atmosphere with the
edueators and their attorney, the parents and their attorney;
and the hearings officer; in an:Informal atmosphere without a
court reporter, to talk over what everybody is unhappy about. It .
gives you an opportunity to determine what the parentt are 2
really unhappy about and what you cando to settle the thing
short of going to a hearing. If theme -tell you what they are
unhappy about; that puts your attorney on notice of what the
issues are going to be.

Remember that you need to educate your attorney with
regard to the issues; evaluation; placement, and whateverelte is
involVedbefote you go into one of these conferences; It does
not' do -any good if he does not know what you are talking
abbitt. He at least ought to haye a knowledge of the steps that
specialeducation folks have to go through to evaluate and place
a handicapped student; and really he should know more than
that. How much education he has is generally going to depend
On you.

The prehearin conference is much more effective be-
cause, instead _of hiving to go to a hostile school board, the
parents are sitting down with a neu6al_ party. At a board
meeting, the parents are sitting there all alone against the
administration: The best advice can give you about preparing
your counsel is to go through the TEA policy manual and the
plan for the, handicapped_person. Go over the breakdowns for
94 -142, and make_a check list to see if you'have complied with
everything that you have to comply with. If you have done that,
generally speaking, you are going to be in pretty fair shape:

You must also understand that you people are -the experts
on_ special education and vocational education. You _are the
only oneS the lawyers do not know, the torents do not know;
the witnesses do not know. Most of the expertsthey bring to the
heating to testify do not really know what proper placement is.
You are the only ones that really know, and you have to
educate

more

else: Never lose sight of the fact that you
know more about the problem than anyone else does.,

Thereare only two general issues when you get to a
hearing. One is the evaluation; the other is the placement. The
partythat is bringing the complaint has the burden of coming
forth with evidence and proving their case, P.L. 94-142 has-a
preiVitiOn whereby -theipatetitt are entitled torah independent
evaluation at public expense; if they demand It. The_first_ thing
they can do when the hearing is convened is my; 'We do not
agree with the evaluation. We want an independent evaluation,
and we want the school to pay for it"

They are entitled to thiS, absolutely free; unless the school
&hitt takes a stand to prove that they have done an adequate
and sufficient evaluation. If the evaluation complies with the
law, the parents should not be entitled to another; and the
district should not have_ to pay for another. In that instance, you
immediately have another hearing to determine whether or net
the Patitit is going to get an independent evaluation. This shifts.
the burden of proof to the school; to prove that they have done
the evaluation correctly. This Is a trap that some school lawyers
fall into because they do not understand the proceedings.

Be aware, as well; that strict compliance_ with the Policy
Manual_ and 94-142 may not be enough if there are certain,
Circumstances involved: Let me_give you an example. I had a

g where I dealt with -6 DoVin's Syndrome child. They
y are very loving' docile children. It-is yeti/ rare _that you

find one that is hyperactive. This one used to be very docile but
over a span of about two years had gotten to be very
hyperactive and was now at the point'where she was violent
almost all the time; This should have been a red flag._ I
recognized it and I am not even a special education person: The

lr-
district contended_their evaluation was proper and the parents
were not entitled to anything -else: They had run the standard
tests and wanted:to get_on With theplacemerit issue. I told them
to reevaluate and look at the child to determine if there might be
some other problems that were causing this eitibtibrigoutburst
from the child; Perhaps something that did not really' relate to
anything that they had already found. Sure enough, they found
something and it cured the problem. Instead of being in a
headngthtee or four days- and ending up with mad parents; we
got it all resolved and every-b

mind th ere are special circumstances
was happy.

We must keep in
where you are going-to have go farther than what the Jaw
Says you have to do. School administration is scared to death of
the heating process; especially in our society where everybody c
is conscibusof_litigation. People' wake up in the morning
thinking -about who they can Sue, School districts are really
paranoid because first of all, they do not like spending money
for legal fees and secondly,_ they are worried about' what the;
outcome will be if it will set a bad precedent: They are
terrified of things like residential placements; they are terrified of
having decisions come down to say facilities are not adequate or
that more teachers are needed.

The fear of the legal process is something that the schoo
districts need to overcome because the hearing process can be a
robl for the schools as well as for the parents. Anybody who has
been involved with a handicapped student has known at least
one set of parents who are totally obnoxious; totally unreason-
able; and spend all of their time -making the teachers _just
completely miserable. There is at least ,one of them in every
school system of any size-. The net result is that they are such a
thorn in the side of the educational process that it breaks down
the process not only for their child but for the other students as
well. The hearings process can help solve this problem. SO try .
not to view the hearings process as your enemy: It can work for
you in_ certain instances and _you need to keep thii_in'iiiirid.

If you have a situation where you feel you might need to go
into a hearing; sit down with your schoolattorney and_go over
what you have done. Ask him.if you are in legal compliance: If
you are in legal compliance then_ sit_ down with the special
education folks and determine whether or not-you are in
educational compliance.

I want to mention a couple of_other' thingt that I know
some of_ the vocational education people are concerned about. ;
One IS discipline problems with handicapped kids and what to
do: I realize that sometimes handicapped students are put in
vocational education situations and either because of their
difficulty or because of their emotional condition, an undue '-

amount of time is spent on these kids: The effect is that the
educational process for the-other childien is suffering. YOU WI
you are spending so much time making sure this student does
not cut his hand off in the bandsaw or.keeping him in line that
.yOU

-
cannot teach your clams: You _h'ave got a serious

disciplinary problem. What can_YoU do?--Thete have been two
lines of opinion that have come down from the federal courts_on
disciplining_ handicapped students. -One of thetti MS said that
you cannot suspend a handicapped child at all because a
suspension is a change in platerherit and a change lh placement
can only be done by the ARD committee so, any suspension is
illegal. The other line of opinion has talked in terms of whether
this behavior is an outgrowth of the handicapping condition.

If you have _a disciplinary or a behavioral problem with
'handicapped students the first thing that needs to be-done is to
have the _AR_ D.review it and determine whether- or not this
behavior' is linked with or is an outgrowth of the handicapping
condition. If it, is determined that it-is; then that student cannot
be suspended; You would be suspending him_for his handicap
and essentially punishing the student for being sick. That is



against the taw. It it unconstitutional. The student might have to
be put sonfdwhere else but cannot be suspended. He can be
put into a more restrictive placement under 94-142, somewhere.
WIfere he can be controlled.

If the MD committee determines that the behavior that the
student is exhibiting is not an outgrowth of the handicapping
condition, they can let the administration deal With him like any
other-student For instance, let's say you have an emotionally
disturbed student who it causing_ poblems or an ID child whp
gets out of hand. It is conceivjsble that his outbursts could be an
outgrowth of the handIcappbg condition. That determination
would have to be made by the ARD committee. Let's assume
though that you have an- orthopedically handicapped child who
cannot walk, who is in a wheelchair, and insists on smoking
cigars in the library. NoW it is going to be pretty hard to tie that
cigar in with his feet Justbecause you are handicapped you are
not entitled to more of an education than a nonhandicapped
child. You are j entitled to a special education -- to an
appropriate ed n. SO you are not shielded from discipline
if the behavior isnilinked to the handicapping_condition. That
determin or>110fas to be made by the AHD committee and has
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to be made before anything is done:The only exception to that
rule is if the student is exhibiting behavior to 'the extent that it
entktrigers his own health or welfare or the health or welfare of
the faculty or the other students, he can be put out of school
immediately on an emergency basis. But the MD still-needs to
be called as soon as possible.

In conclusion, I just want to impress on you that this is all a
new prmsre, that P-..L 94-142 was just put in motion Septem-
ber it year ago. We are_ still teaming and it is going to be a
struggle, but we shoirld all have the same goals., New problems
will crop up all the time. A lot of you may not be aware of how
receptive the legal division at TEA is to helping people in the
field withjheir problems. The age- answers any legal inquiry
that anydy might have, be it an administrator or special
education teacher or vocational education teacher, a member
of the public, an attciley, or what have you. If you call us up
and ask us a legal question that has to do with education, we
either answer it then onfind out the answer. Lines are open so if
you have a question, rather than guess at it and make a mistake
and get yourself in trouble, give us a call.

TEA; A' NEiii DAY DAWNING
F9ft\VMATIONAL SPECIAL
NEEDS STUDENTS.
ELEANOR MIKULIN

In recent month., students with s&cial needs have become a priority in
vocational edpcation at TEA; including handicapped and disadvantaged students
and students with limited English. Funding and program redirection have been
instituted to meet this priority. Eleanor Mikulin; coordifiator for special needs
within Occupational Education and Technology. reviews these recent changes and
answers questions related to the mandate for vocational asiessment

There has been a i deal of discussion lately about
votational assessment The special education policy manual
says that all handicapped students that enter into a vocational
provarn will have vocational assessment. This policy manual
was printed and distributed in January but the first readings and
heitrinw were last AuguSt, the Agej tcy has been flo-oded with
questions about the new policY:

In order -to better address these questions, an interaency
task force has been identified with'people from vocational
education, special education, rehabilitation and mental health
/mental retardation. This task force will begin by taking a look at
six projects that hitie been funded out of vocational education
money and have been working with assessment in the state.
The interagency task force has been charged with taking a look
at the projects that we feel bre good, bad or indifferent and
coming up with a handbook for all school districts to say what
vocational assessment is and how to plan for vocational

Alth we are Still in the planning stages to provide you
with guidelines for vocational assessment you have already

been mandated to do a vocational assessment on all' special
needs students entering into vocational education So until you
are provided with guidelines, these are some things you needio
consider. Work behavior and clasSrobm behavior that parallel
work behavior should be considered_ Any work samples that
you have available and are using may be part of this evaluation,
arid also counseling to see what the student is planning' in
relation to his career abilities. These are just some of the things
that you may use to document the fact that, you have
considered all the options available to you in assessing the
student prior to placement in vocational education, and prior
the agency supplying you with some guidelines.

Audience: Who is going to do the vocational assessment?
Mtletdin: All of the assessment techniques that we hare

liked, Special education does. One thing that a vocational
program may contribute isilooldng at hands-on evaluation. This
input could be used.

Audience: What about the observatioof work behavior?
Mikulin: Anyone who has been working with the student

can give their observations of classroom work habits, whether

ad
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this Mdu-cW empfosiabillN skills or Work habits.- after placement..
You should work :_together. with various _petiole doing_ the
obieivotfon until otherwise Instructed It it the responsibility of
special education to provide this Axtension of assessment prior
tO.placement in vocational neducatiOn. We are saying rtht now,
do not _spend a lot of money. There shoUld be no additional
cost I think most schools can take a look at what they have and
pull together _something that they' _could' call a vocational
assessment without too much problern, until we get the
guidelines out:

We are not talking: too much right now about the
vocational echication assessment specialist that Is-identified in
the Policies and Protedurei Manua tive person who has
both vocational-education and spedlil edue.ation certification. I
think (1) That you are not going to find very many of those; and
(2) that even if you do, they are not nett:Manly qualified to do

fa, vocational assessment
Audience:- So what do you think it going to happen to the

statements about-dual certification?
Idikulin: The two certifications are not rtecessiriki,going

to help you be a vocational_ assessment specialist There are
several IchoOls -that are looking into Writins a proiram. for
vocational assessment East Texas is talking about one for the
Fall; North-Texas has-an ongoing assessment program which IS
more or less -for rehabilitation people; But until further inforina-
don it-available you should not.go out and try to start a training
Program

The impOrtant thinstOretnember thafthe ARD commit-
tee should have vocational people represented when they are
planning vocational training. I-do know that special education in
their monitoring is finding that the majority of schools do not
have vocational people on their ARD committees. This Is in
violation of policy; and certainly in violation of good planning
processes.

Audience: Being a VEH teacher, we are part of both
special_ education and vocational education and we are at ihe
ARD. Are we consid this vocational person?

Mikulin: It is the vocational person who will be receiving
the student that should at the meeting. If you are going to put
them in auto mechanics class,- the auto mechanics teacher
should be there fo help develop the LEP and also to learn about
the capability of the student You-alto need to have a direCtor or
superintendent at the meeting. Bain any case; theteacher that
Will receive the student should be present *it- like the VAC
should be there if he or she _will receive the student _ .

The new laws.- P.L 9142 and P.L. 94A82, both specify
that handicapped students should be placed into vocational
programs, and in_creed all prosrams, in the,Witt restrictive
environment Therefore; handicapped students should be
placed into the reSillarprograms tinrets there IS nopossibility for
the studeat benefitting even_ with_ support services. From state
statistics last year we found that Texas was not doing very well
when it came to putting handicapped students into vocational
education. We kund that out of approximately 71,000 hadd-
capped students in age 14-21,_: only about 26% or these
students were in vocational education or !ate progranTs:
Fifteen percent of the handicapped students age 14-21 were
placed in vocational programs or skills building program We
also found that handicaPped students were not always placedin
the _least restrictive environment _We found that out of the
71.0O3 students,_ only about 0 -were- Into.
regular program am anticipating that the :Mainstreamed
Population has grown this year. ao not think that ordy 1,700
mainstreamed Aids could cause as much complaining from
vocational teachers as We have gotten thit year! There Is just no
way: So there will have to be an increase in mainstream
student&

Also, out of those 1,700 makistreamed. over 700 of_thme
were learning disabled (LD) students. We found about 900 in
CVAE programs and 4,700 In VEH programs; 2;000 of which
were LD students. The pUrpose of a VEH_progkatm It to proVide

AP a more restrictive environment for those handicapped students
who cannot succeed with special assistance at any time in
regular classrooms; These VEH classes are self-contained,-

. segregated clatses and are the most restrictive environments on
school campuses. We are slightly disturbed at finding that half of
the poptilation in VEH classes are LD students. School districts
could be charged with discrimination for this kind of placement
Typically, an LD student Is going to be in a regular classroom
the majority of the day. If you- have students in a regular
classroom half the day and then,put them ins VEH classroom
for the rest of the day that will be quettioned. So you better look
at the placement of handicapped students Into regular pro' -
grams.. VEH programs are set upfor more moderately handi -
capped students. I am not saying severely handicapped. I am
talking Instead about those who have potential with training,
who could be taught a skill and who could then be placed on a
job by a VAC.

Audience: May I ask a question that Is back on assess-
ment? You saj here that when moving special education
students into_ vocational education you must haves vocational
assessment 4 that not in itself discriminating against handi-
capped students since you do not also require the regular
students to have a vocational assessment?

Malin: You would ask that question, wouldn't you? I
asked that qUettion a little bit over a year ago and got no
answer; And_when Bill- Halloran from the Bureau of Education
for the HandicappediBEH) was here doing a BEH review of
special education about a month ago, he asked that question.
As far I know he got no answer, so you will get no answer
either! I think you can answer your own question; however. It is
a practice that shOuld happen before placement into vocational
education classes._ but it may have been more easily acceptable
if we had said that, in consideration of placement a vocational
assessment should be done. A vocational assessment would be
ideal for disadvantaged students too; If we could setup a system
of assessing handlcaPped,ditadvantaged, and regular students,
if they so desired; that would be better.

I think that all of you are go 1 td have to -make sure that
assessment will be Used to Wen , . ' e best placement and the
best classification for The handicapped student e keep
referring to P.L. 94 -482; I do not beliede anyone h men-
tioned the statement from the Office of Educatitersayin at all
handicapped students shoidd receive- appropriate_ vocational
training. This Is in the Federal Register also. So we are
mandated to provide a vocational training for_ every handi-
capped student that need& vocational training. We have alio
been told that our definition of vocatioftel training is tied to
fundirig categories and that vocational education for handi-
capped students does not necessarily mean a vocational
education clastrbom. It simply means that every handicapped
student will receive vocational timining. possibly from special
education, to -set them ready to enter into a sheltered work-
shop; But we are looking into providing vocational training for
all handicapped students.

I have one other topic that I wanted to cover particularly for
the VAC teachers in the 6604. The topic Is tax-target credit If
you are unfamiliar with the VAC program, you may not know
about the tax target job credit Vocational co-op programs are
involved in placing co-op students into jobs that qualify the
employer to receive tax credit- Questions have been &kid for
about a year or a little bit longer. The federal guidelines for

co-op programs say a co-op _program Is alternative
where classroom instruction alternates with 'job

to-



training placement of the student The VAC full-time student is,
as now not eligible.

There has been a problem Withgetting guidelines set up to
allow the VAC program to be a cooperative school program. It
Is at the discretion of the Associate Commissioner for Occupa-
tional Education and Technology in our state to define what a
cooperative program will be and therefore Mr. Caster and
;others at the Agency have set the requirements. Eventually they
will be partof the Vocational Eddcation Guidelines, but I will list
them now to give you an idea of what will have to take place in
order to make a VAC student eligile for a co-op program; which
Will in turn make it possible to43rovide an employer with a tax
credit

plan. This
First; thestwd4rImust have a written cooperative trainin

ning plan that is comparable to any other
plan that a co-op student will receive. 'It is a written plan
developed between the school and the employer. The second
requirement will be that the occupation in which the student is
being trained is identified with a 6-digit Office of Education
aide. This code identifies all of the jobs and sub-parts of the
jobs: The vocational people are identifying their jobs by code
number arid.liAll be identifying the student placement by code
number_ When the VAC works with school vocational people
they will have no problem to identify the fob code. A third
requirement is that a student educational program must include
an alternation between school instruction and handi-on job
training; planned so that school instruction and occupational
instruction each contributes to the student's education and
employability. The vocational co-op program thatis in practice
at this time has one hour of school instruction and one hour of
on-the-job training. In the case of senior VAC students; the
alternating instruction would be under the administratilpn of the
VAC or someone identified by the ARD committee.

Now we can go to questions.
Audience: Would you explain to me exactly what you

mean by the statement that the VAC is to provide hands-on
instruction in a job situation?

Mikulin: I did not -say the VAC; I said the in-school
instruction.i It may be true that in your school that will be the
VAC. If yOu are going to do this, you will assist the student with
employability skills whatever is necessary to get the employa-
bility skills, not on-the-job skills.

Audience: But that has already been done when the
student goes to work for eight hou a day. Are we to attempt to
do that while the student wo houri a week?

Mikulin:_ The ARD corn ittee identifies the alternating
claSSr6orn and job instruction. nat is when the
made as to whether the instruction takes place dunn
year or during the junior year..

Audienci: I have been told that for this particular year we
are supposed to instruct our full-time employed students one
hour a week Can you tell me how-to do that when we have a
working student who leaves at 6:00 in the morning and comes
home after dark, and who is often und5r pressure to work
Saturday and Sunday as well?

.1
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do with them being certified:
Audience: You mentioned that VEH programs are for

those who are more severely handicapped, rather than for
those who can succeed with modifications in the regular
environment With the increased emphasis coming from
Washington; will we be looking in Texas at some modifications
of VEH programs to serve the vocational specific needs of the
severely handicapped students? This might be student employ-
ment within the community rather than sheltered workshops,
for example.

Maudlin: Please understand me. I am sayin6 that LD
students should probably not be in the VEH program since the
ARD might be discriminating by putting them in a self-contained
situation. Likewis'e, I would say that- severely handicapped
students should not bein a VEH unit Perhaps they cannot be
trained specifically to do a job in the community: But within a
given range of handicapped-student, the -high level should
either be strictly mainstreamed or mainstreamed with additional
resources. The mid -group belongs In a VEH unit if it is available.
The low group will typically receive vocational instruction from
special education rather than vocational education teachers.

Audience: When the vocational training is completed
then we have placement Our vocational adjustment coor-
cFnators may have trouble because most of their experierice is
in placingthose students who are mildly handicapped; generally
50, 551Q and above. Are we looking -for those who are below
50 or 55 IQ, who are more severely handicapped?

Mikulin: VAC's will need to risider the fact that they are

forward to, and there will be a nee for additional training.

going to serve more severely h &capped students So this
would probably be something at we- would be looking

We talked a little bit about mainstreaming into regular
programs a while ago. I did not get down to where the students
are placed; in relation to the VAC's classes We know that last
year we had over 10,000 students in VAC programs. Of those,
over 7;000 were LD students. Again, you get to the point where
you ask, "Is it discriminatory to place LD students in .a more
restrictive environment?" The VAC classroom is self-contained,
and therefore not necessarily a least restrictive alternative.
Furthermore; out of the 71;000 students that need training,
only 15,000 or 16,000 are in either vocational education or
VAC classes. What is happenihg to the rest of the students?
There are some 50,000 for whom no training is provided. We
know that some of them are low level students and cannot use
services or vocational ing. We know that another groupere
LD and may not nee vocational training. They are main-
streamed LD or phy y handicapped students and they may

__not-need-vocation training because they have chosen college
preparatory cottrses. But we know that there will be some of the
50;000 students that still need vocational training at some time
to allow them to move up. Someone will haVe to pick up these
loose ends and provide trainingfor therAe sti.idents. In the future,
lots of planning; lots of putting together of funding; from special
ed6cation, rehabilitation, and whatever other sources Can be
found, nee& to take place. I think we are looking at the end of
the strictly VEH unit or CVAE unit because there will not be that
much- demand for these programs with the pressure to main-,
stream. .

Audience: Are there new funding opportunities for small
districts so that we can insert students into regular programs
ratherithan`build new VEH programs?

'Maudlin: The federal funding formula that schools have
just received allowsexcess costs to be used.

,

If there are no more questions, thank you for coming.
Have a good day!

Mikulin: A handicapped student in a VAC program
working full-time should receive training or contact one hour a
week This can be contact on the job, in the school, after school,
by telephone; or at home. That gives you some option to work
It out

Audience: .0n this target tax job credit, Are you saying
that 41,01e future, VAC's should be certified?

14Likvain: No I am saying that the VAC will be able to put
studerits on a job and do th three things that we mention
make them part of a co-op hool program. That has nothin

to
to
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RES RCH ISSUES IN CAREER/
VOCA IONAL EDUCATION FOR
THE HANDICAPPED
GEORGE FAIR

A. Project Director of vocational Education Programming for Special Educe=
ern Students In Texas for 1980. George Fair is perhaps_betterquelified_than anyone
in the state_to give an update research inede. Dr. Fair, who has a Master's and
Do-ctorate to Special on _ from the. University of Pittsburgh, -Is
present* Investigating tin Xceiseibility of vocational education programming for
handicapped students in Texas. His presentation includes current research ques-
tions and possible Strategies for investigation

In this session I want to -talk if research_ project with
which lam engaged. Then talk about some of the
questions have comelyas- a part of this project,'Crid decide
some of the areas that indicate further research maybe needed;
What I have distributed to you is_art abstract of the project on
which we are curren%i working. The basic reason for the.rnoject

_is to assess_ the current status of VOcational. education_ pro=
gamining for handicapped students , In , Texas..:This Is the
second project that wo have clone:We completed a project like
this fhin pars ago so this is really the second go around for us.

We are doing this project a Little bit differently than we did
the last one: With the last or* we worked prate* with a
,Otistionnalte In Wiwi districts' all over - the state. With this
present project we are vidting_ school distrietS, two in each
seiVice center region; for one or two days We talk to the key
permAnd in each of those _school disakts, such as the
vocational education director, the special education director, a
secondery administrator, a' ViCe=prindpel,, a counselor, special
education tearhers vocational education teachers, aparent
of a handl*** -- and a handicap *1 'student We are
trying to find outthe tits of vocational education as It relates
to regular vocational ethittition programic to CVAE, and to
VEH programs.

.

There are_ five objectives by' which we are *MUNI The first
objective_ has to do with the anent or _diagnostic proce-
dures that are being concluded in school districts for handl-
deiced dUderitt We are trying to ascertain if Vocational
assestanenb &Id evaluation ViOcistkireli are being used by :
school &Inas We are findipg out that in most cases there are
really very few assessments or evaluation procedures that are
taring Used As you lorow;_any student that is being considered
for vocational bleceireilit &Mild have a vticritioltel assessment
At this point it Is not well defined as towhat that 11 or hoW It is.to
be Wed. We are firicliiittleit most school districts do not have .
systernetic procedures or evaluation procedures for 'students
before they go into a program. In most =lest Is done by the
vocational teacher who says, "I think that student can WC=
teed."

kodkace: Is your project trying to establishguidelines or
a policy for assessment?

_ Fair: At the _present tints we are not inLing to make any
Volley. We are just trying to find out what Is going on. There is a
task force that Is working on this. We are trying to see what is
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happening :the field and are finding that nothing much is
happeninz .

Andlents: How are you defining "handicapped stii-
Creritt"? _ _

_ Fair. We: are defining heridltapped studentt as those
students receiving special education services by the regulations
published by the Texas .Educatkm Agency_cy. This means any
handicapping condition; mental retardation, physi andicap
or mental disability.

. So one of ourobjectives is to find out the status o vote- z
non& assessment A second objective IS to determine
involvement of vocational education personnel In the develop-_
ment and. Implementation of Individualized educational plans or
programs (IEPs)., Are _vbcadonal_Nrsonnel being involved in

ontheirdevelpmet and utilitation? Our preliminary information
stows us that they are being involved in the dedelopment to the
extent that a vocational person attends the Ae1 meeting; That
Is probably the one most. concrete_ thing the rva have feinid.
The actual amount of involvement varies. In most cases It. is
very little otherthan saying, "Yes_ we think that tar ran
Into diesel Mechanics." At that point the goal for the meeting is
just placement They identifY,the particular program in which
the will enter and that is the extent of it I wonder If that
is:specific enough? Is it detailed enough? Is that what we mean.
by having an operational IFS'? We areabofinding that the EPs
have been filed away andthey stay In that fir until the next time
somebody_ says we need to look atthern That obviously raises
it question: Is that wbat We Merin by having_ an IEP = having a

. document on file that keeps us clean as far as the regulations are

...concerned but Is not operatbrial?:That is What we are finding in
most cieicek . . _

_ A third objective relates to the num f education
ssalved iri a.reguier, CVAE, and`' program. We are

comparing this with the data that44e, letiriVed four years ago.
and there is no question a fehattwe are finding. There area
lot more handicapped .r- is In regular, CVAE and VEH
programs now than there Were four years ago. Progress has
been made from the standpoint of numbers:.

Audience : rki you find that Most handicapped students
are still being placed In special_ programs?
._ Fair:-Yes; we are finding thatpretty much across the_ state.
In most school districts we are finding that there are one or two
students might be in a regular program, depending on the



size of the schOol.. But there really it Sortie prOgr eSS that has
been made whet we look at It In terms of four years ago. That is
a positive point But when you look at it in terrht of percentages
ofhandicapped students that are served, It is not how we really'
want it to be.

Audience: Do you think that you are not coming up with
larger numbers possibly because the student is not identified as
handicapped? .

Fair:_,Yes that could be part of it-. The whole queltion of
the identificatikm*Of Ninth6_0*d studeritSin vocational pro-

. grams one that we are going to get to; We are finding szhool
dittric in which there are handicapped students in , the
vocatio al education program and the teacher or instructorum
not been informed that these students are handlcapOed. This
has been done in two ways. It has been done in certain
situations where there is a communications problem, where for
some reason the information has never gotten down to the
instructor. In other school districts he vocational education and
special education directors are prbud of the fact that they have
placed a student in a class and have failed to tell the instructor
and they say, "That is the way we play."

That raises some very interesting questions.lf this student
has certain_ kinds of weaknesses in which he needs to improve,
this should be conveyed to the instructor. But a number of
vocational people have said that if we tell the instructor that this
is in fact a handicapped person then the dynamics change:
Somehow the instructor changes' the way he approaches the
individual and the instruction Is changed: '

Another objective relates to the instructional process. = We
find some places where there are handicapped students in
volved in the instructional process of -regular classes and. CVAE
classes. How does theAstructional process change if it actually
does change? What modifications are being made? As you
delve into the federal legislation it _says that in the inclusion of a
handicapped person you should make modifications and
adaptations to the program. The one Modification we are
finding that is happening in the schools is that some people say,
"Well, we test them orally rather than with a written test" We
have had people who say, "We modify our grading and grade
More on attitude and attendance than we do o n o bjective task
performance."

Lastly, we want to know what changes, what services, and
what programs one will need to increase the participation of
handicapped students in the .p

We hope this research that w are conducting Will be
helpful to the Texas Education A ncy In helping define
regulations and procedures for sc I districts, that it will be
helpful to school_distrlcts to know what other school districts are
doing and how they might modify what they are doing. This will
alsogoto institutions of higher education that train vocational
teachers; train special education teachers, train educators in
general in terms of looking and recognizing what the needs and
priorities are.

We will publish a report that will be sent to the Texas
Education Agency and to all the schOol districts that are
cooperating with us. We will have_a number of copies that will
be available simply on reigned.' We have had some inquiries
already from people who serve on legislative committees who
are trying to prepare reports for the next- legislative session in
January (which, by the way, will probably bring with it some
chang):

What I would like to do for the remainder of the time that
we are here AS take three areas and discuss them with you, get
some of your opinions and also giniulate your thoughts. I do
not have the answers but I think that one of the functions of
research is to raise questions. That is one of the things that is
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happening as we do this. Other questions are being raised,
more detailed questions, and I think that the only way that we
can begin to look at those questions is through further
investigation and through discussions with people like your-
selves Whb are involved in some of these processes and want to
lend some directibn to them. I think one of the ways of trying to
find solutions is to first find out what happens, what goes on.

The three objectives that I have chosen to deal with a little
more extensively are the ones related to vocational assessment,
IEP development, and kistnictiOnalbarriers. For vocational
assessment, some of the questions that we have already asked
are: Who should conduct the assessment? Malt are the
components of an assessment? What are the goals of an
assessment? How will the results be used? When should an
assessment be conducted? For IEP development; some of the
same quOtions are:. What IS the level of vocationally oriented
goals in the 'IEP? Is just deciding placement enough? Are goals
all we need to have a functional IEP? How should the IEP be
used by the vocational teacher? What is the appropriate use of
IEPs?

Audience: How specific should the goals be in the IEP?
Fair: The IEP should be something the teacher can look at

after a two-month period and say, "Yes, we have accomplished
goal number one: Now we will move on to goal number two:" I
Want to MOW if you can write them that way.

Audience: Should the special education teacher see to it
that the IEP is working?

Fair I do not think the special education teacher has the
sole responsibility of operating the IEP. The vocational teacher
and the specialeducation teacher have an equal responsibility.

Now we are going to move on to the instructional process.
One of the_ questions that we talk about is including handl-
capped Students in the regular vocational education programs.
When we say that; the assumption is automatically made that
somehow by the mere_fact of the inclusion of a handicapped
student in class; the class is going to change: -The class is going
to be harder to teach, or become more difficult for the non-
handicapped students and that you should not have too many
handicapped students in there because if you have too many
then not be safe. Does the inclusion of a handicapped
student really change the instruction? Yes, I am beginning to
notice that the mere inclusion of a handicapped person
somehow changes the dynamics of the instructional process.

One of the things that is important in this process is the
attitude of the teacher: What ways, could we identify that the
instruction may be affected?. What I hear people say so many
times is that we have.-one handicapped student in auto
mechanics and one handicapped student in agriculture and one
in homemaking and so on but we do not dare put more than
one in each class because if we do somehow that makes the
instructional process change.

- What are the dynamics of the change? How is instruction
changed? What does attitude really mean? Does it Mean that
the teacher expects less of the handicapped students? Does the
teacher expect the handicapped student to perform in a
Offerentway and therefore present the ,instruction differently?
What are some of these implications?

Some teachers want to instruct in a group or small group
process and the feeling is that the handicapped students will
chan t kind of instructional motive.

Audience: Is the trend now to individualizP instruction?
Fair: Now we have all had the handicapped student who is

in diesel mechanict but it aliso still taking_Sorne special education
courses. How do we coordinate special education and vocation-
al education? Some people say, "Well, special education
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teachers should tell the vocational ediltation teacher about the
student." I guess I am questibrting whether the special educa-
tion teacher has anythin_gtto tell the vocational education
teacher: Can the special education teacher communicate well
enough to the vocational education teacher in a way that is
meaningful or_is there some other model of communication that
can be useful? . .

We think, in a situation where we have a special education
student in diesel mechanics class, that the special eduCation
teacher should visit the diesel mechanics class once a month for
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cone period a day. That is what I mean by a model. At least the
teacheit should visit one another rather than just talking in the
1EP meeting; because in the lEp meeting everybOdy comes in
there with 75% of their program tbgether and there is not much
left to do, not much dialogue. There has to be some procedure
in WhiCh special education teachers and vocational education,
teachers can really interact with one another.

We are trying to raise questions. Think about these
questions and. perhaps this kind of thought process will assist us
in Meeting the nee& of the children with whom we are working.

ADVOCATE- FACE OFF
DANTE BEBEE, ROBERT CASTER; DON PARTRIDGE; PAM WETZELS

LINDA PARRISH (Moderator)

, .

Too often educators and advocates seem to be at cross purposes. Advocates of
the handicapped may chitin needed services are not forthcoming from education.
While educators bound by regulations and limitations may claim that
advocates demand too much. All ihe while both want the best that is possible for
studtpts. In this panel, educators and advocates meet face to' face and bring some
of their concerns out in the open.

Dr. Parrish is coordinator of the Vocation_ al Special Needs PrograM at Texas
A&M University.

Parrish: We are priVileged to have four very distinguished
people to entertain questions conceming vocational education
for special needs students. We, hied to put together _a varied
panel so that their issues and concerns would be valuable to
everyone.- First, we have Mr; Don piartridge: He is Director of
Special Education at Texas Education Agency. On the voca
tional side, we have our new Associate_ Commissioner_ of
Occupational Education and Technology, Mr. Robert Caster:
Pam Wetzels is a parent of two handicapped students in the
Austin Independent School District; Onein junior high school
and one in high school: I thought it would be interesting to have
the parent's perspee. We alSci have Dayle aebee; who is the
head of a group in Austin called Advocacy; Inc. She is a lawyer

, there and has worked with many people in the schools who
have been striving to At participation for handicapped Stu-
dents. So with that illustrious panel, we will get started:

Dayle: I am the director bf a statewide advocacy system
for handicapped individuals. We are interested in education,
Oarticillarly with P.L. 94142 and Section 504-of`the Rehabilita-
tion Act We have been in existence about two anild a half years,
hehltin2 parents understand more about the education of their
handicapped children. Also, we have worked quite a bit with
SehoOlS. We -clO a lot of inservice training with school districts,
administrators, principals, and directorS of special education: we
are very pleased that.they have found put' matenals to be
helpful.

For example, we. have a _116 page parent manual with
samples of letters, and explanations of how to request an
evaluation, how to get into the referral process, and how to put`
together an individual education plan checklist when you are
ready to go_ to the ARD committee to write the individual
education plan (fEP). It is a manual that is chock full of helpful
information for parents and alSo for school teachers: I think itis
redly important to build communication between school Offi-

, cials and_parents. It is also important for parents_ to get notices of
their responsibilities and their rights and to know what the
schobl district intends to do at the point in time when their child
is identified as possibly needing special education. We have
complete listing of all the rights _derived from 94-142 and TEA
Policy and Procedures Manual_ so parentS can be informed
about these. We also have a checklist that can be used by-
parents to be sure they have the information they need and by
school districts to be sure they have informed parents aboUt this
and given them all the infonriation they need d-We have worked
with about 2508 families in the state and a large number of
school districts in solving problems in special education-.

Parrish: Mr: Caster; would you like to make a statement
on the commitment to special education within vocational
education?

Caster I am the new man on the block at TEA. Since
Jant.ia, we have been pretty actively involved in.what we must
do and what we should do to meet the needs of handicapped.,
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student; in vocational and technical education. We. put together
a teak forteseViitiolmOnthsalo to develop a guide for assessing
special education. situ:lents' entering/ vocational edircation. We

:are Using the resOurces avaltable on assessment-In the past
ewers!' years;:,, the . AgencYffhas funded lei/era :assessment
Ornietts through Research Coordinating Unit rune pro-

./ents.have done_ a conSiderable" amount of research . kit of.
'People have knowledge aboutassettement:16 our task force is
,hying -to 'pull together- all e_: resources aVallable to come up
With *et fiat we all agreeare' things to be done in placing
handicappecAtudents in vocational education-The publication
Will be out this fat Wehave several group!? *will be making
presentatkawand.1 hoPethat you Will see some commonalities
:evolve in terms of hardtvaie _

We are committed in ;the 'Department of, laccu_pational
Education and Technology to providing.serVices to all *wants.
It is our desire* seethat all studentS'have the opportunity to
gain an education or to be meaningfully employed: Under the
new Arnding Pattern, 1094,ciiir njoney has to be set aside for
otcupational echication ff handicipped. students. So there is
money available, We have the committhent. It is our resiponti-
bdity to woriOvith school districts and with post-secondary
institutions to help them come up with viable options to provide
these services:

Parrish: Pam?
Pam: I am Pam Wetzeis and I am a :parent of two

handicapped children. My daughter is in . high school and is
doing quite well academically. My son is finishing eighth grade
and has some learning problems. These are .going .tg be
recognized as learning dliabilifies which will be. a factor in
vocational assessment and in the work'that the sxhool.is going
to do with him.

So I have been personally interested in this.,I.do not come
as an expert; I have a.lot of questior._ I am_also associated with
MIGHT, which is a consumer group of handicapped people and
other interested people: I see things from the other end when I
see handicapped adults and what they _-can do and how they
mzinage: Then I see what goes on in the school and some of the
problems there. School programs are set up in the same way
they have always been; which is not always from the point of
View of whatmakes a handicapped individual operate success-
luny as an adult in the real world. That particular issue piques
my interest

I am also serving on the-board of ARGIL, &MIGHT project;
developing_a resource center for independent living. This is our
first year; so we have aplanning'grant and we hope to get some
money for dired _services next year. I have a good many
questions on vocational- education as it is and as we all hope it
might be developed through the new Associate Commissioner.

Parrish: We will let you ask those.questions in just a
minute, but first let us. let Don Partridge giVe us greeting. from
special education. . .

Pa-rizidge: First; I would like -to say on the part of Pam
-representing the parent, at Special- Education we--are glad to
have. "the _other two kids on the block with us:" In trying to put
things in Pespective for today's world, when we talk abbut the
teen-ager who is handicapped; we must remember that we :

cannot categorize because thiS represents, the talented child who
has a speech handicap on one hand all the way to the most
severely and profoundly handicapped on the other. Vocational
education for the handicapped includes the whole array of
services that we have, pluS those we have not yet developed.

As far as the special education demand 'goes, this year we
are serving about 335,000 hancbcapped students aged 3
through 21 in the public school structure. We have about
22,000 personnel in the public SchOds working with these
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students:: When we look at:dimensions of this size, which are a
thOusand school districts, not only are we looking at implemen-
tation of a statewide plan, we are also looking at a human
element of increased int@taction and diminished attitudinal
barriers among the factions involved.

Parrish: When vocational teachers accept a handicapped
student into their classroom; what special services are_ available
to help adapt that program for that handicapped student?

Partridge: Let me talk, on a theoretical basis because, with
1100 school districts; things will vary from place to place. 11)
That teacher would have an IEP which should show the
learning styles; the learning'earning needs, and the exemplary program
for the youngster for the year. (2) There should 'be a support
staff available,: especially a supervisor and an educational
diagnostician. '(3) There would be special education teachers,
ostensibly on that campus, for teacher-to-teacherdiscussion. (4)
There may or may not be an aide In the classroom to work
individually with the teacher or the student. (5) Then, as a
backup system, there is the array of materials that the school
district might haVe -available or even can draw on from the
Education Service Center. 4

CasteciMniji speak to that? I think in providing a program
for a handicapped student we are going to have to jog our
VISIon or perhaps change some of .our most comfortable
thinking The funding pattern we are working with right now is
very different from anythin we have ever tVorked with before.
The thrust Of this law, and th pattern by which we prepare our
application, is that we do no think about programs -,-. we think
about students and student needs: In preparing your budget
and developing your programs, stay within that application: I
think it is very appropriate that we note this departure from
what we have done in the past. In searching for a model to

when we develop an IEP for the student we y find some
follow in placing handicapped students in voczitirlal

rtiprograms,

things dealing with vocational education are not/appropriate to
the student Then we will have to develop sorrhing else. This
is the kind of thing that has started exemplary programs such.as
computer programming for visually hanslicapped. students. We
shoirld determine what programs are appropriate and what.
students can or cannot handle rather than saying, "Here is a
student Let's put him or her in a program:" IhsteadAry to,
determine what is appropriate for students and, then train the
students in skills they are capable of handling so they can be,
productive citizens. We will not be wasting our money and time;
and we certainly will not wasting the time of the' student

I think that vocational teacher is going to have to be
actively involved in the placement of students in vocational
programs and be quite open by'saying, "I know the limitations
of my program. I understand the limitations of the student. Now
let's try to find some common ground so that we can, within the
framework given, provide a program that is appropriate for the
student" This model is very appropriate forpreparing students
for vocational*ducation.

Parrish: Thank you.
Audience: I know that vocational education is making a

move at this time to work with special education; that the
marriage is coming. I think one of the best things that could
have happened . is happening through Consultant Eleanor
Mikulin because she really understands both sides. But I am
wondering when the information such as you are talking about
IS really going to get to theschOoLs. ,The vocational teachert
need1riservice desperately, they need directives. Directives will
have to come before, the inservice is' going to sink in simply
because they have their mind set on what...their vocational
programs are and what they are for: We are lucky to have a
program from the Bureau of EducationJor the Handicapped,
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but many schools do not have anythhig like thotand it is going
to be very difficult to make the change;

Cuter: Crime respond to that in_this _way._ It Would be
very nice to -sit *Awn and vAlte down dirOttiVet. However, at
this point_l do-not knovi what those directives would be, J -do
MA think trciii Partridge knows what thctse directives would Ile; I
do not think anyof_us _know. I was In one of five pilot schools in

.art Antonio in 1969 for the Plan A Program, and at -that -time
we did not know what Plan A_ was _ going to be like. -1-_ still
sometimes wonder! SabefOrt Bob Caster signs off On some
guidelines; [want to be sure that people in the kid, particularly
the people I am closest to -7-.vocational educators; principals;
superintendents;_counselors, diagnosticians, patents under-
Stand and say, "We can live with this;,We have tried this; and
this is_ what we are trying to do in our exemplary programs.'

We are trying some things to find Out if they work or do not
work_in a controlled situation. We are quite ipterested in What
you have to say,_ in fact, we are quite ititerested in what
everyone has to say; From this, we will sift out the_things we
think fit and then we can' make new course directions;
.. = Audience: Perhaps a good startingpoint for some of the
old-timers that have been in vocational education for sometime
is tOtry to reconcile P.L. _ 944182 with P.L. 4-142.:We have
Cahill-cling directions coming into the schools: I am not worried
too much aboutmainstrearning when the teachers -come in with
an edUcAlioh deLree. The thing that- is staring the living
daylights 'out of me Is my instructors: a case: In point= it
automobile 'mechanics.. Auto attics is very popular with
handicapped studenttand the c are -90 to one that the
indi;AdUat instrUCting that clam is school graduate with
probably 20 years in _the automotive eld. It scares -them very
Muth when you say, "This youngster is special education."_ We
send those instructors to the ARDJet them sit in on it, and they
come 0-1 with eyes as big as buttons saying, "I have got:
something o not have any backgrizkind in." It scares them,
and they hard to find; I do not like to see them scared
because need them.

P-- dgc:The last instruction that I. had on the conflict
between and 94:1112 was that, frOrti the vocational
standpoint; the ARD would include a principal, a _vocational
administrator, a vocational counselor, a diagnostician, and a
member from special education, This applied after:the student
had experWnced a similar ARD with special education where
they had recomme tional education. It was a two-step
procedure._ That it in that we have.

: Audience: Along_lhe_ same lines; I had some concerns
with our instructors who have no training at all in special
education as opposed 'to spicial education teachers-Who have
had- intense training in this area and are experts: Most of our
industrial instructors_ come directly out of high school and all of
them out of 15 or 20 years In industry; butll lot of them have no
experience whatsoever In teaching, They have areal hatd time
Until about the third year when they get around to really doing a
good Job. Then, it scares them to death when_you come in there
and -s-w, "Okay; now. we are bringing_ some handicapped
studenOkt.-You are going to have togive them special attention
and we need an individual education_plan on_ them." They do
not even know_what that is. We really give them a hard time
sometimes. 1 would ,suggest, maybe even in our summer
we ,i me intense inservice training for vocational
Ind le, more so than even_ the co-op people, because
thew ` tc eilU have had special education students ....

Audience: I am one of_those high- scht:iol_gradUates with
six or seven years in industry, going into teaching with no
teaching expedence, and the teaching of those students is the
least of my problem: The problem is the logistics of working in
an institution the political fighting, the lack; of backing from

our superiors; sometimes _the Absence of the TEA, or- any
gUldatice from the school districts all kinds of these logistical
problems are simple pettiness. I do not think that the problem
for these instructors is .teaching:. That is the easy part The
-`_higher ups" are where problems come froth. The -Staff
directors,: the ISD, the Region; all these things are thy problems.

Partridge: I Woadd Pike to hear Pam,. as the parent
representative, respond to' this.

Wet:eels:I have concerns on the training end of it. People
have asked' us in MIGHT to do workShops; working with
emploYeri, for, example. They are really going to make an effort
In such and such an agency or such and such a comP-any±_to
employ the handicapped, and _they are flat out scared, Just like
the people you are talking about The hardest people -to do this
With, of course, ate mentally retarded people: You can take a
blind person, or a person with cerebral palsy, and do a
Waikiki*

My feeling ma parent; when I have seen things work, is to
get the people together. It sounds simple, but it often is not
simple to manage to ._do it You need to get__ your special
education teaCheit, with their expertise, together with _ the
vocational people. The special education feople know nothing
abOtit vocational education. I know there: must be some
exceptions in this room; but many special educatiorijeachers
have come straight out of the university, or some college, and
gone into teaching. _Maybe they have taught in three different
schools, but what do-they know about the kinds_ of jobs that
most of their Students Are going to haVe to take? Really, not
much. And you cannot blame ;them. That is natural that they
would not

They do: know a lot about what 'kinds_ of techniques are
going to help these students work. What works with John? How
can you help him learn? Maybe,he cannot read, but maybe he
can, learn by:looking, and maybe he can loam by using his left
fopt and nothing else; Maybe he can learn by using a tape
recorder._ I do not -know what Other tools. .You need :to_ get
people together; I think for overcoming the initial barrier, you
need to&t the students with the instructors. I have felt fora
longtime that the best education you can give teachert-it to lust
put them in the &LW-Obit with lots and lots of special education
students of all varieties- Have them at least Work-65 aides and
then they will see how thisstudent !gams; what he needs; how
he is successful, After a few weeks, the student just_ becomes
Johnny, rather than the cerebral palsied kid of the low- level kid.
That is Mary, that is Johnny, that is Joe, and that is the whole
name of the game _You will do a_lot better than with all those
fancy_ devices in the amount of time you have. Get your
vocational instructors together with handicapped.students and
your vocational -teachers and instructors together with special
education teachers.

So often when people talk about vocational education;
they are talking about a student who is_16. When you have
student who; at -16, doet not know a nickel from a:quarter; is

'?-that student really to go into these courses that you are talking
about?. What about a student who does not know_ how to get
around town; who does not know how to write thingSWOwn
with apencil, or with a writing device, or with a tape recorder; or
a typewriter? My son_is going into the ninthgrOde,-and the first
time he saw a typewriter In school was last year: A tape recorder
has been a yearly battle. He cannot write more than a sentence
in half an hour. Why has the school district_ been wasting this
boy's time all these years with only a handwriting text? I am not
titying that he does not need it for occasional purposes; but
much earlier he should have been working a tape recordet 'My
daughter_ should_ have learned how to use a tape recorder in
school. -She nee& to learn now how to use two tape recorders:
She is going to go to college. How is she going to write papers?

_
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She is going to have to-dothat on tape. These are the tools that-
she has needed all along: From the very beginning; schools-
need to reallybegin kit:W.11g at that student, but not predicting
what he or she is gointielbe able to -do because with some
students you- cannot Consider what kinds of tools they are
going to need and not what every student will do with their life.
The state guidelines almost say that Li what you should be
doing. Look at how he or she is going to function in the real

. world. '

: I think you have hit on it by saying that we need
to get together and work together. Last year; we did a research
study in Texas in.which 22 random schools were selected: Out
of that gioup, we interviewed vocational administrators and .
tuachers and found that 83% had not been involVed in the IER,
process. Is that a way that we can get together; by being_ in the .

'EP_ troann? Or is ft better when we are not so ltnowledgeable;
and just decide to work with these students? 4 '

Virsti011: I -do -not know how long IEPs are in most
schools; but I aim notified that I have 26-minutes and; by gosh; I
better do eVeiything for a whole -year for a kid in 20 Minutes.
None of your vocational education teachers can do enough in
that 20 Minute& Certainly they need to be there, but they need
some additional work with everybody working together. .

Audience: We found that our teachers do not have- a
Problem accepting- spedal stu dents. Weliamkproblerns With the
liaison; and with the education of the peer -group in accepting
the student The only other concern of shop teachers seems
to be that if they take-more than they already.have; that they get
some elpin someg clipese classes, that they get an aide. Those
two things; peer tan_ce and getting an aide, are their.
biggest concern as they take on More stUdents3

Wetzell: I would like to say something bit acceptance.
Where my children have had trouble In their drams in school is
with the tericheri 90% of the ttine; IYoeS that_ teachei make a
little extra effort and does that teacher_ really accept that child
and want to teach that child? ',think What IS really peculiar, as
you look atit bluntly; is for people to pretend that there is _no
difference. My children went through a school where that
seemed to be the way, they operated. Everybody was exactly
the same, even if you saw him in hiSevheelellairWth no arms
and using his feet to type; he was exactly the same. Give the
students a little credit A young child will stare at a handicapped
person and I know virtually none of them mind that it is good,
honest curiosity, so deal with it I agree with you on your other
point that you need extra help with\ these students. You do need'
an aide for certain classes. ..'--

Audience: I see very little Hato:ifs Work don
,

e between the
advocacy organizations and the school districts. -There IS a
certain amount of time that we could be working with students
and collecting-data and this kind of thing. Is there any liaison
going on between the advocacy groups and the school
administration? :

BobTeer I would first like to' Make clear that Advocacy
Incorporated is an independent agency. We like to work with

- advocacy groups and parent groups. Our major effort is trying;4
to educate people. We put a trerneradous "'amount of our.
resources into preparing :nth borets, and training mate-

to, use not only witff nts. but also with educators
because we think it is extrerne lrerlpfur if they are talking to
each other, saying_ the seine- th ng_ to each otheti,_ and under- ,,
sMnding_ the same things._ These- s a_great deal of difficulty with
parent groups, Any of you -v4 know anything__ abbirt the
consumer movement know &Aright now almost all consumer .

organfrations are haVing- teedfi internal troubles. Inflation
causes these groupsicilose men bership. people have so many
other problems on their 9iiid,'"it.d hard for them to be actively
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involved in groups. It is hard for people who really care to get
good turnout for example, at parent training sessions. We get
frustrated all the time. I have conducted 150 workstorwilke this
myself in a year and I will go to some place faraway and have
ten or twelve people there. There is a great deal of difficulty .

getting parents to respond because of all the other demands on
their time:

As an advocacy group; we have worked with 2560 parents
in the area of education. We have been involVed In less than ten
due process hearings because our major effort is to try to get the
schOol dtbicts and the parents working- together.- We do a
terrific amount of inservice with the school districts. We are
oftenperceived as very threateng, but our major effort is to by
'to get parents and school. districts to work together. Then that ..

should leave for due process hearings those quettions that
cannot be answered because there is a question about what the
law really means or what these legal questions are. That is what
we think hearings are about You should;not have to go to a
dueprocess hearing O. have your child evaluated. You should
not 'have to go to a due process hearing to get an IEP written.
That is not what due process hearingsare about We try to keep
ourselves educated and informed and then try to pass on that
knowledge and information to parents. But also we find very,
very often in our, 2506 contacts from all'over the state of Texas
that information we give to parents is new to_school_offidals: We
send them a manual and say, "Here it is on page 17," and they
may take it to their Spedal_ education director or their teacher
and it is -the-first -time that the teachers have seen it It may be'
the first tithe the school official even knew_ anything_abo'ut_that
responsibility_ or that area. It is not going to be an easily resolved
problem, but I think that almost all the consumer groups that I
am-aware of really are striVing_hard to try to get-this common
understanding and common ground of working together_ be-
cause everybody_ knows that that is the best way to get positive
results; However; you will all have to deal with frustration.
Parents are already frustrated because they are dealing with
having that handicapped child and with having all the other
problems and expenses-of taking care of that handicapped
child.

The Bureau of Eduaation for the Handicapped has some -.
grants out for setting up parent information centers where
parents can get hibernation, training, and assistance. I know
that there are solve people hying to get one for Texas. I do ndt
know if they 1.-Vill be successful or not, but that is a start. It would
be statewide; very similar to the kind of thing we are doing.

We by _.to be reasonable5advocates to' help parents
-.understand the prows, going on in the various school districts

WI over the state. It requires a commitment at an administrative
levelfin each district to understaid the needs an thethe problems
that they are going to face the fact that they y need more
Shop classes 'or :more typing classes. Parer% sAquid at least
know that Teicas Policy and Procedure and fernisSchool Law
and Public Law 94-142 says they have it' itglit,to have an IEP
developed fbr their child to meet their softie' needs andio have ..

the appropriate courses to . provide those 'needs. They go
through that process; they _get the IEP written; only to be told
that the strident is have to go on a waiting list. You can
imagine the kind of frustration that causes; Local school boards
Often do not understand the problems you are facing in special
education and vocational education; so they are not making the
Proper allocation of their resources within that district You have
to deal with the educators; but I think you have a responsibility
ato to 'educate the decision makers within your district about
the kinds of special needs you are facing under these laws, not
Just federal laws, but state laws also.

I am not tellingyou it is not going to cost the district, and I
am not saying that it is going to be something that will Just fall
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into place. There are going to have to be some difficult choices
made and some planning done in advance to accommodate the
needs cif those children; but it is the same:process you go
through with all of your Otherstudent. This process should
require vocational directors and teachers. and superintendents
to work with sP4cial education teachers to determine who those
handicapped youngsters are and say, "How many can we

expect? What kind of program will we have to develop? How

can we spend the money?" We are not saying that you cannot
amend that later on.

Partridge: There is 'another factor in special education
that has not been implemented even though It has been in state

poky at least since 1970: As that student completes middle
school and gets ready for high school, the ARD committee
draft a plan for four; five; or six yeaks (however many ore

years of eligibility that Student has) and try to make some'
estimates as to where along .the educational continuum this
studerft is. This is an opportunity where perhaps a computer
could help make some projections for three and four years on
down the road. One thing that we in special education must get
much better at is our projection of educational needs.

Audience:. We do our ARD's by the birthciate: We _try to

contact the parent and the vocational people ahead of time
when we get ready to Mile the ARD. It worksmuch better to do

it by the birthcbite so-you are not caught on the lag few days of
school doing about 50 ARDs all day.

Audience: My concern Is in the assessment process; We
talked to Dr. Marc Gold about the pegboard test and a manual
dexterity test, which we have used, but if students do not pass
these, they are not going to be_in vocationaleducation. I heard
last month that we drOPPed 10,000 students and there was a
suggestion that this was something good, that weare serving
10,000 less. Spine ittideritt were wrongly labeled mentally
retarded so these are not getting any services all now. Our
state does not haire anything for them: They are not mentally
retarded; but they are aCademically handicapped, and what I

4

am worried about is that we are going to miss services for these
people in vocational education the same way we are missing
them in special educatiOn. in Texas we have a good program,
but we are lacking when It comes to helping all the students that

are truly handicapped. With the vocational assessment program
we are saying because of a test students can enter a prograni
because they cannot pass a test, they cannot enter:1 am saying
that we have got to serve the needs of the student. If thelineed
help, then why use all these labels?

There are many ways to use so called assess7,
ment tools and you are talking about using:an assessment tool
to keep a student out You can also use assessment tools to see

what he needs: AIbt of teachers complain about the amount of
paper work and the amount of testing that they have to do and

ttse time that ittakes. I can see that that is very hard sometimes;
However, -I will tell you that Lwas so delighted that somebody

4 discovered by giving_rny child a test in __sixth grade that he did
not knoW hoik to tell time. He is an average student, he gets
along; he is reading on grade level,_ but I had long suspected he
did not know how to tell time. But it was a little bit of an ego
thing and so it was hard to get at So what do you do? You
teach him how to tell time: You can discover students who dd
not know a lot about money With an asvassment. With special
education youngsters, it is a major problem because they are
not in the community as much as it desirable, especially if they
are physically handicapped. You can use AssiKsmerit that way,
,too. Once you start teaching, you are going tole_arn who knows
a concept and who does not Then you go on to the neat thing
or you keep working on the thing he does not know. On the
other hand; as Marc Gold seemed to indicate,you should not
completely stop him at some point on something that he is
never going-to learn. I have a boy y.itio it never going to learn
the times tables and I think after eight years it is time for the
school decide how we get around that

Parrish: Our, time is finished now, but if you have
questions, please feel free to discuss them with our panel
members individually.
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MODIFYING PROGRAMS TO
ACCOMMODATE THE HANDICAPPED:
MATERIALS AND METHODS
JOHN FABAC

As Division Chakman for Industrial Occupations at El Paso Community
COMM Jam Fabac Dad firstarui ettp4rce In accommodating the handl=
capped in industrial education. In this session he covers important considerations
in establishingisiogram for handicapped students in pout4etisisdity institution
and sAgesta staff dWvelopment activities as the fhit step in specialised program
and service implementation-.

The first that 1-would like to discuss has to do with
certain_chanstteristics of delivery systems or services for handl-
dat-0d OW seem to have significance in terms of
facilitating programs and services. I also have with me

- pnckfc designed for_ developing a system of
(den ... assessment and evaluatilsn of vat& needs
learners In vocational -education. It was Written as a project
designed to facilitate programs _and services at the post-
secondary at well at the secondary kvel. It IS :designed to be a

different circumstances. I diScrissing this as wea.
very flexible system of inservice that can be used in a number of

Witellier you are operating at the post-secondary lake! or
at the secondary level; there are certain elements of instituting
programs and services that you have to address as you are
iiirpretnenting_the-_OrOgiams. One of the ,very first things is the
subject of institutional commitment: I have seen programs that
MVO -hired iitOPI-p_ because once funding_was found for the
program; and some sort of a pattern for detriment the program
was written, no one was linked with the key administrators
within the system or there was absolutely no support from the
board of htitteet to itrUrre- that the pro am stacCiecred. So one
istaOmmendation that I would have before you even approa&
instituting a broad program or any kind of system for deliveting
services is to_insure that you have the support of somebody
withinithe Institution. At this "idea, of course, I am 4idakergtb
the administrators because we as facilitators at the middle,
management level really cannot do too much In turns of
cogielling our superiors to give us that kind of support.

The second ekment you must address is program adminis!
tratiom Of course that goes hand in hand with the commitment
atpett. As I said, you hate to have someone working with you
in your project to set up your programs or services. who will
provide you with necessary support. Also you _tee jgoing-to need
somebody who will provide a broadarray of to_factlitate
the success of students In vocational ed-- lion at the post,
seconditYleVel. The success of those r the success of
students utilizing those services Is Beverly unless those
aimless are coordinated: We have to _ and identify
someone to coordinate those 'cervices within th ifittittitIon and
the community_ so our handicapped students can take advan-
tage of the maximum utilization of services that are available.

-Another thing that has to be done is an aussranent of
triton/1Si that prOVido support within the community, and then
you need someone to make sure that all services are marshalled

together' and then delivered to the students within the institu-
tion. All too oftetv a community college is consdentidus enough
to come up with -some service% but makes the fatal mistake of
assuming that if the students need a particular service then they
will come and tell what their needs are and the service can be
made available theria that, in most cases, -Lust ddei not
happen. I do think that as we begin to have more and more
kandictigio-ed students within our community tali** we inn
the risk of that happening more and more because even at this
point the students that we have in our community colleges are a
lery_narrowly_distributed group of individuals. We have persons
(probably Vietnam veterans) who have not liad their hendidep-
Ott condition for very long and have refused to take a passive
role in pursuing their edUcation. We have a group of highly
tenacious Yoirta individuals who are *ring to achieve success
regardless of what you or I do to help Or hinder them. But if we
do out_ job_ tight and we start adVertising our programs in the
community and we start making our programs, more appealing
.then I hoOt we Will get a biteder range of indiVidirals into our
conimunity colleges; or our high schools: Many students have
tad me the reason they did not come before was because they
did not know that 9 community college would do these things
for them.

Audience: Do you see mentally andicapped students
having a role in community colleges? It has been my obsetva-
tion that in {mot-swondaty institutions the services priMartlY are
for physical& disabled students. [ personally believe that there
are a lot of mentally handicapped persons out there for whom
appropriate services are not at this time being provided.

Fabac: For many of the schools that I have vWted: the
logical thing to do if you want to do something for handicapped
people is to Identify a specific client group and develop a
program for them. We have a lot Of Otizitjtams for the deaf and
programs for the blind. _ The funds were there;_funds from _the
state office; from funds for the ItriproVeriient of PoSt,&ettiOdaty
Education- (APSE), even ftom Gallaudet College for the Deaf.
So we were able to get some of these programs on lionid very-
quickly. True we _did treat the _client groups that have the
obvious -disabilities, but while that- was helpful for those
individual:4 It cettaltilyleft a very broad population that was not
being served. [think the thing to lump in mind with all programs
for specific- client.- groups is- that we have to observe the
programs as mechanisms by which certain technolodies are
developed for the purpose of ultimately mainstreaming those
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students into the central flow of community college life;
Sometimes it takes a special program, for a while at lead, to
develop that mechanism.

I found that most of the colleges1 have visited serve one
client group very well. Here is an illustration. In the Southern
part of Minois: is a school galled John A Logan; a community
college right outside of Carbondale. I do not know how this
programot developed but it is a very unique one. There are
about nine sheltered care homes within the community and
somehow over the years somebOdy developed a special
program for the residents of these homm. They bus in clients
frnm these homes for two different classes, one in the morning
arid one in the afternoon; in some of their old interim buildings:
They assess them to determine what vestigial skills they may still
have as a result of their Illness; then they put the students into
two general abiliN_groups with a staff of three specialists and lab
s.sistants_who can provide highly individualized instruction to

this specific group. It is not a mainstreaming program but I think
it is a program that we could use as a model if we were in_a
positibn to institute something like that for serving that specific
group.

We have talked about someone to direct programs and
services for handicapped students. I found that there was at
least one assumption that was made ,at many community
colleges that we really need to devote some attention to if we
are looking for someone to perform this necessary fUnction.
There k a tendency for community colleges to identify the
Health Services Coordinator as the person responsible for
coordinating programs and services. Most Health Services
Coordinators that I have spoken to have indicated that they
really do not think they are the person to do this. They do not
think that they are the individuals who can best develop these
services and then &Kier the services to the students. Ofie of the
reasons they mention the negative connotation Health
Services has, relative to ill health. Students do not want to go to
their Health Services offices. So once agairi the services are
available, but because of that particular stigma the services are
rapt being delivered to students. Many Health ServiCes Coor-
dinators felt that they were a detriment to providing services and
programs;

In one other community college, hos.vever,.it was a very
successful approach. I think the reason that that particular
community cojege was successful In using that strategy was
because of the ori*1@ idea of instittional support. Health
Services is riot an arm of the institution that typically wields a
whole lot of power. If there-is sorhebb-d_y in that adthinistrative
structure that has concern for the success of those programs and
services, then the linkages with the Health Services Office are
very strong. The support that is given at this particular institution
is very great and as a result the chances of success of delivering
those support services was very much increased. I think we
have to underscore to our administrators that we must have the
necessary support for whatever activities we are going to
engage in:

It is a shame that we have not gotten the support earlier
from the hearts and minds of our adriiiiiiitiators, but It does
seem to_be coming now from Section 504.1 was really surprised
to find that the administrators and most of the people involved
in developing these programs and services typically Said the
very same thing that you are thinking: isn't it a shame that it had
to come from legislation! The fact is they did not feel bad that
the legislation was motivating them. I found that legislatively
mandsted activities such as the self evaluation and transition
plans have begun to have a positive effect on the attitudes of
people in'the community college structure. The reason I believe
that happens is because many of us have been involved with
handicapPed indliiiduals from a negative perspectiVe we.

have been mandated to do this; we have been mandated to
that and we are having_ to try to teach them things without
resources; and that makes it all a negative experience. But along
comes the fetal government and they say, "Okay, now you
have to institute a self-evaluation." Well; most people can
Wen* with that, they can identify with the fact that there is not
a ramp; there is not an elevator. We are getting individuals who
have not dealt with handicapped individuals .before, working
together in a new kind of activity that is very positive. And as a
result I think we are beginning to see some attitude changes:
There have been studies conducted to demonstrate this really
does happen. If you have done any reading by any of the
dissonance advocates, you will find there is evidence for these
very practical new experiences causing attitude change:

What other kinds of activities have been used for helping
successful staff development or attitude adjustment sessions
within your own institutions? I would like to mention just a few
things for you that do not work, that we have had some real
negative experiences with. Some concerned individuals, who
had the best concerns of handicapped individuals at heart;

itially
is whakwew hove to do," and gave all the legislation right on

ped out and said, "Folks, this is the le4ilation and
this

the e in 'a two:hour session. I have a couple of friends
up in the city of Chicago who were nearly thrown out of a
community college for doing that The faculty becanie very
hostile and reacted very negatively to that kind of approach. I
recommend that you consider something else rather than
saturating them with the compliance aspect of why we have to
do what the federal government says.

The activities that seem to have worked; at least in these
community colleges that I looked at, were experiential activities.
For instance, one very successful inservice activity_ is a Nandi-
capped Awareness Day getting individuals in a lot of
situations where they function with simulated handicapping
conditibns. The inservice facilitator will come in and sandbag
your arms; push you in a wheelchair, tape your fingers together
or lie your hands back, and then ask you to perform about 20

erent vocational activities with that specific constraint You
ne the difficulties with these constraints when dorm-

activity. So the idea is communicated to the tiorial
instructo t these folks do have some problems tha must be
dealt with.

The extra dimension that one facilitator adds_is to bring in
adaptive devices for everyone of those contraints. The idea that
is impressed on these participants is that not only do these
individuals have needs but that they can do many activities with
the addition of these devices; There are methods/hat will allow
handicapped individuals to succeedrin vocational programs.

Another activity that has been very successful has been to
use a handicapped individual at your inservice programs. For
instance; there was an orthopedically impaired studentwho was
about to come into a machine shop program. The staff wanted
somebody in the community who was orthopedically impaired
and a successful machinist to come in and demonstrate. They
could not find an orthopedically handicapped person but found
a blind machinist instead. The whole faculty was totally against
this idea of bringing in an orthopedically impaired person,
thinking about all the negative things that might happen as a
result of this venture and not thinking about the positive things
that could be done.

All this blinaindividual said, was; "Lead me to the lathe;
lead me to the milling machine, or lead me to the bit, and show
me where the stock is." From wharl understand this gentleman
put on a display that really boggled the participants in that class.
He chucked up his materials, put the appropriate bit in the
lathe; and turned It down to a specific dimension and did
various operations on it and this man was totally sightless. As
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a results a couple_ of individuals asked to go to a specific training
school whereinstruction was given on how to deal with _the
needs of handicapped individuals in a shop environment So I
think that is something that you_ might want to consider. Again It
is a very practical experience that _Tett people involved in the
positive aspects of handicapping conditions.

Another thing that has been very successful is.to Involve
the maintenance and grounds pebple, lab assistants and
paraprofessionals in your inservice activities. There have been a'
number of devices that have been produced locally for low
bucks rather than having to go out and order something that
was totally new. One community college got around the
elevator problem by simply having a lever device built by the
maintenance people to activate the elevator buttons, which
were too high to be used by people in a wheelchair. The
modification for that would have been several thousand dollars,
but by using the maintenance people who had been involved in
staff development activities; the problem was overcome. So do
not overlook that particular aspect of inservice activity.

Other things that have been used succeSifully are things
that emphasize specific activities, such as Theater for the Deaf
and wheelchair basketball. How many ofyou have ever seen a
wheelchair basketball game? This is beginning to be more and
more common, but the student input from that was just really
surprising and like I said, the main things that they were saying
to me was that they felt better about themselves and that they
felt better toward their fellow students. So again I think you
might want to consider some of these activities, but I encourage
you to pursue these activities on an incremental, low-key level.
It would be nice if we could change attitudes overnight but I am
really convinced that it is not going to happen. So you need to
think very seriously about the kinds of activities that you are
doing and the time-frame in which we are delivering them to
our faculty and staff.

There are two additional things that we have to look at
when delivering programs and services to handicapped stu-
dents. One is the influence that organizations of handicapped
students can have on policies and procedures within the
community colleges. Two of the colleges I visited that were
highly accessible were designed that way to a great extent
because of the thrust put forward by an organization of
handicapped students at the time the college was built Moraine
Valley, outside of Chicago, is another one that was very highly
accessible back in the 70's; one of the reasons was that these
students_got started with the college back at the interim building,
the old metal shed that we see so many times at community
colleges. They had given a lot of input to insure that they could
have accessibility_ to the new structure prior to the time that
Section 504 hit. Really when you come right down to it we at
the administrative level realize that the real power within the
institution lies within the students' hands.

When the students recognize a need for a program, as a
group; they Can communicate a service need. As individuals,
however, they are not only going to not tell tie they need a
specific service, they may not even tell us about a program that
is needed or any other insight that they have unless they can get
together as a group and develop some of the social skills that
are so necessary to confront a bureaucracy such as a communi-
ty college. We might not have any difficulty with walking into
the Dean's Office or the President's Office and telling people
how upset we are because we have many of these socializing
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skills. But as I said earlier,lf we are going to do the job we are,
supposed to do we have to get out there and get that population
that is not part of the community college, the ones who might
have thcw.e skills.

That reminds me of one of my major points, which relates
to the whole identification mOcess. A major aspect of identifica-
tion is recruitment Let me emphasize the importance of
instructor hiput on identification. We can come up with a_gen
referrals and other techniques during registration for student
self-identification, but there is one individual who is always
going to _be in touch with that student in terms of seeing his or
her needs. That is the instructor. I think that one of the best
things that we can do in terms of finding ouf the student's needs
in that first day or 'two is to have some brief performance
sampling activity to see if that student can function with that
equipment we are about to put before him. You as the
instructors are the ones who are going to catch that and there
has to be a system for channeling that back into the identifica-
tion system. That can also work with disadvantaged students. I
have seen some very highly successful activities conducted for
detennining the neeck of disadvantaged individuals. With the
instructor's assistance; you can have a very sophisti ted

, identification system,we can know about every handicap that
every handicapped student has, and we can offer the ass ce
necessary.

Right now I think we have the cream of the crop.
schools that I visited claimed that somewhere between V2percent
and 2 percent of the student body was handicapped. Our data
tells us that it should be somewhere around 12 percent I do not
suppose that in any of the schools that I visited it came to that
much this year. I do not think it is going to change until we get
outin the community. Tell your students in programs to go out
and tell the people what they have. An orthopedically impaired
lady near St Louis said, "I had no idea that I could succeed." In
fact agencies had told her,_ "Don't go to community colleges.
They have hard technical procjrarris. You can't manage it here."
Somehow she got in and she found out that she could succeed
there."

So we have to go through the recruitment phase. Another
phase that I want to mention is the placementphase., I think the
placement phase is grossly overlooked. We have to place the
individuals that emerge from our_programs because that is the
mark of the success in our programs. Our funding is going to
depend on it.

Before I close I want to mention two resources. Dr. Tyndall
at the University of Wisconsin is putting together a handbook
for performing program modificationsjor vocational education.
This is called A Handb5ok for ModYying Cuniculum for the
Handicapped. The_ address for_ ordering this is: Wisconsin
Vocational Studies Center, 364 Educational Sciences Building,
1025 West Johnson, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 53706.
The phone number is (608) 263-3415. If you have any
modifications that have worked for you, please_ call this group in
Wisconsin. This is _going to help us tremendously. You can
obtain information regarding the Identification and Assessment
System from the Publications Clearing House in Macomb,
Western Illinois University, Macomb, Illinois.

I thank you for your attention. If there is anything that I can
do to give you additional information I would be glad to help.

Ap



DEVELOPING SUPPORT SERVICES FOR
HANDICAPPED STUDENTS
ANN WILLIAMS LEMKE

ble. Lein As, preettly a_cotuwelor at El Paso Community College where she has
established the Center for Edticational erifices for pe-Harldicmp4d. explaint how
to establish support services for handicapped abalte in post-secondary Institu-
dons. She cWiscribes how to Celine the 'ovulation qualified for receiving support
se/vices, Identify counseling and noncotmseling needs for students and provide
other support services.

I want to talk about support services for handicapped
students in the post-secondary oiriliorrinent Rat of all,
straw you a little pie graph. Indicating the number -of handl-.
capped students at our college and their handicapping it:On&
dorm You can see that We have a fairly general population of

loridicaPPed &WOW:We do ribtreallj hatie-a predortrinante
of any one group; althoughother colleges may specialize in one
linclicapd-- are& yo-ta will want tb Itiok at Our own popula-
tion in terms of how it is graphed betause you are going

thechan*,your serViced or adapt your services proportion to the
populations you are serving.

. This change happens in one of two ways. One of course; Is
if_yorr Start getting large numbers in one of the handicapped
areas and the other way relates to targeting on one particular
group for vocational rFertOri. for example; TSTI in Waco and
San Antonio Community Coll,* have pro rams training blind
iminpuWr programmers

The next pant relates to hog/ .-dOcument things; forms
we use :tO_.get _more infortir to distribute information.
more equitably: We have forms for the placement center so that
they kiroW__the IOUS- of-the interpreter or reader, arr
form that we send with the tutor; note4aker_or interpreter in _the
dirisOtionr.lci the interpreter knows the rote of this Individual
and _how to getin _touch with us. We _have, of course; a very
debited tut& -Schedule and we know eagiedy who Is doing what
We have applications '.for parking stickers arid, of corifie,
student information. It is -very important that you ;provide as
much information as you can.

I 'am_going to talk about ten areas that I -conirder to be very
important for college counseling If you are designated to work '
With '-disablecl students on your campus or if you are referring
students to a college then these are_the services_ that you can
expect and actiVitLei that you might be involved in.

Area number one: Handicapped Students'
, the calege _level_ ought to be involved in identikation_ of --

handfcappeCitirtrorb and kfentification for what
reason? You may have questions schdol adminiStrator
who are these handicapped how Many do we
have? My _question Ise for What reason do you want this
hitter-nation?. Certainly the only reason you ever ought to be
soliciting this information Is if you intend to provide _a- service
that there students can use or if you intend to help the students
have -access to a prwriun or service. There is no other real
purpose for this information; ft should be-for the benefit of the
Striccent There tua SeVeral was* -to identify your handle-ripped
pophlation; Most students are not going to come to your they
do not know about 9oUt service, so you should use a lot of
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publicity; You,should contact agency people, Texas Rehabillia-
tiOn COMMitticin, Commission for the Blind, Veterans' Adrnin-
tendon, Department of Human Resources, whoever might be
reining Students to you. Contact high who& counselors and
handicapped advocacy groups, for people who may want to_be
coming to college; Get a feeling for who 13 sending these
students or which students are- ielY to come on their own. You
will get students referred who are -not particularly connected
with any agencies, people Who for one reason or another haVe
milord out on the system;

So& other things we do for identification besides the
thing I hwesaid Is that we adVertise at regitiration and through
the media. I think that recruitment Is very important It is
commonly thought of in terms of other students but not
necessarily for handicapped students. Yet if you recruit then
you can plan in advance the services you wilinml; who you
will be serving; what theyviill need. You will offer _a great_ deal
more effective servitor; if you actively recruit Then you are
going to be on Om of what you can ntokid0 and What Other
resources may be available. Speaking of _resources, In our
program we have mySelf; a lab assistant who general tutor
coordinator and also fills In for tutors two interpreters, and
other staff peopU who have . a _Variety Of duties, including
mobility assistance, reader, and so on; So it is important to
recruit and identify students.

Number two Es_preregistration activities. A number of things
that you can do befOre the student ever enrolls is meet th thee'meet

have theldudents come to the campus and what
thy_are gettinglptorclo some vocational counseling and do
some rathesintensive_orientallon to college. College is of high
school: there are. differences, more respornAbilitios on the
student and so on The student needs to know w_ kind of
situation he is getting:Into: This is true for any student but
especially for disabled students: Another_ preregistration activity
Is actually planning. You want to do as much of this as you can;

Number three is registration; We have to use _registratIon
by mall for all of our students`_and it is a mess, frankly, But
because we do use the mall_registration I have a procedure for
pladngpricirities on itudenb' packets If we are trying to arrange
specialized services _for them; fOr instance; transportation- We
have a limited number of interpreters and I am sure all of you
know about interpreter schedules so there -are times_ when we
want to get priorities in registration for handicapped students; It
will save a lot of trouble later on. lf, for eicarnple, you knew that
a student was not going to be able to function in a chemistry
class then I think you_ would be somewhat:responsible_ for
making the effort to do something about it Of course at
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registration we provide registration assistance: We also do a lot
of advertising at this point and find many people. Despite our
best efforts they wait until the last minute.

Number four is arranging necessary services and a
mechanism for follow-up. You need to identify in advance what
services the students might need. Da they need note takers; do
they need tutors;_ readers, so on? It is at this point we actually
have to arrange for students to have services and we have to
have a request from the stude- Incitation that they want
that service, and that they 'realize they are also going to have an
obligation: How many of you, for example; have provided note
takers for deaf sudents and had a case where a student thought;
"Oh, great, I have someone to take notes I do not have to
shbik up_ for Claris." There has to he a follow -up mechanism
here. The student needs to know that he or she has certain
responsibilities in the situation. If the student_ does not attend
class; then that is it for services; So it is important to air these
things before you start prbViding services. The student needsto
know what you expect ,

Of course you need a procedure for knowingihat your
service workers are providing satisfactory services. That might
mean that a deaf student comes and says, "I cannotwork with
that interpreter." Then you must make some sort of change. It
means that you have to be able to foil up the quality of the
services that you are delivering and ktwwhether the students
are benefiting.

Number five is identification of equipment and material
resources: Even though you may be under the student service's
diViSion of the occupational education divisiOni, or whatever,
you are going to get a lot of requests from outside your area, so
be aware of what is available. If you da not know, find out how
you can get the information; You do have to keep on top of
these resources and have a lot, particularly materials resources
for faculty anikadministrators to have access to;

Number six is faculty awareness activities. This is a rather
thankless job in terms of getting faculty toyarticipate. Usually it
Is low priority for faculty, not that they are callous or do not
care: There are Just a lot of other things going on. But there are
many great things you can provide in faculty awareness
activities: Not .only specific medical and psychological informa-
tion abbilt the handicapPing condition and attitudes toward
handicaps and so on; but you want to show that there is a
reason for all that attention to handicapped_ concerns. For
example, you want to provide information that shows that
handicapped people do _get jobs, they are employed and it!
not just a game that we are Playing to keep a few students off of
our back for a few years and that they do not have any future
opportunities. You want to give a very positive image of the
student and where he Is going and what the opportunities are.
Also do some disability simulation acivities. Faculty awareness
can be part of your function.

Number seven IS faculty consultation. We had a partially
sighted girl in chemistry class and the instructor was naturally _a
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going to have questions about how students will perform in -a
given situation. You need to be able to provide a resource. In
thatsttuation we provided a tutor who worked with the girl and
her Lib partner fora few weeks until she knew her way around.

Number eight is counseling activities. I do not mean to
understate counseling_activities. I just feel that they are a part of
the overall program. I have a number of activities liSted here
under counseling. First, academic counseling. This is awfully
important It is very unfair if a student comes to you and says,y1
want to go into some particular career," and you say, "Sure;
whatever you want to do." Your need to be able to assist the
student in identifying his or her abilities; what the possibility is of

employed, how to adapt to a particular program you are
going into and so-on. Vocational counseling, of course, goes
along with academic counselhig, values clarification, self-
concept development, and goal setting. A good example of a

*package program Is the PAST program, Personal Achievement
Skills Training, but there are other good ones as well. You really
need to have some clarification of their values and they need to .

know how to solVeproblems, how to set goats and so on. These
. people have_ been Aheltered from this part of life and they do not

,

have the skills to meet the world,tO make decisions, and deliver
consequences of their actions and keep on going: So this is a
very important part of seri**.

Another very important Part Isassertiveness training. I am
sure all of you have had students -who needed this kind of
counseling. &cause of the nature 'of assertiveness training, the
way it usually is taught it Is perfect 16r working with handi-
capped studentt. It involves a lot of role playing and it involves
some very specific concepts for most people. And_finally, sex
education, 'something that generally is not done. Many of our
students have needed this kind of counseling. Either people
have had Milted social contacts in their adolescence and did not
have the knowledge base that other students had or people had
been injured and their physical therapists or doctors had not
stciken _honestly -and frankly, about this area. This is an
important counseling activity alsa

Number nine is to be a resource to cooperative education
and placing people on your campus. You know the kinds of
adaptations that have to be made for handicapped students;
you know the students' particular needs and so on. It is up to
you to communicate this informatiort

Number ten, in summary, is to facilitate access._ Do not be a
complete barrier between the student and college. Foster
advocacy. It is desirable that the student do as much as can be
done on his or her own, because if you are the one who alwaye
goes to the administration; they will begin to wonder who you
are talking about Who are these people who need these
services? Who are the people who, in spite of all you are doing
are still encountering obstacles? Encourage students to be ikir
own advocates!

Those are the ten areas I consider important in a program
of support services for handicapped students at the community

little bit concerned about how she was going to do in the lab. college.
(So was 1, but I was not about to let on!) Naturally, faculty are



COMPETENCY- BASER INSTRUCTION.
AND TII.11-ANWAPPED STUDENT
401114 WINKLE

Post-e4 occupational programs characteristically address student
needs on an individual basis. Dr. Skink Ie. a professor at Texas Mild University.
doectibet how competency-based Programa enhance this posture to maximize
kapacities for serving handicapped students in post-secondary occupational pro-
grams.

I would_ like,to locut ALI discussion on competency;based
oxvupational.programs in terms of what they are, whlit we
Might Want them to be, and how we might operate them. '

However, prior to elaborating on those three particular aspects,
-want_ to make a yew disclaimers First competency-based

programs are not a panacea; they will notsolve all of your:
instructional probleMs In fact, if they do help to solve some...
problems, they are probably gOing to Create others, with respect
to the time needed 'to_ develop instructional materials; profes-
sionaLdevelopment of staff, Careful Monitoring of prograin
Operations, recording students' progress, and open-entryTopen-
writ policies.

Also; it is important _tb *ajar that nothing in competency-
based aim:anon is new Thedimensions of these pittArinirt
have siniply beep paCkaged differently so that educators may
more- effectively 'meet the needs of individual studentt. There;.
fote; I do not advocate thateveryone "jump on a competency-
based _bandwagon." However; I happen to believe-that toriwe-
tencY=besedprograms are particularly appropriate for vocation
al skill training: Other aspects of the academic curriculum may
or MayLirrit be adaptable to competency-based education; it is
the responsibility of the individual educator to decide. Since I
ant most familiar with this form of curriculum_ as related' tOthe
skill training aspects of occupational_ education; my remarks
should be subjected to careful scrutiny when attempting to

", adapt this Instructional technique to other sectors of education;

In addiffek it IS essential to note that competency-based
programs are not just for the handicaPpediLor -the _special
edikaticin Site:kilt On the other hand; competency-based
occupational training programs are particularly effective --r
serving the unique and individualized needs: of handicapped
and special education students. In essence, it seems, such
programs enable professional eduCators ._to facilitatestudent
achievement which =is often not possible when _utilizing a
traditional curricular approach.

it is necessary_ to consider. the term "special
education." In thts.parlictriar instance,1 do not want to use it as
a reference to only the _disadvantaged and the handicapped.
Actually; it seems entirely appropriate to consider every indi-
vidual as a special student; in fact; as adminittratbr, program
codidthaticklor 'cUrrkulum specialist, It is imperative that an
educator perceive each person as special.

Consequently, competency -based pbgraMt are ratticular-
k, appropriate for skill_ training becairse_ they enable the
Practitioner to more effectively serve individuals hands-

capped, or otherwise;
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COMPETENCYBASED EDUCATION :'
WHAT IS IT?

CoriiPetericOresed ottupadrinal training is primarily con-
earned with the specific activities Which a person performs in a
even occupational. role. These competencies are Initially Aden-,
tried and expressed in terms of what a pets-On 'should be able to
do- when employed in a specific job, The word "do" it the
critical aspect ol coMpetency-based education, at least the skill
training aspect of it (This is why ft is _sometimessuggested that it

mast not be particUlarty_aPprOpriate for -other sectors of the
academic curriculum.) Competency-based vocational programt
are unique beaiuse the student engages. irr training which (a)
focuses on developing_ skills which can be Obierried and'
measured, and (b) b-eValuated 6-determine whether ornot the .

student is
Ployabkdeveloping

the competencies necessary to be em-
.

COMPETENCYBASED_ EDUCATION:
PROGRAM COMPONENTS _- .

A competencpbased vocational education program is
Militated by developing an occupational description. To do ilia
properly; itis desirable to use several resources: the Dictionary
Otaccupatiorud Tides, journals, _and task listings are available
thrOugh curriculum centers. Advisory committees are also very
Important to competency-based vocational programs because
of their -caj*dty kr' provide insightful, mi-to-drite, detailed
information for program develOpment_ (e.g. _an occupatiOnal
descriptiOn) and IMprovement With a. functioning advisory
committee, the previously. mentioned_ resources, and it commit-
ted hithrictkinal staff, it is possible to develop a comprehensive;
realistic description of a particular occupation within a reason-
able time frame. ,.

nd, It is necessary to identiN the specific competencies
ted th a particular occupation. This is accomplithedbY

enu ng those aspects of job performance which are
Obseivable and.measurable. After developing the initial corn*:
tency list; it Is desirable to update it periodically(I.e yearly); and
to continue the Involvement 'of the advisciry committee with the
program. If _this group meets four times a year; one of the
meetings should be devoted to reviewing thecomp-Sion-4) list to
see if there are new technological changes that need to be
Incorporated within the curriculum. Ohba the competency list
has been developed, at least for a period of time; related
competendes should be grouped together in order to realize
some structure and Organization In terms of the possible
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sequence of instruction_ and the relative difficulty of the
competent** to be developed.

Third, It is necessary to engage in program blocking thit is
a Visitat-representation of the training to be provided._ (In order
to understand the concept of blacking, it might be helpful to
think of competencies as "units of instructions.") The process is
begun by identifying which competencies need to be developed
first by students (i.e. Whitt do they need to know first if they are
going to_develop some of the more sophisticated conifrtencies
later ?) Genensy, easier competencies are developed initially,
with mom difficult ones _being developed later; This has
implications faiserving the handicapped because the training is
usually segue ced so that when coupled with individualized
iristtuction, the student has the opportunity to achieve his/her
maximum potential

After blocking a program of instruction; a list of tasks to be
performed must be developed for each competency. This task
Hit identifies the entry-level skills that individuals should be able
to perform once they move into occupational settings. Tasks are
the tins (the general work activities) that students must
perfomtto achieve a particular competency. They-are the actual
teething experiences of the student. For instance, if a student is
enrolled in a welding program and one of the competencies to

.; be developed li--"prepare the torch for Weldingi" theasecuring
the necessary equiPment setting the proper level and mixture
of gases, and adjtistiriglhe flande are tatki associateiwith that
particular competency.

At Mit point, the occupational dekftpitiorf..-het been
completed -and the occupational competendes. have been
listed; the program_ has been blocked and task lists have been
generated. During the latter phase, it was essential determine
what the student new '10 do" and "to 'moue! with respect to
perfortning these tatki. Subiiquentlyi attention Is focused on
the general and spetific objectives of Instruction. General
objectives refer to the competencies being diveloped whereas
specific, objectives relate directly to the tasks the students
'perform in their teaming everiences. As might be expected, the
conditions, leVel of performance, and standard of acceptable
peformance must be established for each program competency.

Once the objeclives have been Identified; decisions regard-
ing the technique(s) and extent of student evaluation must be
made. It it necesteN. to determine hOw to assess whether or not
students have achieved a parficttlar level of occupational
competence. Too often, educators proceed immediately with
th development of instructional materials without directing
suth t attention to Intent, scope or process of evaluation
which is the ultimate measure of student achievement Fortu-
rfatelv (or unfortunately as the case may be),Instructional
staff lhembers working with competenCy-based _systems must
know at the outset what criterion standards of performance they
are wing to measure students against For instance; a polt-
seconamy student enrolled In a masonry program will have
achieved a tatiscton; level of peformance with respect to a
particular competency if he or she is able to lay a minimum
number of bricks on a line within a given time period using
specific types_ of equipment Once the level and conditions of
performance have been ettablished, the evaluation mode and
process can be formalized with respect to the use of peformance
checklists, -multiple-choice exams, or other' forms of measure-
ment Alio, once the Standards of acceptable performance for
each competency have been determined, parameters are
defined specific to the methods of individualized Instruction and
the resource materials to be utilized.

Rnally, the instrUctiorial , staff along with program coor-
dinators_ (supervisors) can begin developing materials which will
be used by students in the learning process. The materials
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for each competency (unit of instruction) are usually
as packets or packs. The development of these packs

proceeds through several steps, and therefore, demands a
substantial commitment of the administrators; supervisors; and
instructional staff associated with a particular program. It lt
abiOluteli essential that the teaching staff be actively involved in
preparing instructional materials for the competency-based
system. If materieli developed elsewhere are to beincorporated
within the program content instructors must spend substantial
time evaluating the documents, resources, and student achieve-
ment measures to ensure that the materials have been adapted
to their unique competency--based program. It is only through
the active participation of the Instructional staff in develoWng
the curriculum that a commitment to and subsequent ufittaon
of materials can be expected.

When preparing instructional packs, Introductory materials
are presented to define the rejective corrifiefency to be
ttliveintikl._Next, the pack includes materials which infonit the
student of the purpose for developing' that competency. He or
We WM rears why it is important 'to; acquire__ a particular
occu skill-The general performance obj4COVes are then
ixillined. students are Informed of what they-Will be able to
do once the has been completed suCcessfully. Specific
performance otifeCtiVei are then noted In terms of the teaming
activities students will be engaged in and the resources they will
be utilizeV.

In addition, It should be noted that a AtialitV resource
center is critical to the implementation of a competency- based,
individualized stfstem. Without the necessary :resources, and
without access to these resources; the system` will fail.

COMPETENCYBASED EDUCATION: WHY?
Having previously provided. a briefevieriation of compe-

tericj-bated education and identified some oi Me c pro-bas
gram components; It is desirable to consider/ (1) wh such
programS Should-be Implemented,, and (2) why they sho d be
linked to individualized instrudion;
_ In the traditional curriculum; the time allocated fl develop-
ing a particular type of skill or academic knowledge base is
gen. : .1.. fixed;. the content is also fixed. in addition,_ If one
meth ,-V of instruction it being: used for a class of thirty
individuals; there is the apparent assumption that everyone
learns in the same way there is a fixed learning style. As a
consequence, the educator directs the teaming environment as
though the students are a homogeneous group.

This approach to public education is contrary to results of
. .

research in educational psychology, but it Is characteristic of the
state-of-the-art in-classroom Instruction at this particifiar point in
time. However, the implications of accepting this, condition as
unchangeable-are significant if everything In the'ciuriculum li
fixed (ume, content, and instructional technique), then the skill
attainment levels of the students are going to be variable: in
essence, some students.are going to perform better than others.
True, some 'students will still perform_ better than others In
competency-based programs; but in the latter case, students will
achieve a higher level:of knowledge and skill relative to the
specific competencies which they are capable of developing.

When the entire competency-based vocational education
system it indiVidualized, the amount of time the student needs
to spend on a given competency is variable. The content within
a given area of instruction IS also variable 'because certain types
of businesses and Industries (represented by membership on
the program adViiory committee or as a contractor of specific
training to be provided by the school) desire certain students
their employees to cover certain content while others may
desire something else. This is not meant to Imply that business
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and thdustry strictly control vocational training. It means that
part -time students can be served by the system very effectively
by focusing their learning experiences on certain aspects of the
triiiiiiirigpitkireiiii. The student still has the option of completing
the entire program if he or she desires to do so.

This same stem serves the variable learning styles of
individual students. It is reasonable wider Varying dreritii-
stances to use printed materials; non-printed (audio-visual)
materials, peer group teaching; and/or one-to-one Interaction
between the learner and Instructor when developing various
competencies. For example, It seems that the potentiaal of the

k competency-based system Is best characterized by a situation
which has_actually occurred. In a classroom situation a young
Educable Mentally Retarded (EMR) student was working on a
lathe developing a certain skill and competency required of a
nizichinSt . at the same time;_cin the other side of the shop,
another,strident, later identified at a college graduate; was
developing," different competency on a numerical control
machine. Throng-hi the fkicibility of the competency-based
itstructional system which had been individualized to the needs
of each student, teachers are able to function as managers of
the learning_environment for students who have the ricitential of
(1) the EMR youth or (2) the graduate of a prestigious higher
education institution Certainly, It was never expected that he
EMR student would develop all of the competencies which the
other student would; even with an unlimited amount of time;
but the potential was there for the former to achieve the highest
possible level of skill developthent of which he was capable.

Another justification for advocating the development of
competency- based education programs concerns the concept
of articulation. Most educators would probably like, and hope;
to achieve effective articulation of their education programs; in
Tact competens,:bated prOgrams'facilitate the achievement of
this goal. How might this objective be realized? Considering- the
example noted above, It IS evident that people may . enter a
program at varying levels of competence and continue until
they haVe apperently achieved their ultimate potential or they
rieciregto leave the program to begin' working in a partierkar job.
Under such conditions, It CS possible to accept high school
students regardlest of their ability_ leVel -a-.. before or after
graduation and help them to develop competendes In a ,
specific occupational area which Will not Only prepare them for
the world of work but-also afford them the opportunity-for
further training via an Atidciiite Degree program at a junior
/community- college or additional education at a college Or
university, In addition, It Li possible to achieve horizontal
articulation; For instance; a competency-based _vocational pit:
gram can_ be the technical base of an Associate Degfee
program; or It can serve as the means to illustate the need for
developing certain bask educational skills in the areas of
reading; mathematiCal; and writing, which are generally impor-
tant to successful participation in an occupation. Also; with the
heavy emphasis on evalwition,It IS possible for Individuals who
already have certain competencies to continue with their
training without having to waste time by repeating learning
experiences. The student :simply "tests out" of a particular
competency and moves on to another.'

How doet the competency- based . vocational education
system mesh with the entire curricular effort? Individuals in the
system may be secondary students or post-secondary students.
They may be handicapped; disadvantaged, or-they may be
neither; but no one Is refused admission to a program of
occupational preparation. How is this possible ? The Wilk:dant
factor is potential. Is there anyone who works with handicapped
students who Ls willing to talk to such a student for a couple of
hours either individually or with others and; at the end of those
two hours; make a definite decision regarding the ultimate

potentral of the individual? Would It be possible to know exactly
what that indiVidrial it going o be able to achieve? Probably
not Forturiatek competency lased systems do not place levelt
of expectation on ttudents. They simply present the student
with a description of what they must do and know to develop
-certain cortirietericiet. The services, resources; and- people to be
involved in the learning process are also identified. Eventually, it
it hoped, the students ..- who might be handicapped will be
able to perform at such a leVel that they can become
economically self-sufficient

COMPETENCY-BASED EDUCATION:
OPERATIONS 4

Once the students have entered the system, they partici-
pate in a pre-assessment diagnosis. Basically, this process
involves considerable tettin_g. All individuals In the school
system should be tested in order to determine how_ their
characteristics, interests, and abilities coincide with those re-
quired of individuals employed in occupations for which the
vocational program it preparatory training. Also; at this point;
vocational guidance is extremely Important Competency-
bated vocational education programs rely on effective 'guidance
because it Is critical to Identify the services that are needed by a
Strident to ensure the development of their full potential.

During the third stage of-program assessment the individu-
al students would be required to meet with the instructional staff
to find out whether they realize what skills and competericjes
are needed and what their future environment Wooing to ..

be like. This helps to determine wh er or not the students
really have a commitment to that of occupational training;
The individuals are also asked to carefully examine the entire
competencN list and note Which.: If not all competencies
they wish to develop; At times, students may wish to develop
only a Pcirtion of the competencies associated with a program
because they have only a limited amount of time to spend in
VA:kat:Vonal education; possibly they simply do not have the
financial resources. Handicapped students may have similar
concerns; the quicker they become self - sufficient, the better. In
a competency-based program, the students can identify needed
competencies, quickly develop them effectively and get a job
with an expectation of considerable success. Does that mean
the students are "out" of the system once they have left school?
In a competency-bated program, students may come back six
months later and continue their training on a full-time or part:
time basis;_ also:they may leave and re-enter the system as
many times as they feel necessary.

Finally; at different times; the students will_ participate in
evaluations to determine how well they can perform certain
competencies. At these times, one of several things May
happen. First of all, during an evaluation; the instructional staff
will diagnose how well the stricientf can Perform an occupation-
related activity. The instructor may then determine it is neces-
sary for the students to continue their training on that compe-
tency. Or students may continue with the development of a new
competency. Or, at the end of a particular evaluation phase, it
may be time for the individuals to seek employment. Or_the
students may_ decide to continue with advanced training at
another_ institution; Whatever, the:students -- and others are
reasonably assured of the students' extant capabilities because
they have been observed and measured. In addition, there Is
substantial Information which the student and others can use to
plan and make decisions about the continuing growth and
development of the!incliviclual_



CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT IN
VOCATIONAL SETTING
OWEN HILL

For those who want to aequire teaching techniques for working with handi-
capped _stoats in the vocational classroom. 0401 Hill it the man with the
answers. Mr. HUI; who has taught VEH _General Mechanical. Repair for-_11 years.
discusses the classroom management plan he develoPe4 for his Auto Mechan
classes. The U.S. Army provided Mr. Hill's initial instructor training and teaching
experience, aftss which he rscNvsd cartifteatipn for teaching VEH; OVAL and T & I
in 1%9.

The purpose of my presentation it to give you some theory
and ideas on_ classroom management that I have developed
during the eleven years I have been teaching vocational
education,_ and espedally vocational education for the handl-

The kandardt put out b9 TEA specify that we have a
two-year program. About all we can teach the first year is a little
bit about job safety, working safety, a few hand tools that you
need in a particular trade, and most important_eocialization.. We
hawaa Kard taro trying to teach there students to get along and
work iiiith theirkliow_mam.iis one of_the major things that
we have to program Into the student Then; thesecond year we
start tying to teach therin the Skilli of the O#tictilat tit& that we
:happen to be hx . _

. . The main, problems, "as I see them; for this particular VEH
.:kogranatue_going to lie with the counselor who is on the ARD
committee who wants to get this _student into a particular

: program, and the teacher who hal to motivate this student in
order tOgethim.oniser to learn. We hve to insure a selection
process for the progrzunto that when student is selected he or
she must benefit from this training._ Too many times a student Is
put Into one of these programs _bemuse _there is a Vacancy.
Maybe they haVe a discipline problem at their home ich6o1 or
maybe' they are a_ little hyperactive and they _disrupt; the
instruction -Ina reglar Claire-66M atmosphere, so they haVe to
find a placeloput them; Of _course; ins Paso we have a unique
dtuation, We have a centrally-located technical center to which
all of our students are _bussed. We are not a home school as

They are bussed intO us for a three-hour block, then they
are bussed back to their home school.

I do not know about other schools; but having thirteen
programs in a Paso, we do have a problem with

placement of these students. Too many times we are trying to
put a _roundstudent into a square hole. We mustconsider not
only the student's desing for a particularprogram, but his or her
ability tofunction..We go _back toone of the requirements for
Vocational Education of the Handicapped, and that is a least!
Frbictive environment If you put students in a particular
program and they cannot learn or function, then you have
restricted their .environment_ You must "be prepared to do
something else. In El Pesci we have a Singer-Graflex system that
we use In testing these students prior to their coming into our
program but It 13 only an old. Sometimes a student will check
out very welt will =want_ to go, they send him and two weeks
later the student wants to move.

This year they developed a system where they bring the
eighth and ninth faders Into our program to actually watch us

in OW performance of the clastrocini. We -students
an erplanation Of what we do. I think this` helps_ the student
make up his mind about what he wants. Too many times we are
putting ,studenti,where they do not belong. In order for the
teacher to function properly, he has; to motivate students to
work and if they are in the _wrong place_ there Is not much
chance the teacher will be able to motivate them:

BACKGROUND
I _remember back -In 1969 when I first started to teach_in

Vocational- EdUtritiOri for the Handicapped, we had one of the
first programs in the state of ,Texas that _actually was labeled
Handicapped PhD-Wait. At that' time 1 tit* 'the9 called them
educable mentally retardekt I was hired two or three days
before school started and wes taken up to my clawv.0w it NO
Kiur walls, a few work stations_obut no curlictilurn, no equip
merit no toots. I said, "What

"Anything you want to teach!" .
,

L: At that time, they had sever- had an actual class for the
VEH in the school system.- To find someone who was faaller;
with it _who knew what to do, was very difficult_l came to:work
on a Monday morning and :they said, You will only get.a Few
slow learners.

I said, "Well,:thatshould not be too hard because l got
most of my instructor training in the army where we had a lot of
slow learners. All we had tO._ do was recycle them until they
retched-the level :we wanted." ,

There I was Monday _morning sitting In my _classroom,
waiting for my students, 'and here come 21 of them banging on
my door. I do _not {snow what the criteria was that they used to
select these students, but it must have been one bodytone
vacancy or _vice versa. I :almost walked out It was the most
horrible feeling lever had.

We did not have any curriculum; we did not have any
eqUiriment. So I brought my own tools in, andturted staying
up until midnight or later trying to write a curriculum to meet_
these students' needs. We worked on my mother-In-law's larkn-
mower, which we demolished in the first week; but we did get
off to a start.

Since then I have learned to love teaching these students.
They are so easily molded if you go about it the right way. In -El
Paso we ttartedWith two programs, one for boys, and one for
the girls. Today we have 13 and they are all co-educational. I
haVe a girl in my General Mechanical Repair class. She is doing
real well. I think maybe if we would intermix the students,
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anytime a boy with all Ids macho, 'saw_ a _gfri getting tread. of
him he might work a little harder. It might be a good inOtivaling
&lot.

'THE EL PASO PROGRAM
We hive hiOdme_very large_in El Peid; we are serving 350:,

s tudents a year. They -have authorized a :VEH counselor for the
- first time this year.. Instead Of utilizing_ a regider, vocational

wunmlor, who had htinds full, we now have our own
COUrrielor..-

Audience: You have. 13 VEH programs at the central
technical school?

Hill: Yes; _ ma'am. We have _11- at the central technical
school and we hive two jn the-outlying schools:

kW' Then whenyon are talking about 350 students
th4i are in tI VEH- programs you also have students who are
malnstreamed into the regular vocational program?

HUI: Yes. About. 5% of our students will be mains red
baCk into the regular- prograir,

Audience: ,Are you serving other students in vocational
education besides thew 350 students?

Hill: Oh; yeAL_We hve- our regular.CVAE programs and
we have a regular Trad Indtetries program. They are not
all located at the central schools though. They are throughout
the echoOli.

Andience: How many students all together are being
served in vocational' ducation?

Hill: Well,: at the Technical Center, -we are talking about
5% of-the totelpOpulaticin of the schooldistritt being rerval in

'. vocational education; be It T&l, CVAE'or VEH. Then [include
homemaking and things of that notate. When I say 350 for VEH
alone, we may have a lot of students who come in and stay with
us two months and move or drop and we get enotheritudent to
replace them.

Audience: Dd you--fei0 thet the num :Wife that-
., you have are miegtrate- to trWet theneedi he students' that

need vocational tialtdrig?
Hill: NO, mii'am.-Ndway, And we more Varied

programs.' think we need an assessment of locality_we are
in to We if. we are producing the student that is needed.

Audience: How many studentS do you have per shop

Hill: Fifteen.
( AUdience: Per three-hour session?

Hill: Yes, sir. Each of our 13 programs sewn 15 iterfenti
per dats session, with an aide. In some instance* such as mine,
I have a Spanish-speaking aide Who can interPret fcit me so that
we do not have -a language harrier. The other teachers are able
to converse in Spanish so there Is no probrerii.

AildVence: Isn't 15 -per dais quite a .few?
HWrlres We -had a little controversy over that last year:

We had the CETA _director here and he told me the same thing.
I saidyou better talk to our director became they throw 15 and
sometintes16 and 17 students-in our program at one dine. And
it hi hard 65 function when you consider how much space you
should have for each student _In most Innances our shops are
set up so that we have a classroom right inside of our worldng
area. And we have to pick up the chitin &id move them In
order to have work spwe:

Audiences How do your shop teachers have time than to
lxiordtheto and plan for a particidar.itudent if they have SIX
sessions?

Hill: We only have two three-hour blocks of instruction.

Atediesicle: Each shop teacher?
Hifi: Yes.
Audience: When do teachers have time to plan and

coordinate?
Hill: When they go home at night W e hive -nosonfer-

ence period, we have no preparation period. We do that on our
own. The teachers in the VEH program_ at El 'Priso have
discussed this program and how many students we have in our
classes and we agree that we do not have the fecilities for the
amount of students. That is why I say we need more programs
and we need more vaned programs.

Audience: Do you need more VEH programs or do you
need more different Idnds of services?

Hill: Probably different types of, services: We are looking
at a lower type of stucfent mentallj. bied to be that we would
run about 50% LD students; we are dropping which_ means we
have to Change our curriculum. We do not know what we are
going to do with the ED students; They are going to be phased
out corepretely from our program and we will only get the
physically or mentally handicapped student This is going to
make it difficult I was bilkingto Dr. Hull last night and he-says
Vermont has come up with a solution where they fiiinish an
rikkr With the regular vocational program and then a student
with Just a learning disability can go into the regular vocational
program and function because the aide is there for the different .

learner. I proposed this to my boss about six years and he
said forget it But I think that would be a step in the right
direction.

Audience: IYo you think that the excess funds under the
'new kaleral guidelines would be a possible source for aides?

Hill: Very _definitely._ They say they are supposed to put
out 10% of the hinds for the special education program. I think
they have a lot of money left over which could be utilized for
this, but that it conjecture- on my ;wt.

Audience: I would like to make a coirrinint hie; back to
the aide situation. If this is going to be riscAudon, we are
defiriiter gang to have to raise the qualffiCations kir adder. We
are entrusting them with the instruction and so forth.

Audlince: I agree. If we are saying that we are going to
use itsM for special education students those aides are going to
have to knovi a lot aliontinecial educatiOn.

Hill: Sane ol the educatiOnal inititirtions have a_prograrn
for matification of aidert non,. I think the aides are going tohave
to be cietifFect.-to Make sure they meet certain -standards.
Otherwise, we are just going to pick somebody off the street,
plums therii in there and ertkrect them to perform and they
cannot This has been my contention. about a VEH teacher.
Latirly_their have deVeloped programs for VEH teachers, b t
they are still pulled out of a particular trade and thrown in
classroom with an emergency teaching certificate They ha no
background with special education students or their problems.

MANAGEMENT
I think the word I would like to_ use for a functional V-EH

program here is the word "control.' Number oni% you have to
control your physical fecgitiei and deVelblithent. Number two,
you have to control the curriculum development to meet the
needs_of the itudent And number three, you have to control
the students in order to get them to learn :I say control because
if you do- not ,program these stridenti, they are not going to
learn. You cannot put them into a normal situation like you can
all the other students and expect them to leam;

FACILITIES
In control of the physical facilities, 1 design my classroom
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with the workstations all arOundthe ontside_so I can See all my
students at all Alines. Some of these thidenti can bee-me
frustrate& so_we do what I call production work I bring projects
from the outside and then we actually work on them. The
students get frustrated; they might take a hammer to a piece of
(*aliment, so they have to be under observation at all times.

I developed my dassroorn so that I would have easy access
to-my tool room these students have to hive tools to work
with: Luse a lot. of sigier and pictures on my walls, because I am
a firm believer that everything has to be in sight If one student
ailcsaquestion about one picture or one sign thati I have on the
Wall, I figure they are WOrthWhik. It also serves a second
purpose in-that it reminds me of what I have to teach these
students .There are about 14 different feVels at all *nes -for
these students: _

Audience: Do you use a lot hands-on experience or do
'., you rely a kit on reading materialt?

Hill: Almost everything is a demonstration and a handi-on
learning situation. ; .

Audience: What type of testing do you do?
Hill: I only have two written_ tests._ Most of these students

cannot learn past the third or fourth grade levels. Wheal have a
written test; I make it true-false or multiple choice. I display it on
a screen or an overhead projector and I read the question to
them and I read the answers. This gives them a little time to
think about the question rather than to read all of the words. All
of -the other examinations or tests that I give the students are
practiczd, owminations: I tell the student; "Now. this is not to
make you lobk dumb. I want to see hoW much you_, have
learned so that if you do not know enough about a .particular
thing we can go bra k and teach

The checklist that I use to grade the level of competency is
In my mind. lido not have tt in writhig-- I _think some teachers do
have, but I do not The exaridriation. is just to -double-check
myself becatise I know how.avell that 'student performs In my
class. I'M& to develop part of my thistroO0m for the handit
capped. Now when I talk about a classroom, I am not talking
about_ a classroom like this room: My classroom is actually the
workshop. I have done away with the tables and tablet-armed
chairs; all_ we have are 16 chairs sitting in the middle of the floor.
After each lecture, we pick -up the chairs, put them away; and
theq we have that additional space; Al of the instruction. is
thking_place right in the thittitioM. Then they ate familiar with
everything we are talking about: Whereas;_if you had a separate
classroom, when theylOoked around, all they would see would
be'- blnk walls. I broke an enginedown, put it on_ plywood,_
put it right up on the wall. When theyare sitting down and lam
giving them instruction; they can see every part that I air talking
about I also. use slides:

Audience: Do you think You. would have much diffic4Ity-
accommodating a blind student?,

Hill: I do not believe so. I would haVe to have hands-on
instruction; but I do not 'think -I would have to change my
instruction that much.

Audience: What do you mean by handicapped?
Hill: That almost all handicapping conditions. We

have emoticinallydlittirlied; educable mentally 'retarded, brain
damaged; and we do -have the physically trandi*ped I had a
multiple iderosis student who had very little control in the left
hand and could hardly walk They wanted me-.to teach him
general mechanical- repair -and he did ral well. On the outside
patio, where we startour machines (to avoid carbon monoxide
In the ctastpoom)t.ve Nivea little step up. I built a wooden ramp
out there and it worked oloy_, but to improve- It I got some
coirrete and poured a ramp right there lh that main billidilit
My principal almost had a fit!' Once it was down; though; there

e
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Wits not much he could say; and it helped the student Now for
blind students, I think that Once they knew their way around,
there would not be any problem: Their senses are better than
ou In My tool room I have what we call a shadow board
system. I have designed my tool room so that at the beginning
of each period a student goes to the tool room; receives a little
key ring with _five tags, each with his number on it Anytime he
wants tool he goes to the toohnan; skies the toolman a tag;
the toolman gives him the tool and hangs the tag right there on
the shadow board. This way we have tool control.; In eleven
years I have lost liss than $50 worth of toots

_ I also have what we call a duty board and the duties
.change- &IA/. I used to have- it for a week I was having
problems; though; because a student would go into the tool
room for a -whole week and would forget all about the
equipment he was working on by the end of the week. So I
change the duties dilly. One stildent IS assigned In the 'tool
room. I also have a shop foreman; a safetyofficer,_ fire marshal;
and two sweepers. The shop foreman's job is to insure that all
Mese people do their job.

Audience: Are° theSe.second-year students?
Hill: No; ma'am. When they come _to_us ifithabeginning

of the school year we have a little orientation and then at:iout
three weeks of Safety instmclion. We actually study_ fires and fire.
hazard& _Right in my classroom I build a gasoline fire. Then we
go through the demonstration of how to use the fire extinguish-
ers and students themselyesuse them. I go around to most of
the programs and put a firy demonstration. I have a thirty-

' gallOncan that [ take-the lid off of and lay on the floor: Then' I
alittk cant:10os in it andinstrate what happens when

You try to put a gasoline fire out tih water it just splashes-all
over everything.' Ioo through this every year and it really helps
them.. I teach theM how to use a fire. extinguisher and how to
put out a fire.

Audience: Do you have a surnmerprogram?
HW: About five programs were operational during -the

summer months, but there was a transportadon problem
because the district did nqt have enough. money to bus the
students. It was-the parents' responsibility, to get theM to this
program and it did not work out too _well. They could have let
the students _gather at their home schools and then bus them
into us and it would have been much better;

CURRICULUM

To control your curriculum you are _going to have to
develop it so that each stimjecit has a successful completion task
You are going to have to do this to build their ego; and to build
their self-confidence. We are trying to build a work attitude into
these students. If they.can find something that they can do and
do well, they are not going to Mind the work. You haVe to give
them successful _ completion_ of tasks and increase the difficulty
of the_ task as they progress so that they can realize that they are
actually accompliihing sornIthing.

1HE STUDENT
The third factor IS controlling the students. I illnember my

grandmother saying, "Idle hands breed the devil: ' To control
the students, you have to keep them busy: It takes ork one
student to disrupt a complete instructional program, as you all
know. After all, they are sending students to your VEH program
because the students disrupted the regular instructional prq-
gram. When you give this student a job to do, then you have to
insure that there is sufficient material on hand for this student to
complete that job;

You have to insure that each task or job that you give this
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Want has sufficient technical knowledge to challenge the
-, student These students become bored very easily and once

theykave learned somethins they want to go on to bigger and
better things. Yottbinie to cresTO your Instruction so that you
car challenge the students at even/job. It gets to lie quite a task.
You have to Mika WWI that each student is aware of the
importance of the job that he or she Is given. If they feel that the
fob is nol iMportant in the total process, then they do not want
to do it You have to make sure that the jobs seem important,
no matter hi:44 WWI they eft.

I have what I call a list of related activities. Students get
tired of doing one -thing all the time so we have: to have some
related activities for _them to do; to keep them from getting
bored- and -frustrated. I watch the students, I do not_ wait for
them to come to me_l may say, "How would you like to do
something 'Asa- today?" or if they are getting bored [say, " 13oy,
You go ahead and finish this job and tomorrow I will kt you do
something different"

Audience: DO you use any kind of reward system? .

Hill: No, ma'am. No special reward_ system: I say "If you
will complete this I will let you di) something else toMorroW,"
because they will be bored only about one day: In every general
mechanical shop, you have a welding Sat This fakinatet these
students and they can take little pieces of welding rod and make
all kinds of characters and things. They enjoy doing that and this
is a related activity.

Audience: So your related activities are very much a part
of what you are after?

MI: Definitely. It has to be something that you would

normally do thin the process Of the general mechanical'
repair. By the end of one year most (75%) Of my students are
able to take a small engine apart; put it back together; and make
it run. I think that is an accompliihMent _I -call it general
mechanical repair, but we do have small appliance repair. I put
the appliance up on the woikberich and we go through a
sequence to check the different parts out They come out pretty
good.

Well, I think we haVt just about run out of time, but I have
one more thing that I want to talk about You see a lot of people
today designate thtir philosophy of their program with ac-
ronyms: I have donethatwith my program and decided to call It
MORE. Why MORE? Because you have to give more of
yourselj to teach the VEH student and the VEH ittidtfit must
10,ariNore in order to go to work The M, of course; is for
Motivation; You are going to have to motivate students to learn.
YOU are going to have to Organize your classroom said your
curriculum to help these students. You are going _to have to
Relate to these students. If the students cannot relate to the
teacher; then they are not going to learn. YOU haVe to relaiiith
them In their own language: You have to build trustand let the
students build trust in you in order to relate to them. The E is for
Evaluation. You have to evaluate your program. Is it meeting
the needs of your students? Are yOU/drig to haVe to change
some of your instructional techniques to get the student to
learn? And what about yourself? You have to evaluate yourself.

I challtfigi all of you to see in these students their many
possibilities, their great potentiaLl challenge you to guide these'
students to grasp those possibilities.

HOW TO ENCOURAGE SAFETY
IARRY JEFFUS

a

Safety IS a popular concern in occupational programs. LarryJeffus, with over
ten years teaching experience and seven wart Indus gfal welding experience,
*Maki on hbw to handle safety considerations positively. helping deaf, vieuelly.
and/or mobility impaired students to understand "Whys" as opposed to "why note."
He also discusses safety adaptation and testing:

The initial introduction between you and Our potential
student keidiertielyirripOrtant If at all posaible, when you have
handicapped students coming into your vocational pr- -when,
meet the student ahead of arm: Spend some time with the

_students, get to know them. They have a lot of apprehensions
about what is going to happen, what the class is going to_be like.
Quite especially with the deaf students, they are kolated
from the regular student birdy; eked if _deaf students have not
been in vocational prognunsi_ theally do not know ,what is
going". on in your program; It-is not as though they could sit

with a cup of coffee and afikerci and say, "Hey, tell me
about the welding program:" Nor can they pick up information
by J

near-someone in a crowd. They have to be told
or taught everything they learn. Students with other

handicaps Will have some of the same apprehensions and
feelings; so the instructor 'should meet with these students
before the course starts.

The firat thing that 9ou should do in any program is

ettablifh some ground rules for safety: I has.e written a text;
Safety for _Welders; published by and 1 use it in my
program. These short pamphlets or books are available from
Delmar in a 'number of areas ----ihtet-metal and air conditioning ;
and several other areas written strictly for safety.

I always try to use a positive approach to safety. In welding,
for example if you tell a student that he should wear all-leather,
high-top shoes, and he comes in with a pair of high- topped
thorigii hai he dont What_yoli told him to? He has', his shoes
are -all- leather and high-topped. You did not tell him that they
had to haiit rounded toes and could not have open sicks:
Students will do that to you; If you tell them exactly what you -
want YOU ,thight say, "Do not wear sandals,-do not wear
canvas shoes; do not wear open-toed shoes." Then they will
come in with something you forgot to tell them not to wear:So
be positive; tell them everything that you want them to do. You
May feel it is common sense that in certain situations you do a
certain thing, but if you have not told them what you exped,
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(new _students.will not _know: A handicappednpaci gUdent who has
bed-link or no Votalighal Is eJen: more apt to do
something which_ yap feel * irmtioisal: But remember, to
them It looks lOgTcal. . : . -_ .'

You cattelitirOech SaUe in a_ positive -manner, hut it,takes
a lot of extra effort. It Is easier to say; "Do-not do this and do not
do that," than it is to say,'"DO it this way." Eyeliner hOoki are all
positive.: I think there is only one negative statement in my book
and it was in one particutar safety point:- acet4iiepreeitre is
never:Used over 1$ pounds. That is absolute. Everything else in
the book was written positively; it toots a tot of time, a kit of
extra effort, but instructors need to do the same with their safety
histruction:

Now; after you have gone -through- the _safety instruction
give your students a test _I haVe otone-hundred-question test'
that I require my students to take._ They must get every question
correct; 100% accuracy. Row often have we taken a test and
remembered only the answers we:got wrong? We forget who
discovered America, but we know the-date WeiPse we missed
that question. Testing Ls a very good learning situation and I use
the safety test. as a learning tool. StUderitt take the test and if
they miss a question, they retake the test until they have
accuracy: It helps the student

It Is also good for liability purposes; It giveayou dbeumen-
tation that _the itt.ident had all the answers correct If at any lime
In the future a question on safety comes up and for some reason
it-Winds upin court_ you have something concrete that lawyers
can use. It will have the student's signature : and the right
answers. .

"Did they tell you to wear high-toPped hoes?"2
.7

"Yes, but I cheated; I did not remember that"
Whose fault is that, yours or theirs ?"

: Either way it is an edge against ectideriti. As you are
aware, = there are law suits coming up constantly against
institutions and teacheri and administrators of prograths.

hickide in your demonstrations what it feels like; smells

know when the tool bit 'likely to break off, or when the drill-bit

like; looks like, and,' like when the process goes wrong.
You can tell when- a is bogging down by the sound. You

iagoing tb catCh. Youcan tell_by the sound; you_ can_tell by_the
amount of smoke billowing off from the drill bit that it is starting
to overheat, and-something_i_Siding to happen. You can tell by
the hissing sound an acetylene torch when it is about to pop.
Has you ever taken a lathe, cranked it in and gotten a heavier
and heavier cut? Just before it goes; you may feel some chatter
and vibration or a heavy definite increasetn-sensation. Tell your .
students thit Tell your students that they do not have to hear
something, they may be able to feel it Tell blind students that
there is_a certain- smellor the oil as it starts to burn before the bit
overheats: Tell_thern if they get a whiff of that to lighten_ up,
reduce the 'RPM, change the __speed; decrease the feed:
Likewise-if you arefeeding the drill bit to slowly you Can get a
chatter. The chatter you have from feeding too fastis very_ fine:
Include sensory clues with all of your students, and specifically
your students who havegi handicap.

_ . For those particularstudents, you may also crank the feed
Itt Just a lift* -kb- heaVily, and then let them (milt Light the
acetylene torch incorrectly and let them hear it Smoke a little oil
and let them smell it,Lso they know what it is, what it smells like.
You might tell them aheadoLtime, "You are going to have this
strong_ smell of burning oil. T=ell me when Yoti smell it" For
those of you who have worked with cars; you know what rear
end grease smells like; you can recognize It in a second. It is a
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"Did you take a test?"
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ptingent odor. It looks like oil, but there is no doubt if you
put your. finger in underneath the _car and smell it You: can
identify it ImmediatelY as grease. But to a student it is just
stinking oil. Bumingod on a bit or smoking torches have very
distinct smelt Tell your students ahout them.
`, Any shop changes to help taidents with their Secifii

handicap or help them to understand how to do something
Should be very limited. I have worked in rehabilitation centers
where so much time and effort has been spent organizing things
and putting:things together for students that it actually became
restrictive. =They were unemployable because it would have -
taken twice the area for that student to set up in as for any other
eitiployie to set up in. If you have worked in industry, you have
heard that the safety equipment is what is going to get you. In a
rot Of cases that is ricjit Too much safety equipment makes the
operator relio4 become docile; or not pay attention, and then
totlightm_gets him. So do not try to overguard, overprotect,
and overisolate .problems: Do not change the work situation
beyond that of the regular worker more than you have to.

I spent some time at the Perkins School for the Blind in
Watertown, Matteclitistbi: We were having students prOduce a
finiShed product in a sheltered workshop situation: I found that I
had to try myself what the students would experience, other-
wise I would not know exactly what the students would need:
So do it yourself, with somebody watching you. If it is the first
time you have had a deaf student into your machine -shop; run
thelathe with earplugs. You are very used to hearing the sound
of the motor groan as you start to cut Look, instead, for what
you can see in that situation,: and then pass that along to the
student

Keep to a minimum any devices that are needed, and
make them as fleicible as possible. In Watertown instead of extra
guards on the blade; we had clamps on the table that the
student located. The student put one hand against the damp,
pushed the wood to, that point' and never went beyond it Had
he gone. beyond that, he -could have_ had an accident. The
clamps that we put on the table were minimal; did not interfere
with other workers, and so were ideal in that situation. Anything
more elaborate would not be available in industry: You need to
design that flexibility and freedom WO your safety apparatus
and devices.

Be realistic. It is easy for an instructor who has a
handicapped student for the first time to say, "Gosh; he has a
little limp and What is going to happen? Is he going to some
along with his cane and bump a student who will fall baCk and
knock another student into a machine; who will hurl something
across the room and wipe out somebody else, who- will ?"
and on and an: Iii your mind you can build up these
catastrophic disasters that might happen as soon as the student
even walks through the dorik._-,TheY do not happen. Handi-
capped students_ are,aWare of (theis. limitations: I am not saying
that they will not be hikt I have had some students who lave
been injuied before; but realistically; have we not had able-
bodied students who have been 'kilted in shop ? -What as the
difference? There are certain restraints that you can set up; but
you can only go so far:

hi welding, I have students that are burnt all the time from
small hot sparks that land on their arms. If you have welded or
worked With-hot Metal you know itis a constant hazard._ So why
should wetry to dress the handicapped student in ail-leather
dOthet so he does not get burned? IS he any different, really;
from the rest of the students? Does_it hurt him any more or less
to IfilVe a hot spark hoiince on him? If he is in a wheelchair and
has very poor circulation in his lower extremities, that may be a
problem. because sores can be extremely slow in healing; but
otherwise we should not overemphasize or overprotect
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Nor should we ciWell on catastrophic accidents or disasters
that can happen. The welding shop is probably the easiest place
in school to start something that can completely deStrdy the
shop and the school and most of the surrounding countryside.
An acetYlene cylinder has enough explotive`capadty in one
cylinder to take most of this builciingie the map._ It happens
from time to time in butinesses or tompanies but you never
hear much about it because the people who are around it do
not survive to tell the story. Some administrators become very
concerned about this. Once I had an administrator at a
demonstration when I exploded a small amount of acetylene
and oxygen in an eight:ounce cup He got up and left because
he had never been around this before and was a little too
nervous to stay.

Even with these 'hazardous situations I have had feW
problems. The only handicap that I have found extremely
restrictive in welding is blindness or partial sight Welding IS a
visual process; 'very few sounds change in the actual welding. In
gas welding, siod cannot tell when the torch is too close or too
far away by the sound.

Audience: What about arc welding?
Jeflus: The same thing is title. You can set up some joints

for the visually impaired_ student, but their employability
afterWardS is questionable. Students with tunnel vision will have
no particular problem as long as they can see enough to identify
that very skall arc zone. When welding you have tunnel vision
anyway, once you_ put a helmet on. Vision will be limited to the
Size of a silver dollar or less, so these students are no more
restricted than you are. But if theyare totally blind or have Very
poor vision, they will have problems.

For a long time there has been a story that welding hurts
your eyes. This is untrue. Infrared light may bum you, but_you
have to hold your hand in front of it for a long time to let it burn
you and it is very Painful. The bright visible, light, of course, is
not aproblern because you have tintedlenses that will protect
you. Ultraviolet light is the only harmftil light, and it is out of the
light spectrum; It may work Its way through a helmet undetect-
ed whetheryou are sighted, partiallysighted, or blind. It is out of
the visual spectrum as well; no one can see it Ultraviolet light is
what causes sunburn. If you have that kind of bum in your eye,
it can_ be extremely painful and I recommend that you go to a
doctor, an optometrist, or an eye surgeon. Any questions?

Audience: I would be interested in hearing what attitude
changing techniques; staff development techniques, or
socizited experiences you have had in your area.

Jaffna: The biggest thing you can do to change attitudes is
to show case histories of successful people in the trade areas.

Audience:. People who are employed?
Jeffus: Yes. We have an auto mechanics instructor who

Said, "You cannot make it if you are blind. I have had several
partially sighted students or blind studenti in my claSS, and none
of them made it It cannot be done." So I took him some articles
that showed a blind Volitswagon mechanic in Watertown,
Massachusetts, who has won several awards from Vats-wagon
for being a top mechanic, but who cannot see anything; no light
at ail.

People generalize! "If one -deaf student cannot do it, all
deaf students cannot do it" Or they 'think that wheelchairs
determine the people in them. But even if they are all in
Wheelchairs, they are not all the same people. Everybody is a
little different

A case history or a success story is a good way_ to change
attitudes. Still, a _lot of times it may take a little ptith front the
admintstration. The administration may _say, "You will take
these people in, and you will work with them." I have known

teachers diametrically opposed to it who have been fcirded to
take in a handicapped student. Shidenta Who had the aptitude
and ability and success changed the teachers' minds.

One thing you have to be_careful with is an instructor who
feels song for the "pOor child." Often this teacher cannot step
back and say; "That is dangerous; he can get hurt, but he is
going to learn it anyway."

I am_ not saying that accidents will not happen; I am not
saying that handicapped students are going to be totally free
from hazards. But are they any more likely to have a problem
than any other student? You can read in teachers' journals of
the same thing happening with these machines with' normal;
able-bodied students.

Audience: I am a VEH teacher and TEA -recittires_all
vocational teachers to administer a safety course; *give a _test;
and have 100% correct answers. Probably_ only three of my
Student can read and write, so I give the test orally; How can I
have any record of this if try cannot write?

Jana: I would not be worried about it unless I were taken
to court. Then you need a copy of the test so you might record
your instructions on tape, have the students answer the
questions on tape, and then keep it on file_ You need to keep it
about five to seven years. Lawyers originally said five years, but
now they are coming back with as much as seven years. No one
can go past seven years to contest the records.

Audience: Haveyou seen any texts specifically directed at
teaching the special needs students in the shop area?

Jaffna: No; The market area in the past has been very
Unified. Right Flow' without a federal grant for support it would
be difficult to find a publisher for something like that. Aftergoing
through displays, however, and finding a number of things that
are oriented Specifically to our populations, _I would say that
someone could now write a text, and have,some success with it.
It would be a. good idea.

Audience: Have you come_ up with any specific adaptive
devices for your welding program that you might want to pass
on to us?

Jeflus: Yes. One problem you have with a lot of the
handicapped is hand stability! I have all my students; both
handicapped and non-handicapped, hold a welding rod out it
arms length and watch its movement Everybodshas kind of a
natural tremor, if you hold something as steady as you can; it
moves a little! A welding rod is very flexible and the end of it Will
MOW, either up and down, in a circle, a semicircle or however;

?according to your natural body,movement
The other thing I have done is weld with a small_piece of

tungsten froth a Tig welder on the side of a gas blowing torch: I
had a partially sighted student Who had_a depth perception
problem. He could see, but only 'out of one eye at a time. He
could not focus both eyes; so he had no depth perception.
What I did was weld a piece of silver solder and a piece of
tungsten on the side of the torch 1110-fi extended just slightly
beyond the end: Ndw when he wildekte jilSt_ uses that as a
reference point He tOilcheS it without getting too close.
Everytime he corrie,s around; he just bumps it, and ihat gives
him his height That IS something he can do anytime, anywhere:
Because of his depth perception he has a hard time following a
line running horizontal to his body. Perpendicular from his
body, however, there is no problem, because he can Seeifibiii
thatj,oint whether he is either on or off the line! Now he sets up

,so that he welds straight toward you, not sideways. It was a
Minor ohatige, which did not change anything except improve
his perception. Giving them a reference point is important

I found that the student Who had a problem folloWing the
joint, could lay his hand down; leather apron and glove; and



weld next to It without ted hot or uncomfortabk. It
helped stabilize his positionend avoid some enoneous move-
Menet that he stied.

There are alscr adaptive devise for p4311 who cut poorly.
You can buy a set of training_w that go on a cutting torch.
They make a smooth cut that _Iccrlut like a bend raw cut..
Fiarthenricfre,_ these are industrially aVridablii. With the device
for cutting circles, you pantie torch in a center point and then
NIA move the torch around so it makes a_perfectly round circle.
If you have a student who a problem with size and shape
discrimination these will help.

. AndlenCer What do you do to relieve their apprehensions
and teats about what goes on in the shop? Do you start With
competenCy-building activities, then move on to the more
general welding operations, or "do you throw them into the
mainstream of activities tight away?.

Jeff= I usually most with them ahead of time and we
talk.. I_ go through a tour of _the shop and show them what
everything is and how it works; where the safety devices are,
and about any problems, downplaying the hazards. With non- .

handicapped students you need to occasionally empharbe
Wei& to get their attention. Once you have, their attention,
you can go on from there. Handicapped students are apprehen-
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sive enough; you do not have to build apprehension to add to
the safety margin, you need to tone it down.

There are a lot of things that you could do for your able-
hodWri students to Orkin this little edge of aPpirehensi. For
example; I explode ten acetylene cup to show how dangirous it
it. But I tell my handicapped students ahead of time what is
going to happen; what it is going to_ look like, what It is going to
sound like, and realistic facts about it I tell my regular students,
'That was not an explosion; that was &pop. If_ the cylinder_ went
off, then you would have an explosion." But I tell my
handicapped students, "Between you and that acetylene tank
in this shop, there are safety devices to assure you that It does
not explode, Irkthe learning process, do not be worried, do not
be afraid of it, become comfortable with It There are things, all
of which are 100% foolproof, between where you are standing
right now and the possibility of that thing exploding." That
relieves them a lot I do. not stress this heavily with my able-
bodied students because I like a little apprehension.

Generally, though; safety precautions for handicapped
Students are not much different hem those for the non-
handicapped. Handicapped students shOuld not be catered to
so much that they lose their employability. They just need to be
steadied and reassured. If you give them support, they will give
you results.

TEACHING EMOTIONALLY
DismyBED STUDENTS
HARRY. GOETTE, JOHN DEUPREE, DALE VOORHES

In this extremely practical session; three educators hold South Taww High
School cover Onlital characteristics of emotionally disturbed student., strategies
for helping students_ deal with these characteristics, and *pacific methods for
whpUng class structure, curriculum, and managing behavior. net/ also discuss
specialized programs for handicapped students.

oorhirs:_ In our secondary special. education school we
serve the deaf, the vlsually impaired and some miliklandi-
capped kids. All of the _ students come to us _ from, other
Independent school districts on 'referral through the- ARD
process We are considered by these schools to be the least
restrictive alternative environment for these students. .Our
programs are regular special education and encompass most of
the handicapping conditions. We have a basic academic section
Which takii abOlit half the *relents' day and then vocational

, education for the handicapped which is the other half day. The /
majority of the sttide_n_ts are in thii instructional arrangement,
but we do_ have a self-containel unit on one campus that
hoirieeshicknts who need_a tighter structure, and we have a
residential program_ on_ one campus for, students who are
essentially emotionally disturbed. These students usually come
from the three-county area, but some come from other areas
across the state.

About 85 or 90 of our nUdents- are in the more severely
retarded _range and are _housed in what we call the Training
center. The students at the Training antes spend part of the

1

day in vocational and pre-vocational orientation and some are
actually working on contract, earning money within the school
training program: Part of their day is spent learning better daily
living *rib, and penis spent learning basic academics.

The topic we were asked to addreSs was the emotionally
disturbed We foune4 in dealing with these students, that they
have several characteristiCs. As a -gtoupi they cannot handle
stress well. They have arendency to "blow -up" at you: They do
not talk -apprOpriet*; they say bad things sometimes. They do
things_ that we consider_ unacceptable: You will find most of
them have a very-- tiotit Image of themselves; they pin do not
feel good about_ themselves._ Many of them have come from
homes and environments that are very poor and -depriVed
emotionally, They have short attention spans and .cannot stay
on a single task for a long time, but we accommodate this
having shorter class periods and diversified teaching. of them
are characterized by "acting out" behavior. They come in, -scam
do-orS, kick chairs and say four-letter words.

As eteacher, you have to target on behavior that concerns
you the most. If they say a four-letter word, but they got there
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on time and are halfWay receptive, maybe that four-letter word
is not Important atthe moment You need to keep a prioriV for

. your instrikticin. You cannot do a total fix on these 'kids at one
time. You _have to decide what you want ,to do first and
extinguish the 'behavior that Is the least acceptable and then
reestablish priorities as the child progresses. '"

. All of these kids are characiedied hy-Ifoitillt9, Even If It IS
not showing up overtly; it is there. By the time we getthem_most
have had years of frustration andjollure. They are convinced
that adults are crazy and in many cases are right Most have had
several years of very_ negative edticatorial background and
have been told, in a lot of- ays; that they are not accepted and
are not okay. Also, they often operate in a different time frame:
These students need_ Immediate gratifiCation, and some de-
mand it You Mitt deal with these students, either on your
terms or theirs; but you cannot ignore them. Another may be
withdrawn ----= sitting there like a time bomb. He is just as

v disturbed; and maybe even more disturbed,- so you need to be
aware of the one who just sits there with a b nd expression.
This is Child can be even more devastating the one who
Skirt the door, kicks the chair and says the fo -letter word.

If punishment is called for it needs to be taken care of
. immediately. You cannot wait five minutes and then say
"because you slammed the door;" or "because you_ said the
four-letter word, this is what is going to happen." You lose your
effectiveneat We need to be fair and very consistent as well.
Students need tOkrioik that when they walk in the door the
same thing that was there yesterday booing to be there today.
That is probably the Mott itaportant thing we can do within our
classrooms -- make sure that when students come back the
swine Set Of principles are operative today as yesterday and the
day before. They cannot handle swift changes. They need a
very_ structured -__environment if you expect them to avoid
undesirable behaviors. Most come from very disordered home
lives. They get up in the morning in a disordered environment
and they stay disordered unless you proVide order for them.

At the same time you are providing structure, you have to
always remember to provide flexibility: If you_-are_ right in the
middle of a vocational lesson and YOU can see the signs of stress
n a child then_ you have to stop. The vocational lesson is not as
important as dealing with that stress. Sometimes in the middle
of a language class you have to quit because a child's need iii,
greater than.- 4.61UL:sic:i are ,,ti. 9 Wig to teach. This is hard for
teachers: Too often; If you teach language arts or math or a

oriel Clitit, what you teach seems to be the most
portent thing In the school. A child rejects that and may shake

iiP your tree a little bit, so you need to stop and deal with needs
as they arise; These children cannot deal with a delayed time
frame. ,

You need to have options within your classroom to deal
with behavior. You have to -he prepared and ready for this
student You cannot go straight -to your extreme discipline '
sending them to the principal._ MO you have done that you
have probably done the most you can da

So you -need options: At this time 'Harry Goette will review
some actual claisrCitini tiftiatiOna and what you can do to
maintain control '

Goettli I am a &hies educa teacher and I have
worked in the classroom with these studen for five years now.
I want to pass on some of the things that I have had success
with; and sometimes failed with. To_ answer Dale's question
about discipline, what we do first is try to prevent confrontations
with students. If __we can prevent the problems we will never
have to try sending them to the principal Se:ond; we try to
handle thoSe problems when they arrive. And then, we do go to
the principal, but only as .a.last resort That is very Important

. , , , .4. ,,. , _-

Most of the time when these kids demand_yoUr attention
they arekjoirig to get it either on their terms or on your terms. 7
When one starts yelling and misbehaVing and you start yelling
back, are you dealing with the problem on his terms or yours?
He has got you. U he understandi your terms and knows the
consequences,- you can probably work on your terms but not
all the_ ime. We:cannot helP these students if we do not know mg

how. We will fumble around and might even hurt theta] want
to talk to you about trying to set up a classroom in a manner
that the students will _accept getting them Into clasi, and
working with theM to eliminate having to go to the priridpal.

The most IMO-di-Oka thing I can share with you is to build a
close relationship _ with them. As we Organize our -classes we
need to -communicate to the students that they are going to
make that class what ft is_going to _be. If they cooperate. It is
going to be a good class; if they do not it is going to be a terrible
class- In a regular classroom setting most teachers give the best
students all the attentionand then_ eliminate those people who

k really_ need attention. Emotionally disturbed students want
attention too, and they are going to get it most often by
misbehaving; but if you want toglve attention to them on your
terms you must be prepared; not only for your lesson, but: for
them as people. And, if you cannot handle thein, forget the
ittISOtt

Most of the time, with emotionally disturbed Students, you
Will find a student bouncing off the wall but not always, One
may _come_in and_say nothing. If so, that student has a lot of
problems. That is the one who worries me the most When they
come in my driver's education class I mutt start right away
worldng_to control them In the classroom_ situation. I must have
absolute control hecause I have to trust them and they have to
trust rte.' After all sooner or later I have to jump In the carwith
them and if we do not trust each other then we might have an
eitdderit In five years I have not had an accident but I feel that
we have trusted each other. I have made them realize that this is
their class; they can make of it what they want

You alio have to be pcialtiVe. Many times when a student
comes in, you say; "What is your name?" put it down in a book
and let tilin sit down. What should you do with that name? You
shouldremember it right away._ If I knew all of yoOr names
would have a lot better personal relationship: Begin to establish
thatidndof relationship right away with students. S=colding them
the firSt titneithey come in will not do that Sometimes you_ have
to ignore some behavior for the sake of a_-4Oo-cl relationthip with
your students. That iii ,hard to -do when they are calling you
names, dr slamming d-66ii. If. you _are offended by their
Language and you sild them for it how are_ you starting your
relationship with frig ? Scirinetlthe5 we find that their vocabu-
kry is Inappropriate that-their behavior is inappropriate. This
is-a defense mechanism. What is the mechanism of the girl who
just sits there? Withdrawal: But_this gives us two messages. One,
thatthey are there, and two, that they are insecure.

I feel that students want to learn and ;mint to please the
teacher. We may have personality conflicts with students but we
have to treat them like eVeryOne else arid-Make them feel like
they are a part of the class:_ There are lots of ways to do this.
Let's say I ask a queition. Aticiy answers it incorrectly, but since
I Want-to make him feel a part of the class Itell him that his is not
Oluite the answer that I am looldng for but that he must be a real
smart studentbecause he answered the question I had in mind
to ask he'd. Then I make up a question and say here is his
answer. That _makes him feel real good about me and about
himself and about the class, too.

. _

Many times we do not take the time to make them part of
the class. We do not meet them in the morning when they come
in the door. If it is just lip service they will see right through it



You have to be sincere about what you say. I really, feel that they
all want to please you. They were not born emotionally
disturbed. Something got them that way because something
went wrong in their lived: They resent that and so they take it
out an the teacher or take it out on the Ives. In the end, who
loses in all this? The students do they ays lost. Make sure
you do these things; you have to push yourself or you just
forget.

And out about the students. First find out their names.
They love to be called by their names; they respond to that Do
they like football, cars? And something that can talk about

something you can get going with them.
Another technique I have found is that you cannot make

too many demands on the student right away. If You say,
"Tomorrow you will be here, you will not beiate; you will be in
your chair and you will work7 is that fair? Can they live up to
that? Probably not! We have got to get a relationship first. "You
came to class today and I really like that And it is good for you
too because you can succeed when you come to class. 1 want
you to succeed." I think the students would consider that a little
more fair. What is more, it will bring them back

We need those_students in class, on time. That is what we
need so that is the first thing we talk to them about. Then I let
them tell me what they.need. Sometimes they say they need to
get out of this school, that they cannot stand it. I ask them to
give it a week I say, "After a week if you decide this is not the
school for you then we will talk it over and see what we can
do." I always give them a chance to have some input, so that
they feel this is their ring, this is their workbook this is their
folder. It will all be successful if they- are successful and I am
going to do everything in Ay power to help them with it. I need
to communicate this to them. -

You also need to set down the things that you expect and
some of the things the students expect. These are pretty.flexible.
Most of the time you end up getting what you want but the
students are a part,of it A lot of teachers do, not do that. They
say, "Here is a list of my rules. If. you break .my rules you are
going to the office." There is no success in that I have three
things that I want my students to do: be in class on time, stay on
their task, and avoid interfering with the education of the other
students. Those are hard tasks for them.

But think abOut it If I tell them all_these rules the.first day
that I have them will I be succeSsful? Usually not I therefore
give them a grace period. I say, "Look, I will give you three
chances at coming to class on time. Afteryou use up those three
then I will do one of these things." Then I give them a list of
things that. I will consider doing. If they know there is a
consequence for what they do then, most of the time they will
not push too far. But if_you never tell them that something is
going to happen to them they are going to be short sighted.

And you must respond immediately. When they walk in
late the first day you walk right over and tell them; "Remember
what I told you yesterday. This is the first time you are late, and I
do not allow that." Surprisingly enough you will not have too
many times like that if you have to tell them right away. But they
will not live up to your expectations if you do not have any or if
they do not know what _they are.

Now, do you really expect these students to succeed?
Many teachers do not; and they communicate that in the way
they deal with their students. You must have high expectations.
Now I am very careful about the goals that I set for them
because if they cannot obtain them they become frustrated,
they mistehave. I start off by establishing a goal for the
students. For example, you might say, "We are going to work
very hard to build a bookshelf that you can take home to your
parentt and show what good work you do. And I know you will
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do a good job. Yourparents will be so proud of you when they ,

see that bookshelf!" You will have a lot to do to get to that goal;
but first you have to set it up so they are always thinking about
that bookshelf and taking it hone to' their parents. 1 do not care
what kind of problems they have at home, they always want to
please their, parentt, so this is another high motivational factor.

i_.
' Once again; you ne t goOd working relationship withc,,r,

the students. You can eir buddy or theft% best friend,'
and you cannot be too too firm, because they do not
like authority figures. I you have to be firm with your
rules and be consistent. I; "never change my rules and treat
one student any diffeleritly from another even though one
misbehaves more than other. If I do they will lose what

itconsistency I have put in ir lives and they need that structure.
You have to display th structure in the way that you handle
. them. If you treat one differently then they resent that and there
goes your communication.

Another thing that is very important is positive reinforce-
ment for everything, even the simplest thing. When the last
student comes in, closes the dOor and sits down, what can you
reinforce?_Everything. "Well, I am glad to see you this morning
and everybOdy is here in clast and we are ready to work. I really
appreciated your work yesterday. I was so impressed with it and
probably we can do even better today. And by the way,. thank
you, Susie, for closing the door when you came in." Make her
feel like she is really helping out there.

And what about negative reinforcement? One of the things
when dealing with students is to never yell, because if you do,
you have already lost the battle by your tone of voice. If I yell I
am already on the defensive. You must always keep a speaking
voice when you are confronted with a problem or you will make
it a bigger problem than it already is. My big urns come through
the other students. What a weapon 'peer group pressure Is
They tell a new student, "Hey, he is not going to allow

Mg." If a student is talking and does not seem to want to
stop, you Say, "We want to start the lesson and you are
interrupting the learning of all these other students who want to
get their licenses." The pressure is tremendous. As soon as you

ve students succeeding; then your other students want to join
tha bandwagon.

How many of you really look at your student to see if his
eyes are bloodshot because he has been out all night chinking,
or to see that the last two or three days he has lost weight. You
might find out he has been out on the street and has not eaten
in three eeks. His mother kicked him out and he has been
living wi some guy. You cannot solve all those problems in
your classroom but you can notice them because that is where
the behavior is coming from. These students do not hate you.
They Just do not like what is happening to them. They resent
evewthing, and they respond by taking it out on you, or on
themselves. This is basically the reason for their disturbance.
They want understanding, b, they also wantyou to be fair arid
consistent, without backin "wn.

You need to consider your classroom instruction next. One
aspect is the way you present yourself..Do not wear a coat and
tie to be successful. Do not hide behind the deSk either. A
teacher who does that is in trouble because it holds the teacher
away from the students. You want instead to move around
freely. _Do not be afraid to touch_ them. Give them a pat on the
back. Sometimes they will glow ifyou pat them on the back Pat
them on the head. They need that Many times they do not get
that at home. If they get a haircut, mention it. That is the
relationship that you need to be building all the time.

Then we need to think about our presentation to the class.
Attention span IS your big problem. I try to shoot for 20 minutes
out of a 45 minute class. By the time you get in and get
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everything settled and get everYthing going =-- the way I usually
won that is I will not haVe 20 minutes all 'none lump.' also
by to keep my presentation smooth but with thatiget. Aftet no
more than: 10 minutes I change the _format That gives them
time to relak Wain Of course you cannot pause for a long time,
but if you change to something _else Biala pteientation of a
Chad, or something on the board, you Wilt give them a break.
Your class should be veryi: very organized; then many things
can be presented.

Many, learn by what they see. This ii scittething you want
: to do: You want to make sure you_ have a lot of visual things
around. Use your Media tianiparenciet, filmstrips; films,
posters, anything that you can come up with that gives_ a lot of
Visual presentation.- Now you may be wondering where to come
up with all this? I could not purchase all of them. 1 had to make
franspatencits. I had to order films. I had to get things that get
my presentation across but also keep their attention on what we
are doing. I also have a workbook If I do not have a film or.
transparency there _is_ something in that workbook that will

bit reinforce the subject that I presented Shat day: .

ili In planning your lestrons,_ how many of you write educa4
tional plans? These are a lot of work but if you are a vocational
teacher and special education students are mainstreamed In
your class you will be glad to have that done. We did All-that
lesson planning; ordered all thematerials, planned the activities,
had the transparencies made, all when we wrote the curriculum.
My advice to administrators is to have the teachers _write _their
ctintailum. If you to a curt-Valium yourself and all of you
cart_ you just need a little guidance you will have no trouble .
teaching it because it is your lesson.

Remember their success will not come from the diss or the
information_ you give them. It will come from your relationship
With them. If you have a good relationship with them they will
break their necks to satisfy. you. Many teachers do not reallie
this and their hands are tied becatTge of it

_ _ Deupree: One thread that runs throughdealing with these
students is that you can be organized but notrigid on abehavior
management level. You have to know I joik to deal with

. different tendencies that might _arise: As Harry mentioned; one
thing that we have done to help our teachers moor_- as
far as curticulum and Instruction go,_ is that we have:had *e
teachert thenbelVei write their dinicitlum guides_ This is a good
opportunity fon the !teachers to come up wl : a lot of materials;
they_ will Make their own transparencies, th will order films
and filmstrips.,It organizes theirinstruction and sequences it It
also breaks it down into teachable parts. A lot of times we shoot
over the heads of our students; so basically we write a task
anah,ttis of the Wade, cabinet-making, general mechanics or
food service. . We break it down into the basic sfdlls
needed and then we break those skills down Into behe Oral
objectives _very small teaching pads because me
students need to have things broken down into very small parts:
This all ties in very'14411 with individual education plant and
implementation plans. We use these guides. to pull out objec-

, tives for_ the implementation of education plans.
So briefiy, what _I want to dO is give you some examples of

our guides: This is one for food services. One objective written
in behavioral terms J5 to name the eight portioning tOOlt used in
food service On one sidewe have a list of_suggested learning
activities. We alWays shoot for as many activities as we -can to
help out students who have different learning abilities. The
intitikibt usually has some kind of Presentation: We have an
option of reading the textbook Some students cannot read so
that would not be applicable to them; We also have a
transparency, and we have a test, that is a student response
sheet If students have not accomplished the objectives by Step

'Number 5 where they have a test, then you have more options
for them. We have cassettes that they can listen to, and we have
a buddy system where an advanced student can help them;
With each objective as a worksheet:that ts.either handed out or
made into siransparericy so the student can see the tools and
their. names and then we have a test for each one. In this case it
is a matching test We try to make our tests as flexible as
possible because some students cannot read. We might have to
give a test orally: This is one of the hardest parts of writing a
curriculum guicW getting the test to actually measure what we
are trying to teach.

. _

We also have what you would call a related lesson. We
have one here for a skill lesson In a service station, again written
in behavioral terms:_ Be able to remove and check the air filter.
Thit tea very simple task, but it is broken down so that the
student can have as many options as= possible. The gtilde also
shows what is needed for each -option and has all _ the
transparencies. This has a transparenVfor the different kin& of
air filters. On skill lemons, usually the instructor will evaluate
performance and then on the answer sheet the criteria he uses
to evaluate the performance:

This objective Is, for general safety In cabinet making. We
have eleven options here that students can go through. We
have filmships. We have books. , We have films. We have a
worksheet As you can see, we try to give as many options as
possible;

We have several examples of curriculum guides. Alio, a
gOod source of information is the BEH handbook that is put out
by TEA. This has a lot of good information in it and we have
gotten some ideas from it ourselves;

Now I would like to stop and answer any questions you
might have.

Audience: What handlcapPing conditions are represented
at your school? s

Aiswei: Basically, It is for 'emotionally disturbed students.
We take stUdents.from a three-CounV area on priority bails and
then if there is a space available we take students from other
areas of Texas. We have a retidential unit, where they can live
the whole year;

Audience: Is the driver's education program requited or
do they have to pay?

Aniwer Our school district does not require a fee; Most of
our students usually take it Remember we are trying to reach
one major goal: to place them on the, job. and make them
successful in the community. That Is our whole purpose.
take students in, give them some vocational-awareness,' place
them on the job for training, and then_glve thetn all the skills
they would need to be successful in society; It is sometimes very
difircUlt beCause it it hard to_Place these students on the job.
People in the community are hesitant Their age limits them
sometimes. Einployers do not like to hire 15 and 16 yeari olds
too Much;

Audience: How would you go about getting the people in
theVermtutIty to accept the students into jobs?

. We have a vocational counselor_ who -goes to
indivi work stations or recruits those stations. He talks to the
em oyels, explains to them the hiring procedures; and how

dents should be paid. With some of our students, we work
With the Texas Rehabilitation_Center If the_student is a client of .
theirs they will pay training lees to employers which it to the
employer's advantage: Part of our graduation requirementis six
months on the job, which Is a pretty big commitment for a
student °

Audience: How many students do you have?
Answer: lit class I would say the average is about 10 to 12.



&Alsace:I-to* many are in your program In the school?
Answrr: Three or four hundred counting both campuses:.

Our students are referred to us from three counties,, with 27
school districts. Some live In and some are day studentA who
are bussed in.

&Whence: l am curious about hOW you handle that many
students with respect to the least restrictive environment How
do you huffy the placement If the students are completely
separated? I could see in that three - county area that you might
have 50 students that you said were really severe enough to
need that restrictive a campus; brithow do you deal with the
Writ restrictive environment for 400 Students?

Answer: The referring school actually hita to deal with this
requireinent We do offer a better vocational opportunity. Our
VEH training programs are more comprehensive than most of
the campuses have.

Audience: What are the largest school districts that you
serve?

Answer: Probably McAllen, Brownsville, and Harlingen.
Audience: In the huge districts, do they also have VEH

programs? Or must they come to your school if they need VEH?
Answer: Some have VEH, some do not But a lot of times

even in VEH the students are having disciplinary problems so
that they cannot keep them Ih school. It was originally set up to
be an alternative school district and that is basically what It is. If
a student is In a local school districtibtit is misbehaving; having a
lot of problems; and therefore not going to school, is the local
school district serVing Win? No. If he will come to our school and
we can keep him then that becomes his Est restrictive
environment Many of our students have not been going to their

.local schools.
Audience: Are you funded through all the cooperating

school districts?
Answer: No, we have regular funds. We are an indepen-

dent school district
Audience: Do you have a psychologist or dorm parents

for the residential students?
Answer: We have a psychologist, a recreational therapist-7-`

and a nurse, and other necessary staff.
Audience: Are some of your students retarded?
Answer: Yes. We have a divided program to work with

p
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them in special areas. The more severely retarded are In what
we call a training center area:where they work on piece work or
on -site work.

.
Audlence: Do you have retarded students in driver's ed?
Answer: Usually only the mildly retarded, but It really all

depends on the student Some adapt real well. The majority 'of
my students have emotional problems.

Audience: Are the students aware that they are going to a
special education school? . .

. Answer: Yes, they are aware of that since it is isolated
away' from their community: There is a big problem with that
2.4thin the community and with the other students. The students
%re told; "You're going to that crazy school:" We have to work
with the self:concept of these Students so that they say, "I don't
care what anyone says, I'm teaming something here." They
have to feel that -we offer them something: In one ifittance we

i had a student who came through and the students were giving
him a hard timOand he said, "Well, I'm only going to be there
for two weeks." And sure enough; he misbehaved enough that
he could not stay.

Audience: I know what you are talking about I work at a
State hospital, in a modified program which is actually ,stricter
than It would be in a regular school program: But when my kids
get out Of the state hospital, they have three strikes against
them: They do not only have to come up with whatever regular
students can do they have to do t*tter.

Answer: That is what the employers sometimes expect
The T as Rehabilitation Commission will give the employer a
trairrin fee but when the student walks in for that on-the-job
training; employer says, "Here, tear down this engine:: ?.-.

Well, wait a minute! The student it there to learn skills and i
maybe not even that particular skill. He may be just a helper,

community can be the problem.
learn the tools, help around the place. So you are right Th(....

Audience: Houi long does your school last?
Answer:7he students are there from nine to three. We do

not start until nine because transportation is a problem: Some
have a very lohg bus ride. If that student wants to get up at 5:30
or 6:00, ride that bus all the way_ in, andcome to that class on
time, then I better give It my 100%.

Our time is up. Thank you for being here.
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Jane Frauds, program director for an extensive and van successful vocational 1ammansent program at the Region XX Education Settles Center _Ilvtlan Antonio.
-CoardhsatiA four presentations on assessment at the statewide conference. The fist
Is a general overview of vocational aseeSSMOtit as s fluld-cliscIP11111111+ effort. \;)-

articulate both to vocational teachers and the emO_ksjets,_the
skills the student has, his strengths. I suppose that Is thepremise

e upon which I base the .necessity for vocational assessment for
the handicapped student

You can gather a lot of Information In vocational assess-
ment And I do not think that it is discriminatory to do
vocational assessment for the handicapped. You are doing it to
choose training, to determine how this student learns. We need
to know what we can do to help this student to bitter prepare
fore the world of work In looking at the student In a vocational
assessment_ we are rookingat an IridiVidual, we are looking at
the many things that make nethe individual interests,
background,- health, physical abilities, prior education, integrity;
emotions; hobbles. All Mesentery be job-related and lead to
further_ erriO1Mirtient Odatibilities. His temperament and his
home life, of course; would be related to work. And SO. would
his ambitions, todoer-britimic status, expectations. What kind of

.
lifestyle does he want to lead? What experiences has he had?
This information tells a great deal about the Individual; his traits;
and his characteristics. So we look at the total person, rather
than just pinpoint skills in isolation; Vocational assessment is
worthless if you are simply measuring motor coodinatlon and
Manila! dexterity inisolation. There. is more to It just how a
person functions. These are the iterris that I think we need to
address In the vocational evaluation.

Three laws have generated or caused vocational assets-
.

ment _kr the handicapped to be a requirement in the Policies
and Procedures 14anucth P.L 94-142, Pl.. 94482, and
SëOtlon 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (E.L. 93-112). These
mandate. that public schoolsProvide vocational training for the
handicapped to the maximum -extent possible; However, _I do
not think these laws intended that 41 handicapped students be
placed In vocational education, norlasii I advocating this. I think
.there has to . be a cOlkictiOn 'find a process for matching and
finding the appropriate placement The law says 'the- student
must be placed in the least restrictive environment, and must be
given a free and appropriate education. So I think We must
determine the most apOrdjariate &Cement and what strengths
these students have that ensure their ability to succeed before
placing them In a vocational program; we cannot set them up
for another failure; . _

I mu:Ulm that although we are going to be talking about a
vocational program of a typical handicapped studentjhere Is
no typical _handicapped student Therefore I do not think we
can look at any one method; I do not think we can look at any
oneleSifor every student 1 wish It were that simple, but it is not
The better you know and understand the students, the better
you will be able to work with them. VoCteknial assessment is _a
multifaceted, multi-disciplinary, on-going prOceis. There is

First; 1.am going to give a general overview of vocational
assessment, what it is; how it is done; Why_ It is done. Then we
will deal more with vocational assessment as it relates to th
classroom and some of the measurements that can be adiiiiiiii-
tered in the desirodrii to determine present level_ of perform
ance. We are encouraging the schools to assume this responsi
hilly themselves, before they refer a student to the vocatonal
evaluation assessment

_ Then we will briellyplk about some curriculum that can be
matthed up with criterion-referenced assessment When stu
dents are referred to our Vocational Evaluation Center, a report
itgenerated. Once the report goes back to the schools; we have
found that jhere is a need for appropriate curricula to, place the
student into.

We will afro be _talking_ about vocational interests and
Interest Inventories and we will discuss the following questions
When Is the information valid? When is the best time to do-an
interest inventory? What kinds of eXperiences, are needed
before doing an interest Minatory and how can they be used as
a tool for planning, instructing or placing in vocational
program?

And finally we will try to pull all this information on
vocational assessment together what you want to measure,
how to measure and interpret,. and how to find out the things
You want find out We hope that you can take back -the
information :Mat you need in order to go into this process In
yourecifools.

"No te,ater_pn truly promote the cause of education
unless be knows mode Oft* in Which that education is to
prepare that student" This is a quote-from Ruskin.-Is choosing
a career a game of chance? Let us stripmd think about that for
justa minute. There Is a certain element of chance; an element
of being In the dilit_place at right time. Perham fora lot of
us it was who we knew rather than what we krieW. might have
even meant taking a Job for which we .were not fully qualified,
for which we might not have all the necessary certification. But
we had tinzigh conftdetim to acquire the skills necessary for
that job.

This may not necessarily be the case th a lot of handi-
capped students. After loiriA_ through a special education
program; they may not be totally prepared to enter the world of
work. An employer may ask, "HOW much of an Investment Is It
going to be for me to take _this student and prepare him
adequately to- dci the Job that is expected. of him? What is his
production' rate? How fast can he work? Can he work
increpearcrerilly? Can he follow directions?"' Employers are
skeptical about hiring the handkapped. &ill/rink we need to
know specific, information about these students that we can
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aligadY a wealth of vocationally related information about
handicapped students; They have been tested and retested and
some of this information can be extrapolated and used. This is
probably the part of vocational assessment that should be used
as the Stage Ill assessment required and elaborated upon in the
Policy and Procedures Manual.

We are looking at preparing students for the step beyond
high school; we want to prepare them (or the world of work.
Every student in high school is ultimately going to enter the
world of work There may be an interlude for college, but
Ultimately they will all go to work. We all have a goal to become
self-sufficient participants:of society. Functional competencies
be-come -a very real part of a vocational assessment and
vocational assessment becomes a combined effort

When the classroom _teacher becomes involved in the
process, we call tills Level I. At we worked this year and had
students referred for vocational evaluation we did not know
whether or not they had some of these competencies.JjoW do
you measure them if you do not have the InformatiOb? We
therefore required an intake form which gave the information
that was already in the record. Most of this dealt with
psychometrics. We developed a criterion-referenced test which
measured some of these things. We piloted it this year on about
100 students, looking at the basic functional skills that are
prerequisite to any vocational endeavor. If the student does not
haye a patitive work attitude, if the student cannot tell time,
make change, measure, use some of the functional things that
we use every day, then he is going to have some difficulty in a
regular vocational program. He is going to have even greater
difficulty in a job: So in addition to the intake form we require a
pre-vocational behavioral checklitt from the teacher who has
had this student These are the things that need to be measured
as early as the eighth or ninth grade because these are ski% that
can be addressed in the instructional program; these are the
things that can be hanged as the student goes on toward
vocational placem it or job training.

ready in the' records there Is information that can be
incl ed in a vocational evaluation report. Physical information"
ma efinitely be retated to the job, the student can go into, the
kin of career. Family inforMation may definitely be related to
what the student is interested in doing: What are the expecta-
tions of his parents? What information is he getting from them?
All of this becomes a part of vocational assessment.
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The vocational evaluator might the contribute a diagnos-
: tic battery consisting of vocational int assessment: a work
tolerance assessment, and perforrnanc . The first thing we had
to look for in the Vocational Evaluation Center was what tests
are on the market Eklieve me, there are a lot of tests on the
market dealing with vocational assessment: We screened 95
tests looking for those that would be appropriate to administer
to handicapped youngsters who had minimal concepts.

Being a classroom teacher; I felt that when an assessment
was finished it should bring about a change for the better. We
therefore related assessment to curriculum. I have acquired
over 120 curricula, from all over the country, and the Policies
and Procedures Manual says that the IEP must be developed
within the context of a defined curriculum. At the secondary
level there really is no defined curriculum. That leaves the
classroom teacher asking, `.'What am I going to do? What is
available?" So we have acquired these curricula, some in the
area of special vocational courses. Asa part of the dissemination
we will probably print the names, addresses, and costs of each
curriculum: Some are very inexpensive, and others have been
developed on vocational money in other states- and are
therefore public domain:

We explored different work samples and tests that were
available on the market. We are dealing with secondary
students for ,whom we need to assess potential in regular
vocational programs. We have diagnostidans who say, "I want
to give a test. I need to choose an instrument." We keep all
these instruments. When the student first comes in and we have
the basic informaffbn on this student, we can pretty well tell
where to start, what kind of test is going to be appropriate. We
are notInterested so much in what percentile a student reaches,
but rather with observations, how he learns and approaches the
task. These are pieces of informatioh we can give back to
people in the schools. These are the things that teachers need to
know in order to teach this youngster,. to help this youngster.
These are the things that will bring a change for the better.

In the following session, Mr. Toleman will elaborate an the.
Use of criterion-referenced tests as part of a vocational assess-
ment. e is no mystic about these tests_and almost anyone
can develo and use such instruments. This is that part of a
vocational ment that addresses the basic functional skills
and relates ore closely to the instructional program of
preparation foj living and making a living.
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In thie m..one- on on
Tokman disclaims provocational
mamma level of performance
vocational training program.

mad aumeemenk Francis' assistant Tom
related to e classroom covering the

functional skills areas prerequisite to any

Francis: In this session we ere going into the criterion-
referenced test; _classroom measures and other things that
WOW rotate back to the curriculum process that goes on hi the
school._ Weare very fortunate to have my two assistants talking
about the nitty-gritty Idnds of thin gs. because they are in it_every
day. These the gentlemen YUyo are Involved With the
student* have Used the instruments; and probably can
answer j about any question that_you can ask at this point n
time. om Toleman is going to talk this session and answer
questio giving you some information from things that we have
learned_ He has a varied_backgromid in business and psycholo-
gy, working as a consultant with the school district and as a
diagrsostician. _

Tolesnan: When we started_ doing vocational evaluations
discovered there were some things that we did -notknow.

We thought vie .would be doingWork,samplek testing sped&
s7dlis and trietddrigtheni Up with seetifk jam we had this idea
of doing vuy ;Interesting things_ with youngsters to help them..
'Then we discovered three things we had not planned on
measuring,_One of these Firs._ Frauds PUS already discussed at

. some kmgth; pre-vocational sidllsz We found out for exempt
that we would have youngsters Who were in their seeondy
of consirwlion trades who still could not use a ruler to
count money, te.11' dine, read_ tareiiikyr, or fill out job
application forms. They did not know much_ about interview
techniques or htn-v tb present theMselVes in ItitthWit. They
just did not _have what we now call functional skills, pre-
vocational Skills or SIM* survival ddlls those things which
make _it possible for. people function indePenderitly in
eVelyday 11*..

The second thing we ran was an almost total lack of
awareness of carats, vocationsfobs; indudh*preusqUildtei
for a given job. The third thing we encountered when we went
to AustIn not long agoi. and talked to people fitnii indietjk
They began telling ass what they wanted to know about _
students. an -was penionality tharecterittica thhigt
wenivatiort work attitudes; honesty; integrity; reliability;
theserthingi we did not have the IMAtkrea WI/ to measure.
We began looking for suitable instruznemts toexplore these th
areal'. Frankly, we had trouble anything good

.CRITERIONMEFERENCED TESTS

referenced tuns; however. To begin _with; _every criterion-
re&renced test it nonmed. It has to be. If you haven particular
skill that you are going to_measure for sixth graders; how do you.
.know that skill it appronnate for sixth graders rather than eighth
graders? You know because it has been determined on a norm,
teretenced basis, where researchers go into the field and find
out what sixth graders across the country can do. They_say sixth
graders should be able to measure to within half an-inch, then
set up a criterion-referenced test to determine whether the

The second e in even more Important because w

nuttud:Ertiat can actually do this. That Is th.e first use of nonmed '

aitenon-referenced _tests were developed; everybody thou
they were rful because they not only told what a student
could do; how to teach the tasks included on the feats..
We ii_vrre tied we teach and we give a post -trot Some
very expe highly computerized systems are dependent*
this nt. -vUerri.-- But supposing that you have a
student who achieved_ eight Objectives during the school
4r. Is that good 'or bad? Have you taught thestudentenough?
Haye you taught him too much? Has a school somewhere WM
taught the student ten objectives? once again; the norm-
refigenced criterion is established; that_ overall,_ there' is some
number of them objectives that a student can acquire_ dating the
year; given the nuintei in the clan; and hq-Uf Imickpoweryou
have for Instruction (as per Marc Gold)._Ori a one-to-one basis
you may be able to teach one student 20 &Motives, but if you
have _30 students in the class- ou may be lucky to achleveiour.
So what Sho-uld_you exTiett? What is a good job and what is not
such a good job? That is the second point.

-._The third point. is" that criterion-referenced tests are no
m any tests that measure something of no

For tom, a-aiterion=referenced t4E that Men=
ability rirnoney Is probably pretty important for

t ,! a criterion-referenced test that men-
.

to ;list all the prithe numtlers,below
- referenced tett b t for the students
Is* Its imacIlad So when we

ese tett5 to and say this is a en:need
pot reeommenciingthem.A critesttt s r need test

IrldiVicittara kiiiity to dre-et criteria:. ::accordance
Otest mem** but if the material` hielevamteit

any °their .

' A. 4' 4:ik1_, .

4

4
amore I go any initheri-I would like to address the-coriceA;

of criterion - referenced tests. Criterton-referenced tests have.
cane onto the 'Market as a. panacek_a Thw
tight after _uonn- referenced tests_ had fallen into
particularly_ IC) testk.I think w&need to keep two tight;
when we my we are_ doing something unique with

.
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mean in Large groups. We use them with individuals, maybe two
at a_ time; and maybe even one at)! time, They are screening
devices because they are not used in depth. Even though they
may be criterion-referenced; there_are not a lot of _measures of
each particular skill. On a given test there may be only one
problem in making change; that is a screening test. If there were
30 problems in making change you could say it was more In
depth.

When' we first got started, we designed a lot of little
teacher -made- ests; simple: handout sheets: One on making
change has diffetent items like: "Make change from a nickel
if you spent two cents; how much change would you get back
from a nickel? If you spent 50 cents,- how much-change would

you get from a dollar?" A time-telling test_has piCtures of clocks
and right underneath each clock asks what time is -indicated.
Calendar tests askstudenti_to name_ what happens in different
months when Christrnas is, when Easter is, when Thankigiv-
ing is; when school starts; and when school ends. Those that
deal with equivalents- are very much like ordinary classroom
tests. They are not an_y different and we do not get much more
favorable responses to them than a lot of people do in the
classroom. A test dealing with money concepts actually shows
what the student knows about the use of money what a
gallon of_gasoline costs; what a pair of shoes costs; what gross
pay is; what net pay is; what deductions me:These all relate to
the money they earn whenithey_go to work. The test might ask;
"What is FICA; what is a bitdget what are some things that go
into the making of a budget, what are the necessities of life?"

We_get this in various ways at the Vocational Evaluation
Center; possibly through interviews if a student cannot read or
does not write well. If a student cannot write, but can read to the
level of comprehension then we will take exams for him_ of
accept incorrect spelling we do not Ove spelling tests. The

ode of administration must be such_ that we are measuring
owledge, rather than test-taking ability.

OB APPLICATION WORK SAMPLES
A- job- application work sample we call a personal dati-

sheet its only purpose's to_find;out_which of the stimulus items
the individuals_ recognize, ate DOB (date of birth), and what
response to put in that place Once agai9; we do not grade_ them
on spelling, but on whether they know the appropriate thing to
put in each place.7nle _lower-functioning students sometimes
just give up when they first look at it so we will Sit dovin and
discuss it with them: "DOB means date of birth. Look here on
the application it comes right after your age."

We have made up a _good number of these tests. Some
tests are made with the assistance of a diagnostician in our area
for the assessment of auditory and verbal skills. This type is
meant to be done by a teacher or someone who knows the
student wetland knows hOw the student responds in school: It is
similar tb a behavioral checklist, dealing with a specific area of
skills. In measurement work samples students are provided-with
a ruler and they simply measure the length of the line. Now
keep in mind that there-is a differende between being able to
measure the line and being able to record the correct length.
We often find that a_ student can measjire but does not know

- how to write fractions or mixed numbers. You need to
.remember what it is_y_ou. ate measuring. As a,cgoenter when
somebody says; "[want you_ to go cut me a board that ts six_ feet
two and a half inches loner" if he _can measure; Mark, and cirtv',.,;:
that board; then it does not matter whether he knoWs how -to
write that down or not; he can still function in that capacity. If he
can measure the distance between_ two studs and tell the person
that is cutting the board that it needs to be sixteen and 1/4 inches,
whether he can write it or not, he can communicate the
information: So you can measure different things.
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GROUP SCREENING TEST
We designed a screening test to be administered to

handicapped students in a group setting to facilitate the transfer
o_ type of evaluation to the school personnel_ themselves.

e_test covers many things. It covers time-telling, for example,
time_ cept, word relationships (like smallest, largest, most
and least , rd opposites. This test is read and only where
we are measuring reading ability is the student graded on
reading ability. For sign recognition students have to-be able to .

knckirthe meaning of the sign, for example, "No Smoking."
The stimulus that we give them is to -put the number six next to
the sign_ that means not to smoke. They ,do not have to write
anything as long as they can make _a number six: So you are
dealing here with Sight yecognition. The test has some equiva-
lents; some _geometric figures; and our first attempts to get at
work-related attitudes. We adminttered abbut 100 of-these in
one school district and will probably be adniinistelltig about 30
more. The results will be furnished to the school and will alto be
used for the purpose of further refinement of the instrument.

AUDIO SCREENING TESTS
There is another one that is useful for screening. It is called

the Fundamental Achievement Series. It has two parts, verbal
and numerical. It is administered by audio tape-in-the lab. If
there are a lot of hectic things going on, we can let the student
sit down with a pair of earphones or we can put four students
around a table and let them listen to the tape. This is a screening
deVice and It measures the use of language,; such as sign
recognition; key word recognition; as well as mathematical

gross 'and net pay, termining earnings for so many hours
concept, such as ling up acheck in a restaurant, figuring

worked, and usingcharts and graphs to some extent. We have
some gifferent tests that screen these. .

I would like to briefly 'mention one more toyou that we
start off with. This is also administered with audio_. We find
it to be important in deciding what else we are going 'use. It is "-
called the Oral Directions Test, put out by Personnel Tests for
Industry.) It is administered on to and all. it requires is f
student to make marks atcordingriz increasingly len
increasingly complex oral direc s. This is done ttlout
benefit of any example oidemonstrata s n. We are int es$ed in-
knowing how well they can do this b se wheaw get started
on-Work samples and other tests, w EukA the ties
to give -that student instructions so is opti
level, Op most of the work sampl tests, pa any the VIE
tests, there is a demonstration a there is a practice time, so
can determine erent levels of instruction required in order fO
the student to g that particular sidIL Obviously, as with most
of us, the more c nnels we use forjiput the Itter and more
quickly the task is learned. If you give disadvantaged shidents al
demonstration and a little practice with feedback they will learn
even faster.

LEVEL OF AWARENESS
The second area of assessment needs to be dealt with from

several levels. We will tell you some things today and create
what might be called a cognitive level of awareness: That is how
we started out in the evaluation Efusi Mess ourselves, We had
some cognitive levels of awareness. But as we got and began
using experience we gained another level ;Cif- awareness. As-
Marc Pold pointed out yesterday; in industry we put an
individual on a task until he does it perfectly and then. we,will
that individual train other people to doiti This is the ultimate ,
level of awareness. Repeated experience is called motor
learning, kinesthetic learning, or owning the information. That is
Where we slip up with a lOt of Student in School. We assume
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they know it because for it is automatic, for us it _has been
overlearned. Anybody knows how to measure a line, If you can
count to three you_can measure a three-inch line, right? Wrong.

The leveli of awareness are the same as the levels of
learning. There are no good instruments to measure awareness.
We attempt to do it through an interview. Some of the interest
tests tend to get at something about awareness, and some of
them do it on an extremely cognitive level. In other words, they
will say, "How much do you know about being an electrician?"

That is totally useless. if you do not know anything about
being an electrician, you do not know how much you know
about it. When we first started doing vocational evaluations and
somebody asked, "How much do you know about doing
vocational evaluations?" we did not have the least idea. The
further we go, the more convinced we are that we do not know
much because it gets more and more complex all the time.

PEASONALITY FACTORS
The third thing is :personality- factors and we have not

figured out any way of Measuring these either. What you cando
is measure whether the studenti khoik (are cognitively aware
Of) the correct thing in a given situation. Is it correct to drink on

Nthe job? Is it okay to take thingt from your employer because he

makes more money than you do? -,

A test that tries to get at some of these attitudes Is PAVES
4Program for Atietilna Youth Employment Skills): It consists of
three consumable books. The format is 1/ery simple: look at a
picture, select a retskinse, A, B, or C. it measures some very
good areas; job-related behaviors is one of them.

But allit measures is the cognitive awareness ofjob-related
behaviors. It giVetybil -no guarantee that if the students mark,
"It is important to be on time every day,; that they will actually
beat work on fie/ie.-every day, It gives you no guarantee that if

know it is wrong to steal frometheirbEita that they will
m stealing. We attempt to get- at this to some degree

tai checkllit, such as, "Does he come to

.?"-'

e frequently tardy'?" Is he frequently abierrt?"
dent into the Vocation evaluation lab and

behavio re are different In the flist lice, he it in. a new

ieriviroiljnent n the second place, he doing_ something
different in the third place;, he is doing so thing that appears
to him more rileVarit And finally, beta we use a lot of
positive reinforcement; students in the eval lion lab-are well
behaved for the most iiart. We have had r rrals 1.41ch say,
"Gosh; we hope you the_going to be able to something with
thit kid becailieLike can't" The student co es out and does
anything you ask him to do. So we cannot y say what is
going _to be the students' behavior by evalua g what they do in
the academic setting.

We cannot truthfully say, either, that the behavior_ that
motivated by the newness and the interests of the Evaluati
Center is going to tarty OVer for the rest of his life in the working
setting, where he gets up and works eight hours and goes borne
tired at night and gets up and goes to work over and over_ again.
We cannot predict what his behavior is going to be,and there is
no instrument made that wilL

This brings us to another personality factor and an item in
regard to Project Discovery and the nattite of the pictures. The
self-conceTit of_ the special' needs students deteriorates not
because of cartoon formatt but because_the consequences of
their behavior are different than the consequences of the
behavior of their peer's. As Marc Gold pointed out, if they
cannot learn appropriate behavior how the heck did they learn
inappropriate behavior? Because we taught it to them; we as
parents, we as teachers. If you are going to constantly reward a
student for doing an inadequate Job simply because he needs.

praise, you are also going to teach him behaviors that are
destructive to him when he goes out into the real.world.- Now
this assumes; of course, that the consequences for your regular
Students are appropriate. Your special education_ students
should have the same consequences because if they do not,.
you are telling them immediately that you do not expect as
much_ of theM and therefore you are not going to get as much

from them;
At-Mr. Sanford was explaining a test to a young man who

came in for a vocational evaluation, he told him, "Keep in mind
that it is not important whether you really know anything about
the job or not. What we want to -know is whether you think you
would enjoy doing that; Just pretend that you can any of
them."

And the young man answered, "Oh, you want me to

Pretend I am normal!"
That is what we need to pretend for alt of them.
We measure the _knowledge of proper behavior and find

that a lot of the special education students have a good
knowledge. Thit is one of the area you measure while_you are
teaching. We talk about these tests for everyday lHying skills, but
the bett way to measure these is while you are teaching them.

I was called out to a school district that we serve to discuss

a young man whose behavior was very inappropriate. After we
got through discussing the young man; one of the teachers in
offiCe duplicating mentioned tamething. Her . ddplicating
machines have a tendency to Jam up and it is an_inky, messy's*
to get them unjammed. The teacher told me, "I have two girls
that just sit down when the machines jam _up, and tell me they ,
won't clean tifem. What am I supposed to do?" . .

Well, first you have to find out what your options are; so I
asked her; "What would you do if you were running a print
shop and hiring some employees to do that arid they sat down '

and told you to do it yourself if you wanted it unjammed ?"

Her response was Instantaneous. "Everyone knows what I
would do."

But we teach the special education students that it is okay
tcrsit down and refuse to do it Then we send them out-with a
VAC and say, "Put this student to work; but only until the
machine Jams the first tirrie." That is what' we do when we
tolerate it

If the consequences are not appropriate we have set the
student up. We have taught her a 'failing behavior. My
recommendation -==. fire her. Pill her out of the class. You will
have to do it only once. Examine what you Will have done for
the othert as well, because when you do something like that
you are not just teaching Mary that shq-cannot get away. with

are teaching everyone in the class.iThose who are still there
have gained a modicum of self-respect because they know the9
have the appropriate behavior;

:Those are the areas with which we have difficulty. We do
not have the students_ long -enough to measure them ade-
quately,, but we_ _do our best_ job, _I would say, on the _pre=
vocational skills. We are spending a lot of time on that particular
*ea. The others remain in limbo. There are materialt, at least at

our Service Center, available for teaching some level of
vocational awareness. Vocational awareness, for example, can
be en-ha/iced by such things as the Project Discovery materials
where they_can actually get their handi in the friortat. But keep
thit in mind also that when you use any of these work samples
in a nice air conditioned room, which is_dry when it is raining
outside; if, this young person does a job with building a',
brick wall; it does not _mean he or s t.- will survive in 120°
temperature, climbing filgh ladders; carrying a lot of bricks.
These work saMples just do not measure all of the confingen-
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ereS. The final- Wel of awareness does not come until that
youngster is out In the field doing it under real conditions:

Your studentsare going to change their interests; what they
like and do not like. What we measure today will be gone
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tomorrow and something else may have taken its place. So this
Is an on-going piocess and the more you measure, it, and the
more you teach to it, the faster it changes. I guess;Othis case, a
change is what we call doing a good job.

INTEREST INVENTORIES IN
VOCATIONAL ASESSMENT
JANE FRANCIS, TOM SANFORD, TOMVIOLEMAN

In this third session on vocational assessment, Mrs. Francis' assistant Tom'
Sanford discusses Interest and career awareness; addresihm the use of interest
inventories.

When you measure an interest, what are you measuring?
Basically an interest is something that attracts you. Why would
you want to measure art interest? Interests change: all the time
and nobody ever keeps the &it job they started. For students in
school; though: we find that 'it Is useful to measure their
interests. Frequently these students come to us and we evaluate
them and they have been what you might call "burned out" on

school. They have had a lot of failures, they do not like anything
that is going on; and they lack motivation. What can you do?
Interest assessment can sometimes help us discover things that
might motivate the student You might get an indication of what
materials and activities to use. That is one reason for assess-
ment

Another thing that you can use interest measurement for is
to identify if you want to place the student in a program where
he is going to learn more about the world of work, where he is
going to get _into_ career exploration activities. An interest
assessment caUheip you decide where to begin. You are not

'going to take a student who shows a high degree of interest in
office workend start him with occupational explorations in the
field of art. yo u are going to start him where his interests are.

Interest assessment. can also sometimes help us differ-
entiate between what we call active interests and passive
interettt. For example, with most high school boys we ask,
"What do you want to do?"

They say, "I want to _be a mechanic."
Ninety percent of the 1:rois respond that way. A lot of times.

their interest in mechanics is because they are learning how to
drive a car or have some Older friends who have cars. They
want to have 'a car and want to_ be able to drive so they are
interested in being a mechanit.. But often thit Interest arnountt
to reading hot rod magazines. Men you put,tfiernthrougfi an.
auto mechanics program and they get grease yip to their elbows
and their kriuddes bruised, then they say; "If you think I am .

going to do this for eight hours a day for the rest bf my life you
are crazy!"

But if When he does get in there, he says, "Poy this is for
me; I really enjoy it" that is an active interest If he just likes to
read about it and look at pictures then that is a passive interest

Some interest inventories can help us make a distinction
between them. Of course an interest inventory can help in the
decision-making process up to a placement in a vocational
program or on the job. Those are some reasons why we want to
measure interest.

Now, when should we do -this? When is the best time to
take handicapped students and give them an interest assess-
ment? The answer to that is wheneVer you think it is appro-
priate. We assess the interests of all the students that are
referred to us regardless of their age. They should be measured

Iwhenever It is deemed appropriate. Ii think you need to start
assessing interests in elementary school. We think that interests
need to be measured more than once. You can take a student,
assess an interest, find out where his interests are,: put him
'through some occupational exploration, but then he might
change those interests. The best way to assess interest is in an
on-going sense. The way_ to do the assessment it to give the
student The eXpedence. Put her in ithere,, actually let her do
some of_the job tasks, then do some Counseling: "How did you
like thit?" "Wotild you like to do this as a 'full time job?" Get
some feedback and keep records:

We started by using interest tett& that involved having the
student respond topictures. Weiourid immediately that a lot of
students that we got did not recognize what the person in the
pictures was doing. So you need to watch for that if you are
going to use the test, especially picarre interest tests.

.11
There are also a lot of tests that require reading and that is

other problem. When we took a student who had a very
limited range of knowledge about different jobs and a fairly
*Red occupational knowledge, we found that after assessment

,; we ended up' with unintelligible retults. If the-student does not
know anything about the kind of job that he might be interested
in and does not know about job's as a whole; what are you
measuring. when you measure occupational interest? Some of
these tests can get at that_ very blem through a projective
iense.' Even if a student does no knoW exactly what Jobs are
represented in two pictures, ch ng one over another does
mean something. Interests are r y based on experience and
so we!myst allow students to have experience relative to the

! L
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Another problem in the use of interest measures is that
sometimes a student shows a high interest in construction
tradis; but after being in that program for a couple of weeks the
student says, "Man, I didn't know all this stuff." They want' to
get out; ;but by then it is too late. That is why interest inventories
given at one point in time should not be used to make
programming decisions. You have to look at everything_ else
contingent on the student and all the other available data to see
if your Measurement is valid.

of format, there are basically two formats for an
interestlinventory one with pictures and one that requires
readirig;...The ones that require reading are usually of two
differeritkinds. One gives you a list of job titles and you decide
Whether you like one a lot, a little, dislike tt a little, or cannot
stand it. You can see the problem if the student does not know
What a job title is. The other kind jequires reading descriptions
of activities. The instructions stress responding to this activity as
part of a full -time job and has the same answers: like a lot, a
little, etc.

The first instrument I want to talk about is one that requires
reading it is called the Comprehenlive Career Assessment
Scale. This gets at awateness as well as interest. It has a book
that goa with it that job titles; which can be read to non-
`reader.16 this Patti .r test, the student responds to a seven-
potnMcale from "4 a lot" to "do not like a elot" and from ,.
"familiar" to "not faMillar." For each one of these job titles he is:
actually telling you whether he is familiar with it and Whether h4r
likes it a lot That test is hand scored. One problem with it is that
some handicapped studenti do not respond well to ranking
They do not even know what ranking means. You give them a
seven-point scale and they do not understand what to do with
it .

The Geist Picture Interest Inventorhe of you may he
iiiiiiilier with. It has some advantages an 'some disadvantages.
It is relatively quick to give; does not require very much reading

: and 'does have pictures. The student cati.respond to this without
':- having to read. The test just asks thingsjike,_ which would you

rather do? This inventory does have separate forms for males
and females. All of the interest irnientorieS with separate
male/female versions are all shorterivf0 the females. I do not
know why that is; it Makes them too ssow._k! thGeist Picture
Interest Inventory; students mark War they are interested in
and then the examiner goes through and-Counts up flOwmany
circles for each area and gets a tot.al, Some areas, like- ma,
have only two pictures in the wholeleit Students cants n
to show the depth of their interest With-Onry two selects
you going to take a student in Zi program based on her r se
to two pictures; both of which also relate AO other-areas? ; ..

.

flieritiale version has eleven areas and the female vet ron
has turelce:The female version ncludes personal service. :
Personal sen4ce is generally 'n i ,4 food serVices, being a .,

Wall*,*5';', tht*e.,Ideicts of things: js: not included in the ,:
i vOlon fatilla boYs,_ so the boyt; I Ito express interest in '

pertionatservice onthis'parttcul - is test does have great :

nOrnit, bpi-44W ,The invento tensively reseaLched, is
quIpIC and Jeq_uires very littl ng. You rnightAvant to
conskler it 4,

I Itridw Mother invent° ....
Out with all kinds of

problems: o

ettreallYneaIV Mon but ,k Or it also has some"-:.,,,g-,

pictiern . amritteri test e Si reading_a...T..

it not one s irld_read to a studilpit because it has 2801
wit 4 ... ...*'i.tould put ikon ope,,'It has job descri
erniflisks, " '4'f., e to cialthiPas part of a full-times.;
IltilientionS%". r et bustriesS clienti and direct them to ..*

.th"- proper office. Th omes a little bit of the problem with :' f'17.

qf three!. awaren .. c71$., is scored with eico r and ."

conies witha'printoftt The printouts'that we have Se fight ..

to ten pages long with all kinds of information:_ information On
occupational plans; the best4ikeci subject in school, what Moe
of _prograrn you want to be in, what your plans for after school
are; whether_ you, are interested in going into a vocational
program, and what your choice would be: This is the informa-
tion the interest survey comes out with.

_
The Ohio Vocational Interest Survey is widely used in

rehabilitation centers. It does produce a lot of information.
Unfortunately; if you have a student whO cannot read or does
not know much about the world of work; you do not knowwhat
you are really measuring.

Another inventory is tailed the Picture Interest Exploration
Survey or PIES. This interest inventory is on slides_ and hat_a
tape. Rather than people at work; this shows hands at work.
They did not_want to have _ any sexual- bias_ in the interest
inventory so all that is shown is hands even'thOugh you can
tell which are the girls'..hands. Unfortunately;-it is hard to krioW
at times exactly what those hands are doing. To complete the
test the student_circles_ lie numbers of the slides that show what
he would like doing. Slides come up everthree seconds._ We
like PIES_becaUse of tF nice pictures and because it_ would be a
good tool for doing introductory career awareness activities, We
go tkirciugh the whole set of slides and talk about what those
people are doing, then give the interest inventory. It: has 156
slides,in all and covers 13 vocational areas.

Another one we.use fairly often is put out_ by the AAMD
people. This is another picture interest inventory, again with a
separate version for male and female: This female version has
only 40 sets of pictures while the male _version hat 55. The
interest areas are different as well. For girls they have laundry -;"
service; light industrial; clerical, personal service, food service,
patient care, horticulture and housekeeping. The ,boys have
automotive; building trades, clerical, animal care, food service;
patient care, _horticulture and housekeeping. The-boys have
automotive; building trades, clerical, animal care, food service,
patient care; horticulture; janitorial; personal service; laundry
service, and materials handling The test is designed for use with
mentally retarded students; and it has norms for high school

. shidents and adUlts as well.
Another inventory, the COPS; is put out by the Education

Industrial Testing Service in California. It goes along with
something called the CAPS;.. the Career Ability Placement
Survey, and the COPES, the Career Orientation Placement
Evaluation and Survey. This is another one that requires
reading and has a job activities section. The student marks on
the answer sheet a capital "L" if she likes it a lot, a little 1" if she
likes it somewhat, a big."D" if she does not like it and a little "d"
for dislikes a little. This isself-admihittered by the student, also
self-scored and, comes out with a composite interest score. The
student can use the career guide and look up where her
interests are and what kind of jobs are available. This has both
career assessment, interest assessment, and career exploration
built in. If I had a career orientation class and had students who
could- read, this would _probably be my choice for materials to
supOO' that curriculum_ and to help with counseling and
gad rictefe rding:tareer,i' t we do not use this for
our ped:Sttid t of the major problems
that *i d th wading.

''.. s system is called
'717 rent format than

zAtc/fai: 0 student is.0/0

-... uses lift!:

Uidi and a board with

both reading and
:.-sft has aliictio on and also says

era's on it The stud the Cards and arrange them ;
i.' rel:frOm:1:04 '4'.r... n the one they like the most
arid ,i-heing the ore ttiOy pk i. st. After they do a second
set, 'clot, come. tit e problem with this one is
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studenb who mum' diver a liagihad all
thidr motivation destroyed Start Wi pne' and: fill that
.Side Of the board first When they get to the other end they are
left with activities they do not like, something lilieettAPVI*S*
bedpan Even though they were told they could rearrange ik
they just put that at number 10. So this test requires a lot of
counseling and individual attention. One of the-interesting ways
to use this is to give the student a lot of help^go through the
picture bbbk one at a time and explain; read. the captions, and
then have him choose where to :put' it on the board. Do the
whok first hat way, give him the second stack, let him do it
independently and then compare the remits: That can give you
6 handle on career awareness.
= Some other materials from the University of Michigan are
good for coordinating and instructing These materials analyzea
task that is being taught in a-vocational program'and give e
resource teacher a lesson plan to teach supporting skills for that
particular task The resource teacher takes three-b-five cards;
writes the task on those; gives them to the vocational teacher;
and says; "OK, I want you to arrange these in the order that you
plan to teach."
as' :The vocational teacher goes to her materials; decides

which are the basic skills that a student needs to do the task and
What will help the student knoW what he needs hell; in. It is a
good system: It looks complicated at first but-t5fice you figure it
out It is prettyStraight-Torward. These materials 'also have an
assessment of enabling skills which are all coded into specific
vocational procjrarns. Auto mechanics, for example; has certain
very basic enabling skills: able to stand; able to walk without
bumping into the table, and so forth. That system correlates all
those enabling skills to the specific program; so It might be
something worth itivettigating, By the way, it might take you all
year to see the presence or absence of the particular skill in the
student The enabling skills survey is designed to be done at the
ninth or tenth grade level before the student enters; but it can be
used after placement

Another -- alum tool_ for vocational assessment of
interests or for acfslonstion of interests gets_ more specific about
the world of Work- This is the Votational Interest, Experience;
and Skill Assessment The format seems a little too complicated
for handicapped students even if they can reot4d..l put it would be
excellent for use in a regular career exploration class. It goes
through how_a job is listed, job Clatsifitaticint, and clutters ofil
occilpetions. But again, for handicapped students this might be
inappropriate:
= Another_ one is the Vocational Interest and Sorihitticatibn .

Assessment designed for mentally retarded students. This one is
a little_ bit 'different Nor to the interest assessment you go
through and do a SOPhiassessmenttion assessment You show the
studenl.a picture and say; _"OK; what is the person called who IS
working In thit picture?" If they ot say, "A mechanic," then
you _say; "This person is called a_mechantc: What does a
mechanic do betidet change tires ?" And you have a whole
series of questions that you ask them; Then you tell them how
they need to respond to'the quettiont, what the test-is all about
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and how to go through it Then you go ahead and show the
pictures.

?Another one with separate versions for male and female is
the Vocational Preference Inventory. There are lots-of tests on
the market that people might want to order because they have
vocational in the title. This is one that has vocational in the title
but we do not really see how it relates to what we are trying to

- do with the students.;The individual responds by circling a "Y"
on the answer sheet for yes and an "N', for noi but hat the
option of not circling anything. Most of our studentS would
leave everything blank because most just do not know what the
occupations are:

Thelast test I want to talk about is the Wide Range Interest
Opinion rest This is the one that we use most frequently in our
operation:_ It_ is ,a picture interest inventory and requires no
reading. Unlike -theiQeisLit has a large selection, _150 sets of
pictures; And unlike the other ones it has a broader range of
diffictilV.: It goes-hom ple basic operations to te_chnical and .

high level operations. One scale shows where the student
responds in terms of hit tendency to chOose pictures associated
with _high-staths, high-income jobs; If you are going to use this
you have to make sure that handicapped students understand .c
the directions. The answer -sheet can be hand scored _using a
stencil or you can send it off. The students mark-which pictures
they like the most and which they _like She least There-is no
pattern, no rhyme or reason to a lot of these responses. If you
have a high positive interest in any area you also have to have
negative _interest in all the areas that correspond but the
student does not know which areas those ate. So no one can
really Manipulate the test: The test ends up with 18 interest
scores, both occupational and recreational, and six that are
called opinion and attitude scales: There is a chosen skill level
and ambition scale and sex stereotype scale.

This test is very long," though. You need to give students)
b reaks because they are:going to start marking anything just to
get it over with. We usuZilly give parts of the test_let_them do
something 'else; then come back to the test It does take a long
time.,The only other problem with it is that you can get so much .
information that you do not know what hail means:

You cannot just give a test and make decisions based on '

one interest inventory only, or, on whatyou 'know about the
student You have to allow them the opportunity to expand
their knowledge of the world of work and have further
attgStrents- available for them. We are always asking students
quistions about what they like to do. As a matter of fact, they
have a whole interview on lust what they would like to__ do;
What do you do in your spare time?_ What courses do you like?
What jobs doyou think-you might like to do? What job do_ you
not want to do? So we ask them a lot of questions and find oiitt;
as much as we can.-And finally,- one of our major recommenda=
tions is to use assessment to increase career awareness. We find
that there is generally a very low level of that. Students are not
being _taught that, or if they are they are not learning it: So we
need to combine it, as much as possible, with interest inven-
tones.
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INTERPRETING VOCATIONAL
ASSESSMENT
JANE-FRANCIS, TOM SANFORM TOM TOLEM,,,N

This final session on vocational assessment will feature Mr; Sanford and ttr.
Colegman answering relevant questions; including what Is to be `measured, how to
interpret the measurement, and whither to use commercial sample systems;

Toisas: I am going to talk about two things: What do
you want to measure thiriigh a vocational evaluation, and how
do you go about interpreting all the , data? In vocational
evaluation we wind up with a thick folder, full of numbers and
obirervations and drafts and_ scales and then, to Write a repOrt,
wg spread it all out .on the table and study it very carefully._ It
take _three_ days foc it just to_ jell After all, we have an intake
Will-kith the school that tells everything thatever happened

vocationel scores from dexterity tests; work_ amples,
to that t In school. Walleye a behavior check list, pre-

plus all the observations that het* been made by tit. And from
that we write a report back to the school and say here are some
ideas for this student You can see why it it good to decide
beforehand what to measure. _

So what do you want to measure? The first thing Is where
the students are "functioning " -right now. What can he or she:
do -pow? Which pre-vocational skills. are present, which are
lacking? Which deXtertAi Skill are present and which are
racking? Which behaviors on the work samples areaPPrOpriate,
which are not? If you do not know where theyare starting from,.
you cannot know _where they are going and you cannot say
how to get-them there. So pit is the first_ stage . where are
they? You use various tests to detennine this.

Then there are two things that are very closely related that
you- want to measure: what the students want and what
motivates them. You get this partly trough an hiterview. You
might ink the student, "What -would you like to do? What
courses_would you like to hike? What kind, of Work*would
like to do? What does Our father do? What _doergYourmother
do ?'bo you know anybody else who does there things?"_

Then you ciair_ghre then an interest inventory to get some
Idea of what they might want bated on what they know
the world.* this point -In time. What inothiates_them is also:.

impirlant tit has much to do with Interest For exam*,
some stuckints perfOrilibetter (vtren we give them lots <Amami;
fuzzy strokes; and say; :That tvas aflo-od_ job, yo-ii did that
welt" We NiVettAtil a student that they took an easy test. We
glue them part of one and say, '-'111/0 are -0000 give ow a part
now that it harder and yoithitry not do as well." _Or; 'You did
so well we are going to have to find some harder tests for you."
We keep up the challenge. Sornetirriei this wotke, sometimes it
does not We have had PrettY_go-o-d hick using it, but. there is

ys that student who just does not want todo anything., Very
:when are doing (Merv/Ice 'work with groups of

Neches they II ask you,. "What do you do with the student
tart: doe) not want to do anything?" We have completed
70 evaluations. One student did not like anythirigVie had

to Ofkrteltd.Wei not th any hurry to do any of it, couid.,ipt_ be
motivatild speed up o r _become more active, or anything else.
The OnIsi thing we found that would motivate the student was to
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tell him, "If you dog good job on part of It you do not have to
do the rest.Of it" That worked!

So what motivates the student becomes very important
Lesley thastudent wants to go into auto mechanics, but= he
does hot rikunderstand what all is involved-. He Is going to
Katie to leaM some new words; he may haVe to be able to spell
and iiiici-nkf mathematical c-alculations that he cannot do nom'
mid_ ie may have to change some behariket. Vets, often our
reixft-Mendaticei Will be something like; "Admission to the

mechanics demi for next year could be rrtade
tOritiri*itimon learning these particular prerecttriitet.
The ctritricOrun riee be adjusted I-0 some degree o that the

t he is learning; the that lie
that he maybe looking up in the,

relate to auto media
n_rnakgUsg of this infonreti,- kir"

while at the same fta ,ftsingadirriskinP
a carrot In, rder iRsattlrint;_let

er,-.thijig that want t 41°,whart, ,cgon learn

&, they ittam.bMhabe can karrikruTellidriely fottingent
tfitfias alreackelearnect n t addiacilurnn'el
he probably Cannot:I accounting:

she cannot do basic aitsSik:_the Odds be Is not *ring
to set the wcirkr on fire_ in algebra Sci,Vhat can learn In this
striae is related theskills that they have,41311:e coteient time. If
they have deiderity skills the odd are the) are going to do
fairly well hi. Mechanics. if they do not have gOod deicterk skills
the Oilds * that they are not going to do' as well in mechanics

ttiotit*inie help.
, ----- --- . ..,

_ How they learn relates back to what we talhed'abOut a little
earlier in assessing the instruction and the eXperiences that will
benefit_thern.- In other words, what is the nature of the power
that r.yill Wit serve this.individual student? Can they learn_frdrii
[Wining to me Standing up here talking? No pictures on the
screen, no handouts, nothing visual, just me talking? Will they
learn better if Iput a picture up here and a diagram and point to
it as I talk? Will they learn better If I demonstrate fletand then
let them repeat the task and reinforce the bithavior? H -will

they learn? Can they sit still long enough to go throirgh a- audio
visual picigram so that it is cohesive and inclusive enough to
really teach something?_

And not only how do they learn but, do they retain better if

they learn in a certain way?. We have already said earlier that
when we learn -something motoricalty or kinesthetically, we
remember itionger. Not too long ago I got on a bicycle for the
first time in 25 years. I did not do that well; but I did better-than
the_first time flearned It. The same thing applies to roller skates
and typing. So if we are going to permit them to theotliiiiii
carburetor apart four times and put it back trigother , the)
will learn it and retain it longer. Some students may ckk it, up

% -
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simply -biz:watching_ you do it We can learn through work
samples. But how do we learn what we have measured? That is
Where it gets a little sticky, because before you can interpret
what you have measured you have to decide how to measure it
You may recall talking about the vocational skills did we
require the students to read the Item and to the item in__.
Writing or did we read r_ the i Win ancli accept a ,verbar or
behavioral response? These are all different We have to dedde
how and what we measure before we can make itie Fritetireta-
fon; On.our pre-vocational screening _test we had ._to make a
distinction etween the retognitiriti of-the words and the ability
to produce a response. This is_similar to the difference between

. receptive and ,expressive vocabulary. If you say, "What kind of
vocabulary does this student have?" the answer depends on
what you measured it with. Did she have to produce a definition
&you do on the Wechsler, or did she have to create something;
fniegrate; synthesize? Or did she simply have to recognize the
-definition as in the case of our functional signs list?

.-
_ Then,-when you are dealing with chods you also have-the

problem of What-the school can do. We cahnotsa0. !Put him_in
This kind of program;" If that kind ofprograrlif is not mailable.
'So the interpretation of this data depends on many things.

We are doing-some work at the present time with dexterity
'tests. They have been used_in vocational itiSelisrnerits for years
but some of the norms are 30_yeats old and are based_ on very
small groups of people, They dp: not really-relate to high school
-student in general and not-at all totpecial education_ students.
So we are doing a norming study; It is relatively easy to establish
good-norms but the variance it very_ small. Most_of the students
ditter very closely around a measure of central tendency: We
also have found that there are some

you
uses for thete tests

besides just seeing how many pegs you can poke in a hole in
thirty seconds; things like how the student learns motor tient, or
fine motor control, or eye/hand coordination.

We are making adaptations to Other tests as well. I will Just
give you an example_ With the Crawford Small Parts, you take
a pair of tweezers, pickup a little pin, and put it in a hole. Then
you .take the same tweezers; pick up:a little collar, and put it
over the pin thatiyoui put in-the hole-This is finger coordination; ,

the student needs finger dexterity to do it But we hive fOund
that if we time students on the first_ tree_rows, then time them
again Onthesecond three; and agfkin'tn thethird threerwe can
get a rather crude learning curve. We can find out if they are
getting better or if they are getting worse or if fatigue or

,, boredom is -setting in. That is pretty much the same thing as .
giving it to them_ today and again tomorrow and again the next
day; which we do not have time Jot

We tried this on sever of the tests, and We got some pretty
"good indications that some of these things that__ we call .14
behavioral _ _ servations can actually be quantified and
measured, Yo i can makes stateknent about a student such _as;
"At present time he does riot have very good dexterity skills, but
he is onlfburteenyears old and there are indications that these

_ skills are developmentally based on ordinary life experiences.
There is also evidence that training could Improve_ these skills."

There Is the other factor that when you are dealin_g_witha
nice-objective measure_like that; the difference in performance
is really remarkable between a student who has done nothing
more than fix his own bicycle and one who has never picked up
a wrench in_ his life: 4ut on some Instrument you are not just
Measuring the use of tools, you are also measuring how good
the _ student Is at following Instructions and how good at
retaining instructions. On that test youget along series ofverbal
instructions without demonstrations before the student even
picks up a wrench to get started. .

_-,` What does a test measure? It does not just meaure manual
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dexterity or eye/hand coordination. When thii-L tell. you it
measures sorriething like that they mean that for an "n" of 100
or 1000 they expect all of the other variables to cancel DCA. The
score will depend upon hoW niiichrearrial dexterity the entire
group has because the group that has got a whole bunch of it
will dt, better on the test than the geoup that does. not. For
groups, the other variables cancel out; but for an individual they
do not and this is important to watch for.

We also watch to see that a low motivation factor does not
cancel out the entire test. Really, for these tests, you are
measuring your own ability to motivate. And remember as well
that just because the title of the test says vocational this does not
mean it measures something vocational. Just because the title
says dexterity does not mean that is all it measures. The title
may have very lithe to do with the test and with what the test
measures.

The thing to keep in mind Is that we are not measuringkeep
groups; we are measuring individuals and the variance in any .

indiVidtialcS score depends Upon Where he is and where you are
at the time of the assessment. I ank pretty sure that I do not do .

quite as well on my measurements and observations on
-Monday as I do on Wednesday or when my_wife is ill when I
have a flat lire oh the way to work. Probably. we all run into
these problems. We get in a hurry. So our own behavior tato
being measured.

1 will now turn the program over to Mr. Sanford.
Sanford: The next pm-40f this presentation is on work

sainples. UnfortunatelY the no way to tell you everything
that you need to know abounPoricsamples. Just what is a work
sample? It LS a simulated job task. People who hive developed
these things have gone out and looked at the world of work and
identified taSkS that are common across occupations and
developed samples of those tasks: Generally;. the work samples
.are correlated with worker trait arrangements that are in the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles; so you can -;., give a work
sample to a student, say he did well on this, and perhaps he can
go out and do that job.

Alf of these work samples have some instructional material
synth them and some have a specific training phase where the
student is given training and instruction until he achieVes
mastery at the task: Only then is he put into the nextphase, the
,tlicciiiction Phase. Here he is given a specified number of
repetitions of that task to do so you can look at his be Vior,
W5#11 Methods, motor skills, and production time to how .

long it takes him to do it and how efficiently he gets it &ie.
Because of thisr work samples as a whole are very good

means for making observations. We find that this is their best
attribrite. You can put a student in a situation where you can
observe him over a fairly long period of time and you can get all
kin& of indications of how he is going to behave on a Job
through putting him in a work sample.

Keep in mind that when we do work samples we are an a
nice air tqriditiOned building; It is not raining, it is not hot or -
cold; it is clean; well lighted. You all know the world of work
frequently does not have those things going for it So anytime
you are using a work sample you have to keep in mind that it
may not necessarily reflect the environment of the job.

Work samples can give an indication of a student's ability
to maintain work stamina and his speed of Work. It can also give
an indicalion of the quality of the work that the student does: A
lot of times you can get an Indication of how students react to
failure when they make a mistake on a work sample. Some of
them will say; "Oops; I messed up,': and go back and fix it.
Others Will say, "Oh, I made a mistake, big deal," and not
correct it.

e can compare students' performance on work samples
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to a variety of reference groups; Most of the normini data on

work samPtes is:IligILwry good; the norm groups were tob small

and very specific`. en so most of them usually have some
theoretical studies of the amount of physical motion within the
task. We can add all-that and see how that compares to
somebody who is trained or to the average entry level person:

So we can determine where a student stands in relation to either

a trained worker; somebody who has been dbitig the same kind
of job for a long-tithe and is good at it or loan _average_ entry

level worker. This is_meaningful data if we are Idokihg at placirfg

a student in a job situation.

Another thing that we use work samples for is interest or
motivation, since we have a .variety _of samples_and we can
allow students to *elect. We say, "Well, we have all these things
here that you might like to do: What would_ you like to try?"
This is one way that we can get into some of the interests other
than the interest inventories and the interviews.

As I said, there are a lot. of these systems on the market.
The main thing to_remertiber is that there is naonesyttem that
is going to meet all your needs. We are _visitedliY taleterieh who

say; "Boy, have_ weLgot the system for you, _Just $70;000 and
you have everything you will eveLneed." We have found that
none_ of them are adequate to hi0e the needs that we see in

vocational evaluation. We _ha that thebett approach Is
to select certain par ..tem. Some are sold as
complete units; and so We senerally get the ones
that are not so we . ponent that we want.

Our:sample is Comprehensive Occupatibhal
ent and Training .1 in. This assessment system has

lo _parts with work samples; employability attitudet,_ job

ma hing (which is like_ an interest inventory and skis assess-
meht), and living skills: While. this system is not detighed
specifically for handicapped Atidents, it has recen en used

handicapped student centers and validation s is eomSFSg

Out_ It is anAkudio7viSUally based system. Basis
student on dik task. He has an answer sheetaiid,fahe
a cartridge _in, it will dive .4 description and tifert
question. The machine will stop until the question it ii
and the student punchet a button_ for it to _continile. Ah
evaluator is not 'necessary once student starts, but that is not
necessarily a strength. We like to watch-,students when they,are
working on these rather_ th4n have theft Watcliotby an

) visualmachine. But with tlfis_systerrryOu ca evaluate a lot of
students with a minimal nurifiber of -0Valua

Let me go through the basic componeritt and give you
some figures. Job Matching h rtrld_g A student looks at

the picture and on her answer thee r the responses that
indicate her interest level; what she is oo ng at from her
experience level and what she knows- about it The answer
sheets, after_they are matked, areprocessed by a computer.:So
if you get into this system you are tied to ongoing computor
costs and mailing costs because you have to mail it all NeW

Jersey: If youwant a quick turn-around time you are going to
be spending a lot of money. So_ for the Job Matching, the basic
cost of the hardware for up to 200 students is going to_be_about
$2,000. Software costs for the computer proceiting It $6.25 per

student; For work sample the average price is $725 each For

the errilibilily_attituderFthebasic equipment isgOirigto cost
about $1900-$1600 with a $650-per-student computer

t7"'"..,4ivingikilts is about $1400 and $4.50 computer fee.So you are
looking at a lame invettnient The round figure that we were
given for getting this set up and evaluating a lot of students was

$70,000.

_
Now; another set of work samples is published by the

Jewish Employment and Vocational Service (JEVS). They have
28 work samples that correlate to 10 worker trait groups:

Another set of samples, the VIEWS, was designed for
mentally retarded populations. For $6400 you get 16 _work
samples. We found that when we started using the VIEWS, we
were-dealing basically with mildly handicapped students, and
the VIEWS was too easy for them. We could not get at the kind
pf behavioral observationt we wanted to make. We wanted to
tee what happens to students when they come up against
something that is difficUlt for them and most of these were too

eat/. They are great for a student with an IQ around 50,
because you can get some really good observations. The best
thing aboi.it the VIEWS Is that you have to train the person to

mastery; if is extremely important to find out how a mentally
retarded student can learn to a task.

_ Another set, is called the McDonald Vocational_Capacity

Scale, developed at the McDonald Traming,Center In FlOridaAt
evaluates such things as work habits, physical capacity; general
health, and social maturity: Manual skills in this work evaluation
system are evaluated by only the assembly portion ofthe work
sample. Arithmetic scales are evaluated by the WRAT. Motiva-
tion is derived from hwinq a student do the disc-assembly task
which has 100 discs with 500 nuts and boltt and washers and
you see how long the student will work at that before wanting to
stop. By the way, they do not sell you this test, they just tell you

how to make it.
The set also includes re Wells Cohcrete Directibrit Test,

which is a good test if yotr'need to know how a student follows
directions. It involvesa set of directional ordersto-tee whether
the student can follow directions or not: The McDonald
Vocational Capacity Scale was designed_ to predict a client's
potential within the sheltered workshop setting. We are mostly
concerned with the milder handicaps because when those
students get out of high school they do not have any services
available to them. We want to get theM training and functibnal
skills so that when they.leave _high school they will have some
basis for making a living and beirig ihdependent

.1, Another systerri, altb designed for a_ sheltered workshop
polylation, is the McCarron-Dial Work aralOatiOti System. It

, wag iariginallY detighed to predict, after a yeae_s_time,. where a 0,
client would _be within a sheltered workShOp. ThiS system- will

cost about $1500, and training is required to administer it._Tbey
have been developing and_working on_theUse of some of their
`instruments within the McCarron -Dial- system_ to use with
learning _disabled students. The McCarron -Dial does not
addiett the interests or specific ability and aptitudes related to
vocational programs or jobs. But it does appear to be excellent

for what it was designed to doe._
Another system is_ the Singer-Grafleit syttem. This IS an

evaluation system that is probably most appropriately used as

an evaluation and exploration system combined. This test uses
biscarielt that are self-contained;_ with all the equipment and
materials that you need to go thiough the evaluation and j
exploratioh activities. It is designed for students aged 17 to 30
and has an audio-visual format with a Singer-Graflex filmstrip
viewer and cassette player, The student or client listens rough
headphones and is given the instructions on how to do Me tasks
inVolVed. Programmed into the cassette arepointsat which the

-Student is supposed to stop and signal the evaluator to come
over and check her work. We think it works well for career
eXploration biit as an evaluation tool it takes too long Some of
those things take a day or a day and a half to complete. They
are also quite expensive, running about $1200 each.

Another system which is not_really a work sample system

but is something that is on the market is a Tool-Tech-Today. It is

more of a training program than an assessment program, so if

you want to use It as an assessment tool the evaluator needs to
be there pretty much of the time watching how the student is
responding to the instructions on the auclio-yisual machine and



hoik he is handling the tools and equipment That the. system
involVet It uses and Is desired to teach all the baSic hand tools
that you might encounter in various occupations. It is also pretty
expensive. Couriers are running around $575 each and the
program is about $500.
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These are_ some of the work sample sets that we have
looked into and used. Just remember that they will not predict

at anything, for certain; they all have limitations.

VOCATIONAL ASSESSMENT: HOW TO
DESIGN AND BEGIN THE PROGRAM
MIKE PETERSON, PAM

Mr. Peterson and Ms. Hill provide poi tars and suggestions regarding the N
systematic design and implainaltation of a program of vocational assessment for
handicapped students. Topics Include setting program goals. deciding methods to
meet goals, surveying the market for cost-effective products. training the *WC and
establiihing the structure. sChedvile and procrSdures for the assessment program.

INTRODUCTION
Petrasom In this session we want to give you a'systematic

aPriinachlo-Oiard developing a voCatimial assessment program
in your =hex,/ A number of things We say will be oriented
toward seco-irdarprograms, but we will by to Orient the
material tOwarct pos4econdary,ati well.

_ Let me quicIdy yogi: an ,overview 'of_ sorr*of the
7 .-

subjects and q_uestltia tuard to try-' td deal with. (1) Whit*
vocational assessment. are you measuring when ytitt.
are talking about voca ent? (3) What are so e of'
the different administrattika?odelOcir. setting up a vocational]
assessment program? (4) _Hr:#4,detty±:tu:- design a vocational
assessnynt program?pow fax your.
vocational assessment program? iicoloywarrt to find out
about your students and the people Ntrao'dc);,,.
you decide what It is that you want to find out? (5) What are
methods and procedures to use in vocational assessment?

We-will try to mention some specific instruments, but our
focus is going to be on giving you a broad overview and
then you some resources where you can find more
infonna ._We will look at some _of the procedures report
writing, testing_time, number of students and at the
question o o does this and where.

First of all; where did vocational assessment come from? In
the depression times agencies were dealing with people with
problems. Folks were streaming in from Europe; especially
disadvantaged people and people with handicaps. Agencies like
the Jewish Vocational Service an others were dealing especial-
ly with these folks. The agenci felt these people were
Intelligent were able to learn, but the testing instruments used
to prescribe trairdng programs for them were Inadequate: In
many cases, language skills were so low agenda had diViltY
Justgening information. Around 1936 some agencies; especially '
in New York, began developing some hands-on ent
instruments, which came to be called work sampl irk

samples- are simply a sample of work in which you have
standardized conditions like in other testing or assessment
situations. Ott a number of years, they developed a whole
series of wo samples that keyed into jobs in the New Mork
Metropolitan area: They were the first people to really get
involved in this.

Around the 1950's or 60'S, as people with &abilities
began getting more and more attention; we started looking
even closer at how to better assess them. SthoolS in the 50's
and 60's began to deal_with special education students; people

, 4, that they had excluded preViously. The Vocational Education
Act of 163, for the first time, emphasized these individuals.
The Rehabilitation Act emphasized people with more severe

especially mental handicaps; more than in the past.
""Sheltered workshops in the 50's and 60's started springing up

all over the place. More disabled people, more severely
disabled people, started being trained. People simply said, "We
think they can learn something, but we do not know what and
we do not know how to tell:"

So persons involved in evaivating_handic*ed individuals
developed work evaluation systems. These systems were then
marketed and include many like the Tower, JEV's, Singer, etc:
Vocational evaluation, even to this day, has been primarily
associated with vocational rehabilitation and; to alesser degree;
with Manpower programs. However, In the next five years, you
are going to see vocational education, and special education
schools get involved in the assessment of handicapped students
'much more than has previously been the case. That gives you
some historical context Pam Hill will now deal with the kinds of
things we are talking_ about measuring and assessing when we
say vocational evaluation or vocational assesment

WHAT IS VOCATIONAL ASOlgSSMENT?
Hill: The definition that we like to use for vocational mot-
ment is a global assessment that mileinses many different areas.
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These areas are:
1. VOcatiterest-- s: what vocational interests does the

student have?
2. Vocational aptitude and ability: what aptitudes for

specifiC jobS does the student have?
3. Work skills: has the student _ever worked before and

What skills doea the student have?
4. Work behaviors: what behaviors need concentration?
5. Safety skills: doet the student have basic safety skills?

6. Physical skills: does the student have the necessary
Physical ability for the Job?

7: Learning style and motivational cues: what Is the
student's best learning style? What motivates the
student? .

8. Career awareness: is the student aware of the different
occupations?

9. Functional education skills: what are the student's
basic reading; math: and language skilla?.

10. Independent living skills: can the student get to rand
' from work; how does the student manage time off

work?
11. ,10144-elcirig skills: does the student know how to

interview forst job; fill out application.,etc.?

WhOri _%yilthink of vocational assessment, therefore, iris a
global assessment in that we measure in all of these areas. The
results of teatinginall of these areas then gives us a basis for
designing an appropriate vocational education program for the
student.

Pereittili: The areas mentioned above that are specifically
related to vocational training might become prereOtliaites.
Independent living skills can very easily run concurrently with
vocational skill training situations. 'L'Ook at assessment not just
as those things we think of as vocational skills; but as supporting
skills_tobe able to make it once_ you are on a job.

Hill: Before you begin testing; gather all the information
and testing reports which have previously blen done on the
student. Some information that is listed below'you will already
have before you begin any testing; for insitinte; psychological,
medical; and physical reports, You may hive %Ulm 9PP4
physical_ therapist's report that gives you infomillWon on the
student's manual skills; dexterity; strengtk etc. You,_ as a
vocational evaluator, are going to be able to interpret what that
therapist says into whether or not that student can be trained in
a vocational area that requires that he-carry, for example; 50
pounds of weight from here to there. Therefore, you:may not

,apply to vocational situations.
need to evaluate each one of areas; if you have existing
data that you can Interpret an

ADMINISTRATIVE moons
Peterson: Admin r,Wtive models describe ways to or-

ganize and administer itteasamment program. We are assum-
ing there is going to be a person doing some Specialized.
vocational assessment in each of these administrative models.-1

(1) One model is what you might call Teacher In-Class
Assessment This model occurs in the special edircatiOn class-

:4 room where there is some special testing by the special
education teacher.

(2) Comprehensive Schbbl &arid Assessment usually
occurs in an assessment center within a school. A Vocational
Assessment Speciallit would provide special testing (Interest,
work samples, etc.) in _a assessment center often a
classroom. A student c4 Id also be involved in Job and

classroom tryouts. All of the vocational assessment does not
necessarily have to be confined to Just that vocational assess-
ment center.

(3) Another 'model involvea cooperative rirogranis with
other agencies or schoolt. Schools cart pool their resources;
espectally in rural areas;_wt schools or other agencies:
rehabilitation prosrams, CETA programs, community colleges
and others_Good comprehensive vocational assessment is
expentiVe. There is no way to get around _thal- It ,seeinf to be
cost effective in that it is a way to get people -_,who Might
otherwise end up on welfare rolls-into a correct training area
and eventually into;.the labor market. Poolinsol resources` with
other agenda+ be seriously considered to help
distribute costslta, improve services. We know the adriliniatraz
live moblems with that, but it is possible: It has been done.

Rill: You hear the .term "vocational tluation" and you
hear the term "vocational assessment" r public schools,
when trying to train students vocationally; it is my personal
preference that we use the term "vocational assessment" I
define vocational evaluation as testing the student In several
different areas and then writing a report that has X number of
recommendations. _After the evaluation _Is completed and the
report is sent out, then that Ls tititalV the ehd of the evaluation
service. To me that seems like a-dead end service. Vocationak?
assessment; however, is a continuous,process of assessing the
student's strengths and_weaknessei-at the beginning and dudhlj
a vocational program. This continuous process is what I would
like school districts to develop. They can evaluate the student's
vocational strengths_and weaknesses as early as kindergarten
and from then on continuously. This precedes a continuous
vocational individualized education _plan to be followed
throughout the student's school years. This diatinction may help
you in coming up with your own model for vocational
assessment

Peters-on: (4) Another administratke _ model involves
utilization of an Education SerVice Center (ESC) to provide
vocational assessment for schools in their region.

(5) One model called the Itinerant Supervising Vocational.
Evaluator employs a person who has Masters Degree training in
vocational assessment of handicapped students. Within
geographiCal area the Vocational Evaluator works with special
educators or vocational educators whoever has thereaponti=
biliN kir doing the vocational assessment in several schools
in a region. The Evaluator helps local school _personnel_ to
develop_ a testing ptcjiam, and develop work samples based
upon their local vocational programs. The Vocalic:Mal Evaluator
provides continuing inservice and staff development support for
Vocational Assessment $pecialists In the loCal Schools: This
model is being tried out this year as a pilot project

PLANNING PROCESS
How do you start planning a vocational assessment

program?__First you need a school task force for administrative
support This school task force should have on it some involved
edutators, special educators; and preferably, somebody fthin
the 16cal area or a consultant from the outside who has been
involved in setting up a vocational assessment program. LOok at /
the literature that describes vocational assessment And out
about it Do not buy $30,000 worth of equipment without
knowing anything about it just because it looks neat and the
salesperson says it will solve all your problems Iry vocational
assessment Visit other programs that have a comprehensive
vocational assessment program. Some of,. the rehabillation
programs have vocational evaluation, They are going to be '
using some of the techniques and methodologies that you will
want to do in your program.



those -Ifidli.4drialatojiether and make a Plan to
implement the assessment. Start out with something that is
manageable and Will Ore you what VOti need right now in terms
of information. Look at making the program as comprehensive
as you can over a period of several years. .

SErTING GOALS FOR VOCATIONAL ASSESSMENT
How ditipou_ set ; for a _fieogram? You will want to

know two types characteristics of who it
is you Went to assess; and (2) the entrance criteria of the various
go-al tahititititheritt.

kr:analyzing Characterikt- of the triet POOUlatioh; one
place to start is disabilltiecategories and that,sort of thing You
can get sortie information about what the &nem! sodo-

-- economic status Is athese people. The instruments you use are
going to Change depending Upcin the tribtarget populations.
Maybe some of these things_ seem obvious to you but the
reason we are emphasizing these it because we have seen
people start setting up vocational assessment programs and the
first thing they do is choose methods, and] strategies, saying,
"Gee-that is a neat-looking work sample 'system . That ought to
solve all our -needs in vocational aasessment" ,

This gets into viewing assessments as a stairstep
PrOcedare. When you evaluate eighkgraitlers you know they
have no competitive work experience: You have some voca-
tionalprograms within school system and you simply want
to find outinto which programs they Trright,bat be placed. At
this !etre! of assessment, you want to find oaf *neml interests,
skills, work habits; and career awareness. owever; in doing
assessment programs for students at the tenth grade level,you
will want to doja_ more _indepth assessment that will pinpoint
specific vocational jobs based on the student's strengths and
weaknesses, because the student will soon be leaving the school
setting and, we hope, getting a job.

In determining entrance criteria_ you must &it answer the
question "entrance into what?". eW-t the Various goal
environments for which a student _could be recommended.
These may include: regular vocational programs, CVA-E-or VEH
programs, job placement, the VAC program; rehabilitation
workshops, -etc.

Peterson: In each of these areas, you need to know the
specific entrance aiterks. Jobs are a little more complicated so
we use the-Dictionary of Occupodonal Titles and community
surveys and information like..that For vocational programs;
however, I found that-often the-entrance criteria are not written
down. However; when a _vocational: teacher or a vocational
counselor participates in the ARD- taeoliag they use specific
criteria in looking at a student They know about him and in
thinking about that program may be able to say; "NO, he does
not fit' or "Yes_ he does." The_criteria that is being used must
be made explidt What are the minimal skills needed for
entrance? I think the best way to get this information is to go to
the vocational teacher beta he is the one that is going to be
teaching the student. He krirr4 whirr he is going to be willing to
deal with: Talk to him. Say; '.'What is the minimal reading level
that a- student must) have to drier and be successful fn your
course?"

Suppose he says; "Fourth grade:"
Ask if the student with available help could get by with less

than that.
The teacher may Say, "Yet; he probably could. If you

could get soinebody to tutor him, he could probably get by with
just sight_ words."

That is what you need to know. You have a general criteria
and you have some minimal criteria based upon the assumption
that you are going to have supportive services.
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Once you know that information; then you can decide
based upon your assessment whether the student ought to
enter the class. If you do not know the criteria for getting into
the program; how can you ever make a decision whether or not
he ought to be in there?

Hill: I -Wdirld like to see programs break their entrance
criteria into three major areas: (I) physical skins; (2) educational
skills, and (3) vocational skills. I would like to see the teacher
identify the very minimal skills necessary to get into a classroom.
We are not trying to eliminate_ any student- from vocational
education. We are trying to give you a model for designing a
vocational assessment program based on three fundament-Ili
One is who do you-want to assess? For which group of students
are you wanting to find vocational information? Two is what
options do_ you have in placing that student in a vocational
program? Make it applicable to your local setting, What are your
program options? Three is what is the minimal entrance criteria
for programs? That is the model for your vocational

ent program. Once we answer those three questions,
can there look at individual vocational questions about the

Students and then know which assessment tools to buy.

METHODS

Peterson: Now I want to give you an overview of the
methodologies that have been used in a comprehensive
assessment ogram. These include psychometric tests, pencil
and paper tests; achievement tests; traditional tests in_ secondary
schools that the diagiostician has alreadygiven. You do not
need to repeat those; but you can use that ink:inflation for
vocationally related assessments. You may, hix*e_Otesome
vocatiohal interests tests that are paper and ipenciLthat your,
diagnostician would not use. Dexterity coordination tests_ are
also used. We have used those for a long time and I think all
vocational counselors are familiar with them. However, many
are outdated and most do not have any)norrns based upon
handicapped students. I like to have mu based on the
POPUlation I am testing, as well as norms based on people in
industry:

_Work samples are the meth that primarily_ distin-
g4bhos vocational assessment or tional evalua rtr6illom
other kinds of assessments: Work samples combine a practial
approach that the way_to find out if somebody can_ do
something is to try-teaching them to do it an see if they can
With some of the statistical aridprocedural r the you use in
standardized testing. Work samples are d loped: based upon
jobs.

To develop a work sample you must first o a task analysis.
Look at which tasks are used most often on a job and in__ the
classroom and determine which are the most nntiottant. Then
develop_ a hands-on activity, a sample of work for that particular
`Occupation. Try to use samples of all the most important skills
that are used in a jOb physical skills; educational skills, use of
tools: Once you do that, develop &Standardized procedure for
giving the test and develop some norms. Get some norms on
people in the industry if you _can. Then get some norms on
handicapped students. I would like to get some norms on
beginning vocational students, not special needs students, just
beginning vocational students and see who was successful and
who was not See if that test sholved any distinction between
those two. If it did, then you are lucky, .and your test can help
pick up on some subtle characteristics. Develop your norm base
and develop -some procedures for assessing the student's skill,
how the student learns, haitelhe student approaches the task;
and how_ to best teach the task to the:',student. You cannot
quantify that very 'easily, but you &n see it. You need to have a
procedure for _recording information that cannot be quantified
itt,norm-based tests.
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Audience: Is there-any way to pinpoint a vocational area
in which a vocational student may be sucxxamful?

Yes, that is possible. However; the broader you
make the assessment; the more compreheniive and sopkils-
ticated your assessment_ is going to have to be. You are
probably going to have to pinpoint soniething to first and

work toward making more comprehensive as you progress.
Of the _work sample systems, COATS _probably is the most
comprehensive. Of course, the more broad and _comprehensive
You gut the less specific information you get. Some trade-offs
occur.

Of the two types of work samples; commercial samples
probably have a more sophisticated normative standardizing

are than you could achieve in a local situation, so that is

a -htage. The disadvantage Ls that they are not keyed
specifically for your local programs. YOu can develop your own
work sample to be more applicable:

Atidt-iite: A student is supposed to have the assessment
before he into the vocational program, -so it seems like the
*tiler tee hers and the aource teachers should be develop-
ing some o these skills. But it is not implemented at the local

district give everybody one blanket test

Hill- es-e methods are just examples of how you might

do vocation assessments; you can use any combination of
these, or just' one, depending upon the kind of Information you
want about that particular student

RESOURCES ON VOCATIONAL ASSESSMENT
Peterson: Let me just quickly mention some resources.

The Materials Development Center at the University of Wiscon-
sin has a Sample Work Manual Clearinghouse where people

from around the country who have developed standardized
work samples haVe sent their manuals: If you write there; for a
very small fee; they will send you a catalOg of names. If you see

one you are interested in, you can get a copy of the procedures
and manual for that work sample that YOU could COIN. These

can help you develop your own work samples. You do not have
to start totally from scratch. One textbook has been written on
vocational education by Walt Pruitt The book isoriented more
towards mhabilitalion; but it is useful as a detailed introduction
to vocational evaluation or assessment Two booklets put out
by the Materials Development Center compare four evaluation
systems. These have summary information you can compare_

While these are not going to answer all your questions, they are

a good i place to begin: Once you look at these reviews of
commercial work samples, and ask the people in local programs
who use some of them; 'you can better. understand their answers
and be in a better position to purchase work sample systems
that will be useful to you:

The Vpattional Evaluation Work Adjustment Association is
an association of prdfeStitinals who are involved in work
adjustment behaviors as well as vocational evaluation. They put
out a good Quarterly journal that deals with both subjects.
Another resource is a training program in vocational evaluation
Of handkappid persons. North Texas State University at the
Center for Rehabilitation Studies haS aMA:ster'S Degree pro-
warn in Vdcaticitial Education. They are in. the process of
solidifying a program to give you a choice between a Master's

Degree in rehabilitation, special education, or vocational educa7

'lion that will allow an emphasis in if4litional assessment' You
can take courses specifically designearound this content for
training vocational educatott.

WHAT THE LEARNING_' DISABLED -%
'STUDENT CAN pc) vdcArrioNALLY
RAY HENKE

RaymOnd 0. Henke; Associate Professor at the University -of Tertai Wealth
Science Center_ at Dallas, is' a:psycht4O-giit specializing in learning language
disabilltiol. In this session Mr. Henke stresses the need for good diagnostics that
describe student's abilities and weaknesses in regard to what they can do
vicationally. Henke also explains how_ rieuropsychologicil. understanding of the
student's abilities can be_ymy useful in preventing over-employment or under-
entployment of the learning disabled student.

This morning I hope to give enough information to whet
your appetites at least, then look at some ways that might be
helpful in working with learning disabled (LD) student4. I will
not get itit0 a long definition of what LID is because that would

c.`talce another hour, blit I tint like to say where I am corning
from. If you read the literature of people out of neuropsycholo-
gy, you will see that an average Intelligence is what is usually
expected front an LD student, an intelligence at least above
mentally retarded ranges. Also, there is some significant deficit
in their leatikrig, and there are usually sensory motor deficits. In

-.---
other words; there are neuroPsYcholckjcal problems. Now
PneilitiptychOlogic.al problems" means there is a problem in
how the cerebral cortex finictioni.

When looking at LD students and placing them vocational-
ly; I believe that-good diagnostics help us, and yet I do not want
us to stay within the diagnostic game. I believe we can look at
seven clear aspects of learning disabilities.

The brain and central nervous system. We must look
at the brain and hoW it functions or at the central nervous
system. There are two brain systems, the lower brain systems,
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Often = referred to as the old brain; and the her cortical
systems; involving the cerebral cortex. It is within the cerebral
Cortex that these activities occur.

Lie **leg styles. Then we must look at learning styles:
How does this person approach learning? It that learning of_a
diVerr*nt=coriVergent nature? What about memory functions?
Are they short-term; longterm; are .ere functions for verbal
cognitive or for visual spatial? '-`-

&eiterti. How does this person learn? is the visual
modality effective, the auditory effective; or the *esthetic?
And then, more irriPortan*, hOw: do hose three learning
modalities cooperate together? How can that student get

tion via various learning modalities,, and then process it
that some body of knowledge can be established? I will not

get far ilito neuroptythokigy or neuroanatomy, but we are
talking about are parietal lobe functions, They can be tested
best with 'heptic approaches, or tactual approaches._ Meny
learning disabled youngsters see well; utilize their eyes quite
well; hear quite well, and even do well kinesthetically, or
haptkally, but when you put all of those together into ne
whole functioning; then they have deficits. That is where the
literature talks_ abOut the parietal-occipital area of the b
notfunctioning. And that unfortunately, does not seem to
itself to much mediation.

Meter. if VOu look very closely at learning disabled
children; many have very subtle motor deficits, whetherfine or
gross._

Pettit-tient -ceetrol. When you look at vocational aspects
and start predicting what people can do; persistent control
becomes most irtiportant_Fersistent control is the ability to
modulate fine motor movements evenly-, slowly; or smoothly. A
lot of jobs require that. Assembly taskt, abffitie? to modulate any

activities require persistent control. We test th things like
kind of machinery, handle a panel board, run lc lift all these

heel-toe walks, finger-nose-finger movements; Nmoving a rod
slice slowly, evenly, and smoothly. If student NehyperactiVe,
their_Persittent control_ is lacking. When they have behavioral or
emotional problems, they often lose persistent control, espetial;
ly with behavioral problems. And this is imPortant tor/test for:
McCarron Alltel-filtig, particularly, have indicated that ii*ulsivity
becomes pOrrhint When you look for vocational abilities.

Muscle power. The next 4ctor that 1 would like to draw
your attention to is musde power. We know that the way the
muscles interact with the nervous wstem_it_dependenf both on
lower brain systems and higher brain systems. Lower brain
systems seem" to control more of the gross motor activities.: The
muscle power within these bands, however; is often related to
how well the motor band of the cortex functions. If- tftideritt
have anything dyslunctional to the left side of the brain; for
instance; _their right side of the body will typically be depressed
musctilarly, Often they also have some difficulty in verbal
cognitive aseas; meaning that_the left side of the brain is n_ ht
functional a, we would like. That will reduce mukle power to
the right side. The pangement for work is if one side of the
body has a 10% ormance than the other side. These
people are right ban d. Left-handed people have only about
5% differential. If these are much lower we usually get lOWer
functioning muscularly on both sides.

For several years I did some work in the Dallas LSD with
their drop-out program in cooperation with the Texas Rehab:ill=
tabor' Commission. In their youth services project we would get

..-,these big kids; looking very, very strong, and we would say,
. know what is wrong with this guy; he is a bully and does not
learn."

But when we gave them a haOsi dynorneter, they only
Prated 35 kilos with their right hand; rather than the 60 kilos
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they should have pressed. They looked over-Indulged, but thit
was Often because of how their central nervous system_ was
functioning: That Is why the New York Physical Medicine
Rehabilitation PrOgrarn found that If their therapists could build
muscle power within their brain injured clients, the clients could
also gain certain verbal cognitive functions. So if you have LD
students you might see lower muscle ver and that has to be a
consideration wheoyou look at abilities vocationally. You might
Want to test speeckhend000rdination as well:.

Balance: The next factor is balance. Many youngsters
whOhave deficits of a dey4gpmentat nature will be less able to
hold their body iriVOSitititt-Nelitologittt measure that in many
ways, like standing on one foot with. eyes open-, -eyes dated;
walking; heel-toe walks and many more Ways:. We Imbw that
when there is a sensory-neural hearing loss; balance decreases.
In fact, there is a project going on right now, where we are
looking at those youngsters who cannot stand ortone foot at all
when they dose their eyes Try standing on yourbght foot, then
oriyOur left foot-, stand for up to 30 seconds, then switch toyour
right foot and dose your eyes This will be hard for you, but if
you had any sensory-neuro hearing loss it would be almost
impossible: LD_ stUdents typically have more problems with
balance than the usual POPulation, and this needs to be
considered when we look at what might be their abilities to
behave' in the world of work

_ 'DeXterlitY; Here I am _talking about bimanual dexterity,
which is being able tq use both hands simultaneously in the
perforMance of a single task; This requires one side of the body
working in cooperatibn with the -other side of the body. Many
youngsters who have learning_ problems _do not-bave. good
communication between one side of the brain and the other
and that causes their learning to be less: Bimanual dexterity
needs to be tested both in the gross areas and in the fine areas;
some places test this with nut and bolt assembliesApher
instruments are largely of a neuropsychological nature.

As we look for diagnostics, I hope we will look at three
fadbit: the plaierrient, the Verbal-cognitive, the visual-spatial
factor. Wechsler tests for all three. The IQ alone does not help
that much, but if yoli loOket the various subtesbi of the
Wechsler, you will get a better understanding of what these
youngsters are ableto do. The Academic Achievement measure
is part of the verbal-cognitive factor: The schools typically do
quite well on this factor, in triy opinion. The Woodcock-
Johnson and other More sophisticated _measures are probably
giving us more information than what the- WRATdoes, but do

.,riot throw away the WRAT. It still one of the best diagnostic
tools we have: It is just not a prescriptive tool.

Emotional. Emotions in olve our personalities; The
youngster that has &learning d bility, or has some signs of -a

disability, has a hi er risk of having emotional
personality problems: And w must face it, study after study
sayt social abilities count nil- the job. Anybody who works
with a mental health ra d hies to get them employed
really gets frustrated. the emotional and personal skills need
to be assessed. How does emotional disturbance show itself?
We will talk about some answers to that question, symptoms
such as depression, withdrawal, impulse control,- and anxiety.
These will help us look at how we might place students
vocationally.

When we Understand as many of the _traits as we can of a
child; frorwieltingAeacher reports, parents' reports, observe-
tibn hiatift4141a11 Of it I think we to leant as much as we,

can about that person's emotions. We need to identify whether
the student's traits are negative; positive, or just neutral, and
then look at jobs to see what traits can be matched to which
jobs. That becomes the goal.
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JOB ANALYSIS
I do not think we can talk aboirt_Pladtig these studentsntil

we study jobs very thoroughly within the community. How do
you study jobs? You decide what intellectual functioningeerrA
to be required. What language functioning; what thinking, what
memory is required? Is it memo for visual-spatial tasks or
memory for verbal-cognitive information? What motor control
is necessary? What fine dexterity is required? What gross
tamina, what balance; what ability to handle stress is required?
What about behavior control? What about the ability to receive
many things at one time through various lea-thing modalities
and process them for understanding? : .

1 *ill never forget one 11) student that we worked with.
She finallY jot:placed at a small parts assembly plate in the
Garland area; and she did so well in her fitSt week there that
they decided she should be elevated to another position. In this
other position; she was cleaning with some,toicit chemicals. She
had POor visual motor perception, and when she worked there
the first day, she dropped the parts into those highly toxic
chemicals. They splattered on her, and consequently; she was
fired She heid been elevated to ajOb ftirwhich she did not have
the right abilities. That is why w have to do some Carefirl,

matching. . -
Vocational counseling should doing that job match'

unfortunately; I think we are moving away from that Maybe we
think our hands get too dirty, tecause it, requires us to
understand people more concretely, because 'It means getting

out there and knowing what Texas Instruments does and what
that hand packager does over in Garland. It means seeing what
skills are needed and then goingback to look atoursjoirrigttert,

and making a match.
LD students are very capable in some areas. One teachet-

told me about a student whose orientation was bad; whose
handwriting was terrible; who could not do math probleri-kbirt
still scored in the 130'S for hiS verbal' IQ. This youngster could

I a story like you have never heard and ha is only 12 years
. And what is the usual thing that we get caught into? We

assume that anybody who can write a story that Well_ can
certainly learn how to spell, so he must be lazy: Kick him in his
rear end and he will work. DO that and it is like asking an 80-
year -old man toljump 20 feet This is difficult for parents to
ujiderstand In fact; some studies indicate that_it_IS easier to'

teach _parents to 'Adjust to their MR child than to' an LD child.
Employers think it may be,even better fotthetn to hire a typical
MR student than to hire an 1.4) student; because the MR student
is lower in every area of learning. With the LD student there is

that unpredictable variability:s
I saw a youngster who had some learning problems;

probably in his right het: .;sphere, who was given aJob as a
dishwasher. He had a lot of aspiratiOnt, he had good verbal
cognitive ability?he wanted to be more than a dishwasher, so

you could predict from Abet placement that he would be
iinitriptess0 and unhappy aid he would break a lot of dishes. I

have nothing against putting people into jobs to learn social,
personal, work - adjustment skills, but this student was placed in

a Job that should have been for a mentally retarded student He
could not do the job from either an emotional standpoint or
from a motor standpoint The hyperactive LD student who
cannot modulate five motor movetients slowly or smoothly has
no ability to operate a control pant especially if there is any
modulation that has to beactairiplithed.

So our task is to assess those student traits, analyze the job
factors; match those traits and factors, and then begin some job
try-out. You must understand the youngster Very well, and you
have to understand the world of work very well; you have to see
What that job requires, from a cognitive, visual-spatial, motor;
emotional and personality standpoint:

4- %

INSTRUCTION
Also before ;iou

is to build strengths
only some strengths,
at what- learning-mod
that yotingster who has
his hands, can work , -nd

operate on those pe- 'on

and by visual curls. We Tuse role pla nitro for

practice. I
The yourgstet who Will

learn best when you exp .4; use

good- 'receptive, language to reach; -There -is
telling _a prospective emplOYet, 1Vheri'you wriPknwigthin,

Johnny, tell him what you want; show,himwhe_ n read it,

explain itgive him an opportUtii4r to ask till. ; ahOlit It
When the ydungster who is _batting _data:rifle:5i and

auditory area does not understand, do not worry,. Item 'Rim
how, derticinstrerte, have _him do it while you watch, give him

more supervision than-What y)ou wouT suallysive."
That kind of instruction is helpful to employers; There are

ways that we can circumvent deficits, and teach to strengths, but

. that assumes that we knoW what the strengths are.

APPROPRIATE EMPLOYMENT
I already talked about this, but I would like to just say it

clearly: take care not to_ oveteniploy or underemploy the LE)
Student The e students can do more than MR students. -Now I

really wantto stress that. I believe that VACs as a group are very
irtidettiffilding of that and yet as we create jobs within a
com_munits4 the jobs that_ ate often available are_for the lower
level functioning. We are very pleased: that business and .
Industry allow us to -have training sites. At the same time I think
We want to be careful that we do notglye_the impression- to the
LD students that these jobs are all they are capable 'of. We want
to also bring. in other jobs or clearly point out that, this Is the

training site._ -
s

The LD student cannot be advanced beyond his or het
'abilities by the usual progression on the job.';and that is
Unfortunate. You want to see people move up asmuch as they

can, but some of these just do not have the abilities: We studied
a case this &WI-fling. This individual wants to bett mechanic;

because of vocational training he has the a ity to be a
mechanic. But after he works for a company years anci the

company says he is doing well, and is ready to'§uperVise other
employees, then he is out of his leagiie. "Oldiiiti," they say.

As long as he was a mechanic out there; he did _a good job.
Then we put him in charge of soniepeople and I.guess it all
went to WA head. That is when he started to foul out''

I would like to see people grow; but we have toUnderstand
as well that there are limitations, especially if they Move into,
anothet job area that now requires abilities that the indiVidual
cannot easily or even predictably gain.

A CASE STUDY
With is 1 would like to present an actual case; we will just

name him Phillip. Phillip was a tall black bOY, very attractive,"
sixteen years old, a droporit from theten grade; and labeled
learning disabled. He was sent to a project !worked with fO .

some assessment and possible placement afterwatts. I would
like to gdihrough his assessment step by Step. Usually we start
with theTWechSlet, and I krrow for that kind of population the
Wechsler's usefulness is vent dutilous But for him, first of at
we saw a full scale IQ typicall4f 75, performance IQ 75, verbal
IQ 78, so we knew he was not in the mentally retarded range.
Then we looked at those subtests to Set if we could see any



differences. There was no difference particularly in verbal and
performance, so then we looked at the highs on the subtests.
He: scored- higher on similarities which meant he seemed to
have whans necessary for abstract thirildng There was also
more verbal cognitive strength thah what the 75 IQ score
seemed to incliCate. Arithmetic was about th, same as vocabu-
lark_There was digit span dropping to a degree indicating some
memory deficits. Information was low; he did not understand
much about his world.

In performance, he had goOd picture tOriipletioh;lhe could
really tell what parts were missing. Some literature says this
indicates he has good street skills-. and that began to tell us
something. He did well on picture arrangement, or simultane -'
°al synthesis. Given these scores, he can pri5Nibbi do better
when you talk to him than when you show him visually. His
visual teaming modality seemed to be at least moderately
deficient We could not teach hirn that well through visual
approaches; we might do better with auditory approaches. His
Memory was pretty gOod, so once he learned something
visually, he could hold it and use it quite well: What did that
-mean kr teaching? It means teaching it over and over making
sure the decoding occurs; and that the receptive phase is well
presented, because once you break through, he will probably
hold onto it '

As for academic achievementlevels, he.read on the fourth
grade level, spelled at the 2.5 grade level, and did arithmetic at
the 3.2 grade level. Those are all quite depressed scores. For
vocational technical training (betbming a mechanic or some-
thing of that nature), since he-will have to read manuals and
pass some kind of an exam, he will probably have a very hard

me. Still;,he can read words and phrases, he can. read danger
gns; he can read simple iristructioris, he can certainly color
ode, he can use symbbls, and he can add and subtract- and

probably do simple multiplication and division. He:has difficul-
. ties, however, in anything that requires spelling.

We also did the Haptic Vitual DiSchmihatioh Test, which
.looks at associational strengths. He scored a full standard
deviation below the mean for associational strengths. He can do

/
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what he has been explicitly taught to ido;- but he will have
problems making indepandeht judgments.

As for his muscle performance, he does rnewhat better in .

modulating fine Motor movements, which Meant henia_y haVe
some control over his emotional behavior performance: His
muscle power is good, and he has got good stamina. Ilalaric.e is
down si5 he needs to work in' a well lighted room. Bimanual
dexterity is also down: .

What does this all say about jobsflt looks like he can do
physically demanding tasks but not tasks that require impulte
control, He will be somewhat obedient and submissive_ not ,

oveiiy,So, but he'it controllable. His balance is wAngto be less,
so he may .need to be- -careful around moving_machinery and
things of that nature. His bimanual dexterity will be better with
finer things than with grosser things. _..

. Let's look at his emotional finiCtiohlhg. When we looked at
an emotional observational inventory from the McCarron-Dial
System, we could see that he was dotribitter than other LD
students. His anxiety was less than the meart_as was depres-
sion/withdrawal. He gets along with people fairly well although
this has a comparatively lower score. He also feels pretty
about himself. So his emotional coping is one of his strengths.
All this went onto a total, profile page. _

I -am pleased to announce that now two or three years
later; he-is working at Love-Field: He cleans aircraft and has
above average job ratings. The concern now it that he not be
overly placed. If some big promotion is considered; it might be
well to do some reassessment

Audience: Can you ask employers to contact you before
they make a promotion? Surely after three years you are not still
doing follow up orihim.

Henke: No, I do not think we coirld., -Instead; in our
general counseling with employers; we let them know' this
Would be a problem. .

I have left little time for questions and I am sorry about that
My main point, in summary; is that you need to match stengths
with lobs: You need.to see what areas the LD student is strong
in and then go for a job that will use that strength.
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FROM Tim WORLD OF SCHOOL TO
THE WORLD OF WORK

Althobalkhicaidicappied students are more and moreoften finding,the_vo cational

:trabili that they need, all too often the transition from the training to the working
world Winslow a problem. Sue Rogers, an Oglitidtiire tewther at Stephen F.Austin
Juniorlfigh has seen tIde transition work successfully. After giVing her insights and
Solite tips Tor_halping students make the transition, she took participants to the
Texas A&M TUrf Farms to speak with a previous student; now successfully
employe:I; and his employer.

I have been asked to come and let you khow what we are
trying to do with our progiam at StephenE'Austin. I must admit
thdt as a vocational teacher, I can become _very fruttrated
teaching these kids, but net they cannot learn. It is just

that the way our program is I do not see where they are
going or hoW I itirl helping- th get there. At the eighth and
ninth grade level itudents go into the foOd services duster, and

so when outer students are placed on the job,_ all go into food

. services. What then is the purpose of the building maintenance
or the horticulture program If every student goes Into cooking or
witahing dishes? So; I asked them to letme start placing some of
them. I have the contacts with peogrie in horticulture, so let me

find a place for them. '7-

This year I had a kicky break. _I -took my' class on afield trip'

out to the A&M Turf Farm, and discovered that Leon Howard,
manager, out there, IS very interested in handlcaPped

dents. He asked me if I thought we could work out some way

to t our studenta to work dining the ichootyear, and perhaps
even keep them part-time over the summer. In you see what I
mean by luCky?

Responding to this I have put
for my student% _a unit
vocational hien
this prrigrath I e th
own class is two hours
ttreir special edit-catkin

er a unit on wcufdn_g
applied to any other

anything. Fol-
ut four hours a day: My

them out of two hours of
We are-going to have to

work out Sdniething else for the mainstreamed students so they

can get out of some other.claSS time and still bein the program.
We plan to put them outfor three weeks on this unit and for
state legislatonk we need to show h&c this is a learning
experience

. One of the other problems that, we came up with was
whether they Shiltild work for :money: That is what they will
work for when they get out and get jobs and they need- o realize
right hair that this is part of faking care of themselves. But
worienggjor honey brought_ up a problem. Thg employer
carnotp69 them because they are underaged, and furthermore
they are working thrbirgh ichotol hours. So the employer is
going to Make% donation_ tO our horticulture club, and we will
reimburse these students from that.

One reason I feel this program is so worthwhile is because
,,Sofgets the students out of their regular environment: __Our

students have been going to elasses all day long for years. They
are b?red; they are with the same peopleall day, there is
Macon, there are problems. A lot of these prdblems are due to
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the -Way our programs are set up.Stpdentt go from year to year
and day to day in the same Classes; withthe same people. Theyhave;Itheynown each other since th started school.They never

meet -any new people unless somebody new moves in. They
never see the other students in the school except In thfc halls.

With this arrangement we are getting them away from school,
we are giving them repontibility,__and 'they are learning that
they must accomplish something7 if tliey i are__going to get

anything out Of_life.Another advantage is that our students can

' finally learn what money Ls and where itcomes from. They thin
that If you need money you get it from Mama.

You Seatiat We wilt have no trouble Justifying this as a
karnIng_experience. They are spins to have the responsiOaility of

accomplishing something, they are _going_to have to be there
every day, they are_ going tobe on time. They are also going to
have to keep up with their work in any classes that thep mom.

We are using this as a motivational tool andIcit teaching
them responsibility, Also,-if we can get them on this job and get
them to see that it is important to work hard alltitheh we have
the opportunity to keep them placed there: Most of our ninth
graders Will be turning 16 very_shortly; so thesumtherafter their
ninth grade classes, they can already be on the joband they will
already be earning: Many of. our Students here in Bryan, %they
are luckY and they are good .students and there is a job
avaitable; can_start working in the tenth- grade. Most orthem
must wait until eleventh grade when they _can work half a day
and then in the twelfth grade they can-workall day: So _through
Mb prOcArini we are giving then-van introduction_ to working and

we are motivating th m more towardCoining to school: After
lf they do not co e to-school they cannot go to work and if
'l do not go to rk, they do not get their money.

Audience:, If you are going to let them_ work in the
Siemer after the ninth grade; are you going to let there work
after school .or during school in the tenth grade

Itoleiter That depends on the counselor: If th aye a job

and they are good students; if they are not discipline p . 'lems,'
and if they _have kept up In their studies; they can go to

half a dayin the tenth grade; and the eleventh,and then all_ day

In the twelfth. We have one student out atthe A&M Tiiii Faith
now who started working_half a day, and Is working half a clay
*lath thiSsear. He has done _agood job and has been -given a
lot bf responsibility. 1 cannot believe the difference in this boy.

. He LI a learning disabled student and was a severe discipline
problem when he came to Stephen F. Austin: When I took my
Class 'clut to the farm for the tn. this year, he asked his
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ernPloyer if he could be the tour guide and he'did a fantastic
lob: He will be out there today to show w around when we go.

I was going to mention another problem that the vocational
director has brought me. One is justifying taking them out of
school to put them on the job. I hawk:paled this by making it a
Unit and drawing up all the learning experiences they will get
out of it What we are trying to do is get these students
vocationally oriented. You want them to go out on a job, but
then you say that they cannot because they need their school
Viork.W-ell, the special education teacher stood behind me and
said that they are in school to learn to get a job and keep it
Without that support I am not sure we would have been able to
do this.

We are going out, to the Turf Farm today where you will
meet this former, student and the manager of the farm.
Unfortunately my students are not there yet because the owners
of the Turf Farm have yet to come up with the financing to
complete the arrangements. We are waiting for them to get the
trees for us to work on._ Before we go, does anyone have any
questions?

Audience: Is this Turf Farm connected with A&M Univer-
sity, or is it a private enterprise?

Rogers: It is a private enterprise.
Audience: Is this just a three-week unit that the ninth

grade goes through oni time?
Rogers: Well; it will be for my program, but mule is just a

pilot prorarn. If it works_ for my program, then we can see
about opening it up to all the other programs: Perhaps both
building maintenance and homemaking will have a unit where
they place their students; though not necessarily for three
weeks. We are going to try it for three weeks working a little
over half a day. We will provide the transportation; and I will
have to have them back at school in time for dismissal.

Audience: Are all of your students4n special education?
Rogers: All of them are in special education, except' one

boy who qualified because he has dyslexia. He is interested in
horticulture but the course is all special education, so he took
;advantage of his dyslexia to take that course.

Audience: There are no regular students in horticulture?
Rogers: No.
Audience: But you hope that when they finish it, that they

will stay in horticulture?
Rogers That is. right,
Audience: What jobs do you usually find for them in the

Bryan/College Station area? -

Rogers: AsI said, unfortunately, mostly in food service
right now.

Audience: From horticulture straight to food.services?
Rogers: No, they go throttgh food services after they leave

my program. So wh4n they come out of there, they are placed
in the restaurants and cafeterW.s.

Audience: Are they getting opportunities fo' jObs in
horticulture?

Rimers: Yes,_ they are. We have four working in horticul-
ture now: A lot of this is because I have gone to the employers

. and I have asked them to call Bryan High to let them know that
they are interested. I know that they are really swamped at the
High School; Bryan has a lot of special education students, and
they have a lot they have to place. So I can understand that
they use the easiest placement and that Is in the restaurants and
cafeterias.' But I hope that I can get mine started, so that-when
they get ready to go to work there will be that job opportunity:

Audience: I do not understand the structure at Stephen F.
Austin. What_grade level students do you have?
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Rogers: At Stephe hAUstin we have eighth and ninth .th ( .
grade levels. I have one ig t grade class and qrte nin grade
claSS, but I v4have th students s only one time The next year
they will take'Building Maintenance or Office Duplication, both
VEH courses. .

. .
Audience: They get to go through two VEH units?

-.., Rogers: They-go through two at Stephen F. Austin, and
then at Bryan High they go into food services. Then they are
placed after that, ideally in what they are best suited to do.

_ Audielc Do they.have to take all of the dusters even -if
they take bitang maintenance first and want to stay with it?

te Rogers:, Well, if We have a good student who is really
definite abouthat he wants, then he has a good chance of,
being put into the regular shop classes at Bryan High.

. Audience; Okay, they vendthree weeks out at the Turf
Farm,,.:What do you do wifit them for th est of the school year?

Hofer*: We learn the skills that ey would have to have
workirig in a greenhouse or a n ry. We do landscape
maintenance and some landscaping. I have started writing a
curriculum but there is no guideline a ywhere that I know of.
Our program in Bryan is the oldest one in Texas, and people
call us to get our curriculum, but there really is not one. We go
on a lot of field trips to greenhouses and nurseries, where we
meet aiot of people, and that helps us get some placed.

Audience: There are a lot of places In larger areas, that
contract yard work out or want their landscaping done.

, Rogers: There, are two businesses here in Bryan right
now. ' '" '

- - . .

Audience:I was Abletei place a youngster on a job like
that, at the St. James COMpany in Houston, and he had no
backgrOund in horticulture, ,but he liked to do this. Hegot his
training at home. . I

'.- Rogers: That is what we have run into here in the Aryan
area. 11 they really know what they want, then it is pretty much
up to them to find the job. Our placement people do not really
have the chance to place these students, everil they think that
is where they belong. They are really lied in by a lot of other
things. But the people who are wanting somebody feel an
obligation to put somebody in there.

Audience: Anytime you see a school yard where the
sidewalk§ are unedged, and the shrubbery needs_ trimming, it
looks to me like that would be a good place to start in and say,
"Do you want my students to clean-up your school yard?"
There are a lot of possibilities for it_ tilt is fantastic that
you have this chance with the, stu 1" -it much better than
washing dishes. . !, .,le

. .-,
Rogers: I know. I often feel useless because we put them

through our program and they go somewhere else and I never
see any results that come from what I, did with them. ,

Audience: Do you have saleable products from your
greenhouse?

Rogers: Yes, we do, but we can only sell them to teachers
or parents or other students, or if somebody Is driving by and
they want to stop and come in. But we cannot advertise at all.

Audience: Is it only plants or do you make plant holders
or macrame or anything?

Rogers: We do jnacrame and mostly plants. In the spring
we do a lot of vegetable seedlings. We have one big prop of
poinsettias for Christmas usually, and we have foliage plants all
the time. We have units on landscape maintenance where we
go out and take care of the grounds around the campus for 4
month or so. If one 06 the teachers has just gotten a new house,
and theysay, "Con.c in and tell me what I need to do, what
plants I need to get, and where I need to put them," we will go
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the reasoning behind having the
ore students and preterit a wider

branch_ out from that If there is
interesfed in, they are expecterg to tell

3

students do not knOw What they Want. If you
ey warifto be, they often tell you something

j Mies anybody elsey any questions? Okay, now what I
ant 46 do it-take you Oat-, Ate Turf Faris Where we will meet
traiart Who has given us thisiapportunity. He has left the door

wide open for us to make schedule changes, or whatever we
need to do to get these kids to And like said; it could be

aptiled to iry' field; if you can find an employer willing to work

with you.

HIRE THE '11ANDICArPED

What insight Into the employMent of handicapped atUdeutsk would an employer

give to vocational educators? Bobby Platt is One of those rare individuals who has

qualifications on both sides of the trthiingtemploymentlence, On the employment
side, he has been manager and co-owner of Sammie. Wir-134) in Fort Worthior Six
years. On the training sidehe has worked for over ten years in education. IA this
presentatiOn he given his insights into finding employment for handicapped
students and the reasons for the success and failure of handlcapped students on the

. job.

several things that we are going to 'kick around. I

think for you .as_ _school teachert working with handicapped
students where the end result should be a succeSifill job
plicernent_ one of the most important things is to find out what
Is involved in the particular job you are looking at for a

? particular student,

I ah relate this txtcli to the food service btitineti SirtipOse
I ask whata bus boir.cioei. All the things you think of _revolve

around same principles of working around the tables: Bus
boys carry dishes, they empty ash trays, wipe tables; and so
forth. But really They _doe lot more'. ours even Make the tole
slaw. Who would think of that as being a common resporCtitrility

of bus boys? We will back to that later, I think you are going
to hpve to know whit the job dupes are and what skills this
studisit is going to need.

. .

--A student may corge_to an employer without the VAC or
counselorto place-hirir. The -employer may put that student
Misbirigdishes because he Minks, the student can_do that work.
When] put a stirdent Washing dishes, iris a stepat, from the bus
boy. Wring the week nights we have our owrIcieder to train bus
bo9t-to become dithWashers, and they havfla trial_ _run, After
diehmisterts they work on a cutting board When they get to

-they-are maldno,$4.50 an hour.:- The man on
now iitorict on Mogday, '-'lliesday, and

y_rikffiltt. He it a-senior ethigh_schocit and is doing a
jok We started him out as bus boy. He moved friam

there to the dish washer anal on up; .!*

We also make a coindentititis effort' to get together with
parents. We call them and ask them to come and see what the
student &Jet at Week. We do not want them _to be ashamed
became they do not understand their children's krotit.

We are going to look at three people, one very successful,

one very unsuccessful, and the other one in the process of going
either way.

The last is Jack.. I -think he i$ going to make a _good

, employee and good_ student in school. I hOne_Scr. Jack is 16...

When JJck fl e, -he came on his own and Lthought that he

had more ty than he _really did. I started -him out as a
dishwasher and foundthat I either had tafire him_ or move him
out into something he could do,' such as beiA a bits boy: Our
bus boy quit and sciOacir..gpt another start But I want you to
know some of his dirti"-alc'ACk=Wairki kith- MIMS a week His
jobs are alMott __-,tritally :different on our Rts9 nights, :On
Wednesday and :we have Other jobs that Jack is solely

... responsible icii: Rik exitni3le,'_he picks beans It sounds_ like
"nothing; butiicking beans is important Two years ago itcost us
$192 when Our bUS boy did not pick beans properlY arida rock
broke a customer's toothii)Te are a selfowned place and we
have added on a lot of rooms; and one ofJack's lObitiClefiering
our warehouse where we keep our extra Coke containers -and
that sort of thing_ He also makes slaw on Wedriendiry night
When you make Stew yoU have got to know- owmuch a pint is.

- YOU have got to know how many four handfuls are; how much
two-41111-4s of aboWl Is; and h much one -half gallon of plata
is. We put in a pint of oil; on -half gallon of,vinegar, and four

handfuls of coloring (carrots nr- ) and szdfand pepper. When
Jack first started he reversed it Oily week; one -half gallon of
Oil, one pint of tickles:It. Was terrible Vie_ eating fleOred
motor oil We have that dO_Wri now. The, only thing we are still
Working on, is that hAVants to put too much coloring Ofid_*alt
Little things like this can be solved by knowingln advance what
kind of training is needed ror this student All of thii" sounds
small; and it is, but it is important



To get into -mother area,- last artistries we coOke a out
3;000_turkeys and Nuns: When the. turkeys were brought irikve
had 20 or 30 a day cooking at one time. Jack had to take each
turkey, put &metal tag with. the weight on it .arid sort then
ttetk:W how long the turkeys. sitatWeobit. It was *Wel,

Why. _ _ -_-' ° :.,,,- _ -:. .-' ._ ;1,-.. __

We have two ice Machina:And we empty each kine einitil
night into a bin._ This Is anothirjb,b of Wein the diningrooirpwc
seat alrOtit 100 people. There are no carts and so when he
'brings the dishes it is all by hand: He_ empties garbage cans. He
changes rolls of paper, mops the *mg room, cleans the welk-
in. He cleans the shelves and puts eVerythinghack in place; This
may not sound like ,mitch, butt is. There are 400 lbs. of brisket
aridother things that he is responsible for moving and putting
back up. _ .....:

In a place at old aours, we have to make every concerted
effort to keep- it as clean_ as possible, Even When it is at its
cleanest It _does not look like much. But we take care of our
place; the health reports wetet are all very good.

, I really do_ not -know how=Jeck ii_going -to do. The biggest
problem we are having _with_ him_ is transportation: He is old
enough and he has a driver's education clasi.- He hat even
passed his written test But at the present dim; he has taken his
-driver's test eight times. He is-getting distdinaged. I salk."Why
don't you get your dad ii out and let you get some

He said, "I am gettin :the,Prectice I need driving back
and forth to take the test" he 'slight.

JaCk is a gOod kid, not that difiere- nt from any other kid, He
',; will attempt to-do any job that give him. He was extremely

shy, though. You would not believe the progress he has madc
but he is still very shy. He is proud of his-work. If he 1504- pot

-,.6f beans, I can guarantee that you will not get a r . in it
because Jack does a good job:

What is Jack going to be doing five years from now? His
abilities are limited to a certain extent birt I want to look co the
bright side. We think about his job as picking beans, cleaning
shelves, mopping the floors, washing trash cans, 1,41arki make

#the list this long. If I had somebody like yourself to lean on In
training him things would be lots better. Whet I am saying is that
we sometimes take for granted that we know the job duties of a

; position-.

Every employer has a unique situation. Our business is
urriq e because we are so old. We peel potatoes by /land; we

onion_rings by hand; we make slaw by hand. We pick our
own beans. Everythihg we do is done right there. Everythingwe'
sell; we preparetoorselves. But I couldwrite a list of things a bus
ticiy_hat to do Ind -I think any employer could do the same
thing,; He could _give you a list of Items of things the student
rm.beable to do. rio not be conftised into thinking you MOW

"what is required of the student. Ask the employer-Instead
- We looked at Jack. We do .not know what is going to

happen to him. Welf,' another handicapped man has been at
Sanimy's longer than I have. He is 34 years old and has been a
dishwasher for 12. years. Now if there had been a special
education program at his school, he would have beeh in it, but

' he probably does the best job_ of any dishwasher anywhere. In
the taut 12 yearstlie has missed only two days. That it one good
reason I hire the handicapped.

We pay $239.50 a k That it $12, annual
Salary. Newts a bonus every y of $300. HO tten this
every year, and he is worth it He alto gets to meals a
day and he works six days a week He schedules everything. If
any of us went in to Willyitarid said, "We are kind of behind,
could youPhelp me do sonething?" he would not be able to

. ormate the rest of the clay. He operates at rtkikithium now, but
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. : - . what he doet he does well e other employees know this. He
K as been tlr than. i of them.

,-.:

it, ,;;Thy is a Igi cif harraiiny among the emplciYees because
q: 00004i:10es the Job they are responsible for doing. There is

-agood working relatio -hip. We are an integrated 'Milt; we have,
yrefitareese;',blritacti, b Owhs whites. It is like a mixed family.

:41... Yls appreciated because the other guys have been on jobs
'7 4,4tire there Li a newslishwailier every week They khow that as

empletiees they 4#11;ffave to-wash-dishes If the dishwasher does
not show up for work: In th,4-;*ck there it good harmony :with
Willy and now Jack ,fletiffig in this group; He is still In the
dining_nwrn, brit h ng out of Os shyness now. Willy eel*

--. breakfast and cook;' Watt for all of us; too. Then he eats b
:. noon meal 6b-ditt2 O'Cleick. It does not cost him anything and

he gets whatever he wants except candy or beer.

I figure f4 a day on meals is his equivalent Over a year,
thatii $1,248. We also pay $20 a month Oil his Insurance. That

. is $240. If we figure that up, it does nbt look too bad for a
mrilary; Of course, he has work six days a week, but he gets .a
week of paid vacation. That is a Pretty good' salary. This is a
success storsk Hei,-.",hais been there 12 years and, unless

-something unforeseen happens, if you come up 10 years from
now he will still be there I honeWbellevethat For employers

: thiSis one thinOhat is gobd..He Writ been abtent two days in 12
. ykars._He was probably sick If you have a group cif people like
'this filling a spot where you would usually have a once -a-month .

turnover, this is Important :

Willy has a -siring Of job duties for every day- He knows1.

exactly what to-do, he is programmed out You might see him
sit down- fo;,30 minutes,_ but you do not have toWorry about
him doing his job. I wish you could meet Willy. He is a
tremendous guy. He has a Job that he is going to be doing for
theinnt of his life;Amt he does a good job at it, He is probably
'going to be happy and he has .fewer worries than a lot of us
because he lives well within the means of his lifestyle.

The last ptiny employe4iis_ the opposite of Willy; he is
named Ha ie came from a food service program In Fort
Worth, It might have been some land of adult program or

. federal program. He was about 22.- His responsibility was to do
French lries; onion rings, potato salad; and tole slaw. Harold

# got so &. behind the first night that he was hopelettly confused.
He _began to pick _up with practice but then the ultimate disaster

. In Harold's life happened, He had a flat coming to work
Wednesday. He did not show up until Friday. e_ did not call or
anything. So wellet out a game plan for Harold. Harold's big.
problem was not having the skills to tell us when something

. went wrong. Two months later son- ethipg happened to his car
on-the freeway and for four days he did "not show up for work .

and that day he came In like there was nothing wrong. SI I had
to- let hit» go. He slid. not know-what to do- when he had car
trouble: Harold got no support at horne. Parents want special
education students to get paid- more than other students. We,
call mom and dadand say we have something that will be ac-,
benefit to you, yoirr child acid to us. He is not just washing

Ashes. He is learning to get hereon time,-learning whatto do if
he cannot get there. If we could have. had someone like_you to
worwith him, we could have made a list of things to do when
something went wrong with the car.

We have looked at three people, one that did not work out,
one that really has worked out and one that may work out We
hire handicapped people If they can help us make money. We
fire them If they cannot help us make money. Any employer will
do that They want someone they an train. They want you to
send them someone with skills, primarily with social skills. They
have to get along with people. They haVe to take criticism,
constructive criticism. We have a book and whenever we hire. .
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somebody we type in their name, social skillS,what'date we Let me try to round it up. Why We hire the handicapped

hired theni and what we hired them for: Whenever fire they have got to be, of benefit to us and -our company. They

them, we do the same' thing_ their name, why we . them, have got to be able to make ustiorne money. You can give

and the date. Why del you think most of them get - ? In the them the Skills that they: ed; you can give them social skilit,

last eight years, I thlpk I counted 4*_-_peOple,,tharl haW;11041. and you can give them al job skills. Asir your employer to

Why dciiicitt think flight out` of ten of the ones fired were fired? give you some job /A. , rite them_down. Take that list back

-Either they could blot get along With the people they were and give it to the-A.406AS. Say, "Thit is what yqu will need."

working With or- they did not show .up. Out of those 46= there Learn about thefob. Find out exactly what if entailt. Every job is

were only two who were fired bigaiise they couldleit do the .; different4h every bit:sine-St,

job: One of them carne in to work the register and could net,04 !Wang at all these things; 1 must admit it is not always

even make change. That is one situation. that VACS can _outlsr 'good, -,You have failures; I think you need to let the employers

With. If you know ,the student cannot do it, tell us. We find 2 knOw that-,You" also have a chance for,iittccesS. You have a

out anyway. Your student might not knoW how to operate this 'chance to 'see success in a different view than you have ever

new-fangled computerized cash register, but he does need t6 seen before. If yeillere a VAC, youwill -see the success at the

know how to make change. ' end of the road successful job placement:

Jr:

THE INVISIBLE- HARRIED
BOB ALCORN

C

What le it like to be on the other side of deafnete? Deaf alike the age pfifo
Bob Alcorn bring. his own humorous --and poignant experienceeto
presentation of the experiences of deaf people, both in education and employment.

. Mr._Alcorn_Is currently TechniW Language Facilitator at the Texas State Technical'
Institute in Waco.

O

' Good day, ladies and gendemen. It it really an-honor to be
_here today and, to share with you my operte _and

bad, as a handicapped person. I have been4r
to prepare my speech today ; I prepared rn__
many. Some were too- militant and some w
they did not really relect my true feelings
being handicapped. I have told myself that I no

4
the audience, arid yet my conscience tells.me that I cannot_II
you feel too-wittiest-table. Today ikfti he ine out please
listen with an trp61 mind; and leave yodr biased feelins, if you
have any, in the* cotter of your mind.

Throttghoirt hittory,the handicapped have been segues -'
toed into institutions; away from the public.Today,thepublic is
beer:jilting Mote and more aware of the handicapped; but
ignorance and fear of the unknown_ combined wjth bad
attittidet MVO been a problem; I remember, when I was a
young bc*y; my brother introduced me to one of his instructors,
saying, "This is my brother, Bob. He's deaf."

The instructor acknowledged my presence, not with a
handshake, but with a Minted head shake and an exit. Before
he left, there was a brief exchange of words between the twoof
them, and I was later informed that the instructor wanted to
know if my deafness was catching! Such ignorance from= a child
I can forgive; butfroni an instructor ?! Lord, give me strength! I
wish deafness were contagious; I would throw it off on all of

Wu-
Perhapkeven now, some of you feel the government and

society are providing sufficientfy .for the handicapped. Lit's

v.
time

estroYed

offs

pause for a morrient and pohdei hOw-- and when' ople become
handicapped, =and who are the unfprtunate ones stricken with
such ml fortunes. Peolile become handicapped any time: from
then-onlent they are in their inotherswornbontil much later in
Ille._ For instance; a mother who -hat German measles may gitie
birth to a child with a wide range of handicapping conditions,
like blindness, cleafns, mental retardation,' terebraP4saliy;
deforMities, and sothetimes iffidtiple' handicaps.. German
measles is notthe handicaps. The umbilical cord
beffig wrapped around the baby's throat long enough to cut off
the oxygen supply can =cause Wain damage; automobile
aocidents, high consistent fever, spinal meningitis, plane acid-
dents; accidents on the lob, and many, many more young
people, middle-aged_pople; older people are stricken with
diseases or acrid= t that leave them handicapped. Now, ladies
andentlemen; could happento you, to your loved ones,
Sglyow. friends, or your neighboreff such &misfortune should
occur to'you, can you honestly say thatthe Government and/or
society will provide for you and look after you? If you think so,
good luck; because you definitely need it! But if you do not
think so, then I strongly _encourage those of you with authority
or political' power to influence those in a position to help the
handicapped to do so: It Is sad that most people do not do
anything until it happens to them, or to those that they love and
are concerned about

I have many friends who are handicapped,:not Only from
deafness, but frorri blindness, mental retardation, confinement
to a wheel chair; and cerebral palsy. I have had rap sessions

47,



with them, where we would discuai our handicaps and the
frustrations 'caused by them. All of us have faced some
discrimination relating to education and employment It would
take a book to to u all the discussions that we have had;
so I will not dk It is ironic to me that rnostpeople ask
questions con4 Sex Oneblind friend told me .that he has go and apply, and
often heard suc remarks as "Too bad, you Haled a baut,r, turn down a dollar
right there in front of you." Whether, that Wal; In a joking called in sick, and

'
I

4
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a half years;. I had over a thgusan4 collars worth,oft-tcipls;Ihy
'oar trarisportOort; I had gr&uated from high school and had
one year of college; t -coLikrset up arid operatiatot-brily
automatic or manual lathes; bin 'also rrilllingthreading; and
grinding_ machines. I told my hearing idea about my plans to

ted to apply too well "410 could
n hour? So the next day (ahem) we
apply, My friend had tila.interiiiew

r not, it-was in bad tatte.-Bein§ blind is bad enough first; and waited. already filled out my application. When
n _mind the remarks that remind that blind person that he or . his interview was over, he came out; and as he pass dl me, he
She it blind, and what he or she is missing. Why stick in a knife . gave me the "no luck".sign. I figured he did not get$ thnew he
and twist it? . did not meet the qualifications. So I went In for My iterview.

Another4riend of mine' who Is confined to a;aeet
was asked how he managed to have sex with fils'teife. cation went smoothly until he looked downand said rearthi (fig.
answered; with good humor, "Thank God, my wife Is the I had to say "Pardon me, Sir, I'm deaf, I can't heur,,J d on
dominant type." Well, I know that is funny, and he and I have lip reading."

Fortunately, he was an easy person to lip read. Our eeirturnuni-

1.`..often laughed about it, but some handicapped people do not ' That was the end of my interview. ''''
take personal remarks lightly. L have built up'.is thick skin to He said, "Ohc,We 'can't sire_ you. Our Insurance policy.
'rematits such as these, and I swish them around and throw 'doesn't allow that You can't work in a dangerous or haaardouSt
them right back -with equalvigor to the person who hands them area." .

,
'la

out. You can joke With me; I can.take it. But be prepared; I Will
. - I was ignorant of the laws at that time. If I had known my

throw it right back b rights and the law; I wouldhave taken that to court, and I m&
I was once asked by a friend of mine; "How dp you tell have gotten a Icit-61 money off that; but I was stupid, so I trier to

your wife at night With the lights off that you love her?" .convince him to take into consideratiOn my three and a half:'
I was in kind of a sarcastic mood that time, so I answered, , years accident-freeork experience, and he wasiblind to them.

"Have you ever lieard of the YellOw Pages?" The body- +le had a handicap, not me.
lanSuage that I received' in response to my answer was one of I finally decided,in 1970, to go back to college and finish
puglement, as if Thad gone off the track or something; so I said, .my education. Why? Maybe fate planned that I should be so tia
!Veil, I let my fingers do the walking." I can take it; I can throw - friistrated for 'many years and put that realiiation in my mind: "I
it back; and I know that lady was genuinely curious. She 'was gottti gri back to college:" 'so I went back: I got niy,,BA in
not being rude; she was just unfortunate I was in .a.wc-astic wEriglish. I. still wondet if it IA* worth it, just apiece I

,

mood. have gone to. trie,deaf school in Texas and applied foiltqpb
I recall, when I was in college, walking to's class_ with a touching_ deaf -chilckerii not once, but four times, and each jpne I

friend, and being so engrossed In conversation that _l was not -haw been turned_ down. I do not have a teaching certificate in-,-
paying attention ter what was In front of me. And it happened deaf e'd'ucation. It Is sad that many'of these deaf schools "hire
thabA, glimpsed *Fri the--comer of my' eye. some kind of . either_ hearing people or deaf pectne who cannot sign. ,TheY-''.
gpoyeinent out of the .Ainary. I looked over,-..and I Saw, say, "You have your certificate? Fine. You have to team -13n
Sbtriehody-falllyig backwards.: Well; of course r- .eled out to ; land age within two years": It takes :more than two years, to,
'keep eat t..mist,on4tOrn being intrOduced to the sidewalk, and it 'learn Sign language! What happens during those two years for

..happeOWiat the perSonlhad_cerebral palsy; pushed me children? Nothing! 'They are denied theil41t to a propers,-
-.Xangry,"a'nd said, "'You *!@$#%! Tin not exactly help- education -' 4:-

.1-'i- tessr"- -. : .. I have 'riothing against hearing ,Reopit teathins_,If ,.they,
".. Well;',that-stung; because! am handicapped- ntself; and I know how to sign and commuMealp* thoSt childregeir

dr4Or-b4alieve the handicapped are helpless. It just happened' -own native language: That is AmericarySigrt llinguage-71Miny
thauinAirktively Preached out without realizing that the person people do not What really a_ggra riet me it this: I have a BA. I
had Cerebr* palsy. But then, again; I cannot blame him for his do not have a certificate: to ed about nine hours-tO getjt.
attitude; ,.t with all the attitudes going around that "Oh, Nine little hours. They still -me down. I tan, sign. I can p-:
he's deaf; or he's handicapped; he's helpless: We're going to mmunicate_ with _ the ch 1, rL44,--4tether in American Sign,.
have to show him a littk pity, give him a little charity." We do nguage or Signed English. You have to be honest; I Auld do
not need It! ---- -- . lot better job tharione who cannot sign, even though I do not.

,:;( '.- ,
This_ simre person

heard
became friends: He majored h ve a certificate. Honestly, how many of you learned to teach

in math, hut the Iasi I heard he did not have ajOh. That is sad, on the job? Actual'experience is your best teacher. I am now
Iwcause he _could have had good rapport with Einstein: He getting my Master's, because the law says you have to have-it.

- would have been an asset -to anyone who would hire- him, but I used to have a furniture busiries11 had customers come
he had cerebral palsy Sony! Obt of luck!, Discrimination is still in: "Ble-le-le."

el:,
hereey; it LS-Still practiced. It is not as frequent asin the pat( "Oh; excuse me, I can't hear; I read
but i still here. "Well, I'll see you filer!" and leave. Y,i0

Lean remember when I worked as a tool and die machinist My business folded. My prices were the cheapest in town,
in Dallas. I noticed an advertisement for a tool and die machinist but people though( "Liti; if it's ,that cheap; there must be
in the paper. The qualifications' were like this: High school something wrong with it." I bought the same thing as iny,
diploma; 18 months experience; the ability to set up and competitors did; and I put down the prices, and people thoughp
operate manual and automatic lathes; must be a class A "Oh, I don't know about him. He can't hear. He probably
operator must have tools and transportation: Now, the pay was doesn't know what he's doing." .

a dollar more an hour than I was currently earning, and I knew c,

that I passed the qualifications with flying colors. I had three and Deaf people have to buy telephone devices called TTY's.
a half years experience; had been a dais A operator for two and *Actually(!they want them. Many cannot buyitem, since they
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cost -$400-41000.- Did you know that Alexander Gieh_-_atti EMU

invented the telephone mit& MAIN tO invent a device that
;Woti aid his deaf wife? Insteact_the telephone haibetoine an
object of anguish for many deaf people because they cannot
use it unleas they can shell out the money foi:it TiY- d
Many'distrIbutors want cash for these VS; they will not
histallmente_l have a TN. llove it I do not care if people take
my money; will give it to them, and they know it Years ago,
when talculators first came out they were- $80 and. up. Now
you can get hote same calculators at a steal, $12 ancipp. But
TTY's? Noway. They are not_gaingdoi.a. They_arespitalingin
eXPer-ise et en unbelievable tate; If the tzdculatort go down; Why,
tan't_ the _Try's? They are no 'more -aotriPlicated than- a
cakulator. The -calculator has a memory bank; they are smart!
The TIY's have nothing; they just ptintWhist they get;

I would like to _recite a poem that have interpreted to
tefrect the feelings of a:lot of handicapped pe,o0140 know,

._ pettaps; that you would interpret -it differendy.Irrhatls_ fine,. . -

everyone is entitled to his or her own OclirifOn:of it -OK? The
Obem was written by Edwin Markham, and he quo,Jrom the'
Bible: "God made man In His image, in the image of God fluids
He him." ii.: .4,,

"Bowe-cr:;;th-e-,Weiglit of centuries he leans, upon his hoe,
and gazes on the ground, . -

The ernptirteS iif ages in his like and on his ,back the

.; burden o th ,world: --- ,
- t. ' .;

WhO MOO hifil ti to rapture and despair? A thing that
gtlev12eaes n nd never hopes?

. Oh misters; lords; and_rulers in all lands,
. future reckon With this man? _I.. _

How answer_ this brute question In that hour, when
whirlwinds of rebellion shake all Shotes?

-:'How_will it be, kingdoms and kings, with those who shaped
':' hitii to the thing he Is; when this dumb terror

gall rise to judge the world after the silence of centuries ?"
__Az .

Pus poem; I feet_ reflects the feelings of a lot of handi-
capped people of whom we take advantage. And sad fo say that
people who are " normal" overlook the fact that people who
have handicaps are nom*: They just have sortiethingthat may
impede *Apt frbiiitOttling what you northally can teke, You

,,' thUnkehaffthis. Wilire not asktng for char_144_We do not want
pity. I hikiticitten`thrbUgh life. It was hard; it_was rough. But I

have made elsktvhere I am, and I am still Clinibing. know a_lot ie.' ...-

of _pelp Who are Stepping on my fingers as I try to dhnb that
., kiddieThat is fine; I may pull them doen.

-4' I have been kcky to work for some people who have the
sae* feelings an ifiews I have; but there are thousands of
peopleout there are on government checks. Government
thetki? You could not feed a dog with that money.lain going ,

to stop now and give_ yoika chance to aslc questions: lAvill
- answer them If I can._ If I cannot, you can keep It in your Mitid
and ask sothlhodY else. Cio;you, have any questions? .

Audience: Wier presentation dais with a lot of thingsthat
northeliwpeople would no_experience, yet you it croon that
we are all handicapped. Well, in a way, _we all are all have
different handicaps. Larnbrown, and I have dealt 0-4 a lot of.,
things that people with blond hair and blue eyes wo d not I ..

am not in thissituation becausel chose tote; I was born with it
too. But torelateqo people who can_makekime _changes, we
are going to have to g along with it To be militant, to try to get
our Tits -rtfanw with the Constitution will not solve any
problems. we do; _Peciple will getmore turned off. Mini usare
going to have problems; and all_of us are go g to have to find
ways to come up With solutions. You have hadprobletpi;,1 have
had problems; and I am_ sure that goes for all Of us here. Can .i

you telt us any tthet inVisible handicaps or Invisible disabilities
that we might need to consider, and what we can do abtitik,,,.

: facilitating effOrta to ring about some Clistiges for thoke!
.. Den*? "-"

i , ..
.

Alcorn: I have h a book =
boo

hen by Rink Bowe caked
1fc didlpkAirferi-.* This

t
answer many of those

estions about all the Vaileti, f handicaps in America
the p these face In our society. He is a really

-good auth he is not militant_ he -LS jtst honest This boa is
tictitited rig to lead. I would recommend that-you buy it

Another way I &stild imswei your question- w be to
,say,. I know that black people,fot_inatarke, are: hats capped.
Brown people are handica , lot of people are handl-
'Capped. _We need- to give- -.- ':positive feelings for these
people, to have rapport with thenOnake -them-feel comfort=
able. If they feel COInfortable,- they can help each other:

&khaki: We, as teachers' wild like to know_ some
techniques to _work with non-heating people, particularly In a -

lab situation. ' -
' Alleetak k lot of deaf people; _right_ now,_ are being

mainstreamed into the public schools. I -think teachers sItOidd
grab the Chatice to learn sign- language first- That, to me, is the
basic for educating them, If you cannot communicate with
hem, forget teething therm .

.130W., Frank Handicapping America. New York Narper and Row, 1979.

_ __a
Who loceed let cloWri thii brutal jaw? Who-se was the

hand that slanted back this brow? r

Whose' was the breaih that blew out the light within his
'

brain?
Is this the thing_ the Lord God made aid gave to have

domitgon over sea and land? '
To ham the stars and_search the haVint for power? To

feel the passion of eternity?
Is this theilregfri He Who shaped the suns and

inarleartheir ways : :lheancktit trap?
Doun-i all .ifie cavernsof hell to their last gulf, there is nod

shanamore terrible than this, . 4

More tongues with cerittne of the world's blind greed,
more filled with Sighi and pOttents for the soul,

More patilect with dittigerzto the univeise-.
between hiM and the seraphim, slave to; of

. labor?
What, to hiMiite Plato, and the stwini of Pleiadit0:Whitt

the lofig reacherrof the peaks of song,
The riff of dawn? Thkrpling of the rose? Through this

dad shape,
Humanity. betrayed. Plundered, profaned and disinherited ,

Cries protest to the judges of the world,
A protest that Is also prophecY. ClilfWaters, 'lords, an

inlets of all land
Is this the handiwork you give to.-Gail,Tiiifi; monstrous

thing,. distort-10 and lonl=quenched? HO* will you
ever straighten

This shift*, touch it again, with irnmeitslitOGia heCk the
Upward- looking and the light, rebuild in It the music and
. the_ dreani,
Make right the immemorial infamies, perfidious -wrongs,

and inimitable woes?
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Most deaf ped 1e use American Sign Language You see
me right now iisinA.S4ned Ertglith, which structures sentences
in my signs. The majority of deaf people; however; do not sign
in an English structure. They use American Sign Language,
which is lik4Orrtwing pictures in the air. .There is a lot of
pantornirne there is a lot of body language. If they could
learn some sign language, they will benefit from It, and, believe
me, so will you! You will learn how to relax, and let your body
show your emotions. Sign language takes anywhere from a few
months to ten years to learn. It depends on the individual, on
how much 'enthusiasm that person has for learning it

Audience: Where is train itvallable for learning Amen-
tan Sign tanguagfor peon

Alcorn: Thar is training available in Austin. I tear: i it in
Waco at McLennan Community. College. Some of the
teisch it You could_probably go to some of the universities In
your area and ask if they know anywhere that sign language is
taught A lot of Universities will know of community_colleges: Myi
interpreter, Mrs. Kanda, got a lotof experience working with the
deaf while she was a Coordinator of Deaf Ministries for the
WaptlitChurch in Amarillo, so a lot of churcheS4ve that kind of
information. M.I-the staLewide_project for the deaf has a listing;
and the Texas Sehool fer the Deaf, in Auttin, Might giVe_ytaii
that information as well. TSTI may have 'a lot of Information,
too.

Audience: Do you recommend American rather than
English?

Alcorn: It is harder to learn American Sign Language. But
you are fluent in English already, so once you learn the
concepts and structure of sentences of American Sign Lan-
guage; then you can use the same signs and move them over
into an English sentence structtre. So I would recommend
learning American Sign Language i(ASL):

_Audience: I do not know ifioa is aware of it or nok but in
Big S_prings We are opening the-SOuthWett Coll of the Deaf
this fall. This J9111 be the only college in the southern part of the
United States. There are only two others in the, United States.
*40', Alcorn: The other two being in -!'liirigton and
the National Technical Instituteof the Deaf in RtRAester, New
York. Whether the one here irrTexas.su or not is going to
depend on the govemriienkpften theloVinment mandates
that wrne school or institegn provide services for the deaf,
give:s. them a lump sum of thOney, says, "Get,started," and then
forgets about them. We -will have to see what happens in Big
Spring I hope it sueieeds, but it will, depend on the funding.

Audience: You speak so well I think that I could
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understand you without your interpreter. Where did you learn
to speak? Did you have a therapist who taught you?

Alcorn: No. I had already acquired the English language,
when at the age of four and a half years; I got spinal meningitis. I
had the language once, and I dill remember it

People who were born deaf have never heard it You may
ler& of the fight now between lip reading and sign language
grouvs. It has gone on for years and years and years. Both
groups are good, yet they havedifficulty merging to use w
we call total communication --- signs; speech; andlip*cling. I
am using total communication. If you read literatilialike The
Deaf American, The Volta Review, and Alexander-Or-4km Bell;
you Will see the biases. Alexander Graham ouanization
favors oralism; the Volta Review is somewhere in the middle;
but tends toward oraliSm; and The Deaf American tends toward
manualism. But IS has been proven that when a person uses
total communication, that person understands seventy percent
or more. Lip readers only average thirtypercent! I get almost
100 percent with total communication. It depends on how hard
I am concentrating.

Audience: What things do you feel made the most
difference as far as helping you develop positive self concepts-,
and what things would you suggest that teachers do to help
their students? I am sure a:decreasein_ prejudice would help
many handicapped people, but some of you have succeeded.
We. need to learn from the experiences of those people who
have good self concepts.

Alcorn: Mine is from age. TwenVyears ago, you would
not have talked with me. I had areal hotiemper. I did not like
people telling me I was deaf. I did noillik4r people asking me,
"Can you read? Can you write?" NOst, .:1'.7.1e say, Can you
read?" and I say "No, but I can writtql7.ft, not bother me
any more. It is their problem; not mine. I can read, I can write,
and that is great my self-concept came with age and
experience. '

But in sch , en I taught those deaf Children, lake
taught hearing children; and I taught these children about the
deaVI taught them sign language. I told them, "When you leant
sign 'language; then we can do, these things," and "these
things" were fun thltigt, . .jo-:itiey wanted to do. Then, when
they_ started I ed associating with the deaf
children, and i el r interact and get along. TheN.deaf children them' "Hey; I'm somebody. He
wants to learn niy I d that helped. .

Again, I recommend 'is' k (Handicapping America, by
Frank Bowe). It will help you. will give yaku a Iota answers:



NOT HANDICAPPED
MERELY INCONVENIENCED
RANDY GALLAWAY

I V.

- Would you consider having an electuissie right and motel "hooks" left hand
*eke a hendleara?-Randy Gallaway At-age 18, whilstightening a transformer
bolt Gallaway wee Joked by 13,4:01 with of elltetrieft Aftet Wadergoing surgery
and Ain -grate 38 thaw; Gallaway returned to College_ to study mm14004129 and
late graduated with an KA. V TherriOgY., Back to the Vocational Special Needs
Conrererrce by popular &mond; Randy speaks about hit 'Inconvenience '. wad his
adjuelment to the "Boston Ann," aw. recent development In the field of electronic
prOitheees.

A ,

After my accident l_ was rushed tO4te hospital hi terrible
shape. I was ran a tracheribrnyto that I could breathe I had
already gone Into convulsions-and was in deep shock by the,
thee- that- they got-me there. After a few hours of emergency
singery,_the prospect were that I would not live. They told my
tinily, that if .I could Itve fOrty-eight hours; I might have
chance, Other doctors were called into help and I survived the
48 hours and another 24 and then the _big aisle came:
Gangrene set in and the doctors knew they would have to,
amputate my right arm and _my left hunt They knew that I
would probably not Survive the surgery. °

They tookrne-to the operating romand my doittir called .

in five aim specialists because they that my internal
organs-had-been damaged. The aneithettologist said that the
anesthetic atone would kill me and_ there was nothing_ to be

. done. GrarAa-to 'didn't stand for that kind of reasoning and
he began to-argue and-the argument became so heated that Dr.
Gracie _rabbird the other doctor and begin to shake him and
saKi"Put him to sleep, put him to sleep' and- knocked him to
the-tea and began to convince him With his, flit to plit me _to

they dNsleep. Dr. Grade won_the argument, o
Operate and were able to complete the surgery j inthe nick of
time. That wasthe first major surgery in the - Of:38 it took
to get rn-eparciti up acydn. -

MA that year and a
,,,:depiesseignines. There were

worth it to live. Instricl
_MI* the Lord to preas I run a Chrtstian and I;

that I would go to heirs, en and k would b¢ much better
lie in hinnieri than to be in this sure pc& There was a mole

in the hospital that day taking care otinertidehe hild the
Litraglit to pray a Om* *Oyer. Site overhead me

preying .."Lord,, just let me die," so the prayed, "Lord, either
give hirri-the grace to bear it or ease the pain:" At that instant
the pain decreased and it was never that severe again. I do not
Mehra:it-id that medtcally but I know that tthappened and I am
grateful for a nurse Mined EkitY,Shert te-tpVtifed to be
maridhig beslck my bed that day and brougham miracle into my
life.

_1 was'r anda half in theliMaitie and fhially C=fieted
all --the surgery and was getting tuely;for: artificial My
hopes were kind Of exaggerated becierrer they twie beginning
to invent atecirordc runt about that time andlexpected to be a
six million dollar man. I Wiettfolnji to to to California and get my
new arras nude and be able to do everything. thto e

some
if it',

Y when 1 prayed and.

8y, Gallaway

U- CLA Rehabilitation Center, they told me; No *mita do not
work very well [Uwe gave you an electronic thin it Would work
Wont a Week and it would break and you would have to send It
off to get It fixed."

Idecided, "I don't need 'that. What do you have that
works?"

TIaltepared_ a set of artificialarms that used a rubber-
- band strap around the back- If-you, move just right your

hand tow funttion and I when yoi relax just right your hand-will
dose. hacl about three- weeks Of actual therapy training at
()CIA an they taught me how to do some things. Itwas pretty.
goo- d I did not 4ant completely how to dress and do
eve/yttdngbutil gotstartedand learned some techniques.

I came back home to practice-and work on ttandspent that
summer getting patched up and learning how -to .write; k went
back to work in a different parr Of the *tow, this tirMain
= drafting dePartmentdeing 'some ibooldreepingand diff
records andeventuallylearnedbdo±thehing a9aiit. That had to
be Part of my .expertbse if l'-'sLias going to bea :mechanical
enginder...1 talked:04i vocational reliabilitati ;ratirkitirrange-
merits traget some help_ going to c011ege and tall entered the
LInlveintybiTexasntArlinAton-;-Leruning:to do the drafting foe
a andieamfrigito pang briefcases and books Oriddevising
a slide rule that-I trrirl51 00firwats *phenomenal year of mYiffe:

thtitierrion pjait;logkilly; even before the
accident arid the _accident plunged me even deeneriinto Self-
Conickintriett and-thyree. I would walk aams campus f
that every eye was tin me and that- everyone was Tooling
because l wore two hooks and people non* two hooks; Luckily
I -fcluid a group on canmus that I got involved in where I was -

atttfpted, en-twinged and given opportunities to experiment
doing things and whew emtktdrop_ something and not be
tangbad at and nit' feel e_ m During my five years in
college; my 440104 %Ott Student Union was a
turning point in my

During became good : at my studies. I :

studied Very hard. 'Pait'of my_ n was to prove that I was =

still alive- and Cofild Still do things: I studied_ probably twice_ _as
-hard as- the other students bearirse I Wanted to excel and be the

I could be; I was encouraged by ,m itarnily to do all
It did not have to-be-an A, but just all that I could

.I did that and there were some Ns that-came
Upon graduation I had an interesting opportunity. I Could

Either go On With my prOkardonal -career inengineerintOrtake a
,

. _
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yeer out tudo a special project working with the Baptist Student
Union group. They -had meant so much to me that I took a year
off to do that My year became =two years and then I decided
that wes.really_what I wanted to do with my life. I had- been
Wing intuitive for sever& years, a growing ante- in that so
I went on and got a master's degree` in theology at Southwest-
ern Seminary. I am In erie strident*** now. That is kind of
a brief sketch of-what has happened In my life

_I want us to talk bat* and ford( about the hfierentases in
my life, the crises that you him hi helping others as you deel
with people %with difficulties. The :title of my setner today is
something about merely being ineonverilence not handl-
caPPed. The reason that I put that title on there is because wean
have certain InconVeniences. Some of yciu have more trouble
skiing than others.. Some of you have more trouble in studies
than others There are some thini, that all of us have difficulties

: doing. Scene have difficulty relating to newpeople. Rather than
use' the -word handicapped I like to use the worcrinconven-
.W..iited. It Just takes me a kik lonwr to do_ some things than
other people; but that does not mean that I am less of a person.

. That does not mean thatmy Ilk has less value than your life or
someone else's life. Do you have some questions? -1'

Audience: Your inolinverrience and mine myery _much
.0*, but there is edifference. Yours was an acei and One

` was congenital. You just I that yoir worke . excAtional-
ly hard afterwards as fer education concerned. Do
you think this was due to the accident itself or due to- the fact-
that you inrght have had the feeling that it was necessary for you
to do_ so in order for you to be acCepted?; Ai,

IcrorN It was more of an internal thing for me. It
was not sort drat others would not accept me bp! I wanted
to prove to myself that I could do it I did not want finy
sympathy or any extra help from the teachers. I wanted.to do it,
not as a rugged Individualistic type atffttide%ut just for me.

Audjance: Oaritiderinethe Strictirreof thelighocitatern
° at that time would they have ended up putting you in It:special
.;:,.education crass or would they -have left you in a regular

clisifo-om? E

Gallaway: do-not knoW the law at that time but probably
Iwould have been put In a special school: I thinkWould have
done better Ina regular school learning to cope. 'Thereit a lot of
frustration involved with any difficulty when your:friends are
dotes- things and you cannot do that particular thing. You get

0 embarrassed and frustrated. Some.of the feelings embarrass-
ment disappointment, frustration were dither* to cope with.
Prude who were my friends became my greatest resource at
that pant Friends helped me participate in what they were
doing without being overly sympathetic.

Audience: What was your psychological feeling toward
yourself after this heppened?_.

ItAtook a while<*rit to hit me. During the
.months in the hospital tank I had _a little :bit of a _naive
approach. Life will go on. I'll just getput back tciiether and have
artificial arms. The year and a half of waiting and allthe surgery

to weigh on me, and then getting the new arms and
finding out they did not work as well s I had honed and
learning that it took me ten times longer to do some migor tasks
were real points krstration.

Audiences Did you have togo back and completely finish
your senior year_ or did they come in for those two months and
help yoti finish it up?

They th. GalM didway: They an interesting ought I
was going to die arid my grades were enough in high
school that they said well, he just lacks six ka or two months
so we will just average it out and let him' graduate with the

?So on the night of graduation they bundled me up with
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bandages from head to toe and put a graduation gown on me
and I walked across the stage. I barely made It and then'I went
right back to. the But I was allowed to graduate, and
that was good for me.

Audience: 'Would it be eesier, for say, Shirley Price, to
accept her handicap, because she was bom that way; than it
would be for you?

Gallaway: No; I think-it would be more difficult emotion-
- I will-share my feeling. It LS east) kir me to say, 'Melt,' was

not born like-this; I was injured._ Lamieally a whole person."
Someone that was VOID with a difficidt, It seems to me would
have a more difficult timer, What do you think about that;
Shirley? .

Price: I disagree with you. I feel that being born with a
disability is like being born with green.eyes. khaim not had to go
through the psychological trauma that you have gone through

wondering if I am going to live or not I knew I was going to
live. The only thing that I can say that we share is trying to find
ways to do thIngs differently. I think that I might have found
them out quicker than you because of the time element

° To give You.an example-you have the arms: I do not want
em because I feel I do norneedthern I think,this is true with

any disability. A person who loses something if you lose goof.
home *cause it Wins down that is something_ traumatic::.
You have gained theie things; you earned them; you have
always had them with you. Now all of. a sudden they are gone.

Let me give another example if you will me the thine.
There_ is a little girl in Houston that I have been trying to help

;She had an actid t and logtboth-of her aims. She is three'
years old and by the e she geti. go she is not going to
remember what it was e to be or will she remember
the pain. Right now T InstitUte for Rehabilitative Research
and General Electric her parents and child and I are
havinga. battle. The chlicland I say forget thiriarlfficiaiamis. GE,
MR; an&her parents say_purthent on SO,l 000; deal with
her. I_said, ''Can we go to TIRR, put the alit.tinfatati when we
get back home take them off? ti

_ Th w Sheaves: hie just_ does Mir liketherri
right now- and s does not like the
straps,: they e d trained_and
informed tha n ma thardedisi%leter
on. ,

In my urthern. I did not use em and
I learned to lot o withccut them. I do not feel like I
need them. Now my question would be, for what? Whereas,
you have gotten acc ustomed to them and you like them and
you have experinnented With therri and they are fine. EiutcRitink
it is really a psychological acceptance. ,1 .

Gallaway: That really shows twd different perspectives,
doesn't Its
. Audience: Shirley was born her arms and has
used nothing else so that is normal now you haVe been
Without your arm lOng enough that _normal for you tht
way. He'had tUmake the adjustment b hffey; did you have
to make that adjustment?

Th justment was different One thing that was
a bieproblem, was that I was denied education on the basis of
my diiabillty. He finished his high school education:but I was
denied entrance. I finally did go and was educated in the public
school, but-those are things that I had to go through.

. I was discriminated against whereas Randy_ had already
finished that area and then he had no problems with college. I
had no problems with college, either. It was totally different, It
was beautiful. My biggest problem in college was the fact that I
was four years behind everybody. I think again, the difterence is
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that he ha already finished that part and it was a thing Cif
deciding within himself that he wasasini to be the best student
because he wanted to be. I had Id the best stufigtht or else I
was going to be kicked out of sch ne was being influenced
by an outside force but hit was Maly ntide tli Now that I
am older everything that I do is an inside force. 1 ekss -
:what- anybody else thinkt.'.

ciallaway: Let me mention something that ca
As you counsel v6lith people who may need sornea

,-±,;4; have the oppertuni4tto experiment with an appli
you need to warn them that, as in the case of otigi
may be vent uncomfortable at first Fora month or
or a year there may be some discomkirt 'and problems. T,ih
may always be some discomfort but duly will never know

c they stick through that first uncOrnialable time. The first few .N"'!il.;
months I wore my artificial armsIwas in pain. _I could only wear
them an hour or two houts. After about six months it was,
comfortable to go all day and ryes/ I can wear them sixteen Cr
eighteen holm with no problems at all. They are comfortable,. wh
acceptable; and useful. Part of the reason for an artificial axis a knni

something worthwhile," then they haveworth even if they have
an arm ratting or are disfigured in some way. Helping a person
come_ to self -forth in my .work is related to their understanding
Of their relationship to God. A lot of students who are perfectly
healthy have problems with self-worth. We have attempted
strierdes all theliMe with perfectly healthy students because they

nd ,reason to value their life. So my job is easier
away because I am free to deal with a whole

psychological, and physical. Keep in mind
all involved and some spiritual help may, be

much as vocational guidance; a support
tiom
riti yidti; write with e`,t,

1:iiffi7A. Ahoy were able tosave thisay 1,ase
rebttijd a ten on l',tlive!rnvire control in this arm.

;do 90%_ofwhat 1:x1O VAth tbisam. Four years ago I -
ut the Boston Arm. I had been watching its develop-

ncl went to Boston and saw it and hoped to purchase one
kaot out of the seminary and went to work full-time. But
Mends at my church heard about it and surprised me with

involved in self-acceptance and the way you meet and deal with
people. For me; because I did begin life with two handl' it
much easier for me psychologically to have something treaty
sleeves: To appear to be as normal' as possible isiiMiXiitarit to
me. When I meet people they react differently when I wear two
hooks and-when I wear one hand and a hook, _Their reaction is
different. There is a shock involved when you meet someone
withiwaliboks. There is an empathy; a reaction emotionally
and I try to cushion that for them. I try to help people meet me.
For% handicapped person, part of he is gbingte be learning to
help _others accept you. 'Mat may be something in your
counseling That you could Tvork with. What it a way that you
can set p-edple at ease? It maybe a joke; it may be a gesture, just
being. aggressive, whatever. =Each _person needs to develop a
Way to help people relax I usually make some little joke when I

'ram aboueto shake hands with someone. I will say; "Seream if I
sq ueeze too hard," .or "This squeaks but it works pretty Weir_
Something to let %ern" knoW that I know i Milt:Jai and I want
them to be at ease -.0-

Audience: One of the many things that people have_ a
problem With it thinking persons with edisability feel sorry for
thernselves. I would like for you to. addiett whether you think
that it healthy or unhealthy.'

I think in the area of self-y and feelingt about
yourself you first of all heed to be realilIC. It it ridittilout to
counsel Scimeorte, "Well, it is not so bad; You'll get over it" .0
Maybe they won't You need to be realistic. Admit it hurts now,
that they have some difficulties: Then _tell tem_ they have
several options in life and help theth think &Art them. e

They can say, "Woe is me. I have lost everything: I am no
. fcan't do anything. " Look at where thafwill take tbertl.to

at What they want In life? To be a kind of human wreckage on
eside_of the road? Or dolitey want to take the abilities and

Atilt itn-a interests that they41have, the things that they can do
and use them, howev+11thitecl they may ko, to carve an
identity and make a matii,ori the world and have.an impact on
their_ society? They can find sbmething that gives
satisfaction and enjOyMent and a feeling of worth and value. Let
them grapple with that It may take smile_ bine, a year, five
yeart,years, not know. But tell them; "his your option. You can
be wrer./cage on the side of the road or you can do some
incredible things that will be meaningful to you and valuable to
you. It is up to you to make the choke."

\
I think it is to encourage them to try ut it is not good

to say, "It $.6 be easy." Probably it n't be
()like th to that life decision, going. to do

'ta,gift of $4,000 to get the Boston Arm and get'it fitted as a right
finn1,1 am now wearing it

cusually leave the Boston arm shut off when I am speaking
because it does make a little bit of noise. And when I get excited
sometimes it jumps and I don't want to hit anybody or knock
myself out! It works electrically when I twitch a muscle in my
shoulder. It will lift about tea pounds and is supposed to hold
fifty but does not ao quite that well. It will hold fifteen or twenty.
It is functional and helps me a lot

Still, there are "some advantages to the _mechanical_ arm.
When I am doing heavy things and mowing the yard, &lifting
stuff and working on things (a friend helped me do a valve Job

on_my car a few weeks ago) I use the mechanical elbow. But for
office work, this electronic,inn works very well. I have been
wearing it althost two yearS now and have had only a few minor
problems.

Audience: Did you have any problems with the physical
faculties when you were in college?

Gallaway: Doors; door knobs; this kind of thing. Some-
one comes alcIlng that has been rubbing Brillcream in his hair
and turns the door knob: It gets oily and I come along and can't
get any traction. That was a major thing. I love European _door.;

..5-knobs They have a handle that comes out and curves and you
can work it with your knee _dryour head or your leg or your
hand. Learning to drive again was just a matter of -an
attachment on the steerinewheel and a horn in thefloor: I have
not had any problems driving; but if they had not been abte to

Ve this elbOW I would have had big problems driving; E would
eve had to work out a foot steering arrangement probably.

Audience: How about addressing how liVonuenienVorir
inconvenience was with_ your love life?

Gallaway: At first it was really difficult to see how anyone
.could love me. I had a few dates in college with the girls in the
group and a few outside that could love me and *pond to me
and so I did a lot of praying. In fact, my freshman year; it was
kind of a joke; I prayed; "Lord, it is getting_ late. Hurry up."
Sophomore Year, the same question and the same prayer: .

or _year; senior year, first year out, tilll prayind the same
g, Then one dayi met a girt at Texas Tech when I was

visiting on their campus. Her life and backgrOtind had prepared
her to believe that human really on the inside. She had
learned from her family, her back e und, and her own beliefs to
look beyond the physical appeara ce to the heart We began to
date and write le-Wis. She lived in Lubbock and I 4ditrilort
Worth. I would go and see her and she would come =d

after about a year and a half we were married. That has been



one of the most beautiful occurrences in my life: That was five
years ago.

There have been difficulties in adjusting, of courae. Two
abaolutelY normal people have diffiCtilfies e 50%
divorce rate, that is obvious: But we have pled to ea other
to spend our lives tOgether and 40 are gOl to overcome the
difficulties and find ways to &compatible whether we are "or
not It hai been an exciting plIgtmage. We enjoy Ling
together. ...---"

.One question that. has not comellAthat I expected is how
mt* do you offer to do- for a ckabled person? My wife and I
have an agreement that I will do +6i much as I can for myself and
then if j needbelp, I ask. There .iftiteirire things that she is not
good al doing She feels free to ask me and then we fill in the
missing parts. As you counsel . ;le, help them to know that
they do not have to sit there a l'''. t something. If someone 00
wanting to help, dVnot emba ..1- that person by refusing. Be
gracious and accept some help occasionally. I can be totally

independent but I sometimes end up sweaty and frustrated: It
helpsa person bUild a friendship to let them help you a little bit.

d_course I do not like people that rushryp and. to do
-,everything for me: I will say; "I amused to doingthis and I can

``do just fine.--Let me show_you howl d9 it" Then Idemonstrate
for them that I can. Thithelps them know where they fit in and
Avhat they can do. If I need a little -bit of help I will say, "Hey,
would you grab that for me?. I donl look very good in orange
juice." Those are some things that you as a counselor could
help them learn; and be gracious about that ,.

Some rehabilitation programs demand that you be totally
independent immediately. "You've got your arm and have had
it for 24 hours, why are you asking me to help?" t'dci not like
that kind of program. I think gradual. learning is tketterrialrtng
your neW_clevice or technique or whatever it may be aid then
experimenting with .it rather than_being cast out on your own.
Learn one-major thing at time. Do not try to tackle the whole
world at .once.

I would have liked a little bit more pressure. I did not have
enough pressure: It took me longer than I needed to learn how
to dress completely. I had to work out a sYstern to-get my- shirt'
On. I driveznall into the wall; put'the collar of my shirt in aclip
board, and then hangthe shirt and the clip board on the wall. A
paper cup goes over this hand and I can scoot into the shirt It _

took time to work that all out andnowAtoliVe enough fleXibility
and dexterity that I do not nee& the ctiP board or_ the cu
anymore. But at first I needeifiornetime and I Was,given
and.tappreciate that.

What has b-een the most qus
tion for you to answer? _

_ _ Gallaway: Little kids allays' ask me how I take ikbattr.:1.
had to work out a system on-thattoo,) got a bucket-and
soap and ran some hot water in it and let theSodpsnelt a little
and get the water soapy and then use a ba-c over' I gel it over

'my arm; dip tt in the soapy water and slin _around; and rub tip
agains the wall. That too took a little bit of time to learn.

A dience:_ How do children react- to you just walking
down the street?

Gallaway: As they do with anything different There is an ,
initial fear becatise you are different. But after they really look it
is pretty much tip to me -how they will ct .Y66- are in
then and* you speak to m and ; what your
name?" and you get to them, the u re their fears
and they 6-et curious.

Part of my college ence was going into a poverty
. community every Fri night group of students. We

would gather up tha could find Ind the little
Vds would come up a through the Screen do-51, and see
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these artificial arms and they would run screaming; _"Mommy;
Romm_y, a monster_ is_ here. " _I would_ coax the-little child-to (

come back _and bring the mom and I explained- what we were
doingland that _I was not-going to hurt them. I wotild_show them
how myarm_worked_and they would be safe and they would be
afraid a link bit and then they would come forward and in a few
mirnitea they would be holding on to my hand. Everybody
wanted to hold my hand .ancithen we would all go down to the
building together for recreation and Bible stories.

Kids adjust so much faster than adidts. Once you tell them
what is going on then they know_ you are _not inging to hurt

'them. Yo show them how it workS, thenyou -a besttheibest
buddy because you showed, them 'some personal i terest

, Audience: I think if it IS:Oval small child the initial thing is
feat If it is a child about 5-8 years old, the initial thing is, "Hey,

, what is wrong with you?" If it is junior high school students they
are going to come up and talk to you. If it is high school
studels; they'will speak and keep going. If it is college students
they Al look and keep going, and if it is an adult they will
glance. .

Gallaway: That ,is exactly right We develop a level of
sophiAkation. A child is the most honest and the adults are the
most d_eceifful. It is interesting to go_-,to a restaurant and see how
different parents react to their children reacting tce: My wife
did, apaper on that one time because some parents are so
uptight and embarrassed that they don' twant their child to look
at all. I even had one family who hit their children and said,
"Stop_ looking!"_ The children would start,trying and they
caused a scene. I leaned over and said; "Let the children come
on over. It won't embarrass me and I'll stiowthem how my arm
works." "No, no That is okay. Shut up Ids!" I think that we, as
people with inconveniences, cal; help society learn torelax and
not be so embarrassed. I am a person and I have had all the
feelings and experiences and all the hopes and fears and guilts
and joys that anybody else has whether I am physically whole
or not lam people just like emu.
. Audience: Sometimes an invisible handicap is worse than
aphysical handicap because there is less funding, less attention;
and less forceful work bikrause thex.think they can handle it

AUdiehce: People 4cipot.reallie that even with a physical
handkap; yotreanstillie,am. You are just as intelligent or smart
as anyone epe.-A lot of pedple think that if you have a physical
handicap; thenMelatally you are''.. just nothing. I clo not know
when society will Conte pa,figuring out the difference. Until they
do are going to be quit la few problems.. .

`", dience: I itnbw thatTeOple do call medummy because
* I am But it &xis iiikbother me anymore. I just turn armed

and sa,* P-14,-.1=learerP.'...,, A ..
Addleitij*: riVolk pith All kinds of disabilities. A study

me up hop fOrihe heartng disabled and the results
ns with glasses carrremember mole of a

eewithout glasses becaUse people tend to listen
ark directed. If we wear glasses our eyes only

thin the sciii3e of that glass; therefore when listening to
sons our eyes are pot going to go any .farther Without the
glasses there is.4endeitto see everything around us,"over us,
and under ms that can attract our attention and therefore we

. hear -lust alittle bit less. I did not llieve that until I started
wearing glasses and Hound out tharwas very ittK.

Gallaway: pick up on one thing. We have' e
peoplehere fromAre,ation therapy class. Something that has

_ been very_ meaningful to me for the' last three or four years has
1 yell finding something recreational that I cotid do. I have

gotten into snow skiing: -I lovedos=reskiv I have gotten into
jogging and even entered a Waif thon last sumnrier, a
--,thirteen,mile race in Sarbiego. I took awhile, terst, Vitteni

..
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got/'out-of the hospital, I Could only walk a few feet and could
only stand up with help. So the progress to some physical
fitness has been gOod for my self-image and my self:el:teem.
Counsel people = to find something that is fun, whether It is
rolling a bowling ball with their foot or joggingor swimming;
something to relieve their tension, to pour some energy too and

give them a recreational sense of satisfaction. That haskdone a

lot rne,

Alu dience: The people that I know my age in college tend
to take their bodies for granted just by the things they do and

the things they put into them. Alcohol, tobacco,lunk [OA,
whatever. 'If they could just haire the opportunity to meet with
someone like you! It has been enlightening, so rewarding to just
sit here and listen to akcifybil talk and express your views,. It is
nice to know how everybody else feels. You knOW how we feel
towards you and now I-have an Idea of how you feel to(vards us
in your situation,

Gallway: That is a good word to end on. I appreciate your
attention.

e

BLINDNESS IN .THE. REAL W
PAT POUND

How do-you react when yo
very real and active World; gives
view olthe worldi_and advice o
them, She also addresses some
well ,_as listing some sources
trebling tO blind students; Mrs. Po

1

_people? Pat Pound; hersetf Mind: hi
ting to blind people, insights-V*0 their
n help open up vocational choices to

on theireakty that people often hive; as
_cal assistance providing_vpcational

works with the Developmental Disabilities
council, a governor-appointed council in Amtin.

- , -.

T4 begin; I am going to go back and tell you about myself,
Often if I forget to tell people how I am blind; what made me
blind; etc., people spend the whole session wondering and do
not hear anything I say! I was born very prematurely and was
put in an"incubator with too much 6)4/gen. They did not know

wat that time, but too much air causes blindness, I partially
sighted until I was thirteen, and until that time I we to public

, 'schebl. When I was thirteen' became totally 'blind rid_ at that
time I was transferred to the SchoOl for the Blind. I did not like it
very much. _I went to summer school at 'home in the piabliC
school and thoUght it was qteat. I wanted to continue there; but
both_ the school anittny parents were not quite ready to .have

me. My college background is in math. My working_ background

4tas .T.. Ai been in the rehabilitatibit of blind individuals. .

,^' hould talk a little bit about partial vision since the non-
Predictability of the, thing makes it difficult for people to
understand. If you are around Partially righted people you do
not know how much they can see; you do not know if their
vision is getting worse as they get bider, you do not kow if their
vision fluctuates from day to day. Also; vision andpartial vision
often depend on the light in the room, the color oOntrast; and
various other circumstances. A number of partially sighted
people have told_ me that they would almost rather be totally_
blind because people tend to prig them into The claSS with
people wilt, can either tee well orMiti cannot see at all and
they really do not fit into either group.,

,.. I have three goggles here that I will pass around; the boxes
WWI you'the eye conditions they simulate; Put_ them on and try

them out In_longer sessions I make people walk around and do
different stuff. My favorite activity is to make somebody try to
eat a fig newton with a knife and fork. You are safe today, 4'
thoUgh, since I forgot the fig newtons! With these goggles you
can have en idea of what it might be like to have those particular

!

eye conditions; There is also a very good film Called "Not
Without Sight," which shows even better than these goggles
what it is like to have a certain eye condition. With the movie
you can _see what someone would see if they were partially
sighted and had that particular eye condition.

t guess the rule-of thumb -I would use with partially sightd
people Is to avoid thinking you know how much they can see.
Something is going to change on you and then your assumption
will be wrong. It may be a cloudy day vs a sunny day, a
morning vs. an afternoon._ With some eye conditions the
brightness of the sun really hotheri people. With other eye
conditions .they-need vallY strong light to-see what they wantsee:,=

As a girl, this changeability was especially evident playing
basketball in a particular gyrif',We had Itt grade school: There
were windows at one end of the gym. When I was faCing_the
windows, I could see pretty well. But, if you remembtit; the old-
fashioned gym -floors were waxed and the §I0te from the
windoWs was tremendous on that waxy gym floor so bad; in
fact, that with my back to the windows and facing all thatglare, I
might as well have been sitting on the bench!

So moStpeople are no going to be able to judge just how
much .a partially sighted person can See. With some eye
conditions, particularly eye ccitifttions relating- to diabetes,
where the blood vessels in the eyes expand and allow more
blckid than necessary:to flood into the eye; the condition can
vary from day to day; even from time of day to time of day. ,So
even if you really think you are smart, do not think that you
know how well somebody_With partial vision can see. Asking
them is the only way I know to find out

In another session that I did, a lady aSked, "DO you really
have better senses than other people Are your senses better
because you cannot see?" '

.51;104.:
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:I do ;not think so, _persbnally. Just because I cannot see
you, there areas many things that I hear that are discriminatory
as you see. When you see somebody that looks ratty, I may see
somebody that has ajgraVelly voice that" cannot-stand or who

- strangely: S61 do not reallY held With the concept that
- ,. .. you cannot .see that allows you to know.:eperson't

tY Or character better. . .-

_also, blind pe6010414 the thini thrown-at them-a bt ahOut
whethL.r they hear better than other people: I may listen to
some sounds- better than other peisple.- We all hear those
sounds,. we jai make different use of them. Yoti can do what
blind people do with those sounds if you choose to. It is a matter
of exposure and training.

One other thing thatI want to talk about that! think is
mely Important particularly. for teachers, IS the whole

of how people learn things, relating particularly to
r-blindness. The less vision you have, the more yOulearn
Way. I Perceive-the-World from little to big. You perceive the

, Irom big to little For example, when I go to
somebne's house for the -kit tithe, the things-I am goingto
know about that hour Lire probably the pathway from my car
or bus to the-frOnt door. I-may know, what the front door handle

' looks like I may have anldezt of the size of the room I am in; or
the chair I am sitting in. Those are the things that as Igo
into that house. e i -

But suppose you go into- that house. Probably you will
remember' soinething about the overall style of the house,,the
weeds in the front yard,_ the style of the room, the size,. the
general Make-up. Now If we both went to this room for one
lime only, when we came back we would have very different
information. -If you asked mei- "What colbr. is the rpm/I?". or
"What styleis the howler' there is a good charge-01ot I would
not know. But if 1-acted _uou,i "What kind of al was the,
chair you 'sat on?" you pfShably would_ not know:_The more
exposure we both Illtwe 10 that room, the &tore of the same
information we know. I 'start over here and you start over_there
and then, in time, we both get together.

That is very important beCauseras you are showing a blind
person something; you cannot asstte that in their heads they
have_ a picture of what this finished product called an engine Is
going to be fike_Of they havenot really seen the engine first Nor
can you expect them _to_ have a whole conmtpt of: whet the

. Gout of _a_ building is like. They mayjthow piece by piece as
they actually put ittogether; butyou cannot start with the big
,concept anti-then pick up the little ones. The job of the teaches:
is to assist people in obtaining the concept _of the big..

- Another ting _that I like topointout is that *heayoushow
blind people a lot t/LVebirtle_grab the wrist and say, .,

"Here is the paper; here Is a. spoon, and here Is a fishbowl"?
Then ail-ft know is that hand was further to-the right
When I was shown the pa 1 when I was shown the spoon;
and more to the left when I- as shown the fishbowl!. You turn
me-around once and that is really all the information that I have.
Better to say, "There is atable here., There axe three thinOs on
it Start at the-corner of the table, here (put my,:hand on it
that is a_referefice poirit since the-comer of thelable does not
change like all the -ohects can). From that corber*pere is the
paper, the spoon; and the fishbowl" It is okay input people's.
Wanda but then turn them loose so thertc.an fbit .

413,.-'-'.% very hard time. at I hate to tell' you --a facility
that_ ufacturalhings fo blind people; The woman took my
Wrist and seid,. "Here, and here, and here ..." and I could not
get the lady to turn my hand loose. It was just terrible! I did
everything ..1 could and finally -justziSaid, -"I.-do not like you
holding my hancW. I could not look at anything that way. It was .

kite sonkbodY luKI Kenai over your eyes.. So if you place a .
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person's hand on something; turn it Iooe so they can look
art und on their own and feel whatever iiftre.

Give them a reference point too. I never gp_ to sothethIng4
.aftwaw m where I am. If you were shijiWrecked on an

somewhere you would need titt, know where
e thing forme. _ lneed to krioit-where t am
ow I am going to get _somaheri,else:

to bI people can be very hard. You cannot
; past th yellow building" (although pe8ple do

say that, unforthnately).
I have to teU _You is exiience I had. Bus dthkrs in

Austin ea not too mut t letting you off in the right place,
5o one clay a driver had taken me ahout slit blockaliattWhift I
had wag to get off;

"Hey," I said, "I am ,Wttli this: -You
have done this three times Ina

Hiseid, "Well, you should have reminded. Now hoW.
Mitdd.l, do that?

J guess-what-MI do now Is goahead and start;through
some of the mifsili*i_ have given you. You have the braille
alphabet Citid.:MIS-Wa braille chi:A/hard. Frankly, there are two
reasons why Ilitliught .14 It is _smaller than the rest of my
CIVtioardi and it itt also In better shape. -People have asked me if
braille wears out Well,,,yes it If you.Sit on it_or store it
laj4ng down rather, than standing up it will wear out COOkbOokt
especially wear out because they getwel.hands and food and
lots of cooldhg things put on films-,

.

People have ebb risked nie if bratilleisp th sides of
the page. These Aws_they are able to offset the so that no
*dot °none side is tight where a dot II be o e other side.
But you ,cannot doithat when-you writing yourself. It
Is Mbethat they can use both sides, acttsally, dale Homes
and -Goadena volienes, can see that. a
subsctirition can be a.considerable investment of
space. A lot o are on sound sheets or cassettes now.

Stylus: ;You can take this, -put it 'nth a
little gadget and(Punch..You have to write from the right to the
left, and make the character shapes haCkwarck-from what you-
would read, That can be-a particularly difficult thing for people-.
with any kind of learning
devices, but nong as portab
pocket ur your purse and

I have not really gotten in

ilityto do. There are other writing
is what you can stick in your

vocational educatio'. One
-thing we have fund in terms 01 su that it partly 'depends
on what kind of aids_ and what kind of individuals might be

f could_ prOlAde you accomm6dations for doing
. For example, there may be a situation where
a arte once _you lot into the air and had

!giving stud the feedback from theilsirOrnents. I am
sure tiliineohe would!

around you
a particular
you awl
someo
not surO / Would Alit to do it, but

i.....4 , owever:t46Uld not work as a .profeSidon. -I thinti-there
,are a lot of t blind. people can do; that they would not
nec pro, on. A number of blind peorie snow
ski _and ater ski, d yet I am not sure_ any_ of them would want
to be a skiing in ctor because it takes too .much assistance
from other people. now skiing takes information from &guide

like "Watch out for that tree!"
..= One other thing I will-pass around was developed at e

. Criss- Cole Rehabilitation- Center for the Blind. You can get it
either by writing d paytngthe cost-of copying or writing
the fielcrofficesOf -the on for the Blind, which will have
it as well; It Is a listing fferent equipment Not everything is
in hite; CularlynOt ing_that Is vocationally orkfited,
Ainfortu . _developed for people_ at the Rehabilitation

". it includes equipment abOut daily life §kilk, -
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There itteralot of good magnifiers available. For example;
they can be like a closed-circuit television that blows up
number larger than what you would see in 'a book There is a
thing called an opticon that allows a person to feel what is
actually printed. It has a lot of limitations-in telms_of speed of
reading and things like that, bitt It does =allow a unique kind- of
,independence. There Is going to . be an attachment later_ this

year that will actually read what it sees in_print to you, so it will
have a verbal output as well There ege talking calculators_ that

are very good. Unfortunately, mad of this equipment is
extremely expensive and _so buying it is not something that

.ktit everybody,in every ichb-C4 district can do. However, it is very
important for _Some _people in some vocations. _'In -my way of

thinking, $1300 allow someone to do aff of their own reading
. En a--vocational school _ may be a really =wise investment

consirering that you Might otherwise pay readers much more
than The $1300. of,

I brought a couple of furrthings just because I like to talk
aboutretreational stuff as well as vocational stiff: If ape:mots
has an idea of something that they want_ then adaptation can
come out of somebody'S garage. This did; it is a beeping frisbee.
It is hard to catch; but a lot of fun! I use a short -handled fith net
tocatch the frisbee. You can also get a beep baseball-I modified
ti'aikkgarnmon game myself:_lt was a regular; out-of-the:Store,
magnetic backgammon board except that the magnetic pieces
were such ligAit magnets that t_could not tell they weremagnetic
by feeling thent At I felt for the pieces, I kept moving them all
around theboarcll found some stronger magnets and_plit them
on all theplifcet. This was how I got a nice-looking, easy-to-use,
portable backgammon set__

I bring that up because modifying is something that
anybody can do, if YO0 creative and-decide to
tackle the problem yourselves. .S8rrteif the best retreat-Oil
opportunities have been developed' because someone- was -not
Wining to listen when something was declared out -of a blind

4feriOr* think one of the most handicapping
things _a blindness is the attitudes of blind _people 'and

about what the littillitiOns of blindness really are:
people _would_ really__ think ahciiit blind people

belt? But somebody did and developed _a way
Little League way; but pretty close._ .

other thing: people have asked me about using the
" Well; do not_feel uptight about using that word.

t4: irieterid - "See you later"? "Feel you later?"
ter?" ihrist of a commitmentiare you

II about that! .? _

, * ht way to lead a blind p,sori?
1?-,, not need to T113 their arm. :

Instead, . arm' on your arm so that they age behind yoU.
If my:guide goes down two steps, then I want to go down two
steps because I can ferel you going down. If you are going
through a narrow passage, I need to be more behind you,, so
put youtelbow back Then I cannot be up;dose to you. And do
not worry. If I -coAjritiw:,-Intthe number of things,that I have
bumped into; I we nothingelse to do jtftmY life!

_ Now about c_hetik if you are walking up tb ftair,' walk pp
'take the blind: persons-hand,°pUt It on the back

of cI{ , and say, "Here is the _EMU." You cannot lust say;
"There is a chair," and - expect me to know where. It is so 'tirtitffe
to put my hand= n the back of the chair. Mother option leto let
the touch the front of the chair with the back of my thighs. Then

-know to tit down.
'Just do notbe afraid. Most blind people will tell yciti if you

are doing tornettiMAI that it really uncomfortable for them. Most
ptx:Ipleget more uptight about leading the blind after they have
learned a few things than before, so I am hesitant to go into too
much detail.

Audience: What were some of the problems that you had

in college with support services?
Posusd:I would have )(iced to have had more equipment

available and ba learn to use the equipment: You-_often need
traiOr use equipment_ I though -111w,,,.. going
Into PiPgrantnlIng. 'Had I had the equipment thdlitide. have

'available, I probably would have. I did take a few programming
courses, but they were extremely hard because I had to have so
much reader time to do the computer print-out My reader had
to sit there while the computer was down for three hours and I
saded up spending all my reader money paying someone to

Wait for the computer.
I had hardly any mobility _services when I was in college

and that was a real hattle,,MOtt of it was catch as catch can. In
court most of the materials were available. If you are in a''

technical area it is much harder to get materials._ For example; I
probably would'have really liked sciences but I had such a had
high 'aChOril and grade khObl background that I really could not
handle the work on a college level. Since that time, I have really
enjoyed reading in that area, but I was not given an opportunity
at that time to develop an interest

Audience: Where did win start school?
Pound: I started at the llniVertity of Texas. I was there

from 1968 to 1970, eind I was at the Univers4 of Houston from
1970 to 1971.

Audience! Do you tee a difference in the programs for
assistance dicapped students that are available now?

Po et, there are a lot more programs now. Section
SO4 h UP Whites, but not really endagh. I think there
needs to ore assistance and communication_with teachers

whO are .
ng handicapped students in their classes. I think .

people- to know what accommOdations they can make.
--thirieritt on that were very aptit is_really not as

cult as people tend to think It is. But it is scary and
people are not given the info:illation and

at they need. I think we have a long way to go on
that ".

once: What are the considerations when deciding for
or at a seeing eye dog?

d: I think personality has something todo with it
Thereare advantages and ditadvantaget, like what kind of car
yoU tiff-de. go to a lot of places where a dog would_ be
incOMitinlent tioWe*er, a ai*cse.titt be a very, very convenient
way to travel, for recreational traveLparticularly. In some 'ways,
a dog can help you attoidthings when a cane would -be useless

like lip a parkin Ope of my hang ups abbitAAAt is that)
people speak th-W-!og before theyspeak to the person. That
drives me nuts. I could not take that! Alio I find that I am not
that consistent about caring for my own needs; t am not sure
that I want the responsibility of an animal all the time A trine I
can leaVe_at home, a dog I would have to plan on spending
more time with So 'a dog would tie me to a time-ordered
tytten

Audience. How does a dog know where you want to go?
Pound: Oh, you have to let it know whether to go left,

right or straight ahead, so you still have toitnOW where you
Want to go. You cannot just say; "Take me to the grocery
store!"

Audience: Do you have any perc.,gon of color that-you
can rememb9r? )

PounthiYes.. I can remember colors. In fact_ it probably
works to my detriment I AM really particular about things going
together. If you_ think about it colors changeover the yeart.
People would tell me that something was a certain color, but_ it

was hard to know whether their definition matched mine. My

A



mother helped a lot on this. I found that colors of food are ft*
constant; so -rny mother would say, "This is green like lime
sherbet," or "greftn like real green grass," o_ r "iturp4like grape
juice." I Kaye-one dress that no one has been able to be
well tome: Part Ofthat is because colors realty do churn . Moss
is an eltartittle of a. Caor that differs a fot'

I visualize tihing that I do. is natural with me.
What,we are dote ht now I will rem ail visualize it It

- does not matter; reallY, whetherany j are-correct or
not It matters that I have something SP that I can
remember. _ it4 have even gotten into . ments with
people about what something looks II thin fig that I could
actually see it After a while, they Will y, "By a way, why are
you arguing with me?" It ready ki not makea_Z of sense!

Audience:How much more difficult is it for someone who
was born blind than for someone who loses their Vision?

Pound: I am -not sure you can say It is more difficult. It
depends on the poison. You could look at It this way, I guess.

:There are a lot of concepts that are much easier to learn
.visuaffy, such as spatial concepts. What is a curb llke?- What is an
intersection like? How do cars go? These concepts lire More

1, easily teamed visually and, once you have these concepts,- it is
easier to learn to walk around with a _cane.,The other side; of
course, is the difficulty in aditiSting_to blindness. Sometimes that
adjustrnenins so difficult for a particular person that it .was not
ASier for them to have once had their sight. Bo it depen
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those two sets of things.' I have known many blind people who
have not had difficulty learning those visual concepti At the
rehabilitation center where I taught, we were seeing many,
Many more blind people with additionitl handicaps, Such as
learning disabilities or spatial. disabillties. That Made the differ-
enceLrather than just the blindness.,

One = other . point:ittat = I would like to Make is that
modifications are great in teaching people the Way to do things,
but it* like teaching _pebt:4e to drive. You can teach people
What the best and safest Oasrto thingd is. In their own life,
however,ipeOple choose whether to keej, doing things that way.
Sometimes people-will teach mobility and get hung up on doing
if a certain way. There was one pecion at the rehabilitation
center who really did not like i_me much because [kept
demonstrating that blind people do not always do things one
way. They always tell you to check that nothing Is in the chair
before sitting down. Well, how many times in my life is there
going to be something in that chair? What is_ more, how many
times will it hurt me? I think probably very few times
although I hdue sat on a few ash frays! To = tne it Is =more
convenient not to clear the chair. l am willing to take whatever
risk there is. I ail glad to knout what_ e safer way is; I am alio
glad that t get to choose whether to do it that way!

ve enjoyed this session very much: Feel free to stay and
1k.

RELATING TO 1
:PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

d

DONNA WILLIAMS; R .

V..

How to interact With handicapped students d be a diffic topic to on-,
but Donna _Williams -riPaks from her own e ence as a handicapped perlion.

-. With a' bachground in first Speech and then" Guidancirand Coda-welling, Donna is
presently- director of the Dallas-baiedlpervice;:. Handicapped UOstarrice; which
provides Job placement. nd counseling f the Physicalkhandicapped:Tb success

. of thin. business endeavor is a reflection of the insight .experience; and _talent Ms.
has in developing individual costing plans fruliandlcapped students.,

0,1 -_ -

a
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I an very- happy to be here 'thIS rnoming. I am going tO
have to rush through my speech-because of our time lintIt; I .

hOpe we he" enough time. I am cerebral palsied myself: I Was
born With cerebral palsy; I am spastic quadraplegically, with a
mixture of athetosis:

My topic is relating to the physic.ally handicapped. LwiU

L a 4to
counseling theory is to let the chdd or the adult or adolescent -
express to rne, or to whom they are talkies with, exactly what
they want; no matter whatkind of physical handicap the person

d Wants:` e treed to be able
m. A lot of my clients have

tfi drne'to ask me what I
from therapy.session to
band I west thrOugio rgy

ny, I want to -know

alio tellyou about the agenwI started in, June of last year: Ittst al;4it
plod; the agency is Called Handicapped ftssIstatice.:_Wt are a =session,. o

Ornate employment agency for the phYsically4jandkaPped. I Olittne;_ but-,

limit it to physically handkapped peoplerWeralise + niyself .do .;.4, ur i 1"'-'!**;

not feel qualified to work with any other -haAdicap-pintCOnti Public LaW.A-,,,14_,Zhai given-- thejlerndicapped na lot
lions. I:Valdes-the employment agency, we hove it4otlejontil of rights.- I am not going to stand up here and say that eneed,
and a personal_ counseling service. This Is one tf-mylivis more rights than anyone' else, because in my 4gency-
*ause, grOWhig_ up as a handicapped child, I dicr Ifbit have finding_ that the People: f see ,think these educafidnaf la
anyone I could relate to or talk over my problems', with: Our work laws should-give e free ride to Easy Street I just

9fi
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them that is :not the case. Everyone has to work for what they
receive;but they hive to decide what theywant to receive. I will
give:them suggestions as to their options, according- to their

. abilities; but-I -Will-not make that final decision for-them at all. It
may take us six months to make one decision; but that is all
right.they have made the &St step for themselves:

Society has sometimes done the phySiCally handicapped
persons an injustice by lumping -them all together and saying
these people are slow learners. There are some -Slow -learners,-
but there are some brilliant youngsters and brilliant adults that
just have trouble getting the knowledge out. You can sym-
pathize-and see what they have retained.. I had trouble devising
methods toftndout what these people need, but as teacher and
counselor, I feel that it is my duty to do this for them.

I have spoken a little bit about Handicapped Assistance.
Besides the employment-agency and the counseling service, we
also have a health- referral service;- which is althost self-
explanatory. We have a public_speaking. bureau; through.which
I give lectures-concerning the handicapped.

I-would- like to- tell- you -about-one-of my couriarafees -as- an
example of many of my clients. She is thirteen years old; has
cerebral peils and has her mother-and -daddy-fooled into
thinking Laura cannot do aithing Laura thinks that she can
wrap her folks around her little finger, although- she Will not
admit to any of this. It took me six months to find out that this
was the case. Finally I convinced her parents to do at least one
thing for Laura- - send her away to a summer camp for two
weeks. This will help her to become more independent and
relate to other people.

This- young lady also has her mother convinced that she
cannot go into a swimming program for _handicapped children.
The school IS-Willing to put-her in- this-program; bbt her mother's
excuse for not letting her go into the program is; "She will get
her hair wet"

I say, "Well, doesn't she get her hair wet every time she
washes it?"

With these excuses; I. have to be very tactful; and.yet .11e
very firm with the parents; and work aroitrid them. I-believe in
my philosophyof counseling; to expose the child to every area
of life to which you would expose any other child. I use the
worCrchild" very loosely. I am talking about anyone;_ I consider
myself still a child or a big kid, so that tells you how I am using
the term.

A few moments ago; I _mentioned_ having the individuals
express themselves.- This- at &St- ma_y- -be through temper
tantrumss, and we have all seen this; _ but later bn; it may be
through unintelligible -speech.- It. is very_ -hard for-me-to sit and
listen to this; I get just as impatient as you.doilsit there andl will
want to say, IS this what you wanted to say?" But Ishotild not
They need to learn'to express_ irfOr themselves; though._ We
need to help them think througii some of their problems. A lot
of them do not have a dear thinking process and we need to
write down a counseling plan for them. If you werea teacher in
an- ARD-- meeting you could ;do this. I am talking from a
counselor's point of view because that is the only field I really
know. ' .

After this-counSeling-Planis worked out for-the individual;
we need to talk with him about it and. have him understand
what we are expecting from him. We -need:to-expect a little -bit
more than he can achieve...11f we underestimate the individual;
he is going to have the bItiff-on-us froth-the first -So-we need to
avoid over-building 11 expectations tint_ make _his goal just
where he has toSttetch, maybe an eighth of an inch more just to
achieve it-

In one of our counseling sessions; a_ thirteen- year -old girl
came in and we sat there for an 'hour without saying a word. I

nearly went to sleep. I tried to ask her a question and, since she
was very shy; she would not respond. NowShe comes in; and I
can herit her halfway down the hall. I think counseling for any
handicapped person; whether physical; mental; or learning
disabled, is vitally important Not so much academic counseling,
even though they need that atSo; but the need_ for someone to
say, "Hey, you are a person. It is okay you are like you are, but
I want to help you to do more; to enjoy life more.'

NOW I would like to. tell you -abqut the work I did in
Houston: I worked with United Cerebral Palsy of the Gulf Coast
for 8-months, developing .programs for-severely to moderately
handicapped. When I went into the program; there: was
nothing, -no supplies,- -nothing at all , Worked-- there- for 8
months; teaching handicapped adults; some-did not even know
their colors or how to- count from 1 to 10.- My most advanced
student was beginning to work on her GED._ I had one young
lady who started out with a first grade reader and within two
weeks_ was in the secondgrade. No one had ever given her the
opportunity to read anything. _

.

Masi of these people were living in a nursing home with ;,
obviously older people; it was not a: good situation., _Many:of
them had never been on outings. They would go from the
nursing _home to my program and-back to the nursing home. .
When I discovered this; I Sa.id, "Well, we are gettingout We are
goins_to shopping malls. We are going on picnics, You all need
to see the outside world:"

I also made them plan their own:seasonal:parties_ with
guidance from my, aides-They had to tell us what kind -of party
they wanted; and what they wanted to buy for refreshments. I
made one .of my more advanced students_ figure out the
portions for me to-go buy so we would have enough but not too
much. We had a picnic in Houston. Most of these people had
never been on a picnic. I had to explain what a picnic was to
them.

This program met in a church where -we had access to the
gymnasium.- Every! day they would do some type of physical
activity: I am not Proclaiming to be a PEteacher or &physical
therapist or anything-like that; -I-just thought they needed some
mobility at least to get blood circulating in the limbs they were
not using.

Now I would like to open it up for questions,: if you have
any.

Audience: Have you done_ any referrals or are you
familiar with the Crippled Children's. Camp in KeirVille?

Williams: Yes, in fact I wentthere as a child. We have the
Soroptomist's Camp in Louisville, which is 30 miles from
Dallas. For the young lady that I spoke of earlier, that is as far as
I could get her away this year. I keep reassuring her mother that
if something goes wrong, She can be there in 45 minutes to get
her. Her .-mother has asked me if I would go to camp with her
and sleep in the same bed. I said; "No, and neither will you!"

Audience: You are using these facilities for the younger
people?

Williams: I send their where I think they will benefit the
most I subscribe to Reality Therapy. I tell it like it is and if they
do not like it, they just come back in two or three weeks instead
of the following week

Audience: How about referrals with other agendes that
are involved with personnel evaluation procedures, rather than
only involved with handicapped people? Some agendes are
involved with non-handicapped people plus handicapped,peo-
ple in-evaluation for employment Do you cooperate with
organizations such as these?

Williams: Sure we do. But it is very hard to have other
agendes say, "Hey, you are a profit organization." Well, at this
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stage, we only lfo
profit organizatio
might be a "get,

to be a profit7makingerganization. A non-_,
may have the same kinds of services; but it
em in and get them out" organization.

My theory i , I do hot care how long it takes to get these
people placed. need to get them adjusted first. A lot of my
people come in and say, "I want a job, Donna.".

Perhaps _th y have held a job for six weeks or six months
gpon a trainin m in high school, but they do not want that

day-to-day roe ne of getting up and going to work. Unless they
are excited a ut what they are doing, they could care less.
They will com back in two weeks and I will say, "Well, how is
the job ?"

"Oh, I di not like it because it was the same thing over
and over a§ai "

I have to get across to them that they must stick' with
something at ast for a little while to get some work experience.
Most of my ople have not had too much education, They
were taken t of school when they were 16 for one reason or
another.

Audie e: How young do you take students?
Willie s: I will take them in arms. While I will not work

with them, I will work with the parents because the parents are
the most =l rtant factor, the factor that is going to make or
break the c ild. I love to get them younger. I can see myself
phasing ou the employment and just going into counseling
because o 1 er places can take care of the employment. For a

_while I will tay with- employment, tiut looking down the road,
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maybe things will change. Six months from now [might change
mY mind. I may see the need to stress the employment' more
than the counseling..

Audience: have a client that I am working with. She is in
college, and is cerebral palsied She is a pretty bright young lady

. but has a very difficult time talking and is very reluctant to use
any kind of aid. After you are with her quite a bit you can
understand her pretty well. A lot of times when' omeone has to
communicate with her; however; they will ask her to bring
someone to interpret-for her and she does not like this. My
question is; have you had any dealing with any of the
mechanical voice boxes for CP's and what has been youk
response? _

Williams: I have not had any experience in that area. I
guess I am real hard-nosed-and real bld:faShioned, but I think
"where there- is a will; there is a way:" They will get it out
eventually. My suggestion to you or to that young lady- would
be one-on-one counseling. Let her become familiar and
comfortable talking with you and present the idea that she tan
take one step further and talk to one of_ her friends. She could
become dependent on mechanical devices and they may not
alway.s be available or may not work for her and then she will"
have more problems.

I certainly have enjoyed this. If you ever have any needs,
please feel free to call on me. I do work with people out of town
on occasion,

HANDI APED EXCHANGE
AY, JAMES SKAINS, BOB ALCORN

B

1n-this fast- moving, session, three persons; two with orthopedic impairments
and one with a hearing impairment; swap experiences and concerns. Each brings
his own perspettive, his-own-attitude to having a-handicap, emphasizing the fallacy
of lumping handicapped persons into one homogeneous group:

_Randy Gallaway lost_bOthidis arms in an industrial accident at the age of 18; he
works as a student coordinator for a group of colleges_in California. Janie. Skeins
was born without= legs and without a forearm; he is a high school student .1n,A2trell.
Bob Alcorn lost his hearing at the age .of four due to -meningitis; he works as a
language facilitator at Texas State Technical Institute in Waco.

Randy: The unusual part of my life began at age 18 When I
was injured in an industrial accident Up to that time I was just
an average kid on the block thrt.w rocks, rode bikes, picked
on the other kids. I was jmst an average person. Then when I
Was injured I almost lostomy life in a catastrophic electrical
actident that happened because someone was careless on the
job. While I was working on some electrical equipment,
someone careles*iturned the power beck on. My partner was
killed instantly and I was almost killed: I spent a year and a half
in the hospital, had 38 Stiwries to get_ patched up, and was
eventually fitted- with artificial arms: I had a lot of really
incredible experiences in the hospital and had some people that
were very encouraging to me; some of the nursing staff; some of
the doctors. One doctor, Confronted with a choice a valiant
effort; probably of risking my life iiAth"Surgery or playing it -
safe and probably letting me pass away, had a heated argument

with four other doctors; even knocking one down. This one
doctor had strong faith that they should try. They did, and I ,

survived the surgery. It did not take any faith or courage to
believe that I would 41e, but it took a lot of faithand courage to
attempt to save my life. I am really grateful for a man with that
kind of strength: =

There were a lot of-everiences during my re-education:
learning to write lefthanded; being fitted with an artificial arm,
the initial dis-appointitient of finding out that the arms did not
work well when I got them. Getting over that learning how to
use them, and eventually getting proficient of writing, dressing,
driving and other things that I do all added up to an unusual
experience. Some of the most impOtt6ht things were some
friends, a pastor and some other people, that were tremen-
dously encouraging. There were some times that I was very,
very dikouraged and my family members would say to me; -"I.
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kiibik that it hurts terribly right now; but it won't always be this
bad. Youarealone right now. It seems like there is nothing you
can do. But it will not always be this way; you will learn." That
was a real help to me.

-Junes: Myname IS James. I was ISOM like this They do
not know why; It was just a_ normal happening; not becauskof
drugs or anything _like that I was just born this way: J never did
realize I was different because my brothers. and sisters treated
iriejtiat -like anybod_y else. I always played in the yard; rode a
skateboard; rode a tricycle;_ I did everything. I even hood:Tmy
daddy -move houses when I was sircor seven: I went swimming
and_ jumped= off the diving board.- does bother
me being like this because I can do everything I want to do.

All my teachers treat me like anybody else and I appreciate
that.. The kids at school-freatme- the same; they are all nice to
me. My favorite :class is homemaking; I made this shirt right
here. I like -the shirt, I learned how to 'drive a car and I drive
now: Iris _ really _neat driving._

Audience: James; what are some of the benefits of being
in 'a Wheelchair or having special services?

Janine: Well, when Igo to Six Flags I go through-the exits
rather than waiting in lines, Then I can- ride as many Ames as I
want. They let me do anything up there. If I want to ride six
limes; I can. When I go to the doctor's Udo-not have to pay for
anything. I can go to the dentist's and get all my teeth fixed. I
could: even have them pulled and it would . not cost me

anything. _

Audience: Why is that? Do you have special insulance?
James: Ym; I have Medicare and Social Security. 'They

pay for all of it
Audience: And you had services , from Scottish Rite

Hospital? _
James: Yes; since:I was two months old,- The longest I

have ever stayed in the hospital was three monist when I had
my leg amputated and my finger sewed up. My fingers were
together at first and they cut them apart I can wear artificial
legs; but I decided to come like this.

liudienee: When do you wear artificial legt?
James: Very seldoin.- I like the wheelchair better because I

can get around: faster I do not ever use the wheel chair at
home. I just go like- I am.

Audience: = What-was- your &St reaction of your
homemaking teacher when you:went into the class? What did
she think about yoU? ;

James: She was glad I got in her elms' this year because
last year I was taken-out of her class and Iihackagd to another
ela!k:S6 -She. was glad I got there this year: I wanted to take
homemaking:because I think there is a lotito learn. If I do not
ever :get married -I will know everything: Iran sew,-:l can cook; I
can do everything I want to do. But at _first she did not know
Whether I would be able to do_ thfrigs Before she knew it I was
up in the top cabinet things down..

I washed diShei for her. She could not believe at first that I
do those things: She could not believe that I could sew either.

Audienm Other than homemaking; ore there any other
vocational offeringSaVailableto±you or do you have an interest
in any other vocational offerings? J .

James: My favorite subject is math. I g-6_used to have a go-
cart and worked on It all the time, too. Itaverhauled the engine: I
even helped my daddy pick out the engine; dean it and gai it

Audience: Are there any Ether vocational prograMS in
you4° school? . .

All -we have is Agriculture and I do not want to
take that I will take typing. .

Audiente: Do you see any, ,differenco, liandy, in some-
one who is born with a handicapping condition_ and- omeone
adenlitiously handicapped? What are the differences that yOu

feel?
. :Randy: I think the adjustment would:naturally be more
gradual if you were born with a condition and you learned_ to
cope with it as a natural-thing= -and discovered later that you
were different. There would be some coping involved there. For
me; I was IS years old, so Aline -involved a ,life change:
Suddenly I coWd:not drive; I could not go anywhere; I could not
dress all the thingi-J had been used to doing had to stop. I
had a year and a half to wait just to get my arms made andlwas
totally depentent dirring-thaf lime. That was quite _a shock to
me,:being very independent by nature; then being suddenly

-totally dependent.- SO I gireaSthey both have their problems in
adjustment and coping.

Audience:_Randy; had you completed high school prior
to your accident ?

Randy: No, I was hurt in the spring of my senior year. I just
lacked &few weeks and my grades were pretty good so they just
awarded me the diploma.

Audience: So your schooling as a handicapped person
Was in college?.__

Randy: Right:I:was:out- aiyear and a half with therapy;
surgery, and getting artificial limbs, The next school year, three
months after I tot -thiiiirtifitial limbs, I entered college to study -

mechanical_ engineering: My first class was drafting and . the
teacher Said, -1V/011, .0.-re- It a shot and let's see what you can
do:" I: had had :drafting before I was hurt -so -I- knew the

WAS jUSt a matter of learning to hold:the pen .and
put weights on a triangle and everything just-right -It was a
considerab ly more complicated process_ In each stew but I

Worked very hard at it and made 6-13,-1-blind out later the
teacher was going down the hall to= another drafting room and
saying; "You guys; _if he can do thiS with artificial arms, you
aught to -make A's." So_ Ididnot make any friends!

Audience: Did you go to &rehabilitation center after your
accident?

Randy: Yes, tijiVatisi said that I could go to
a Rehabilitation Center in either Houston or California. They
thought thoie tiktrWere real good. could go. to-Houston °

- anytime; but had_neverbeen_to -California; so I chose California!
I Went to the -UCLA Rehabilitation Center and was there a total
of seven weeks; It took about three weeks_ for them to get the
arras made, so I did some therapy and watched some films .

about amputees and things like that When' I- got the arms, I
began titining in how to grasp objects and learned to do a_ few
simple dexterity exercises: Mast -oirriii-Jearningas after -that'

t aShirt on. I learned short
When I- Went home and began to practice getlir*.lot

of shoessed

and
devising some rnethods-to ge
Olt. I replaced all the buttons on my shirt with Velcro so I do
not have to use button ho-Oks.

:Abdience: How about the frustration level? Eighteen Is a
hard age to adhiSt to something like this;

-things :helped me there: :I was a _ very
compliant person and 'I took things pretty well and I- have
pretty:16dd tolerance level. When I did get frustrated; I had a lot
of influence from a pastor who worked with me and that hood
a.- lot -I realized that it was hard now; but God was doing some
things and it would work out

Audience: Did you have any:elings: before your -add-
dent toward handicapped people? I have foundlhat the biggest

hEdproblem I have in dealing-With.Special stud Fits and dealing
with the pilblic is educating the publietoward the handicapped,

Randy: Like we °all are; I was afraid of some types of



handicapped people. We ask, "Well, what if that happened to
me? How would I cope?" We all have those feelings. I had 4/
helped a friend who was paralyzed from the waist down
carried his books all the way through .junior high and high
school so I had been around someone with a di&ribillty and I
knew how to get along with that.

-After-the-Accident, I- had a friend in college who was a 'keen
observer of human nature and he noticed that other people
Were nervous-around-me -andth4Y- Were afraid that they would
mention a hand or something that might upset _me One time
when several of us were On' a-retreat,- this friend got me aside
and said, "Randy; everyone is uptight and l-am going to help
them relax and I'm -goi to. y-somethihg_that-Will-embarrass
you tonight when we are !together: You _just laugh and then I
they -will know that they n't have to be afraid and you're just ,

a real person: too."
"- That; night we were eating supper'fwith sortie. real pretty

girls-_by the way): I was thinking= about getting married someday
andlihad my eye on this one really pretty girl. I was trying not to
get_ any peas in my pocket or mashed potatoes in my hair
really trying to be cool. i i : , -,-

Then-My:friend:Suddenly says, :"Randy; I bet it's really .,,

hard to_ pickyour siose with that thing:"
_.3_

1 gasped, an deveryone there gasped, and then I remem-
bered to laugh and everyone else-laughed too. -I-learned a real
lesson from thaLthat people with inconveniences need to learn
to help the public relax around them. Do some thingSSO -Set
them at ease. "Hey; I'm okay; I know who I am; lam a person
just. like you with a-few limitations and so let's talk like people."
That is one of the greatest lessons I have learned:

Audience: Jarries; what are some of the ways that your
teachers have had to adjust? Do you use regular sewing
maChines? -.

Janie.: Yet; I use regular- sewing machines. When I was
making this shirt; when I made:this first seam, I was sitting there
sewing and my teacher said,:"4arnes, come here_ for a minute."
L looked over there_and that needle just slid right across my
thumb. I-was scared! i .

I also pray a trumpet I play in the "A" band and I can play
a french horn and a baritone. My faVorite instrument, though; is
the trumpet: .

_._

Audiences What are you going to: do when you graduate
from high school?

Junes: I have not made up -my mind yet I want to do
something that makes me happy._ I want to do something that
does not get me tired: When I get hoine I want to be happy. I
want to -Ohre home and not be tired. -,

Audience:You- let us -know when you find a job like that!"
James: I hAVO been thinking about being a --lawyer,-_ but I

said; my brain is not that smartil did: go over to Rehab and
spend the afternoon With the psychologist, but I have not gotten
the results-yet They gave:me 105 questions to_take home and
answer and then I lost the m. I finally found-them again and
mailed them in. 4

Audience: Do you wear artificial:legs? .

'-_ Jandm Yes, I wear artificial arms too and I can gaup and
down stairs_ pretty fair but I do not walk a normal speed. I take
bigger steps than normal people because that makes .me go
*ter and that is why I like to stay in this wheelchair. All I have
todO;is give .it a wheel and it just zooms on. But I can move
fatted Without anything. If I tin on the ground I just fly.

Andienter- Whet:XS-the-best way that you have found_ If
you have ateither who is a little hesitant about your going into
the Clattroom? Does it. work- to -just -communicate with that
teacher; to tell how you can work things best? How dO you best
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set the teacher at ease? I know your homemaking teacher was
not at ease_ when you first walked into that'class.

James: She told me, "Well, James, I am a little bit scared
because I don't knak what to do with you but we can find a
place for what you can do."

And I said, "Don't worry. I can do anything I want to do."
So she just never did worry_-- everything they did, I did. I

was the first one in my class to finish my shirt.
Audience: James have you had any trouble with architec-

tural barriers; stairs, and so forth?
James: Oh, we have level ground and I am glad we 'do.
Audience: How have people's reactions been?
James: Some people, when I go 16 big stores aids° forth

will look at rhe: Sometimes I get tired of it when they look too
many times._ Little kidt* by and they_just stare at_ mv. They do
not bother me the_first two or three times; but when they jUist
keep on tiering end-Staring I say, "What are you all looking at?"
Sometimes it bothers me. It dependson my mood; of course: if
I am in a_ cicid mood IJUSt them, =but if I am in a bad
mood I do not let anybody mess with me! _

,,Audience: How do you react to questions? What would
you do if someone came' up to you and asked, "Are you
contagious?"

James : .would answer them: "No; I am not contagious; I
was born like thii."

Bob (deaf): If samne asked me that I would pull my ear
lohe down and hope Uld spread some of it!

James: That was a good one. Well, I do not usually have
problems with people asidngthat When I started school in first
grade; since I was so little, they just treated me like everyone

But some people ask you all kinds of questions: "What has
happened-to you?" "Were you in a bad plane crash?" "A bad
car Wreck?"

I say, "No, I was jilit born like thit."
= It does not bother me when they ask me questions but if

they m4e fun of me, it does bother me. I do not like anybody
making_ fun dine because I am_justlike_anybody

Audience: How many brothers and _sisters_do you_have?
Jame*: My_ oldett brother is 26, iny'Second brotheri&24;

my third brother is 23,'and I have a little sister, 16. They all treat
me the same. I go everywhere they go. I ride motorcycles with
them_ and Leen- ride a mini-bike, go- carts, and bicycles.

Randy: Getting involved in some kind:of participation
sports has really helped ity__self-etteein and helped Me- to
become a little more aggressive. I have gotten _into:jogging a
little bit I entered some six -mile races, and one 13=mlle race latt
summer and that was really fun. It helped me to feel better _
about myself.

Jame.: I do not go out and join any team, but I do throw
baskets and lift weights.

AddieliCe: I- have to tel- l you thit-eictierierite with Sob. -It
embarrasses me io telllt, but I will confers it_ f got to class
the very first night, Bob was in the hall --He had a class
scheduled. I did not know which classroom to go to; so I said;
"Pardon me, where it this class ?"

He turned around he had his back 'to me and of
course did not know what I had said and l thought, this is a
foreign student! Then he said, "At the end Of the hall."

He said it so _I could understand it, eutl still thought this
was a foreign student who was learning_ Ehtlish. Then when I
realized he was deaf I did not talk to him; I_ talked to his
interpreter; like he was not even there! I told her the next night I
was so embarrassed I did not ow what to do. So I apologize_
to you; Bob!-
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_Bob: Maybe twenty years ago_ I would have gotten mad;
butt ain learning how to take things in stride as I go along in life.
But I have my choices. If I do_ not like the people who talk to me
I can react like I am supposed to be a dummy. If I like then then
I will tal4 to them.

, 'Audience: I would. like to find out from hearing-impaired
individualwhether the method of communication_ is actually an
issue and how Bob stands on the question of total communica-
tion versus auditorybral.

Bob: It is a very hot issue: I get real hot_on_the oral ue; I
get real hot on the manual I sh beissue, think- they
combined, into total communication; doing everythin _ If you'
are not a gcbd lip-reader, then whatgood-li-oral ? -lf tha person.
cannot learn to sign _ welt what good is manualismi or sign
laiii.iO446? Pitt them-together Where the child hag- the EOnefit of
selecting which one is comfortab for him; which one he can
benefit from. It is sad that these lwo sectors are fighting. We
should put them together to work with :each other instead of
swing that is not the best way, mine is the best way. But you
know; oral people always take the cream of the_crov-the
manual people take the-creamtlf the crop, and they fight about
which is better. If they picked them at random you-would see
both parties surprised. I have come to deplore oralism alone.
My wife came from an oral school. She 'depends on me to lip
read for her!

-Audience: The problem when we talk about auditory -oral
as opposed to total communication is that we have been
concerned with a teaching approach as opposed to a learning
style approach. If we-had taken the issue in terms of what is the
best style for this indlVidual then we would have gotten away
from what teachers can do to what way children can learn best

Bob: I think the learning process is mostly a visual thing. I
can take a small child who is deaf and attempt to teach hiiii-hoik
to talk; how to lipread, and how to learn something by
mimicking my mouth. -I can-dolt-many times-before he-finally
learns_how to dolt_ Or Iran get a ball; he seesit; then I show:
him "This is a ball," I will betyou the first time he will say ball.
He must learn what the ball is before he can say it and get the
right pronunciation. ,

So it = is hard for me to ague-_ on the issue of total
communication or oralism. iOralLsm is just one thing, one way.
With -only-oraitrainin_gith, have no choice but to lip read day in
and day out My eyeballs get tired. Deaf people who use total
communicatfon, cansit back if they are tired of lip reading, they
can look at the signs;_ or if they are really tired, they can ignore
the whole thing! With lipreading you have got to concentrate
every moment Once youreyes_ are diverted; then you are lost
But in sign I can say something to her and dream and still catch
a little bit I can look away and still catch a littlebit Lots of Mmes,
workers who work with you my,- ',took at me, Bob. I'm
talking"

"(t/h; I know what you are sa_ying" I say. "I was just
lobking over this way, but I was still catching what you were
saying." -

: Itts the same with my hearing friends. -I say, "Look-at me; I
am talking to you!" I forget that they can still hear me! They do
not have to watch me. And yet I demand that they lOok at me.
So it goes'both ways. ..

Audience: What has:beet your experience with students
who have come into TSTI? Have- they- had any vocational
training from high school into postsecondary schools?

Bob: A lot of deaf itudents do have post-secondary
_training. It seems sad to me, however, -that they do not have life
skills which_ are nece ssary when they come into post- secondary
programs. I know that when I was going to school Lwas pretty

good at life skills. I knew what to expect when 1 got out in the
world. The kids weget now.cannot multiply;:read or write. They
have never heardifingtmoe in their-fife so I can see why they
have problems reading; but I cannot resign myself to the fact
that they-cannot- milltiPlY or add. Somewhere the schools are
failing them.. I am_ not speaking for anyone else; just for me.

_Audience: You are saying that you really do not hay
trouble adapting to vocational areas at TSTI and the curriculum
that is involved for those students if they have the basic skillS?

Bob: Oh, I do have problems. Do you want to know what
is the biggest problem? The problem I have right now is time:
We db not have enough workers for one thing. The second
thing is we do not hove enough money. I really do not have too
much of a problem helping the deaf students adjust.

lot of the deaf people come in from residential schools. If
youare going to a regular school you are _mainstreamed so you
are/learning how people react to you. With deaf people who go
toga residential school it is good for them socially._ They have

Le who accept-them. But when they get out of that school a
lo of them face problems; They do not know how to work with

ng peers or hearingteachers, so they have to start learning
how to function with hearing people. When I was a kid; and
somebody made-fun of me, they paid fti,r it with a black eye or a
broken tooth. Now lido not care. So age has something to do
With it, age made a difference for me. I still become aggravited;
hoWever; when people say; very surprised; "You have chil-
dren?"

Audience: One of the problems that we have in main-
streaming someone into vocational programs is that we forget
we 'have to prove that 'this person cannot do It and 'ven
convince ourselves that he can: It would be nice If we had even
higher than normal expectations. It seems to me that low
expectations are one of the biggest problems that people who
are handicapPed have to help us overcome.

!Fob: Just retheiriberi-when you see handicapped people,
look at themes people first, because it is really not a handicap.
As Randy said, it is an inconvenience.

Addience: Was it hard for you to learn sign Language?
Bob: No, it was easier than learning to talk, Laut you see I

was already talking before I became deaf. I was fo& and a half
years old when I had spinal meningitis which caused my
deafness.

Audience: DO you think it is more difficult to be born with
a handicap?

Randy: _I think it is probably more difficult to be handi-
capped-later betattse you/grow up accepting the handicap you
are born with and you learn to adapt before you really know
that there is anything wrong. You already haVe a level of
success.

I would like to add one comment to our disciiiiion: Help
them find things that will make them happy; where they can
see; "I am benefiting the world. It is a gb6d thing I -am- here
because I am helping other people: I. am helping the world."
Whether it is directly or indirectly, build genuine self=eSteem.

Arrande for a creative way for them to ekperiment if they
want, where they will not be blasted if they Lail; giving them
opponunities to experiment-With leadership, with teaching, with
growing; with making things;

Audience: I wanted to say something on the issue of
whether it is better to be born handicapped or be handicapped
laler; I am handicapped in that I have arthritis and I am glad that
it came later inkle:1 am glad for the years I had without it

Bob: I think that might depend on what the condition is. I

aim-deaf. I wish that I had be born deaf because I still wish I
could hear music. That is the only reason I wish I could hear:



Audience: But isn't it a blessing to hatie once heard
music?

Bob: I cannot remember what It used be like. I only
know thatI once could hear because-I can 'Ilk. Sometimes I

/
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fantasize that if I could hei I would be dent of the United
States! 1-i

Parrish: -On that we will close! Thank you all kir coming!

I (i;;;-.

MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT
HANDICAPPED S'IVDENTS
CHRISSY RYDMAN

/ -
Many handicapping conditions are commonly consideredto be forms of mental -I

retardation when in actuality they are not Chrissy Rydman discusses this miscon-
ception and other' relating to the handicapped. Ms. Rydman draws her_experience
From working with handicapped students in Miami, San Antonio, Dallas, and
College Station.

Frequently, when someone= says= "handicapped" it= is
thought to mean retarded. This is reinforced by the fact that
many tests help to label students with = other handicapping
conditions as retarded, because of the students' poor learning
or impairments. Because of this misconception I want to start by
deictibing some of the other conditions.

I ain4Aing to go quickly through the, different handicap-
ping = conditions to show how they compare with mental
retardation. One of the most physically handicapping conditions
that you will see is cerebral palsy. Cerebral palsy is caused by
brain damage. It can happen in utero or any time during your
life. Any one of us here could become cerebral palsied fidtti
car accident or from a head Different areas of your brain
that get damaged affect different parts of your body. Sortie
people are quadraplegic, which means they are paralyzed from
their Mick down; and usually their speech is affected too: Some
are heirdplegic, which involves one tide. Thete can usually
walk DiplegiC is either 'upper or lower half.. _

Almost all cerebt* palsy results in speech problems and
that is- ne of the things that makes it hard for us Whd talk
normally they come their speech is funny and the first
thing we do is either talk to them like they are children or We talk
very loudly. I think that If yeti_ are getting someone like that in
your class or are doing workshops with teachers who will be
getting them, you should do Some -tole : playing The easiest
thing to do is to joke_ with them about their handicapping
condition and to recognise it and to ask questions about it.You
want to know why they are that way; you want to ask questions,
and you should so' that everybody knoW and relax You
shcitild 'encourage the other students in the class to ask; too.
That makesjt easier. ;

The rtahaelpoidicafgpirkg co- nditin that you will see that is
phAically is spinaNfida. It is a birth defect It
happens in utero; and isoon-progretirlve, which means it does *
not ever get any better or worse. Spinabifida is an opening. of
the spinal column; and the higher up it is, the more involved the
handicap.

: Another physically handicapping condition -is- muscular
dystrophy: It-is a birth defectthat is carried inithe female and is 1

passed almost_ exclusively to the male offspring.- It is terminal;
these peoplealMost alWays die-between 18 and 25. By the time
some of these students are 16 or 18 they aie so weak they
cannot even push that own wheelchairs but they have a mind
just as active as a#ody else s and they still have to do
something in the area of work. They hatie to be able to have a
titeful life as long as they live.

Another handicapping condition is a speech impediment
This isdifficult for other students-to-deal with and they make fun
of it We need to explain why students are speech impaired.

The other two physically : handicapping conditions are
blindness and deafness. Often in the public school there are
niobiliy SPecialists and interpreters _available through service
centers; but usually the right people do not -know they are
available. These- specialists can help you decide what direction
those students should go in vocational education. As I said, kit
manor of thete Students everything in their_ school record will
indicate that the students are retarded. You need to lotik,
therefore, at several things when_ you get students' files. First
look at how long they: have been in special education. That can
help you determine when thw- were first labeled retarded. Then
look at how long they have been "handicapped." If they have
cerebral palsy, did it happen-lastear in car accident; last year
on a-motorcycle, or did it happen 'at birth?

For example, we had a-boy that was quadraplegic. He was
shot in his neck when he was ten years. old. Until that point he
was normal and very bright, but because he could not write; he
was labeled retarded. So I think it is very important to look at
when the handicapping condition occurred whether it was at
birth or by an accident =

One of the tests used_at_the vocational school is the Valpar;
a vocational assessment test that is a work sample. It takes
student three Weekt to go-through this assessment to figure out
Whether he is good at &task and whether he likes it I think it is a
wonderful piece of equipment if you use it for things other than
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assessment If through the _interest inventors, you figure out
what it LS they want to do and then say, "Well, if you wahtto do
that see if you can do this," you can -use the tool- that is
supposed to be an assessment as a training tool. You then get a
better result in my opinion. Another thing we did was ter add
Some items to the test which we felt the test left out Use someof
your own initiative. You know what they are going to do in the
community and know what kind of job is available if they cab
do certain k1lls. You am make some bf your own things and
have them alinostready to go to work the day they go out_to
find bs. One stu nt who came through the assessment center.
was very bright wanted to put him in a' sheltered
workshop be really could not' do a lot,of the things in
the assessment ce r. We ended up fighting to have him put
back into the regul cadernic program became he was bright
enough to carry theacademic loads, and going into a vocational
program was not quite approp4te for him.

&ante of you may have heard of the JEVS. This is another
vocational work same system; it costs about eight theitiand
dollars. It it a wonderful piece Of equipment; from_which you
can get a lot of information, but you can alsci use it for training.
Again, if you use it for just an assessment tool you are not going
to_ e t our money's worth. If you use it as a training to-ol, you

The Singer is another work sample' that costs thousands of
dollars. One work sample has a small engine and the cassette
and screen tell Vou how to tear that engine apart and put it bach
together again. The student wears_ earphones so he does not
disturb anybody around him. The test includes all the toolS that
you need to take= the engine apart and put it back together
again. If they want to be an automobile mechanic you can put
them on the sample to see if they can do it, to see if they have
the patience and the skill to go through with the Sample.;

er describe these misconceptions 1 am going to tell
'Th.illit4urth-outsome of the students I worked with at the vocational
center in Dallas. One spinabifida boy was in high school, but not
doing very well academically. They referred him to our school
He came through the assessment center and when he got
through he did not really want _to do anything that we had at the
center. He very politely' explained to us that he had been
working for two years, liked his job, and did not see any reason
why he had to come to our school and get trained intone -of the
VEH classes for something he did not want to do. So we
releaSed him and let him go back to his job, which we should
have done in the first place. It Was just incredible.

school, not in the VEH CI= but in _the regular classes. He was
put in the class for mentally retarded students when he was very
young. He went all through school with other mentally retarded
students modeling himself after them. We got him into a regular
school and he is doing real finecHe worked last summer in a
post office doing:typinai

Another student was pUt in special education when he
in-the firit grade because he_ could,not read and was not acting
right Now he will tell you what it was like: il- had the same
teacher for three years and_ we used the same_ second grade
wok for all three years: I wasn't learning out of that book." He
would mi. there and tell you these things that would just blow
your mind arid_ you knew he was not dumb -or he could not
havefiguredout all those things: But he could not learn to read.
He had been in that same book With-the same teacher. In those
self-contained classes _they often do have the same teacher
three years in a row. I think there ought to be a law that you can
only have the same teacheF twice. This boy is in general
construction now, iSgOitig: to -graduate this year, and already
has a job lined up with Fox and Jacobs an excellent construc-

,tion company_ in Dallas. -He will make a lot of money. He is not
retarded; he_just has et learning disability and cannot read.

Try every single solitary way you can think of to work-With
= a shiclent, and when you run out o_f ways get one of The others,

in your class to tryto think of a wa . Marc Gcild's big_ thing is Try
Another Way and I really believe t: Like this- oy says-, "If
they:would have just given me another book.-'-' He was sick of
looking at that book: Even if he codid have figured it out; !he
was not going to._ He is real stubborn and just flat was not going
to lead because he was sick of the boLiok.

e of our students had been -lacked out of three high
s-ch Is when he came to us; but there was nothingemotionally
disturbed about hiiii: He was just-very frilstrated. He is happy
novi,_ but_ there was no miracle cure or anything like that The
than me he quit having to putvp with something

ecessaryto hit life. He got to where he could earn
9 and felt valuable so his concept of himself i'

increased a the and it didwonders. He ended up helping some
Of the -other deritSKI his class.

The T Another Way does not mean that you cannot go
bac -Cine- of the ways you tried before It just depends on
what d it is: Two girls labeled educable mentally retarded had
been in-Special education all their school age lives:L They were
being: ned to be maids in a hotel or a -dormitory-but-one girl
would --the in crying and hide under the bed: If you could not
findTher she_ would be under there --ctYing,- perhaps because
someone looked at her funny on the bus: The other girl wanted
to go into child care_ Her mother owns a child care center and
that.was all she really wanted to clo. The Dallas Independent

.
School District has what they call developmental centers for

. severely and profoundly handicapped children. They have to
have their diapers Shan d and have to be fed and a lot of
things like that Because of her:mental level she could not ever
have the _responsibility to work -in a day care center and be
responsible for children but she could go in and clean the day
care center and change diapers and feed the children: She is
now working at the'cleVelopmental center in the-School. She is (
not -getting paid but she will get paid when she graduates: She is
very happy. I do not know what we will doailth the-firSt girl. She
always jumps from one thing to another: We have tried her in
every different cluster in the school andwe are still frying. These
are some examples of students That came through the assess-

orient We do some come through that we do nbt know
exactly what to do with: There are often those that you lose
control of and I _:do not know what will happen to them. I
suppose they will probably be channeled back through the
public scho61.§. . ,

Our zero reject team found a girl about seventeen year of
age. One of the neighbors had said, "Oh yes, there is a girl that
is handicapped just_down the road in that house. She d6eSri t
come out much." She is ve ry very involved cerebrarpalsied
arid has no intelligible speech. Within three monthsof SchoOl
She learned how to read on the second grade level by using a
pointer That we attached to her head. She was SeVenteenjea -

old. and if she had been in school and gotten some training
before that point she would really have been doing well. She
has total control of her head and can do almost anything with
that head pointer. We taught her how to type with it in three
months. She is doing math; she needs a lot of help, especially
somebody to write for her,-bitt what we were getting out of her
mind was incredible: She is such a good example of someb6dY
who has cerebral Pal.SY,_ Who people chalk up as retarded;
especially because she could not talk.

Another is a inusculal, dystrophy boy who is in a regular
business laWt class right now:He was veil, bright and we sent
him through the acadernicivicational route where he: was
learning business typing, and how to use, the business
machines. He ended up going through the business tnagnet

1y3



We had one girl who was not handicapped until she was
about 15. She was working_in a Piiia Hut whenshe Contracted
encephalitis. She looked _normal; and some =days she acted
normal, yet she really could not do anything; We worked with
her and her teacher, who was really a good teacher but would
get so frustrated that she would have one of the -other shidents
work:with her. The other girl at the Ong machine next to her
ended up teaching her how to sew. The girl went to a-sheltered
workshop which was real hard for her but she absolutely could
never have been competitively employed because she could
not even screw-in a light bulb. That was-just a real_ interesting
kind of brain damage and it was hard for the family and her
sisters. Her friends did-not like her anymore and it caused a lot
of counseling problems: She had a real hard time at the

FEATURED SPEAKER
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sheltered workthop because the other workers appeared to be
at a lower level than she did. They gave her a job that made her
feel like she was in charge of something and she ended up
feeling good and is very happy there .now = It was a hard
transition because we were-not sure-what to do with her. We
were not sure If that was the right thing: The doctors could not
tell us if it was supposed to get progrettively_ better,- but it has
been a year and a h_alf and has not gotten much better: It was
one of those things that Will have to be followed for f6t.ii or fiVe
years-to see if she has gotten better. ___ _

In difficult or unusual cases you will not know immediately
what to do with the students. That is when Marc_ _Gold's
philosophy of Try Another Way must be remembered. We must
never give up on a handicapped person.

.
Mare-Ildll reqUires no introduction= to many educators in Texas. : While

completing his doctorate at Texas ABM Univeristp, Dr. Kill-initiated and cow.
dinated the Vo-catiOnal Special Needs Program; he assisted school Alishicts from
McAllen to Amakillo;_ from Beaumont to El Paso. He has had a greet deal to do with

)
making Texas one of the national leaders in vocational special needs.

.

It is indeed a pleasure to be back. I have hada wonderful
cipportunitsi to listen to many 9f you and I have been thrilled

the variety and content of this conference. I have been
filled with the insights that people are continually gaining
rough their experiences.

My, task today-is to wrap things u : by interpreting the
resentations to y$ and pullingtogeth r their main points. I

think throtighciUt this conference I-have I'd some wonderful
things said. I have heard conflicting things said, too to assess
or not to assess, that is the question I have heard from time to

e he'ated statements. I am going to try to'cut through the
otional overlay of everything_and then maybe we can leave

e conference with the feeling that we were listening to
dividuaK_ to pebge with vety real needs- and Very real

cems. Whatever our background or insights or approaches
; wedo have a common goal. That common --cal can

unite us and can help us to overcome the barriers of communi)
cation:

One of the thins that became infinitely dear to me as I
observed thiS partictilat conference was the immense number of
variables_that one has to be able to contol in order to insure
that handirapped_personscan succeed in the_world of work and
in vocational education_ First I saw an important variable called
attitude. I have often thought about the need for us to have
positive attitudes; but this conference gave me a much greater
insight as to the need for us to have a positive attitude. Shirley
Price and James Strains and Randy Gallaway were absolutely
fabulous: I can only say L hope that you took advantage of

hearing some or all-of these persons. They are going to give me
that bit of 1 inspiration about not only sharpening my own
attitude but being ever so aware- of the -attitudes that, the
handicapped persons with whom il:mwdridng have about
themselves, about life, and about the prospects of life.

I took a quote from RandyGallaway. I jtittleVethit _-cOote;
twill beidsing it for a longtime and [hope that Ican really give it
greater Meaning as I think-it through even further. Interettingly
enough, Randy :did not _give this as a major point it just
slipped out He said; "I believe in giving kids protected
opportunities to grow." :

I saw in this conference that if we really are to control all thewe
many variables that will lead to vocati nal preparation of a high
quality for handicapped personti \_ need to understand
handicapped persons beiter. I think all of you; whether you
went to sessions about dealing- with handicapped persOnt,_ or
you simply observed our interpreters interpreting or our seeing
eye dogs_ leading, or whatever other things your learned about
handicapped persons; that these insights are invaluable in that
they areimelting the iceand giving you a deeper insight Nan
Crowell had -some excellent things to say about working with
learning disabled students as did Ray Henke this Morning. John
Deupree, Dale = Voorhes; and Harry_ Goette_ spoke _about the
problems of the seriously emotionally disturbed child. To ine
one of the most difficult probleins that we are going to face is to
learn to work effectively with the truly set)ou.sly emotionally:
disturbed StUdent -ir nottirtmly:th socially_ malad usted child:
ChrisSy hydmart on mental reta ton; Bob Alc on the,.
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deat_ Pat Pound on the blind; and Donna Williams on the
physically handicapped you could not be in all places at one
time; but if we have a good conference out of
here you can definitely gain insights _ about _handicapped
persons from this conference., V& learned a lot about attitudes
expressed by handicapped, persons themselves. We had an
opportunity to- learn about -specific- handicapping Candid-Ont.
There was also an opportunity given to learn about the
programmingi-strate4es,- curriculum- development, support
services; materials selection and adaptation; and teaching
meth

Owen Hill had a fabulous presentation on his ways of
learning to control the classroom; the physical environment the
CUM-alkli, and even students..I do not say this to put Owen
down; : but

high
you consider that Owen did not even:get

through high chool himself, I consider him the finest vocational
teacher that I_ have ever met who :works: with -handicapped
persons. It just allows you to see that it is not necessarily our
educational-background but oinabiliti-tO-Piill it allito*ther and
to hang in there and be able to_stayonithe job with the people
who:are-- learning-job- skilt. -EliSe -Millikih i.-se a wonderful
presentation on the skills forvocafional adjustment coordinators
and her approacheS to on:the:jab training.

Among the other two or three domains =that I saw stressed
at this conference that I am particularly grateful for, one I would
give my mental and emotional assent to its Importance was the
tremendous amount of inforniation --jiVen on assessment. It is"
very dear that you; in Texas,. are in a state of ambivalence:. It is
very dear -that even those of y. -Who haVe come With a Very
strong educational psychology ckground have arnbivalence.
You hear- one person, such arc- Gold, say, "Teach, don't
test" In reality; if you:know rc and look beyond his words;
there- Is probably nobody in the country who does more
assessing. The difference is that he does it so entwined with 'the
teaching aspects of his work that you are unaware of the fact
that he is doing a cona_nt assessment, that he -is.-constantly
getting information about the child and responding to that level
of information through feedback. S6,- although he said do- it .
because you have to, in reality he:teaches that you cannot do -.
without constant assessment. The difference is between a once:
for-all evaluation or a constant one.

I received a= ot-of insig_hts- about vOcational rehabilitatiOn at
this conference and for the first time In my life L began to see
why vocational rehabilitation Vendt- a lot more time assessing.
But remember that the persons:who:are working from the
rehabilitation -model-are not teaching them in fhe classroom;
they do not see them there everyday. They do not see them at
9:{X) Lin-the morning and hive a chance to get all that body
language and understanding about students and students'
attitudes and capabilities and aptitudes that you and I see: It
helped me a lot to begin to realize that these people have to
gather data because they are doing to make a critical decision
about thht person' s_vocation,a1 career and they have to base that
decision on the bEst information; the most transferable informa- ;
tion; the most generalized:information .they--can- They have a
different mind set because they have a different educational
structure from what you and I are working tinder

I benefited from that insight and I hope that those of you
who feet this ambivalence abaiit assessment -will not leave the
conference saying we did not come to any conclusions about
assessment I think we did. -I- -think-We came to the right
conclusion ----_ that we get. ,all the information we possibly can
about- -an- AndiViclual-as long as that is relevant and
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information and we can put it to work. It really does_ not matter
how much -Money we want to spend on this or that system.- It

f wasz.beautiful .contrast I only wish that_ Marc_ Gold had given
hiS 20- minute talk" on assessment and then Ray Henke had

given:ht.-- You-would have seen beautiful melting of minds; of
different backgrounds. Yet both persons are totally_ competent
in What they do for people. I would not for a moment worry
about whether I entrusted my son with Marc. Gold Or with Ray
klerike or with Jane Francis, Tom Sanford; Tom_ Toleman; Mike
Peterson; Pam Hill; or Don Hancock,: or-any of the-other people
who spoke on assessment; I -came away_ with confidence that
any one of them, even thoughthey-use different methods and
have ultimately the same results; would knoW_my child and be
able to sit -down wIth:rne-and talk about my child and the way
she is actually lundioning,_They all could help_meand my child
and the school system-find-that little niche that is all so important
for those of us= ha want talead a successful and happy life.: So
please -do not -feel that we did not,.reSolve this thing. We looked
at its complexity and were able to see that it is the level _of
commitment that we have. There is certainly -no conflict
between clapping for_Marc _Gold when

he
says, "Teach, don't -

test,' or dapping for Ray Henke when he just absolutely thrills
you with his insight into what it.-means to test the ehilds-ability
to move with stress and to 'moVe__ without _jerky movements:

Another thing that I saw in the conference: that I am
delighted alkiiit Is that our state level leadership remains
positive; You may say, _"Well, I am getting a little nervous about
these laws that are still- hanging over us.. What are they going to
&Pio us with those laws?"_ .1 can assure you that your state
leaders in administrative positions have no greater love for laws
and regulations than_you or I do, You have got_to tie theisysiern
together somehow. You have to get certain objectives accom-
plished. _I do not think _that you will find that your:state leaders or
administrators are really tied into regulations in a way to put us
down=

I have felt a very, very positive affinity for your new director
of vocational education -and I hope that you iwill:Ove him- a
chance. I know that he is no more a vocational person than I \
am, but give him a_ chance. I hope that ypu-Will_trike those words
under *lions cortsideratidh because I know :what it means to.
have togive state leadership where there-are infinite needs and
ever 'So qniteresources. It is very, very difficult

Sc we seen good things in -thisiconference.-- Here.IS
what I wOuldirke to say aboUt working with these thousands of
variables we, have heard_ about 'this, rnoming.": There are
abs-016 _too many variables for you or me to put together in
order t success vocational education for the handl-i
cappe en if we cannot achieve perfection;_we.can have .

a would my goal be With th,...se that:taint:Ls of
variables. We haveiheard_about that have to come together:

lar- Way in order -for Vocational' education for
&persons to be successful? My goal-for the future is

am,-St wing and I aril working for a day when being
handicapped is no longer of any predictive value in terms of
one'i-creer choices, kilt-tits of one's career 'options; in terms
of one's ca eer _ining; that because a child is handicapped,
thit does, predict where I_ am going to..put the child; it does
not predic$ ow I am going to assess' the! child,-it-72oes not
predict e that child is going to go. Shirley and James and
Randy me an absolutely OrmSealof -approval on that goal.
We min alio the word handicapped; or sex; or race,

speaking abiliNildiltitetfete with a person's
education. 'r goal is to make these labels:non,predicting so
that that we have in Oticational education is
available' to any individual irrespective of his or -her makeup; be
it handicapped or not handicapped. .

One of the things that I have learned over the years is that
t we must continue to-grow if-we are- malls ready to make big
accomplishments: Tread an article not long ageby Beverly Sills.
She:said, "If I had-the opportunity to deal with five or six young
virtuosos in the field of music ancrl were to give them advice as
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fo what:they should do; I would say to_them, 'Don't go to
college. Find yourself a mentor, someone that you can relate to
as an individual and then go out and take every opportunity
that_comes your way to sing, Open up the - bullfights if you have
to. Sing at the hall game. Sing in chuich. Go to the nurser)/ and
singsome lullabies: Go everywheteyou can to put your skills to
work and litten to your mentor."'

There have been thousands of bit of information given to
us at this conference, far more than any of us can assimilate and
!lockage and somehow come out with a changed b-ehavior. But
find that person who gave you good insight, find that mentor,
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and if you will go back to that person that had special insights;
you eTrill learn. If that person it not at this conference, look for
that person in your neighborhood; look for that person In your
school. Utilize the resource room teacher, the diagnostician, the
special education counselor, the vocational education coun-
selor. Find somebody that you can form a learning alliance with.
Find someone that you can enter into a cooperative relation-
ship; a mentor relationship with, and then practice, one Odd at
a tirne one learning objective at a time, one new instructional
material at a time; one new assessment insight or technique at a
fime. Then-we-can-do it. Then we van take the prediction out of_
being handicapped!

p.
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